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The study of the magnetic properties of molecular conductors has experienced, during the last
decades, a very significant evolution, comprising systems of increasing molecular complexity and
moving towards multifunctional materials, namely by their incorporation in conducting networks of
different paramagnetic centers. In this context, molecular magnetic conductors have emerged at the
intersection between the fields of molecule-based conductors and molecule-based magnets as a very
exciting class of multifunctional materials in which the interaction and synergy between conduction
electrons and localized magnetic moments can lead to new phenomena, complex phase diagrams,
and different ground states, with a large potential for technological applications, namely in electronic
devices, sensors and in spintronics. Among these phenomena are unusual field-induced transitions,
including magnetic field-induced superconductivity, very large magnetoresistance effects, conductors
that are switchable by magnetic field, changes of magnetic ordering or spin state, etc.

This Special Issue of Magnetochemistry features a collection of research contributions
illustrating recent achievements in different aspects of this topic concerning the development, study
and understanding of the magnetic properties of molecular conductors and their applications.
Quite different types of compounds are considered.

A contribution by Tamotsu Inabe et al. [1], reviews a series of compounds based on axially
ligated phthalocyanines. Metal phthalocyanines are one of the first examples of compounds where,
in addition to delocalized π-conduction electrons in the ligand, there can also be localized magnetic
moments for some metals. The π–d interaction of these local moments embedded in the sea of
conduction electrons has long since been identified as a source of possible interesting phenomena.
In this contribution, the properties of TPP[M(Pc)(CN)2]2 compounds (TPP = tetraphenylphosphonium,
Pc = phthalocyaninato), with M = Fe and Cr are reviewed, emphasizing carrier localization and charge
disproportionation enhanced by the interaction between local magnetic moments and conduction
π-electrons (π–d interaction), and the large negative magnetoresistance, reflecting the difference in the
anisotropy of different d–d, π–d, and π–π interactions.

Two other contributions in this issue concern a family of compounds with two types of chains
(conducting and magnetic), based on the organic perylene donor and inorganic [M(mnt)2] anions,
which have been studied for more than 30 years, but are still unique among molecular materials. In a
review by Jean-Paul Pouget et al. [2], the structural instabilities exhibited of these salts are reviewed
and discussed in relation to the magnetic properties of the 1D spin-Peierls (SP) instability of the
dithiolate stacks, showing, in particular, that α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] salts exhibit the physical properties
expected of a two-chain Kondo lattice. In another contribution by Manuel Matos et al. [3], these
compounds are also addressed, the properties of the solid solutions (Per)2[PtxAu(1−x)(mnt)2] being
described, probing the incorporation of paramagnetic [Pt(mnt)2] impurities in diamagnetic chains, and
the effect of breaking paramagnetic chains with diamagnetic centers.

Another contribution by Yugo Oshima et al. [4] concerns λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, (BETS = bis
(ethylenedithio)tetraselenafulvalene), a very relevant compound in the context of the topic of this
special issue, due to the magnetic field-induced superconducting state observed. Studies on the
antiferromagnetic insulating phase of this compound are reviewed, and new ESR data on the solid
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solutions with diamagnetic anions, λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4, are provided, showing that there is no 
sign of paramagnetic Fe spins in the antiferromagnetic ground state, which has been a point of 
previous debate.

Another contribution by Maria Laura Mercuri [5] reviews Anilato-Based Molecular Materials, 
illustrating the large potential of anilato ligands, derivatives of the 2,5-dioxy-1,4-benzoquinone 
framework with various substituents (X = H, Cl, Br, I, CN, etc.) in different positions as molecular 
building blocks for the design of a rich variety of materials with peculiar magnetic and/or 
conducting properties.

Molecular radical units with unpaired electrons have been the basis of one of the earliest devised 
strategies for achieving organic conductors. In the contribution of Manuel Souto et al. [6], a new 
molecular dyad is reported, based on a monopyrrolo-tetrathiafulvalene electron donor linked by a 
π-conjugated bridge to a perchlorotriphenylmethyl radical, with interesting properties and the 
potential to give rise to new radical conductors in the solid state. The combination of radical units 
with electroactive donor networks is another strategy for preparing magnetic conductors, and in 
this issue Kazuki Horikiri and Hideki Fujiwara describe charge transfer salts of a new EDT-TTF 
(ethylenedithiotetrathiafulvalene) donor containing a radical through a π-conjugated vinylene 
spacer, with diamagnetic GaCl4 and paramagnetic FeCl4 anions with strong π–d interactions [7]. 
Another contribution by Hiroki Akutsu et al. describes two dmit-based salts with a stable organic 
radical-substituted ammonium cation, exhibiting magnetic contributions from segregated 2D anionic 
and cationic sub-lattices [8].

BEDT-TTF (Bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene or ET) is one of the most successful electron 
donors, being the basis of a very large number of charge transfer salts with metallic and 
superconducting properties. In the contribution of Samia Benmansour et al. [9], two novel 
paramagnetic conductors of this donor—as salts with oxalate anionic layers containing high spin 
Mn(III) (S = 2) and Mn(II) (S = 5/2) ions—are described. BEDT-TTF charge transfer salts are 
characterized by a very large structural diversity associated with different electrical and magnetic 
properties. Tadashi Kawamoto et al., in their contribution to this issue [10], describe structural, 
transport, and magnetic properties two δ-type polymorphs of the salt (BEDT-TTF)2TaF6 with Charge 
Ordering transitions.

The exploration of interaction effects between delocalized conduction electrons and paramagnetic 
centers by incorporation of spin-crossover units in conducting networks remains a challenge in 
molecular multifunctional conducting and magnetic materials. As an example of current efforts under 
such strategy, a contribution by Yuri N. Shvachko et al. [11] describes three conducting systems based 
on the electron acceptor TCNQ and spin cross-over Fe(III) cations, displaying strong interactions 
between local magnetic moments of Fe(III) ions and electron spins of the organic TCNQ network.

Finally, Royama Yamamoto et al. [12] explore the incorporation of photosensitive dyes to 
optically control and trigger conduction and magnetism in the photo-excited states of organic 
materials. In their contribution, these authors report a new type of salt based on [Ni(dmit)2]
(dmit = 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate and 3,3′-Dihexyloxacarbocyanine monocation, exhibiting 
photoconductivity with photo-excited spins, demonstrating the possibility of preparing paramagnetic 
organic photo responsive semiconductors.

From the large diversity of compounds considered in this special issue, illustrating current 
strategies for the development of molecular magnetic conductors, it becomes clear that the magnetic 
conductors are a topic of increasing interest among molecular materials, where several significant 
developments and relevant applications are expected in the near future.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: This mini-review describes electrical conductivity, magnetic properties, and
magnetotransport properties of one-dimensional partially oxidized salts composed of axially ligated
phthalocyanines, TPP[M(Pc)(CN)2]2 (TPP = tetraphenylphosphonium, Pc = phthalocyaninato), with
M of Fe (d5, S = 1/2) and Cr (d3, S = 3/2). These salts are isomorphous, and π–π interactions in the
crystal, that becomes the origin of the charge carriers, are nearly the same. Both the Fe and Cr salts
show carrier localization and charge disproportionation which is enhanced by the interaction between
local magnetic moments and conduction π-electrons (π–d interaction). However, the magnetic
properties are slightly different between them. M = Fe has been found to show unique anisotropic
magnetic properties and antiferromagnetic short-range magnetic order between the d-spins. On the
other hand, for M = Cr, its magnetic moment is isotropic. Temperature dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility shows typical Curie–Weiss behavior with negative Weiss temperature, but the exchange
interaction is complicated. Both M = Fe and M = Cr show large negative magnetoresistance, reflecting
the difference in the anisotropy. The magnetoresistance ratio (MR) is larger in the Fe system than in
the Cr system in the low magnetic field range, but MR in the Cr system exceeds that in the Fe system
when the magnetic field becomes higher than 15 T. We discuss the mechanism of the giant negative
magnetoresistance with reference to the d–d, π–d, and π–π interactions.

Keywords: phthalocyanine-based conductor; magnetic ion; π–d interaction; negative magnetoresistance

1. Introduction

As well as the planar phthalocyanines, M(Pc) (Figure 1a), axially ligated phthalocyanine anions,
[M(Pc)L2]− (Figure 1b), give electrically conducting partially oxidized salts by electrolysis [1]. So far,
the anionic complexes with M of Co [2], Fe [3], Cr [4], Mn [5], and Ru [6] and L of CN, Cl, and Br [7]
have been synthesized. The d orbitals in M show ligand-field splitting by the coordination of Pc2−

and L, and take low-spin d electron configuration. In this situation, CoIII (d6) becomes non-magnetic,
but the other metals have unpaired electrons, introducing local magnetic moments in the conduction
paths. In this mini-review, we describe the magnetic, transport, and magnetotransport properties
of the conductors of M = Fe (d5, S = 1/2) and Cr (d3, S = 3/2) with the cationic component of TPP
(tetraphenylphosphonium) and L = CN. Before starting to describe the properties of these magnetic
conductors, we briefly survey the structure and properties of the system with M = Co.

For M = Co and L = CN, a partially oxidized salt of TPP[Co(Pc)(CN)2]2 was obtained when the
TPP salt (TPP[Co(Pc)(CN)2]) was electrochemically oxidized. If the cationic part was exchanged, a
series of conducting crystals with various dimensionality of the π–π interactions were obtained [8,9].
In this mini-review, we will focus on the TPP salts.

Magnetochemistry 2017, 3, 18 1 www.mdpi.com/journal/magnetochemistry
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Figure 1. (a) Planar M(Pc) and (b) axially ligated [M(Pc)L2]−.

In TPP[Co(Pc)(CN)2]2, the Pc units form a one-dimensional (1D) π–π stacking chain with
negligible interchain interactions (Figure 2a) [2]. The π–π stacking is uniform. Since each Pc ring
is oxidized by 1/2e (TPP+[Co3+(Pc1.5−)(CN−)2]2), the HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital
of the Pc π-system) band becomes three-quarters-filled (metallic band). However, the temperature
dependence of the resistivity showed thermally activated behavior (Figure 2b). The 59Co-NQR
experiments revealed that the ground state was a charge disproportionation phase (Figure 2c) [10].
This results from the fact that the π system is susceptible to the electron correlation effect due to the
narrow conduction band. Indeed, the band width of the slipped π–π stacking system was estimated to
be about 0.5 eV from the thermoelectric power measurements, which is much smaller compared with
those of the typical face-to-face stacked systems, e.g., 0.88 eV for Ni(Pc)I [1].

Figure 2. (a) Crystal structure of TPP[Co(Pc)(CN)2]2 (TPP = tetraphenylphosphonium); (b) temperature
dependence of the single-crystal resistivity (along the c-axis) of TPP[Co(Pc)(CN)2]2; and (c) schematic
picture of the charge disproportionation in TPP[Co(Pc)(CN)2]2.

We were interested in how the physical properties would be altered by exchanging non-magnetic
CoIII (d6, S = 0) with magnetic FeIII (d5, S = 1/2) in this TPP salt [3]. Fortunately, introduction
of FeIII negligibly affected the molecular structure of the Pc unit and the crystal structure in the
TPP salt. This is because the ion size of Fe3+ is almost the same as that of Co3+ (ionic radius
r(Fe3+) = 0.64 Å and r(Co3+) = 0.63 Å). Thus, the geometry of the Pc unit was not affected and
the crystal of TPP[Fe(Pc)(CN)2]2 was isomorphous with TPP[Co(Pc)(CN)2]2 (Table 1). In addition, the
difference in π–π interaction between these two crystals was found to be negligible (overlap integral

2
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between the Pc π-HOMOs; 0.0085 in the Co system and 0.0087 in the Fe system) [3]. Therefore, one can
see that the Co compound can be a good reference of the pure π-system when one discusses the effect
of the local magnetic moments on the physical properties in the Fe compound.

Table 1. Crystal Data of TPP[M(Pc)(CN)2]2.

Crystal Data of TPP[M(Pc)(CN)2]2

M = Co M = Fe M = Cr

Crystal system Tetragonal
Space group P42/n

a/Å 21.676 (8) 21.722 (2) 21.778 (2)
c/Å 7.474 (4) 7.448 (2) 7.4636 (6)

V/Å3 3511 (3) 3514.4 (5) 3539.9 (5)
Z 2

Similarly, replacement by CrIII (d3, S = 3/2) gave negligible effects on the molecular geometry,
crystal structure (Table 1), and π–π interaction (overlap integral between the Pc π-HOMOs = 0.0091)
because of almost the same ion size (r(Cr3+) = 0.63 Å) [4]. The Cr system is expected to have an isotropic
magnetization because of the d3 configuration under the axially deformed octahedral ligand field
(Figure 3a). On the other hand, the Fe system is expected to have an anisotropic magnetization by the
spin-orbit interaction, because the degenerate dxz and dyz orbitals accommodate the unpaired electron
under the D4h symmetry of low-spin d5 (Figure 3b). Thus, the difference between the Fe and Cr
systems lies in the presence of the anisotropy in addition to the absolute value of the magnetic moment.

Figure 3. Schematic picture of the energy levels of d-orbitals in the (a) CrIII(Pc)(CN)2; (b) FeIII(Pc)(CN)2,
and (c) CoIII(Pc)(CN)2 units.

As described above, the replacement of M = Co by M = Fe and Cr in TPP[M(Pc)(CN)2]2 gives a
good opportunity to discuss the π–d interactions by the various magnetic moments in the systems with
common π–π interactions. Especially, we would like to emphasize that the Pc system is advantageous
because the magnetic moment is introduced in the center of the π-ligand with fixed geometry. This
situation is expected to yield larger π–d interactions compared with the other two-component systems
with indirect π–d interactions between the individual π-conduction assemblies and counter ions with
the local moment.

2. TPP[Fe(Pc)(CN)2]2 Magnetic Conductor

Since the discovery of the fascinating property of TPP[Fe(Pc)(CN)2]2, giant negative
magnetoresistance [11], the magnetic exchange interactions between the π-spin and d-spin, including

3
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whether they are ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic and how large they are, have been subjected
to discussion. The experimental evidence was recently provided [12]. In conclusion, significantly
strong ferromagnetic exchange interaction was found to exist between the Pc π-spin and Fe d-spin
(Jπd/kB > 500 K). This confirms the unique feature expected for the Pc system, namely, strong
intramolecular π–d exchange interaction should work in the single Pc unit. It should be noted
that the magnitude of Jπd is extremely large compared with that estimated for the systems with π–d
interactions between the individual π-conduction assemblies and counter ions with the local moment
(order of ca. 10 K [13]).

With this feature in mind, the physical properties of TPP[Fe(Pc)(CN)2]2 are introduced. Firstly, its
electrical conductivity is compared with that of the Co system [3]. The room-temperature resistivity
(about 10−1 Ω cm) is one order of magnitude higher than that of the Co system, whereas the increase
of the resistivity by lowering the temperature is rather steep. The value at 20 K is, thus, more than
six orders of magnitude larger than that of the Co system (Figure 4a). This feature is considered to
result from the development of charge disproportionation owing to the interaction between the local
magnetic moment and π conduction electrons [14], and is consistent with the large Jπd.

Secondly, its magnetic properties are described. Figure 4b shows the temperature dependence
of the magnetic susceptibility (χP) of the oriented crystals. Large anisotropy is a prominent
feature [11]. In B ⊥ c, the susceptibility shows an anomaly at 20–25 K, indicating the occurrence
of the antiferromagnetic magnetic order. However, the susceptibility for B//c is significantly smaller
and changes monotonically. The lower panel of Figure 4b shows a plot of 1/χP vs. T. For both B ⊥
c and B//c, the susceptibility reveals the Curie–Weiss-like behavior with similar Weiss temperature
(–20 K < θ < –10 K) in the temperature range of 120–300 K.

The magnetic anisotropy was found to result from the large anisotropy of the g-tensor (Figure 4c)
from the angular dependence of the ESR spectra of [Fe(Pc)(CN)2]− [15]. The origin of this anisotropy
was considered to arise from the spin-orbit interaction under the situation in which the degenerate
dxz and dyz orbitals accommodate the unpaired electron under the D4h symmetry (Figure 3b) [15].
However, the quantum chemistry calculation revealed that the Jahn–Teller effect lowers the symmetry
to D2h, inducing splitting of dxz and dyz orbitals [7]. Even in this case, the energy difference between the
ground state (dxz)2(dyz)1 and the excited state (dxz)1(dyz)2 configurations is very small (0.01–0.02 eV),
and this situation suggests that the strong spin-orbit interaction plays an essential role in this system.

The numerical simulation based on the anisotropic Heisenberg model in one dimension was
performed to explain the anomaly observed at 25 K for the susceptibility with B ⊥ c and the large
anisotropy [16]. The results indicate that the anomaly at 25 K is due to antiferromagnetic short range
order formation of the d electrons and that the π-electrons fall into an antiferromagnetic state at
the lower temperatures. By combining the simulation results for the other one-dimensional system
(PTMA0.5[Fe(Pc)(CN)2]·CH3CN, PTMA = phenyltrimethylammonium [17]), a model of charge-ordered
ferrimagnetism was proposed for the spontaneous magnetization at low temperatures [18].

The most fascinating feature of this system is its magnetotransport properties, and the
above-mentioned magnetic state is important to elucidate the origin of them. The negative
magnetoresistance effect appears regardless of the direction of the magnetic field (Figure 5a). However,
the magnitude of this effect precisely reflects the anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility, namely, the
effect is enhanced for B ⊥ c while it is reduced for B//c [11].
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Figure 4. (a) Temperature dependence of the resistivity (along the c axis) of TPP[Fe(Pc)(CN)2]2 and
TPP[Co(Pc)(CN)2]2; (b) [upper panel] χp vs. T plot of the magnetic susceptibility of TPP[Fe(Pc)(CN)2]2

measured in the magnetic field (1 T) perpendicular and parallel to the c-axis. [lower panel] 1/χp vs. T
plot for the same susceptibility data; (c) g-tensor anisotropy determined from the angular dependence
of ESR of PNP[Fe(Pc)(CN)2] single crystal (PNP = bis(triphenylphosphine)iminium).

Figure 5. (a) Temperature dependence of the resistivity of TPP[Fe(Pc)(CN)2]2 measured along the c
axis in magnetic fields (0–18 T) perpendicular to the c axis and that in a magnetic field of 18 T parallel
to the c axis (dashed curve); (b) Field dependence (B ⊥ c) of the magnetoresistance at 20 and 35 K.

Figure 5b shows the field dependence of the magnetoresistance up to 37 T at 20 K [19] and at 35 K.
The resistance decreases smoothly, indicating that the giant negative magnetoresistance effect is not due
to a magnetic field-induced first order phase transition. Though the magnetoresistance is still decreasing
in 37 T, even at this stage, the magnetoresistance ratio (MR = {[R(B) − R(0 T)]/R(0 T)} × 100 (%)) is as
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large as −99.5%. The MR at 35 K is relatively small, about −65%, indicating less development of the
charge disproportionation at this temperature (vide infra).

Now, let us discuss the mechanism of the appearance of the giant negative magnetoresistance
in TPP[Fe(Pc)(CN)2]2. At zero magnetic field, the charge disproportionation state in π-electrons is
caused by the intersite Coulomb interaction V, as observed for the Co salt. At low temperatures, a
short-range antiferromagnetic order between the localized d-spins appears (|Jdd|/kB ~32 K). The
d–d interaction is assumed to be through a superexchange mechanism, since the interaction rapidly
decreases when the d-spin concentration is diluted below 50% [20]. The π-electron interacts with the
localized magnetic moment by the strong π–d interaction (|Jπd|/kB >500 K). As a result, the charge
disproportionation is enhanced (charge-ordered ferrimagnetism: middle panel in Figure 6). If the
π-electron hops to the neighboring site whilst keeping the spin state, the spin becomes antiparallel to
the localized d-spin. This situation increases the energy of the electronic system by Jπd. Therefore, Jπd
effectively enhances the Coulomb effect of V.

Next, we consider the state in magnetic fields. At high temperature, there is an antiferromagnetic
fluctuation enhancing the charge disproportionation. The resistivity may be increased only in
this fluctuation region. Negative magnetoresistance is considered to be achieved by reducing this
fluctuation region with applying magnetic fields. At low temperatures where weak ferromagnetism is
observed, the antiferromagnetic order may grow considerably along the one-dimensional direction.
As can be seen from the magnetization, high magnetic fields are required to destroy the short-range
antiferromagnetic order of Fe d-spins. From the detailed magnetoresistance measurements of
TPP[FexCo1-x(Pc)(CN)2]2, it was revealed that the charge disproportionation was rather developed
in intermediate magnetic fields [20]. This is because the energy in the electronic system can decrease
owing to the Zeeman effect when the π-electrons are localized. When the field becomes much higher,
the short-range antiferromagnetic order of Fe d-spins is destroyed. At this stage, the local moment
in the Pc unit becomes parallel to those in the neighboring units, and π-electrons can hop to the
neighboring sites, leading to the reduction of the electrical resistance (lower panel in Figure 6) [21].

Figure 6. One-dimensional chain of [Fe(Pc)(CN)2]1/2− (upper panel). Middle and lower panels show
the schematic diagrams of the magnetic interactions at low temperature. At B = 0 T, Fe d-spins tend
to form the antiferromagnetic short-range order that makes Pc π-electrons localized due to strong
π–d interaction. In magnetic fields, breakage of the antiferromagnetic order of Fe d-spins allows Pc
π-electrons to transfer to the neighboring site when the field is applied perpendicular to the c axis
(1D chain direction).
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3. TPP[Cr(Pc)(CN)2]2 Magnetic Conductor

As shown in Figure 3a, CrIII in TPP[Cr(Pc)(CN)2]2 has S = 3/2, resulting in a larger magnetic
moment than that of FeIII. In addition, even under D4h symmetry, all degenerate t3g orbitals
accommodate an unpaired electron in the high spin state, thus the magnetization moment becomes
almost isotropic, because the contribution from the spin-orbit momentum to the magnetism is
quenched. Indeed, angular dependent ESR [4] and multifrequency ESR [22] experiments gave
nearly isotropic g-value (g = 1.995 ± 0.005). The temperature dependence of the static magnetic
susceptibility was found to follow the Curie–Weiss law above 50 K (Figure 7a) with the Curie constant
C = 4.16 emu K mol−1 (expected value for S = 3/2; 3.75 emu K mol−1 (the formula unit contains two
Cr(Pc)(CN)2 units)) and the Weiss temperature θ = −20 K (|J|/kB = 8.2 K from θ = zJS(S + 1)/3kB,
where z (coordination number) = 2 for the 1-D system) [22]. Below 15 K, the observed susceptibility
data is larger than that expected from the Curie–Weiss law. This may be due to contribution from the
charge-order ferrimagnetism as observed for the Fe system. In the magnetization experiments under
high magnetic fields, since the saturation of the magnetization was not observed even in 53 T within the
measured temperature range, magnetic exchange interaction was estimated to be |Jdd|/kB >11.9 K [22].

Figure 7b shows the temperature dependence of the resistivity of TPP[Cr(Pc)(CN)2]2. Though the
room-temperature resistivity is almost the same as the Fe system (10−1~100 Ω cm), the activation energy
of the conduction is higher compared with the Fe system, suggesting that the charge disproportionation
is more developed in the Cr system. Indeed, the current density–electric field plot of TPP[Cr(Pc)(CN)2]2

showed negative differential resistance (NDR) below 60 K [4]; the temperature at which NDR appeared
was significantly higher than that in the Fe system (NDR appeared below 30 K [23]). These facts
strongly support that the charge localization in the Cr system occurs at higher temperature compared
with the Fe system.

Figure 7. (a) Temperature dependence of the product of magnetic susceptibility and temperature (χT)
in 1 T of TPP[Cr(Pc)(CN)2]2. The dotted line represents a best fit by the Curie–Weiss law for the data
above 50 K. Inset: Temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility; (b) Temperature dependence
of the resistivity normalized by the value at 300 K (ρ(T)/ρ(300 K)) of TPP[M(Pc)(CN)2]2 with M = Fe
and Cr. Inset: Arrhenius plot of the normalized resistivity.

Since the charge disproportionation was suggested to be more developed in the Cr system, it was
expected to show larger magnetoresistance effects. The first report up to the field strength of 9 T at 20 K
indicated that the effect is only 25% of that observed for the Fe system [4]. However, the measurements
at higher magnetic fields indicated that the magnetoresistance effect of the Cr system at 35 K near 50 T
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was 1.3 times larger than that observed for the Fe system (Figure 8). It can be seen from Figure 8 that
the non-magnetic Co system shows normal positive magnetoresistance.

Figure 8. Magnetic-field dependence of normalized resistivity [ρ(B)/ρ(0 T)] of TPP[M(Pc)(CN)2]2 for
M = Fe (35 K), Cr (35 K) and Co (30 and 40 K) in magnetic fields perpendicular to the c axis.

Now, let us consider the difference between the Fe and Cr systems. For the saturation of the
magnetization, higher magnetic fields are required in the Cr system than in the Fe system. This
suggests that the antiferromagnetic interaction between the d-spins is larger in the Cr system than in
the Fe system. This stronger interaction in the Cr system makes the charge disproportionation of the
π-electrons more developed. As a result, when the d-spins are aligned parallel by the external magnetic
fields, the charge disproportionation is attenuated by a larger degree, making the magnetoresistance
effect more pronounced in the Cr system. When the magnetic field strength is insufficient to align the
d-spins parallel, the charge disproportionation is affected by a much smaller degree, resulting in a
smaller magnetoresistance effect compared with the Fe system.

At the present stage, there is no quantitative evaluation of the field strength required to align the
d local moments. For the Fe system, the field dependence of the magnetoresistance seems to approach
the point of saturation at this temperature. However, it is suggested that much higher field strength is
required for the saturation of the magnetoresistance as well as magnetization in the Cr system than in
the Fe system.

So far, the magnetic moment of the π-electron has not been included in the discussion. In the
system without local magnetic moment, TPP[Co(Pc)(CN)2]2, the susceptibility shows nearly constant
small values in the high-temperature region (~5 × 10−4 emu mol−1), because π-electrons can hop to
the neighboring sites with the aid of finite t (transfer integral), resulting in the Pauli-like behavior [24].
However, at low temperatures, the susceptibility increases gradually where the line width of the ESR
signal shows gradual broadening. This indicates that the π-electrons bear localized character along
with the antiferromagnetic fluctuation [10], suggesting the growth of charge disproportionation.

This situation seems to be drastically changed by introducing a local magnetic moment (this
accompanies large ferromagnetic π–d interaction). In the high-temperature region where the charge
disproportionation is not fully developed, the susceptibility of the π-electrons is considered to become
as small as that observed for the Co system (π-electrons can hop to the neighboring sites with certain
probability due to the thermal fluctuation). At the present stage, we have not succeeded in estimating
the contribution of the π-electrons from the observed susceptibility containing the large value of
the localized magnetic moment. In the Fe system, there is a steep rise of the susceptibility in the
low-temperature region. The magnetic torque experiments [16,18] suggested that the susceptibility of
the π-electrons contributes to this steep rise. The π-electrons show an antiferromagnetic state below
13 K, and it is explained that this order leads to the charge-order ferrimagnetism (middle panel of
Figure 6). In the Cr system, a steep rise of magnetization was also observed at low temperatures.
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However, there are different aspects in the magnetic behavior, suggesting more complicated magnetic
interactions in the Cr system.

Though the magnetic order state of spins originating from the π-electrons can be observable only
at low temperatures, traces of the order state may remain up to higher temperatures, as is the case for
the d-spins (in the temperature range in which the charge disproportionation is observable). As shown
in Figure 8, the negative magnetoresistance is indeed observed at 35 K. At this temperature, the charge
disproportionation is considered to develop, though the ordering of the π-spins was not observed.
The spins originating from the π-electrons also respond to the magnetic field through the strong π–d
interactions. The detailed magnetic structure of the π-electrons in the Cr system may be different from
that in the Fe system. However, it can be assumed that, in both the systems at 35 K, the π-electrons
are released from the localized state in the charge disproportionation by destroying small domains of
antiferromagnetic order of d-spins by applying external magnetic fields.

4. Conclusions

This mini-review describes the series of isostructural Pc conductors of TPP[M(Pc)(CN)2]2 that
shows giant negative magnetoresistance with M = Fe and Cr. After the discovery of giant negative
magnetoresistance of the Fe system in 2000, many studies have been conducted. The detailed aspects
of the charge disproportionation, π–d interactions, d–d interactions, and π–π interactions have been
disclosed by comparison with the non-magnetic Co system, by theoretical studies, and by the elaborate
magnetic and magnetotransport measurements. At zero magnetic field, short-range antiferromagnetic
order of d-spins follows the development of charge disproportionation. From the above experimental
results, a model of charge-ordered ferrimagnetism was proposed. In magnetic fields, the following
mechanism was proposed. The antiferromagnetic order of the d-spins is destroyed by the magnetic
field, which leads to destabilization of the charge disproportionation state of the π-electrons. This
causes the decrease of the resistance from the value at zero field.

On the other hand, studies on the system with a larger magnetic moment, M = Cr, have recently
been conducted. In contrast to the anisotropic moment of the Fe system, the Cr system showed an
almost isotropic moment. The charge disproportionation was suggested to be more developed in the
Cr system. The magnetic measurements at high fields have suggested that there are rather robust
antiferromagnetic interactions in the Cr system, supporting more developed charge disproportionation.
As a result, the field dependence of the magnetoresistance of the Cr system crosses that of the Fe system,
resulting in a larger negative magnetoresistance effect of the Cr system at higher magnetic fields.

Magnetic properties at high fields suggested that the mechanism of the negative magnetoresistance
in the Cr system might contain some different aspects compared with the Fe system. Nevertheless,
there seems to be a common feature in these systems: breakage of magnetic interactions between the
d-spins follows destabilization of the charge disproportionation of the π-electrons that leads to the
reduction of the resistance.

The occurrence of π–d interactions is ensured when magnetic ions of M are introduced into
M(Pc)L2 units composing the molecular conductors. This is a valuable system that realizes unique
magnetotransport properties. Though the M(Pc)L2 unit is flexible toward substitution of the
components, the structural framework is rather robust. Therefore, this is a useful building block
for the design of functional π–d systems.
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Abstract: We consider structural instabilities exhibited by the one-dimensional (1D) (arene)2X family
of organic conductors in relation with their electronic and magnetic properties. With a charge transfer
of one electron to each anion X, these salts exhibit a quarter-filled (hole) conduction band located
on donor stacks. Compounds built with donors such as fluorenthene, perylene derivatives and
anions X such as PF6 or AsF6 exhibit a high temperature (TP ~170 K) conventional Peierls transition
that is preceded by a sizeable regime of 1D 2kF charge density wave fluctuations (kF is the Fermi
wave vector of the 1D electron gas located on Per stack). Surprisingly, and probably because of the
presence of a multi-sheet warped Fermi surface, the critical temperature of the Peierls transition is
considerably reduced in the perylene series α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] where X is the dithiolate molecule with
M = Au, Cu, Co and Fe. Special attention will be devoted to physical properties of α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2]
salts with M = Pt, Pd and Ni which incorporate segregated S = 1/2 1D antiferromagnetic (AF)
dithiolate stacks coexisting with 1D metallic Per stacks. We analyze conjointly the structural and
magnetic properties of these salts in relation with the 1D spin-Peierls (SP) instability located on the
dithiolate stacks. We show that the SP instability of Pd and Ni derivatives occurs in the classical
(adiabatic) limit while the SP instability of the Pt derivative occurs in the quantum (anti-adiabatic)
limit. Furthermore, we show that in Pd and Ni derivatives 1st neighbor direct and frustrated
2nd neighbor indirect (through a fine tuning with the mediated 2kF RKKY coupling interaction on
Per stacks) AF interactions add their contribution to the SP instability to stabilize a singlet-triplet
gap. Our analysis of the data show unambiguously that magnetic α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] salts exhibit the
physics expected for a two chain Kondo lattice.

Keywords: One dimensional organic conductor; Peierls transition; spin-Peierls transition; Kondo
lattice; frustrated antiferromagnetic chain

1. Introduction

Since the discovery of the so-called Peierls transition in the Krogmann salt K2Pt(CN)4Br0.3-3H2O
(KCP) [1] in 1973, nearly than 45 years ago, many investigations have shown that most one-dimensional
(1D) conductors are subject to a coupled electronic-structural instability transition at the 2kF critical
wave vector (kF being the Fermi wave vector of the 1D electron gas). Due to the electron–phonon
coupling the Peierls transition consists in a 2kF modulated wave of bond distances, forming a so-called
bond ordered wave (BOW), accompanied by a 2kF modulation of the electronic density, forming
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a so-called charge density wave (CDW); these two waves being in quadrature (see [2]). The 2kF
modulation wave vector related to the 1D band filling is generally in incommensurate relation with
the chain reciprocal wave vector, noted b* below (2kF, expressed in b* reciprocal unit, amounts to
half the number of conduction electrons, ρ, per repeat unit; the factor 2 is due to the spin degree
of freedom). At the Peierls transition, TP, the long range 2kF modulation, which opens a gap at
the Fermi level in the 1D band structure, drives a metal to insulator phase transition. However,
because of the 1D nature of the underlying electronic instability, the Peierls transition is preceded by
a very sizable regime of 1D 2kF CDW/BOW fluctuations which extends up to 2–4 times TP (the onset
temperature of CDW/BOW fluctuations corresponds to about the mean-field Peierls temperature,
TMF

P defined more precisely below). Between TMF
P and TP, local fluctuations in direct space open

a partial gap (i.e., a pseudo-gap) in the electronic structure. More explanations concerning these
distinctive features can be found in a recent review [3].

2kF Peierls transitions are well observed in quasi-1D inorganic compounds such as the Krogmann
salts, the blue bronzes, K0.3MoO3, and the transition metal tri-chalcogenides, NbSe3 and TaS3, built
with chain of transition elements based inorganic polyhedron (Pt(CN)4 square, MoO6 octahedron and
NbSe6/TaS6 anti-prism, respectively) between which there is a strong overlap of d wave functions [4].
Other significant examples can be found among organic conductors built with stacks of planar
molecules between which there is a sizeable overlap of pπ molecular orbitals (MO). In organic salts,
the metallic character is achieved either by a partial charge transfer ρ from stacks of donor (D) to
stacks of acceptor (A), such as in TTF-TCNQ, or by a complete charge transfer from anion (X)/cation
(Y) to D/A in 2:1 D2X or A2Y salts (TTF = tetrathia-fulvalene, TCNQ = tetracyano-quinodimethane).
Only D2X salts, with ρ = 1/2 hole charge transfer, will be considered in this paper (in these salts,
the band structure built on the donor HOMO is quarter-filled in hole). An important characteristic
of organic metals is that, with a stack built with tilted large planar molecules, the HOMO nodal
structure leads to intra-stack transfer integral (t//) often smaller or comparable to intra-molecular
(U) or inter-molecular (V) Coulomb repulsion terms. Thus because of the relative importance of
electron repulsions U and V with respect to t//, organic conductors develop also another type of CDW
instability at the critical 4kF wave vector consisting in a Wigner (or Mott-Hubbard) type of charge
localization [2]. Thus, as a non-degenerate HOMO level can be at most occupied by an hole whatever
its spin, the critical wave vector of the charge localization mechanism, being associated to ρ, is 4kF in 1D.
In 2:1 organic salts, intensively studied in recent years [5], a spin-charge decoupling accompanies the
charge localization phenomenon. When such a decoupling is achieved, the localized S = 1/2 degrees
of freedom remain available to order in anti-ferromagnetic (AF) or non-magnetic singlet paired ground
states. The singlet pairing is generally stabilized by a dimerization of the chain of localized spins.
The transition which thus results opens a singlet-triplet gap in the AF magnetic excitation spectrum.
Being analog to the metal-insulator Peierls transition, which opens a gap in a metallic excitation
spectrum, the singlet pairing transition is called for this reason a spin-Peierls (SP) transition whose
main characteristics are now well documented in the recent literature (see for example Reference [3,5]).

The perylene (Per) molecule, shown in Figure 1a, has played an important role in the development
of the field of 1D organic conductors because the first molecular crystal exhibiting a metallic
conductivity was found in 1954 when Per was exposed to Br [6]. Then many family of organic
salts based on the Per donor and its derivatives were found to exhibit metallic properties [7]. Among
them, 2:1 D2X salts were found to be quasi-1D metals exhibiting a 2kF BOW/CDW instability diverging
into a Peierls metal-insulator transition (see Section 2). A very original physics is observed in the
α phase of Per-dithiolate salts, named α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] below, which mix 1D conducting and
magnetic properties [7,8] (another β phase is semiconducting [7]). The structure of α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2]
exhibits along the b direction (perpendicular to the plane of Figure 2) regular stacks of tilted and
partially oxidized Per molecules which coexist with metal-bisdithiolene complex [M(mnt)2]− stacks.
[M(mnt)2]−, shown in Figure 1b, is a close shell molecule for M = Au and Cu, while [M(mnt)2]− bears
an unpaired spin 1/2 for M = Ni, Pd and Pt. Due to the charge transfer of one electron per dithiolate,
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leaving ρ = 1/2 hole per Per, α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] forms a family of high conducting and anisotropic
conductors (σb ~700 S/cm and σb/σ ~103 at RT) [9] with a quarter-filled hole (or a three quarter
filled electron) conduction band—see Figure 3a. With regular stacks of M = Au and Cu close shell
dithiolate molecules and dimerized stacks of M = Fe and Co dithiolate molecules, only the Per stack is
electro-active. These systems exhibit a Peierls instability that was reported more than 25 years ago [8].
Its salient features will be summarized in Section 2 and compared to those shown by other D2X salts of
arene donors. Magnetic α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] salts incorporating dithiolate stacks with M = Ni, Pd and Pt
are very original systems since dithiolate stacks, where each [M(mnt)2]− bears a spin S = 1/2, coexist
with conducting Per stacks subject to a Peierls instability. In addition, these regular dithiolate stacks
forming S = 1/2 AF chains are subject to a SP instability [9]. The SP instability of the dithiolate stacks
was however poorly studied. Thus, a complete analysis of their SP instability will be object of Section 3.
Section 3 will also consider the unprecedented coupling between the SP and Peierls instabilities from
which a new physics emerges.

Figure 1. Chemical structure of: (a) fluoranthene (FA), perylene donors and its derivatives TMP and
CPP; and (b) the dithiolate acceptor [M(mnt)2].

Figure 2. Crystal structure of α-Per2[M(mnt)2] projected along the stack direction b, which shows the
presence of segregated Per and dithiolate stacks. In this structure, each [M(mnt)2] stack fills tunnel
delimited by six Per stacks, and there is one Per stack inside each triangular array of first neighbors
[M(mnt)2] stacks. First neighbor inter-stack [M(mnt)2]—Per AF exchange coupling J are schematically
indicated (note that there are three different types of interactions per Per).
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Figure 3. Three-quarter electron (one-quarter hole) filled band structure of D2X arene salts for:
a uniform donor stack (a); and a two-fold modulated donor stack (b). The positive band dispersion
is due to the graphitic type of overlap of donor molecules. (b) considers the two extreme situations :
(1) of a dimerized stack, and (2) of a charge modulated stack. The expression of the band gap 2EG at
the Brillouin zone boundary b’*/2 is given in (1), for a small modulation of transfer integrals t, and in
(2) for a small modulation of site energies ε. The case of a strongly dimerized stack is considered in (c).
In this situation the wave functions/energies are basically that of well decoupled bonding /ΨB>/εB

and anti-bonding /ΨAB>/εAB states of the dimer. For a one quarter hole band filling, the system can be
considered as having an half-filled AB band where the hole wave function is basically localized in the
anti-bonding state of the dimer.

2. Peierls Instability in Per2X Salts and Its Per Substituted Derivatives

In this section, we summarize the Peierls instabilities exhibited by various D2X arene cation
radical salts whose main characteristics are given in Table 1. This table shows that depending of
the salt the donor stack can be either uniform or two-fold modulated. In the second case, two-fold
bond or site modulations of the donor stack periodicity are generally the consequence of specific
interactions with intrinsically dimerized anion stacks or with chemically alternated anion-solvent
columns. Such differentiated interactions will either modulate inter-donor bond distances and/or
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modulate the external potential on donor sites with the consequence to modulate electronic parameters
such as the intra-stack transfer integral t or the one-electron site energy ε (see Figure 3b). In all these
cases, there is a band folding in b*/4 or b’*/2 together with the opening of a band gap 2EG, whose
expression is given in Figure 3b. Furthermore, if there is a lateral disorder between columns of anions
surrounding a given donor stack, the modulation of the stack will be also disordered.

1D CDW systems are very sensitive to disorder. Disorder either limits the lifetime of electron–hole
pairs of wave vector 2kF, which are the building blocks of the CDW, or pins the phase of the 2kF
BOW/CDW modulation. Electron backscattering on impurities reverses the wave vector of one
constituent of the electron–hole pair (let say from +kF to –kF), which destroy the CDW pairing.
Consequently, the backscattering process gives a finite lifetime at the electron–hole pair. This lifetime
effect depresses the Peierls transition, as observed in the solid solution Per2[AuxPt1−x(mnt)2] [10].
Local pinning of the phase of the CDW on a random distribution of lattice defects limits the longitudinal
and transverse spatial coherence of the 3D CDW order (for more details see [3]).

Table 1. Characteristics of arene cation radical salts exhibiting a Peierls instability. The table gives the
structure of the donor stack. The Peierls transition temperature (TP) and the temperature of minimum
of resistivity (Tρ) are taken from conductivity measurements of Ref. [7,8]. The mean field Peierls
temperature (TMF

P ) is calculated from the electrical gap 2Δ0 using Equation (2). The dimension and
temperature range of 2kD

F BOW pre-transitional fluctuations are also indicated. a Dithiolate sacks
composed of strongly paired [Fe(mnt)2] or [Co(mnt)2] units should induce a doubling of the Per
stack periodicity. The expected Per two-fold stack deformation due to its dimerized surrounding has
not been determined in the Co compound [11], but it has been recently found to be small in the Fe
compound [12]. b The question mark leaves open a possible doubling of CPP stack periodicity induced
by its surrounding of alternated anion–solvent columns [13]. c A doubling of TMP stack periodicity is
expected from the detection of a charge order (i.e., 4kF CDW) on donor stack by 13C-CPAS-NMR [13].
However, local NMR measurement is unable to probe the spatial extend of this order.

Compound Donor Stacking TP (K) 2kD
F BOW Pre-Transitional Fluctuations Tρ (K) TP

MF (K)

Per2[Cu(mnt)2] Uniform 32 not observed 40 66
Per2[Au(mnt)2] Uniform 12 not observed 16 11.5
Per2[Fe(mnt)2] Dimerized a 73 3D ≤ 80 K 180 165
Per2[Co(mnt)2] Dimerized a 58 3D ≤ 65 K 160 200

(CPP)2PF6 + CH2Cl2 Uniform? b 158 1D above RT >300 ?
(CPP)2AsF6 + CH2Cl2 Uniform? b 170 1D above RT ? ?
(TMP)2PF6 + CH2Cl2 4kF site CDW c <20 1D ≤ 210 K >300 ?

(TMP)2AsF6 + CH2Cl2 4kF site CDW c <20 1D ≤ 200 K ? ?
(FA)2 PF6 Dimerized 180 1D above RT >300 400–600

2.1. Uniform Stack

For ρ = 1/2 hole per arene, the 1D donor band structure is quarter-filled in holes ( 3
4 filled in

electrons)—see Figure 3a. For an uniform stack of periodicity b, the critical Peierls wave vector is
2kD

F = b*/4 for the hole filling (2kD
F = 3b*/4 for the electron filling). In the mean field approximation

(which neglects 1D pre-transitional 2kD
F fluctuations), the Peierls transition occurs for:

TMF
P ≈ C EFe−1/λ2kF (1)

In Equation (1), EF is the hole Fermi energy and, since 2kF phonons pair a –kF hole to a +kF electron,
λ2kF is the reduced 2kF electron–phonon coupling [3]. C is a constant, of few units, which depends on
the shape of the band dispersion near EF (for a free electron dispersion C ≈ 2.25). The Peierls transition
opens a gap 2Δ at ±kF in the 1D band structure. At 0 K, the gap 2Δ0 is related to TP

MF by the BCS-type
correspondence law:

2Δ0 = 3.56TMF
P (2)
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Table 1 reports TP
MF deduced, via Equation (2), from the activation energy Δ0 of the conductivity

measured below TP.
Note that with 2kD

F = b*/4, the Peierls superstructure stabilizes a 4b periodicity in stack direction.
Since 4 × 2kD

F = b*, the 2kF BOW/CDW modulation wave length is in fourth-fold commensurate
relation with the chain periodicity b, so that the phase of the CDW modulation should be pinned in
the structure by the four-fold lattice potential.

2.2. Two-Fold Modulated Stack

Table 1 shows that in many salts the donor stack periodicity is doubled. In that case with
a stack periodicity b’ = 2b, the critical Peierls wave vector should be 2kD

F = b’*/2 (see the folded
band structure shown in Figure 3b). Note also that the new reciprocal periodicity b’* of the two-fold
modulated structure amounts to 4kD

F which is the critical wave vector associated to a charge localization
phenomena (see Section 1). In such a modulated structure, the band folding opens a band gap 2EG
at ±b’*/2 due either to a dimerization of the stacks or to the presence of non-equivalent donor sites.
Generally the bond dimerization due to successive molecular shifts ±u/2 (leading to a differentiation
of transfer integral by δt = gBu) or to a charge unbalance on each donor ±δρ (leading to a difference
of HOMO potential energy δV = gSδρ) are small quantities, so that with EG = 2δt or EG = δV one has
EG<<t (in these last expressions gi is the bond (B) or site (S) electron–phonon coupling and t is the
transfer integral of the uniform stack). Note that in these situations the underlying dimerization
or charge modulation effect can be viewed as achieved by the presence of a static 4kF BOW or 4kF
CDW, of amplitude u/2 or δρ, respectively, on the Per stack. For a weak modulation and for a weakly
interacting electron gas, these effects do not change appreciably the physics of the Peierls instability
with respect to the one of a quarter-filled band. In particular, the 2kF BOW/CDW modulation remains
mainly pinned on the structure by a fourth-order lattice potential as for the uniform stack (the two-fold
pinning lattice potential proportional to u or δρ being much smaller). This statement is not true for
a sizeable band gap 2EG in presence of strong electron repulsions where the 4kF electron-electron
scattering Umklapp term induces a 4kF BOW or 4kF CDW charge localization as observed for example
in Fabre salts (TMTTF)2X [14]; TMTTF = tetramethyl-tetratia-fulvalene.

In the case of a strong dimerization shown in Figure 3c, where tintra>>tinter, bonding and
anti-bonding states of the dimer are well decoupled in energy. Thus one hole tends to be localized
on the anti-bonding state of each dimer, and the anti-bonding band can be considered as half-filled.
In this situation equivalent to an half-filled 1D system, each dimer can be considered as a rigid unit
and the 2kF BOW/CDW of wave length 2b’ will basically modulate the inter-dimers distances. There is
thus strong pinning of the 2kF CDW on each dimer by a two-fold lattice potential.

In the case of a two-fold modulated stack, there is an additional process entering in the 2kF
electron–phonon coupling Peierls mechanism. Since one has 4kD

F = b’*, umklapp scattering processes
should also contribute to the 2kF electron–phonon coupling mechanism. The associated reduced
electron–phonon coupling constant, λum, which is proportional to the amplitude of the 4kF BOW or
of the 4kF CDW, adds to λ2kF in Equation (1). One simply gets, in the mean-field approximation,
the relation:

TMF
P ≈ C EFe−1/(λ2kF

+λum) (3)

In the limit of a strongly dimerized stack the contribution of umklapp processes could be
of the same magnitude as the normal 2kF electron–phonon coupling process. In that case with
2λ2kF ≈ λ2kF + λum, one obtains an enhanced mean-field Peierls transition temperature given by:

TMF
P ≈ CEFe−1/2λ2kF (4)
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2.3. Estimation of the Electron-Phonon Coupling

In a 3D solid made by a collection of weakly coupled chains, the true 3D Peierls transition
temperature, TP, is generally depressed by a sizeable fraction of TP

MF (see Table 1). This is due
the presence of an important regime of 1D structural fluctuations which destroy the mean-field 1D
order between ~TMF

P and TP [3]. In that temperature range, local 1D 2kF lattice fluctuations form
a pseudo-gap in the electronic density of states, which corresponds to a local formation of the Peierls
gap. As the pseudo-gap reduces progressively the effective number of carriers in the vicinity of the
Fermi level it is generally accompanied by an upturn at Tρ in the thermal dependence of the electrical
conductivity (Tρ ~TMF

P > TP, see Table 1) and by its decreases below Tρ. Note that in a pure 1D system
1D CDW and BOW thermal fluctuations completely suppress the Peierls transition. The non-zero value
of TP reported in Table 1 is due to inter-chain coupling (several relevant mechanisms are described
in Ref. [3]).

Using Equation (1) or (4) for uniform or strongly two fold modulated stacks, it is possible to
estimate λ from the knowledge of TP

MF and EF. In α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] the linear thermal dependence
of the hole-like thermo-power leads to a bandwidth of 4t// = 0.6eV [7,8] which gives for a quarter filled
1D hole band EF =

√
2t//≈0.2eV. Using a free hole dispersion in the vicinity of EF, as assessed by the

band structure calculation of Ref. [15], one gets with TP
MF ≈ Tρ in Equation (1):

λ2kF ∼ 0.2 for the M = Au salt (5)

λ2kF ∼ 0.25 for the M = Cu salt (6)

Assuming a sizable Per stack dimerization due to the chemical bonding of M(mnt)2 units into
dimers, one gets using Equation (4):

λ2kF ∼ 0.2 for the M = Fe and Co salts (7)

These values are comparable to λ2kF calculated with Equation (1) in KCP (0.2) and in the blue
bronze K0.3MoO3 (0.25).

If one assumes the same band width in (FA)2 PF6 as in α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] one gets,
with Equation (1) which neglects the stack dimerization (see below), λ2kF = 0.6. A similar reduced
sizable electron-coupling λ2kF = 0.6 is obtained for the trans-polyacetylene, (CH)x.

2.4. Peierls Instability in (Arene)2 PF6 and AsF6 Salts

Table 1 shows that D2X salts where D is fluoranthene (FA) or perylene derivatives substituted with
four methyl groups (TMP) or two cyclopentanes (CPP) (Figure 1a) exhibit, in presence of monovalent
anions such as X = PF6 and AsF6, a sizable regime of 1D 2kF fluctuations pre-transitional to the Peierls
transition. Such 1D 2kF BOW fluctuation regime, associated to a significant electron–phonon coupling,
have been detected in the FA, CPP and TMP salts by X-ray diffuse scattering measurements [13,16–18].
In (CPP)2AsF6 + CH2Cl2 the susceptibility associated to the 1D 2kF BOW instability, χBOW(2kF),
follows a Curie–Weiss dependence (which corresponds to a regime of Gaussian fluctuations of the
amplitude of the order parameter) which diverges at a 2nd order Peierls transition at TP = 170 K
(Figure 4) [18]. Similar results are obtained in (FA)2PF6 [16]. 2kF BOW/CDW fluctuations strongly
affect the electron density of states at the Fermi level by forming a pseudo-gap, precursor to the Peierls
gap. This progressively reduces the effective number of carriers available for the charge transport
so that the electrical conductivity measured in these systems decreases in the temperature range of
existence of 1D fluctuations below Tρ ~TMF

P [17–20]. All these features are those of a conventional
Peierls instability.

In most of the salts, 2kF fluctuations are 3D coupled at the Peierls transition at TP which thus
stabilizes a 3D long range order (LRO) of 2kF BOW/CDW modulations. This 3D Peierls transition is
characterized by the appearance below TP of 2kF superstructure reflections whose intensity Isat(qP)
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is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the BOW/CDW modulation (see Figure 4 for
(CPP)2AsF6 + CH2Cl2 [13,18]).

Figure 4. Temperature (T) dependence of the inverse of the 2kF BOW susceptibility χ−1
BOW(2kF) above

TP and of the 2kF Peierls satellite intensity Isat(qP) below TP in (CPP)2AsF6 + CH2Cl2 (adapted
from [13,18]). χ−1

BOW(2kF) is proportional to T/I(2kF), where I(2kF) is the intensity of the X-ray diffuse
lines at 2kF.

In the Peierls ground state of (FA)2PF6 it has been observed that the 2kF BOW/CDW modulation
could collective slide under the action of an external electric field exceeding a threshold field value of
ET ~0.2 V/cm [19,20]. As the threshold field depends on the pinning energy of the CDW on impurity
and on the order of commensurability of the lattice potential, the finding of a similar ET in dimerized
(FA)2PF6 and in α-(Per)2Au(mnt)2 (ET ~0.5 V/cm [21]) exhibiting a regular Per stack means that the
pinning is mainly achieved by the fourth-order lattice potential in (FA)2PF6. Thus, the 2kF CDW
modulation is basically that of a quarter filled band in (FA)2PF6.

Table 1 shows that TMP and CPP salts incorporate one solvent molecule (S = CH2Cl2) per
anion, X. This leads to the formation of mixed X-S columns in stack direction with a short range
lateral order between neighboring X-S columns [13]. In CPP, inter-columnar disorder does not
prevent the occurrence of a high temperature Peierls transition at TP = 158–170 K (see Table 1 and
Figure 4). (TMP)2AsF6 + CH2Cl2 exhibits also a sizeable regime of 2kF fluctuations below ~200 K,
but at the difference of its CPP analog it exhibits only a short range lateral BOW order at 20 K [18].
The absence of a 3D long range BOW order could be due a strong pinning of the 2kF modulation on
X-S disorder. In addition, and by analogy with earlier findings in the [(TMTSF)1−x (TMTTF)x]2ReO4

solid solution [22], the divergence of the 2kF BOW instability could be inhibited by the existence of
a 4kF CDW order on the TMP stack already at RT.

2.5. Peierls Instability in Per Stack of α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2]

α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] salts with M = Au, Cu, Fe and Co exhibit a quite small Peierls modulation which
is assessed by the detection below TP of extremely weak superlattice reflections at the 2kD

F = 1/4b*
reciprocal position in the Cu salt [23] and somewhat stronger reflections at the 2kD

F = 1/2b’* reciprocal
position in dimerized Fe and Co salts [24]. No superlattice reflections have been detected up to now in
the Au salt (however one expects from the relative magnitude of Peierls gaps superlattice reflections
one order of magnitude smaller in the Au salt than in the Cu salt). Probably because of the weakness
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of the Peierls instability in all these salts the pre-transitional regime of 1D 2kF-BOW fluctuations could
not be detected. Their characteristics temperature TP, Tρ and TP

MF are reported in Table 1.
The 2kD

F = 1/4b* CDW stabilized below TP in the Au compound collectively slides under
the action of an external electric field exceeding ET ~0.5 V/cm and exhibits the basic features of
non-linear conductivity phenomena observed in CDW inorganic systems such as the blue bronze
and the transition metal tri-chalcogenides [21,25]. Note, however, that the detection of a much larger
threshold field ET ~9 V/cm in the Pt salt [25] could be explained by the presence of a two-fold lattice
pinning potential brought by the SP dimerization of the [Pt(mnt)2] stacks (see below in Section 3).

As expected for a standard Peierls system, the critical temperature TP of the Au compound
decreases as H2 for modest magnetic fields [26]. More interestingly, the CDW ground state is found to
be unstable for large magnetic fields Hc ~33–37 T exceeding the so-called Pauli limit HP ≈ 22.5 T [27,28].
In addition, unexpected features observed near Hc suggest the occurrence of field induced CDW states
due to orbital effects related to the presence of a warped Fermi surface (FS) [28,29].

Because of the presence of two slightly shifted sets of double quasi-1D warped FS [15] combined
with the opening of a Peierls gap only slightly larger than inter-stack transfer integrals (t ~2 meV),
a destabilization of the Peierls instability of the Au compound is expected when pressure enhances
the nesting breaking components of the FS. More precisely, it has been calculated [30] for a system
exhibiting a warped FS incompletely nested by the 2kF wave vector that the Peierls ground state should
vanish when Δ0 becomes smaller than the typical energy of hole and electron pockets remaining after
the incomplete FS nesting process. Indeed it has been observed a vanishing of the CDW ground state
of the Au compound above Pc ≈ 5 kbar. More interestingly it is found, when the low temperature
metallic state is restored under pressure, that α-(Per)2[Au(mnt)2] becomes a superconductor below
TS ~0.3 K [31].

Finally, it is interesting to remark that the weak Peierls gap, 2Δ0 ≈ 3.5 meV, of the Au salt [7,8] is
smaller than a typical acoustic phonon frequency (Ωc ~4.5–7 meV in TTF-TCNQ for 2kF = 3/4b* [32]).
Thus, with 2Δ0 < h̄Ωc, the Peierls transition of the Au salt should occur in the non-adiabatic regime [33].
The situation should be contrasted to that of the Cu salt where with 2Δ0 ≈ 20 meV > h̄Ωc [7,8]
the Peierls transition should occur in the adiabatic regime, as for the (arene)2 PF6 and AsF6 salts
previously considered.

Note that in the non-adiabatic regime the 0 K amplitude of the Peierls gap should be reduced
by quantum fluctuations from its mean-field value given by the BCS relation-ship (2). In addition,
the non-adiabaticity of the Peierls mechanism should increase under pressure because of the hardening
of the frequency of phonon modes. This effect should reduce the Peierls gap, and the vanishing of the
CDW ground state in the Au salt under pressure should occur at a quantum critical point.

2.6. Comparison between Peierls Instabilities in (Arene)2PF6/AsF6 and in α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] Salts

While the donor stack of all these different families are made with molecules of similar chemical
characteristics, there is a sizeable difference between Peierls instabilities in FA and CPP salts and
those in Per salts. There is in particular a difference of more than a factor two in the Peierls transition
temperature TP and in the temperature range [Tρ-TP] of 1D CDW fluctuations for these two series of
salts. As seen in Table 1, Tρ occurs well above RT for FA and CPP salts while Tρ is around 160–180 K
(~2 times TP) for the M = Co and Fe derivative and very close to TP for the Cu and Au derivatives.
Table 2 shows that, in the M = Ni, Pd and Pt derivatives, TP and Tρ are comparable to those of the Au
and Cu derivatives.

A possible explanation relies on the number of donor conduction bands crossing the Fermi level
(and also on the importance of their warping): one band for CPP and TMP salts, two bands for FA
salt and four bands for Per salts. In the case of α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2], the total FS includes four sheets
composed of two slightly shifted sets of warped open FS [15]. With such a band structure, the best
nesting wave vector of the global FS should be poorly defined. The poor FS nesting should smoothen
the thermal divergence of the 2kF electron–hole response function [30] and thus reduces TP

MF and TP.
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A somewhat similar situation is found in the quarter-filled (TSeT)2Cl organic salt which, with a poorly
nested FS composed of four warped sheets, exhibits a modest Peierls transition at TP = 26 K [34]
(TSeT = tetraseleno-tetracene).

3. Peierls and Spin-Peierls Instabilities in α-(Per)2M(mnt)2] with M = Ni, Pd and Pt

A special attention must be devoted to Per salts incorporating [M(mnt)2] acceptors with M = Ni,
Pd and Pt, because the charge transfer from Per to dithiolate complexes leads to the formation of
spin 1

2 magnetic [M(mnt)2]− species. One thus obtains two types of electro-active donor and acceptor
stacks. However, at variance with TTF-TCNQ where the incommensurate charge transfer gives rise to
two types of conducting stacks, each subject to its own CDW instability, the [M(mnt)2]− stack is not
conducting because there is a Mott–Hubbard localization of one electron per [M(mnt)2]. With such
a charge localization each [M(mnt)2]− molecule bears an unpaired spin 1

2 . One thus obtains S = 1/2 AF
coupled dithiolate stacks which coexist with metallic Per stacks in the same structure (Figure 2). As for
the M = Au and Cu derivatives, Per stacks of the Pt, Pd and Ni derivatives are subject to a Peierls
instability whose main characteristics are given in Table 2.

At the difference of the α-Per2[M(mnt)2] series, it is interesting to remark that with
an incommensurate charge transfer of 0.82 electron from Li to [Pt(mnt)2], the 1D conductor Li0.82[Pt(mnt)2]
(H20)2, whose stack structure resembles to some extend to that of KCP, undergoes a conventional
Peierls transition at TP = 215 K which is preceded by a sizeable regime of 2kF BOW fluctuations [35].
These data show that the Peierls instability of the acceptor dithiolate stacks is achieved by a sizeable
electron–phonon coupling as found for the donor stack in (arene)2 PF6 and AsF6 salts. The presence of
critical phonon modes coupled to electronic degrees of freedom at first order in molecular displacement
should persist in S = 1/2 AF electron localized [M(mnt)2] chains. Via a magneto-elastic spin–phonon
coupling, these modes should modulate the AF exchange coupling between dithiolate molecules.
Such a modulation is the basic ingredient to obtain a stack dimerization allowing to pair spins 1

2 into
a SP ground state.

3.1. Spin-Peierls Structural Fluctuations

The key role of the lattice counterpart of the SP instability of the M = Ni, Pd and Pt dithiolate
stacks is evidenced by the detection of a sizeable regime of 1D structural fluctuations appearing as
diffuse lines of strong intensity located in b*/2 on X-ray diffuse patterns. Such diffuse lines have been
observed in Pt ([9]—see also Figure 5a), Ni [23] and Pd [9] derivatives. The reduced critical wave vector
of the fluctuations qSP = b*/2 corresponds to an incipient instability towards a doubling (dimerization)
of the dithiolate stack periodicity. This structural modulation should drive the pairing of neighboring
S = 1/2 spins into magnetic singlets.

The above quoted diffuse lines have been detected below 30 K, 100 K and 100 K in the Pt,
Ni and Pd salts, respectively. This onset temperature, given in Table 2, is taken as the SP mean-field
temperature (TMF

SP ) of the dithiolate stacks. TMF
SP is twice larger than the temperature at which Peierls

fluctuations begin to manifest on Per stacks (i.e., Tρ, in Table 2). This provides clear evidence that the
SP instability on dithiolate stack starts before the Peierls instability on Per stack.

The SP structural fluctuations of Ni, Pd and Pt derivatives can be quantitatively analyzed from
the thermal dependence of the intensity and profile (along the stack direction b) of the diffuse lines [9],
namely from:

• The qSP peak intensity I(qSP), the T/I(qSP) ratio gives a quantity proportional to the inverse SP
structural susceptibility χ−1

SP (qSP) (Figure 6).
• The half-width at half-maximum (corrected by the experimental resolution) directly gives the

inverse coherence length of the SP fluctuation in stack direction ξ−1
b (Figure 7).

χSP(qSP) exhibits a Curie–Weiss type divergence for the Pd and Pt salts as predicted for the
high temperature fluctuations of the amplitude of the order parameter (i.e., regime of Gaussian
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fluctuations) [36]. The linear thermal dependence of the inverse susceptibility fitting the data, shown
in Figure 6:

χ−1
SP (qSP) ∝ (T − TSP) (8)

allows defining TSP at about 28 K and 7.5 K for the Pd and Pt salts. For the Ni salt, χ−1
SP (qSP) changes

slope upon cooling. Figure 6 shows that the high temperature data extrapolate to a “TSP” of ~25 K.

Figure 5. X-ray diffuse scattering patterns from α-Per2[Pt(mnt)2] at: 10 K (a); and 4 K (b). In (a), 1D SP
critical lattice fluctuations gives rise to intense diffuse lines located at half distance (i.e., at the reduced
qSP = b*/2 wave vector) between horizontal layers of main Bragg reflections. In (b), red arrows show
that these lines have condensed into broad diffuse spots, corresponding to the establishment of a 3D
SP SRO.

Table 2. Characteristics of α-Per2[M(mnt)2] salts for M = Pt, Ni and Pd which exhibit both a Peierls
and a spin-Peierls instability on the Per and dithiolate stacks respectively. The metal-insulator Peierls
transition temperature (TP) and the temperature of minimum of resistivity (Tρ) are taken from electrical
measurements of References [7,8]. The SP critical temperature and the nature of the short range (SRO)
or long range (LRO) SP order detected below TSP are indicated as well as the temperature range of
observation of 1D SP fluctuations. “TSP” is the temperature at which χ−1

SP (qSP) and ξ−1
b extrapolate

to zero in the Ni and Pt derivatives. In the Pd derivative, TSP is the true 3D SP transition at which
χ−1

SP (qSP) and ξ−1
b vanish.

Per2[M(mnt)2] TP/TSP (K)
b*/4 Peierls
Modulation

b*/2 Spin-Peierls
Modulation

Tρ (K)
1D SP

Fluctuations

M = Pt 8.2/”7.5” not observed SRO in all directions 18 ≤30 K
M = Ni 25/”25–45” LRO SRO in all directions 50 ≤100 K
M = Pd 28/28 not observed LRO 50–80 ≤100 K

The correlation length increases in an inverse square root law as predicted in the regime of
Gaussian fluctuations of the amplitude of the order parameter [36]. The inverse correlation length,
shown in Figure 7, is fitted by this square root thermal dependence:

ξ−1
b ∝

√
(T − TSP) (9)

The extrapolation at zero of Equation (9) leads to the same TSP as does Equation (8) for the Pd
and Pt salts.

For the Pd salt, χ−1
SP (qSP) and ξ−1

b vanish at TSP = 28 K. Below TSP, SP superstructure reflections
are detected at the reciprocal wave vector component qSP = b*/2 [9]. There is thus below TSP = 28 K
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a long range SP order. The Pd salts thus exhibits all the structural characteristics of a well-defined 2nd
order SP transition.

Figure 6. Temperature (T) dependence of the inverse spin-Peierls susceptibility χ−1
SP (qSP) for the

Ni, Pd and Pt derivatives. χ−1
SP (qSP) follows basically a Curie–Weiss law (Equation (8). For the Ni

salt, the dashed line extrapolates the thermal dependence of the high temperature data of χ−1
SP (qSP)

towards “TSP”.

In the Pt salt, χ−1
SP (qSP) and ξ−1

b tend to vanish at about 7.5 K. However, the X-ray pattern taken at
4 K (Figure 5b) shows that only a SP SRO is achieved at low temperature. There is thus a pseudo-SP
transition at “TSP “ ≈ 7.5 K as indicated in Table 2.

In the Ni salt, there is no vanishing of ξ−1
b and χ−1

SP (qSP).ξ−1
b saturates below 50 K while the high

temperature data extrapolate to zero around 45 K. χ−1
SP (qSP) changes slope below 35 K while the high

temperature data linearly extrapolate to zero around 45 K. These two “TSP” extrapolation values are
indicated in Table 2.

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the inverse correlation length ξ−1
b in stack direction for the

Ni, Pd and Pt derivatives. For the Ni and Pt salts, the dashed lines extrapolate, using Equation (9),
the thermal dependence of the high temperature data of ξ−1

b towards “TSP”. The dotted dashed lines
gives the low temperature saturation values of ξ−1

b for the Ni and Pt salts.
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3.2. Spin-Peierls and Peierls Orders

Table 2 gives the Peierls critical temperature (on Per stack) deduced from the metal to insulator
transition detected by conductivity measurements [7,8]. Very weak 2kD

F = b*/4 super-lattice reflections
have been detected below TP in the Ni salt [23]. They have an intensity comparable to those found
below TP in the Cu salt. No b*/4 super-lattice reflections have been detected in the Pd and Pt salts.
They could be too weak to be detected.

TSP and “TSP” values reported in Table 2 are the temperature at which 1D SP fluctuations diverges
or tends to diverge as discussed above. Sharp SP superstructure reflections, of longitudinal component
qSP = b*/2, are observed below TSP = 28 K in the Pd salt [9].

“TSP” is a pseudo SP transition temperature for the Ni salt since the low temperature saturation
of χ−1

SP (qSP) and ξ−1
b reveals a short range dimerization order in all the directions [23]. At 9 K,

the SP dimerization extends on 35 Å (i.e., 8b) in stack direction and a well-defined phasing between
neighboring dimerization extend only on 14 Å in transverse directions. Fourteen Angstroms
correspond to about the distance between first neighboring dithiolate stacks. Figure 2 shows that the
transverse interaction between first neighbor dithiolate stacks should be mediated through a perylene
stack. For this reason such a coupling should be weak, which explains why dimerization of only
first neighbor dithiolate stacks are correlated in the SP ground state. Note that in the Ni derivative
such a SP SRO cannot be due to disorder in the material because sharp b*/4 superstructure reflections
are also observed. Since a similar SP SRO is observed in the Pt derivative (see below), the SRO has
certainly an intrinsic origin.

A somewhat similar situation is observed in the Pt derivative. A specific heat anomaly indicates
the occurrence of a thermodynamic phase transition around 8 K [37]. However, Table 2 indicates a TP

(8.2 K corresponding to the metal-insulator transition detected from transport measurements) distinct
from “TSP” (7.5 K temperature at which 1D SP fluctuations tend to diverge and at which the EPR signal
drop [38]). The finding of a TSP distinct from TP seems to be sustained by the extrapolation to 0 T of
the magnetic phase diagram of the Pt salt [39].

The establishment of a low temperature spin-singlet ground state on [Pt(mnt)2] chains is evident
from EPR [38], 1H NMR spectra and spin relaxation (1/T1) rate [39,40] measurements. However,
local magnetic measurements cannot probe the spatial extend of the SP order. Thus, a possible
explanation of the decoupling between TP and “TSP” could rely on the fact that the SP dimerization
order remains incomplete. The X-ray pattern shown in Figure 5b proves that there is not a long range
SP dimerization at 4 K: the SP dimerization extends on 36 Å (i.e., 9b) in stack direction and 16 Å
(i.e., the first neighbor dithiolate distance) in transverse direction. Note that these SP coherence lengths
are comparable to those found in the Ni derivative. In addition, an incomplete SP pairing means that
unpaired spins 1/2 should remain present. A minority of such spins has been recently identified by
low temperature NMR measurements [41]. Note that the presence of low temperature unpaired spins
agrees with the observation of a finite spin susceptibility in the SP ground state of the Pt salt [40,41].

The simultaneous presence of incomplete transverse and longitudinal SP orders and of unpaired
spins 1

2 can be rationalized using a previous interpretation of similar findings in doped CuGeO3 SP
systems [42]. In the SP ground state, the minimum of inter-chain coupling energy generally imposes
an out of phase transverse phasing between dimerization on first neigbouring chains (this corresponds
to a minimum of Coulomb coupling between dimerized charged chains). This minimum of energy
implies that dimerization should be shifted by b between first neighboring chains. In presence of such
a SP pattern, the staggered transverse order can be easily broken by keeping the dimerization of two
first neighboring chains in phase. This linear defect, which consists of an absence of relative shift
between dimerization located on two first neighbor chains, can be viewed as adding a local transverse
phase shift of π in the SP pattern. This defect costs a maximum of inter-chain coupling energy. In that
situation, the best way to limit this cost is to reduce the spatial extent of the linear defect by restoring
the natural out of phase SP inter-chain order. This can be achieved by limiting the extent of the defect
by ending the linear defect by two unpaired spins 1

2 . Each unpaired spin corresponds to a defect of
dimerization which changes the phase of the intra-chain SP dimerization by ±π. The creation of pairs
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of ±π dimerization defects thus limits the spatial extend of the longitudinal SP order (the average
distance between the two dimerization defects being of the order of ξb). As each dimerization defect
bears an unpaired spin 1

2 , the limitation of the SP order in chain direction implies a presence of S = 1/2
free spins. Such magnetic defects have been detected in the SP ground state of the Pt derivative. In our
description, the limitation of the longitudinal order is caused by the break of the transverse order,
but the reverse is also true. Generally, unpaired spins are created by any type of defect interrupting
the spatial coherence of the longitudinal SP order.

3.3. Mechanism of the SP Instability in α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2]

Table 2 gives the temperature at which 1D SP fluctuations begin to be detected. This temperature
is taken as the mean-field temperature of the SP transition TSP

MF [36]. One thus has TSP
MF ≈ 30 K for

the Pt salts and 100 K for the Pd and Ni salts. TSP
MF is related to the mean field SP gap, ΔMF, by the

mean-field correspondence relationship, which can be expressed for the Heisenberg chain by [43]:

ΔMF ≈ 2.47kBTSP
MF (10)

With the above quoted TSP
MF values, one gets ΔMF ≈ 75 K for the Pt salts and ΔMF ≈ 250 K for

the Pd and Ni salts.
In this framework, the mechanism driving the SP transition depends on the relative value of

the mean-field gap ΔMF with respect to the qSP critical phonon energy: h̄ΩC ≈ 50–100 K for TA-LA
phonon frequencies in organics [44]. For the Heisenberg chain, the SP transition occurs in the classical
(adiabatic) limit when h̄ΩC ≤ ΔMF/2 [45]. In the opposite limit of weak ΔMF, h̄ΩC ≥ ΔMF/2, the SP
transition occurs in the quantum (anti-adiabatic) limit. Note that if ΔMF is too small, such that
ΔMF ≤ 0.7 h̄ΩC [46], the zero point phonon quantum fluctuations kills the SP dimerization. In that
case, the SP gap vanishes exponentially at a quantum critical point beyond which a spin liquid state
is stabilized. The 0 K phase diagram of the SP ground state of the AF Heisenberg chain is shown in
Figure 8. This figure shows that the SP transition of Pd and Ni salts occurs in the adiabatic limit while
the SP transition of the Pt salt occurs in the non-adiabatic limit.

Figure 8. Nature of the SP ground state as a function of the mean-field gap, ΔMF defined by Equation (7),
and of the critical phonon frequency Ωc for the SP Heisenberg chain (from [45]), together with the
location of typical SP compounds (taken from Reference [3]). The α-Per2[M(mnt)2] salts with M = Ni,
Pd and Pt are indicated in red.
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In the adiabatic limit, when the dynamics of SP structural fluctuations is slow compared to
those of magnetic degrees of freedom, a local SP pairing, which develops below TSP

MF on ξb
progressively forms a pseudo-gap in the density of states of magnetic excitations. This manifests
by a depression in the thermal dependence of the spin susceptibility. In the opposite anti-adiabatic
limit, the dynamics of SP structural fluctuations is so rapid that the spin susceptibility remains
unaffected by the SP fluctuations until TSP. A typical example of an adiabatic SP transition is the
(BCP-TTF)2X series and of an anti-adiabatic SP transition is MEM-TCNQ [2,3,36,47] (BCP-TTF =
benzocyclo-pentyl-tetrathiafulvalene; MEM = methyl-ethyl-morpholinium). Additional examples are
given in Figure 8.

In order to analyze the influence of the SP structural instability on the spin degrees of freedom let
us first consider the spin susceptibility, χS(T), of the Pd, Ni and Pt salts whose thermal dependence
is shown in Figure 9a [8]. In a first approximation, the dithiolate sublattice can be described by
a collection of isolated S = 1/2 AF chains. Then, each magnetic chain can be modeled by the simplest
Heisenberg Hamiltonian:

Hdith. = J1 ∑
j

SjSj+1 (11)

where J1 is the first neighbor exchange interaction. With such a Hamiltonian, the thermal dependence
and the magnitude of the spin susceptibility χS(T) can be exactly calculated [48]. With this description
Figure 9b gives at each temperature the effective first neighbor exchange interaction J1 e f f (T) taken
from the absolute value of the spin susceptibility χS(T) for the Pd, Ni and Pt salts [49]. This figure
shows in particular that:

• In the Pd salt, J1 e f f saturates at 260 K above 100 K.

• In the Pt salt, J1 e f f saturates at 35 K below 90 K.

• In the Ni salt, J1 e f f increases linearly between 300 and 100 K.

Figure 9b shows also deviations at these simple dependences. This means that Hamiltonian
(Expression (9)) must be completed by additional contributions. Below we consider coupling of this
Hamiltonian with SP structural fluctuations (as already considered in Reference [36]) and exchange
coupling with conduction electron spins on Per stacks (as already considered in Reference [40]).

Let us start with the SP instability of the Pd salt which occurs in the adiabatic limit. For this
salt relevant energies of its SP instability (J1 ≈ 260 K and TSP

MF ≈ 100 K) are comparable to those
already reported in the (BCP-TTF)2X series (J1 ≈ 270 K, TSP

MF ≈ 120 K for X = AsF6 and J1 ≈ 330 K,
TSP

MF ≈ 100 K for X = PF6 [47]). All these organic compounds have also similar critical phonon
frequencies, ΩC. Figure 9a shows that the spin susceptibility of the Pd salt behaves above 100 K
as χS(T) of an S = 1/2 AF chain with J1 ≈ 260 K, which is also the case for (BCP-TTF)2X. Below
TSP

MF ≈ 100 K SP lattice fluctuations develop on the correlation length ξb (whose thermal dependence
of its inverse is given in Figure 7) a local spin singlet S = 0 state. This local non-magnetic order
induces below 100 K a pseudo-gap in the magnetic excitation spectrum which manifests (see Figure 9a)
by a decrease of the spin susceptibility with respect to χS(T) of the uniform 1D AF chain when ξb
increases. This feature corresponds to a net increase of J1 e f f below 100 K (see Figure 9b). This thermal
behavior, which resembles to the one measured and calculated in (BCP-TTF)2X salts, corresponds to
the coupling of AF fluctuations to SP critical lattice fluctuations [36]. The drop of χS(T) is the same
in the Pd derivative and in (BCP-TTF)2X between 100 K and 50 K. Below 50 K χS(T) of the Pd salt
drops abruptly to nearly vanishes at TSP = 28 K (Figure 9a), while χS(T) of (BCP-TTF)2X SP continues
to decrease monotonously and remains finite at its SP transition [36,47]. Thus the vanishing of χS(T)
below 50 K in the Pd derivative cannot be due to standard SP structural fluctuations which diverge
continuously in temperature (see Figures 6 and 7) as those of (BCP-TTF)2X [36,47].
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Figure 9. (a) Temperature dependence of the spin susceptibility, χS(T) of the Ni, Pd and Pt derivatives
(b) Thermal dependence of the effective first neighbor AF exchange interaction J1 e f f (T) deduced
from the amplitude of χS(T). In (a), χS(T) of the Pd derivative can be analyzed in the following way:
(i) above TSP

MF ≈ 100 K χS(T) follows the thermal behavior of the 1D AF chain, (ii) between TSP
MF

and Tper. coupl.≈ 50 K the slight drop of χS(T) is due to the development of a pseudo-gap caused
by 1D SP fluctuations, and (iii) between Tper. coupl and TSP ≈ 28 K the large drop of χS(T) is due to
an enhancement of the singlet-triplet gap due to frustration of AF interactions. A 3D SP transition
occurs at TSP. In (b), note that the rapid increase of J1 e f f (T) below 100 K (TSP

MF) occurs in the
temperature range where SP fluctuations are present. (Part (a) is completed from data of reference [8]
and part (b) is modified from reference [49]).

In order to account for the extra vanishing of χS(T) observed below 50 K in the Pd derivative,
one has to consider some thermal dependent modification of magnetic exchange interactions on
dithiolate stacks. Below we propose that such a modification arises from the AF exchange coupling
between the localized spins Sj on dithiolate molecule “j” and the spin density sl(x) on neighboring “l”
metallic Per chain. Since the net decrease of χS(T) coincides with the development of a 2kF density
wave instability on the Per stack (which should grow below about Tρ ≈ 50–80 K—see Table 2) the new
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interaction appears to be driven by the onset of a collective response on the Per stacks below a quite
well defined temperature, noted Tper. coupl in Figure 9a, which is close to Tρ. Below Tper. coupl , the 2kF
electron–hole instability on the Per stack, χeh

(
2kD

F , T
)
, submitted to an “external” AF field originating

from the localized spins on dithiolate stacks responds by setting a 2kF spin density wave (SDW) sl(x),
as schematically illustrated by Figure 10.

Figure 10. Schematic representation of competing AF S = 1/2 exchange couplings in α-Per2[M(mnt)2]
derivatives for M = Ni, Pd and Pt. J1 is the first neighbor direct exchange coupling on dithiolate stack.
J2 is the second neighbor indirect RKKY exchange coupling mediated by the induced 2kD

F SDW on the
Per stack.

Following the notations of Ref. [40], this additional interaction can be modeled by adding to the
direct exchange Hamiltonian (Equation (11)) an inter-chain exchange coupling Hamiltonian involving
the spins density sl(x) on neighboring Per sacks:

Hcoupl. = ∑
l, per.

∫ [
H1D cond

l (x) + J ∑
j, dith.

Sjsl(x)

]
dx (12)

The first term of the right member of Equation (12) H1D cond
l (x) is the Hamiltonian of the 1D

conduction electron gas located on the Per stack “l”; x being the stack direction. In the second right
member of Equation (12) J is the transverse exchange coupling between nearest dithiolate and per
spins, respectively Sj and sl(x). Note, as indicated in Figure 2, that there are three different types
of J interactions per Per (the strongest one should occur in the direction of maximum overlap of
dithiolate and Per MOs). Experimental evidence for a sizeable transverse exchange coupling J ,
(or equivalently for a fast inter-chain spin exchange regime) is provided by the observation for Pd [50]
and Pt [40] derivatives of a single EPR line at a g value intermediate between those of [M(mnt)2] and
of Per molecules.

Due to the quasi-1D nature of its electron gas, the Per stack exhibits a divergent electron–hole
response χeh

(
2kD

F , T
)
, which sizably grows below Tρ for 2kD

F = b*/4. In this regime, a spin S◦ located
on a dithiolate molecule placed at the origin should polarize, through the AF exchange coupling J ,
the electronic spin density sl (x) located on neighboring per stacks, as shown in Figure 10. This induces
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a SDW s(x) on Per stacks whose thermal and spatial dependences are given by the 1D Fourier transform
of χeh

(
2kD

F , T
)

(assumed here to be that of a free electron gas):

s(x) ∼ χeh

(
2kD

F , T
)cos(2kD

F x)
x

e−x/ξT (13)

In Expression (13), the SDW which oscillates with the period 4b is also damped by the thermal
electronic length ξT issued from the thermal broadening of the FS. At a distance x = mb from the origin
the oscillating spin density s(x) exhibits, through J , a magnetic coupling with the spin Sm located
on the near neighbor dithiolate molecule “m”. Through the oscillating spin polarization of Per stack,
this induces a spatially dependent effective exchange coupling between spins S◦ and Sm distant of mb
on the same dithiolate stack. Such an indirect oscillating interaction is known in the literature as the
Rudernann–Kittel–Kasuya–Yoshida (RKKY) interaction. It behaves basically in 1D as

Jm
RKKY

(
2kD

F , T
)
∼ −|J |χeh

(
2kD

F , T
)cos(mπ/2)

m
e−mb/ξT (14)

Note that the spatial variation of the RKKY interaction is exactly given in 1D by Si(2kFx)− π/2 where
Si(x) is the sine integral function (see Ref. [51]).

The mediated interaction (Expression (14)) provides in particular an indirect AF coupling between
spins located on every second molecules (m = 2) on the dithiolate stack (note in Expression (14) that
Jm
RKKY

(
2kD

F , T
)

does not depends on the sign of J ). As shown in Figure 10 this indirect AF coupling
competes with the intra-stack second neighbor effective ferromagnetic coupling due to the succession
of two first-neighbor direct AF interaction J1. Furthermore because of the 1D nature of the electron
gas on Per stack χeh

(
2kD

F , T
)

should diverge upon cooling (with a logarithmic thermal divergence for
a 1D free electron gas). Thus the amplitude of the second neighbor AF interaction Jm=2

RKKY
(
2kD

F , T
)

is
enhanced when T decreases and tends to overcome J1.

1D magnetic chain with first, J1, and second, J2, neighbor frustrated AF interactions presents a very
unusual phase diagram at 0 K (see for example [52]). When the ratio of exchange coupling α = J2/J1 is
smaller than αc ≈ 0.24, the ground state is a gapless spin fluid state as for a simple Heisenberg chain,
with a quasi-long range AF order. The nature of the ground state changes when α ≥ αc, through a
quantum critical point located at αc, into a spin gapped state with a long range dimer order. When the
ratio of exchange coupling α is larger than αc a singlet-triplet gap opens in absence of any coupling
with the phonon field. In the Pd salt, the rapid vanishing of the spin susceptibility observed below
50 K (Figure 9a) could be caused by the rapid growth of the ratio of exchange coupling α above αc

due to the thermal increase of Jm=2
RKKY

(
2kD

F , T
)

below Tρ. However, as SP critical fluctuations continue
to diverge upon cooling the total singlet-triplet gap should superimpose the effects of the SP lattice
dimerization and of the frustration of AF coupling. Such combined effects have been considered in the
literature [53,54].

The SP instability of the Ni salt also occurs in the adiabatic limit. There are however some differences
between Ni and Pd salts. A noticeable difference is that J1 e f f (T) increases linearly when T decreases
between 300 and 100 K (Figure 9b), while J1 e f f (T) is constant in the same temperature range for the Pd
salt. It is thus possible that the increase of J1 e f f (T) results from an enhancement of the intra-molecular
overlap between dithiolate MO due a continuous sliding of neighboring Ni(dmit)2 molecules upon
cooling. However in spite of this effect there is a net deviation at the linear increases of J1 e f f (T) below
100 K when SP critical fluctuations develops. This could be due, as for the Pd salt, to the growth of
a pseudo-gap in the AF magnetic excitation spectrum. In addition, similarly to the Pd salt, χS(T) abruptly
drops below 50 K and vanishes around 20 K (Figure 9a). Note however that if below 50 K χS(T) exhibits
the same temperature dependence for the two salts, Figures 6 and 7 show that in the same temperature
range SP critical structural fluctuations behave differently for the Ni and Pd derivatives. While SP
fluctuations diverge at TSP = 28 K in the Pd derivative, SP fluctuations reduce their divergence below
~ 50 K (for ξb) and ~35 K (for χSP) in the Ni derivative. Thus, the rapid decrease of χS(T) in the Ni
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derivative cannot be due to the critical growth of SP fluctuations. As χS(T) considerably decreases below
Tρ ≈ 50 K when χeh

(
2kD

F , T
)

sizably increases, the spin gap opening is more likely due to a frustration
effect between second neighbor indirect Jm=2

RKKY
(
2kD

F , T
)

and first neighbor direct J1 AF interactions on
the Ni dithiolate stack as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9a shows that the thermal dependence of χS(T) below ~40 K resembles that of a thermally
activated excitation process. For an activated process through a gap Δ, the spin susceptibility of
a classical assembly of spin 1

2 behave as:

χs(T) ∝
1
T

e−Δ/T (15)

Data of Figure 9a give Δ ~130 K, which amount to about J1/2. We thus propose that the gap
which develops below 50 K is a singlet triplet gap mainly set by frustration effects between first and
second neighbor AF interactions when α = J1/J2 ≥ αc ≈ 0.24. Note that the opening of a gap Δ~J1/2 in
absence of sizeable lattice dimerization requires a sizeable AF frustration ratio with α ~0.5 [54]. α = 0.5
corresponds to the so-called Majumdar–Ghosh point where the ground state of the AF chain, which
corresponds to two possible dimerization patterns formed by a succession of disconnected singlet
dimers, is twofold degenerate.

The magnetic properties of Pt salt have been already considered in Ref. [40] first suggesting the
presence of mediated RKKY interactions through the Per stack. However, the physics of Pt salt differs
on many aspects from the one exhibited by Pd and Ni salts. Firstly, the SP instability of the Pt salt occurs
in the non-adiabatic limit. Thus, the development of critical structural SP fluctuations below 30 K
(TSP

MF) should not open a pseudo-gap in the spin excitations. Accordingly, the thermal dependence of
χS(T) should not deviate appreciably between TSP

MF and TSP from the extrapolated high temperature
dependence of χS(T) (more precisely Figure 9b shows that J1 e f f does not change appreciably below 30
K). A similar behavior is shown by χS(T) in the non-adiabatic SP compound MEM-(TCNQ)2 [2,3,47].
Secondly, SP fluctuations start below 30 K in the temperature range where the AF correlations are
not developed (AF correlations develop when χS(T) begins to decrease below ≈ 20 K). The nature
of the driving force of the SP instability in the Pt salt must be questioned because the SP instability
should be triggered, in presence of AF correlations, by quantum fluctuations of the AF chain (i.e., in the
temperature range below the maximum of χS(T)).

All these features require a clarification of the various types of effective spin-spin interactions
occurring on the Pt dithiolate stack. In particular and in addition to the first neighbor AF interaction J1

(estimated at ~35 K from the fit of χS(T) shown in Figure 9b) additional AF interactions which competes
with J1 should be considered. Firstly, one expects to have below Tρ ≈ 18 K, when the electron–hole
response of the Per stack develops a second neighbor mediated AF interaction Jm=2

RKKY
(
2kD

F , T
)

as for the
Pd and Ni derivatives. Secondly in the non-adiabatic regime, the SP magneto-elastic coupling leads to
a renormalization of J1 and induces a second neighbor AF interaction J2 [46]. For these two reasons the
spin-spin Hamiltonian of the dithiolate stack should include first and second neighbor AF competing
interactions which modify the thermal dependence of χS(T) when only J1 is considered. This requires
a more complete analysis of the thermal dependence of χS(T). However, as χS(T) does not decrease
drastically on approaching TSP, the frustration ratio α = J1/J2 should be probably less than αc, at the
difference of Pd and Ni derivatives.

3.4. Nature of the Ground State

In the previous section, we have shown, especially for the Pd and Ni derivatives,
that Per2[M(mnt)2] salts exhibit magnetic properties on dithiolate stacks coupled to a 2kF density wave
instability of the conducting Per stacks. Such features place Per2[M(mnt)2] among Kondo lattices
where localized spins are coupled to itinerant spins of the conduction electron gas. Theory of 3D
Kondo lattice based on Hamiltonians similar to the one given by (12) shows a competition between
Kondo effect on each magnetic site and magnetic ordering arising from the RKKY interaction (see
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for example [55]). The Kondo effect, discovered in 1964 [56] by considering the interaction between
a single magnetic impurity and conduction electrons, tends to stabilize a ground state characterized by
the formation of a local singlet between the spin of conduction electrons and the spin of the impurity.
In the Per-dithiolate series the 1D anisotropy of both the transfer integrals in the metallic subsystem
and of the J1 AF exchange coupling in the magnetic subsystem place Per2[M(mnt)2] among the 1D
Kondo lattices. Note also since, as shown in Figure 2, magnetic chains are spatially decoupled from the
conducting chains that α-Per2[M(mnt)2] belongs to the category of two-chain 1D Kondo lattices. In this
respect α-Per2[M(mnt)2] differs from standard one chain Kondo lattices where, because of the presence
of several electron species, spin localized and conducting electrons are located on the same chain
such as in metal-phthalo-cyanine-iodine Cu(pc)I [57] or BaVS3 [58] There is an abundant literature
on 1D Kondo lattices based on elaborated theoretical considerations [51,59]. However, experimental
clear-cut evidence of 1D Kondo lattice effects are quite sparse in the literature. Following our present
analysis Per2[M(mnt)2] organic salts with M = Ni and Pd should be a good realization of 1D Kondo
lattice physics.

In this framework, it has been previously proposed that spin dimerization observed in
Per2[M(mnt)2] salts could be explained using a 1D Kondo lattice model at quarter filling with some
kind of RKKY interaction between localized moments [60]. However the realization of such a ground
state is not obvious because it has been numerically shown that a frustrated spin-1/2 Heisenberg
chain coupled to adiabatic phonons can exhibit a tetramerized phase for a large enough frustration
ratio α and a large spin-lattice coupling [61]. These different theoretical finding show that the physics
of Per2[M(mnt)2] should be quite subtle because there are two competing periodicity in the system:
2kD

F = b*/4 for the Peierls instability on the Per stack and 2kSP
F = b*/2 for the SP instability on the

dithiolate stack.
In presence of non-magnetic dithiolate stacks the Peierls transition stabilizes the 2kD

F modulation
as shown by experimental studies of M = Cu, Co and Fe compounds (Table 1). Complications arise
in salts where with M = Ni, Pd and Pt the dithiolate stack is magnetic and where, with a sizeable
magneto-elastic coupling, a SP instability develops at 2kSP

F , which is two times 2kD
F . In Ni, Pd and

Pt salts there is no experimental evidence that both 2kD
F and 2kSP

F LRO are simultaneously stabilized.
In the Ni derivative where frustration effects are more apparent there is below 25 K a 2kD

F LRO and
a 2kSP

F SRO. It is thus possible that the b*/2 SP divergence on the dithiolate stacks stops around
50–35 K when the sizably frustrated spin system (α ~0.5) becomes quite strongly coupled to the
adiabatic phonon field. In that case, the system should prefer to be tetramerized as predicted in
Ref. [61]. In Per2[Ni(mnt)2] the 2kD

F LRO was initially attributed to the Peierls modulation on the
Per stack. However one cannot exclude that a component of this modulation should originate from
a distortion of the Ni(dmit)2 stacks. In the Pd derivative the situation is different because a 2kSP

F LRO is
detected without any evidence of a 2kD

F Peierls LRO; a feature which remains to be explained. In the Pt
derivative there is a short range SP order in all the directions (of spatial extend comparable to the one
of the Ni derivative) but Figure 5b does not provide any evidence of a 2kD

F = b*/4 Peierls modulation.
However, such a Peierls modulation could be too weak to be detected because the Peierls gap is quite
small (one expects from the relative magnitude of the Peierls gaps super-lattice reflections 3 times less
intense in the Pt salt than those detected in the Ni salt). Note however that the existence of a CDW
modulation in the Pt derivative is assessed by the observations of non-linear conductivity effect due to
the sliding of CDWs under electric field [25].

A key parameter of control of the phase diagram of Per2[M(mnt)2] relies on the presence of
sizeable inter-stack coupling. A close inspection of the structure shown in Figure 2 shows that if there
are many direct interactions between Per stacks [15] the interaction between dithiolate stacks should
be mediated through Per stacks. Thus, if Per stacks are the source of RKKY mediated interactions
between localized spins on dithiolate stacks, one expects induced 2kD

F SDW fluctuations on Per stacks
(Figure 10). Such SDW fluctuations should compete with 2kD

F BOW/CDW fluctuations at the origin of
the Peierls instability of the Per stack. Up to now, there is no evidence of such a magnetic instability on
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the Per stack. However, it is possible that the modulation of Per stacks below TP should be a mixed 2kD
F

SDW-CDW as found in the magnetic ground state of (TMTSF)2PF6 [62,63]. This could arise in particular
in the Pd derivative where standard 2kD

F Peierls superstructure reflections have not been detected.
In addition, in order to establish the RKKY mediated interaction the setting of a 2kD

F electron–hole
response function on the Per stack is of fundamental importance because it tunes the magnitude of
the indirect AF coupling interaction via its thermal divergence below Tρ. As the Peierls instability
starts on Per stacks below Tρ, which is lower than TSP

MF, one observes on Ni and Pd dithiolate stacks
firstly a SP instability below TSP

MF, then secondly below Tρ a vanishing of the singlet-triplet gap due
to the growth of frustrated 2nd neighbor AF interactions. If the 2kD

F electron–hole instability develops
at higher temperature, as found in the (arene)2 PF6/AsF6 salts, AF frustration will be set before the
start of the SP instability. Thus, with the opening of a high temperature singlet-triplet gap due to AF
frustration, the driving force for the SP instability could not be activated. These features show that
the magnetic properties of dithiolate stacks result from a fine tuning with the Peierls instability on
Per stacks.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have extensively reviewed the structural properties of the α-Per2[M(mnt)2]
series of organic conductors. When the dithiolate stack is diamagnetic for M = Au or Cu or strongly
dimerized for M = Co and Fe, the Per stack undergoes a 2kD

F = b*/4 Peierls instability. However,
the Peierls transition occurs at temperatures, TP ~12–73 K, more than twice smaller than those TP

~160–180 K found in other quarter-filled D2X arene cation radical salts where D is either FA or
substituted Per and X is a monovalent anion such as PF6 and AsF6. In the case of 1D S = 1/2 AF
dithiolate stack for M = Ni, Pd and Pt, a SP instability develops at 2kSP

F = b*/2. As this last wave
vector is twice larger than 2kD

F , a very rich ground states is observed. The SP instability of Ni and
Pd derivatives occurs in the classical limit with the formation of a pseudo-gap, in the AF magnetic
excitations spectrum, driven by the growth of structural SP fluctuations below 100 K. Surprisingly,
the spin susceptibility of these two salts drops below 50 K to finally vanish around 20 K. We attribute
this unexpected behavior to the development of a singlet-triplet gap caused by frustration of S = 1/2
AF interactions on dithiolate stacks. Frustration is attributed to the presence of a second neighbor
indirect RKKY S = 1/2 AF interaction mediated by a fine tuning with the 2kD

F electron–hole instability
of the Per stack. This subtle coupling between magnetic and conducting chains shows that the family
of α-Per2[M(mnt)2] compounds provides for their Ni and Pd derivatives a remarkable realization of
1D Kondo lattices. A somewhat different magnetic behavior, with no clear-cut manifestation of the 1D
Kondo lattice effects, is observed in the Pt derivative whose SP instability occurs in the quantum limit.
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Abstract: The α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] compounds with M = Pt and Au are isostructural two-chain solids that
in addition to partially oxidized conducting perylene chains also contain anionic chains that can be either
paramagnetic in the case of M = Pt or diamagnetic for M = Au. The electrical transport and magnetic
properties of the solid solutions (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2] were investigated. The incorporation
of paramagnetic [Pt(mnt)2] impurities in the diamagnetic chains, and the effect of breaking the
paramagnetic chains with diamagnetic centers for the low and high Pt range of concentrations were
respectively probed. In the low Pt concentration range, there is a fast decrease of the metal-to-insulator
transition from 12.4 K in the pure Au compound to 9.7 K for x = 0.1 comparable to the 8.1 K in the pure
Pt compound. In the range x = 0.50−0.95, only β-phase crystals could be obtained. The spin-Peierls
transition of the pure Pt compound, simultaneous with metal-to-insulator (Peierls) transition is still
present for 2% of diamagnetic impurities (x = 0.98) with transition temperature barely affected. Single
crystal X-ray diffraction data obtained a high-quality structural refinement of the α-phase of the Au and
Pt compounds. The β-phase structure was found to be composed of ordered layers with segregated
donors and anion stacks, which alternate with disordered layers. The semiconducting properties of the
β-phase are due to the disorder localization effects.

Keywords: organic conductors; perylene; metal-dithiolate; organic alloys; conductivity;
thermoelectric power; magnetic susceptibility; spin-Peierls transition; Peierls transition

1. Introduction

The charge transfer salts from the organic aromatic electron donor perylene (Per) and monoanionic
transition metal bis-maleonitriledithiolate complexes [M(mnt)2] (M = Au, Pt, Pd Cu, Ni Fe and Co),
(Scheme 1) with general formula (Per)2[M(mnt)2], constitute a large family of compounds that since the
first seminal paper in 1974 [1,2], have been the topic of a large number of successive studies and the subject
of a few reviews [3–5], including a recent one focused on structural Peierls and spin-Peierls inabilities
in this issue [6]. These studies soon provided evidence that these compounds can be obtained in two
polymorphs, α- and β- [7]. The α-phases, with highly conducting quasi-1D metallic properties at higher
temperatures, are particularly interesting since after more than 40 years of developments in the field of
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molecular conductors, they remain a unique family of compounds with two types of chains (magnetic and
conducting). The β-phases present a less interesting semiconducting behavior, which is associated with a
so far poorly resolved disordered structure. In spite of many efforts and several studies, the conditions
that favor the formation of any of these two polymorphic phases have remained uncontrolled, but often
electrocrystallization batches are entirely composed of only one of the polymorphs.

Scheme 1. Molecular structure of perylene and [M(mnt)2].

The main feature of the α-phases is that conducting and magnetic chains can exist side by side in
the same structure and in mutual interaction. The conducting chains in these compounds are provided
by regular stacks of partially oxidized perylene molecules (Per)1/2+ which behave as a 3/4-filled 1D
electron band system. The square planar anionic complexes [M(mnt)2]− are also stacked alongside
and in between the donor stacks (see Section 2.1). For some metals (e.g., M = Ni, Pd, Pt), the anions
have a localized S = 1/2 magnetic moment, while in other metals such as Au and Cu the anions
are diamagnetic. The interaction between these two types of chains and the competition between
the instabilities of these 1D magnetic and conducting systems is a unique feature of this family of
compounds that has been the central point of discussion in different studies.

Among the different members of this family, the pair of better-characterized compounds with
neighbor transition metals in the periodic table, Au and Pt, where the anionic chains are respectively
diamagnetic and paramagnetic, are special members which through comparison can establish evidence
for the role of the paramagnetic chains in the properties of these compounds. Both compounds present
a metal-to-insulator transition at 8 K and 12 K respectively that has been ascribed to a Peierls distortion
(tetramerisation) of the perylene chains, which in a first approach behave as a 3/4-filled band system.
The Pt compound presents, in addition to the Peierls transition involving the conducting perylene
chains, a spin-Peierls transition at the same critical temperature that corresponds to a dimerization of
the spin-carrying units [Pt(mnt)2]−. The structural aspects of these transitions were the subject of a
detailed review in this Special Issue of Magnetochemistry [6].

In this paper, we present results of a detailed study of the electrical transport and magnetic
properties of the solid solutions (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2], for which some preliminary results were
previously reported [8,9]. This study illustrated for the α-phases both the effect of incorporating
paramagnetic impurities in the diamagnetic anionic chains and the breaking effect of diamagnetic
centers in the paramagnetic anionic chains for the low and high Pt range of concentrations, respectively.
In the range x = 0.50−0.95, only β-phase crystals could be grown and a partial description of the crystal
structure of this disordered phase was obtained.

2. Results and Discussion

Single crystals with the composition (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2] in the entire composition range
x = 0−1 were obtained by electrocrystallization from dichloromethane solutions of perylene and
variable relative amounts of the gold and platinum complexes, under general galvanostatic conditions,
as previously described for the pure compounds [10,11]. The quality and shape of the crystals was
found; however, it was variable and dependent on the composition x. For x in the range 0.0–0.4 and
0.98–1.0, larger needle or elongated plate-shaped crystals could be obtained, with the largest ones
reaching 10 × 0.5 × 0.08 mm3 for the pure Pt and Au compounds. However, in the range x = 0.5−0.95,
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only very small needle-shaped crystals could be obtained, which as described below, were all found to
pertain to the β-phase polymorph.

The Scanning Electron Microscopy–Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM–EDS) microanalysis
of the different crystals obtained in all composition ranges (Figure 1) revealed that the relative Pt
and Au concentrations in the crystals closely follow those of the solution, denoting the formation
of Au–Pt solid solutions in the full range of compositions, as expected in view of the similar size of
the Pt and Au atoms and close similarities of the two isostructural compounds with identical lattice
parameters [10,12]. However, as seen in Figure 1, there is a small deviation of the crystal composition
from that of the solution, in the sense that the crystals tend to slightly enrich in Pt.

Figure 1. Pt and Au concentration of crystals (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2] versus growth solution
concentration. The line represents a linear relation with equal solid and liquid concentrations.

The isostructural nature of the Au and Pt compounds, space group P21/n, and the close similarity of
lattice and structural parameters, are further confirmed by single crystal X-ray diffraction of pure Au and
Pt compounds performed in this work, which enabled a crystal structure refinement with significantly
higher quality than the original data published more than 30 years ago. Crystal data are summarized in
Table 1. However, as further denoted by the electrical transport properties described below, for the range
of composition from x = 0.45 to 0.95, all preparations lead only to β-phase crystals and no crystals of the
α-phase could be obtained. The structure of the β-polymorph in spite of its disorder nature could be
further enlightened by X-ray diffraction in very small single crystals using synchrotron radiation.

Table 1. Crystal and structural refinement data for (Per)2[M(mnt)2] compounds.

Compound β-(Per)2[Pt(mnt)2] α-(Per)2[Pt(mnt)2] α-(Per)2[Au(mnt)2]

Sp.Gr. P-1 P21/n P21/n
a/Å 4.0105(3) 16.4258(3) 16.5632(9)
b/Å 15.2221(11) 4.1733(1) 4.1342(2)
c/Å 20.3352(13) 26.6028(4) 26.5226(12)
α/◦ 78.481(4) 90.0 90.0
β/◦ 88.200(5) 95.053(1) 94.990(3)
γ/◦ 86.334(5) 90.0 90.0

V/Å3 1213.71(17) 1816.53(6) 1809.27(16)
Z, Dcalc (Mg/m3) 1, 1.253 1 2, 1.792 2, 1.802
R1/Rw [I > 2σ(I)] 0.0775/0.1834 0.0191/0.0416 0.0694/0.1135

T/K 150(2) 150(2) 150(2)
CCDC 2 1545581 1545582 1545583

1 Taking into account disordered molecules in the structure for Z = 1.333, Dcalc = 1.783. 2 Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre reference number.
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2.1. Crystal Structure

The structural refinements confirmed that compounds α-(Per)2[Au(mnt)2] and α-(Per)2[Pt(mnt)2]
are isostructural, as previously reported [10,12], belonging to the P21/n group with very similar
lattice parameters (Table 1). The main peculiarity of these compounds is the existence of two
segregated perylene and [M(mnt)2] stacks along the b-axis, as shown in Figure 2 for the Pt compound.
There are only very small differences in the crystalline structure of these compounds with anions of
identical dimensions, therefore making possible the growth of the solid solutions in the entire range of
composition without any major structural changes expected.

Figure 2. Crystal structure of α-(Per)2[Pt(mnt)2]: (a) view along the b-axis, where segregated Per and
[Pt(mnt)2] stacks can be seen. Each [Pt(mnt)2] stack is surrounded by six Per stacks, and each donor
stack has three Per and three [Pt(mnt)2] stacks as first neighbors; (b) Partial view perpendicular to the
stacking b-axis of parallel donor and acceptor stacks.

Besides the α-type structure summarized above, the single crystals studied by X-ray diffraction
revealed also the occurrence of β-polymorphs, as first reported in the M = Ni and Cu compounds [7],
and later observed in other compounds of this family with undimerised anions, namely for
M = Pd [13,14] and Pt [15]. This β-polymorph is characterized by entirely different lattice parameters
(Table 1) with a smaller cell volume ~1220 Å3. This volume is too small to accommodate all the
molecular units expected for Z = 2 as in the α-phases, which have cell volumes of the order of ~1840 Å3,
and it rather corresponds to Z = 1.33 assuming a similar density, denoting a disordered structure where
at least one of the cell parameters should be a multiple. The disordered nature of the structure is also
indicated by the presence of strong and temperature-independent diffuse scattering planes at ±na*/6,
with n = 1, 2, and 3, as shown in Figure 3d) obtained with synchrotron radiation, indicating that the
repeat unit along a is six-fold (~25 Å), as previously observed in the Ni and Cu compounds [7].

A full/clear structural refinement of the disordered β-phases could not be obtained. However,
using diffraction data collected from a small Pt single crystal, it was possible to devise a structure
containing ordered segregated donors and anion stacks along a, which alternated along c, with
disordered layers. The disorder of these layers could not be satisfactorily modeled, but seemed to
consist mainly in perylene molecules in two possible positions (50% occupation factors), regularly
stacked along a.

The ordered stacks presented perylene and [Pt(mnt)2] molecules tilted towards the stacking axis
in the same orientation at variance with the alternated tilting of the α-phase, and with respective
interplane distances of 3.270(6) Å and 3.521(4) Å . The overlap mode was virtually identical to that
observed in the α-phase where these distances are 3.287(3) and 3.609(2) Å, respectively. The disordered
perylene molecules had a tilting angle and overlap mode identical to the ordered ones, and the
disordered layer contained additional electron density (in voids of V = 23,723 Å3, corresponding to
19.5% of unit cell volume), corresponding to additional perylene and [Pt(mnt)2] units, the positions of
which could not be modelized. It is worth mentioning that the six-folding of the lattice parameter a
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may correspond to two [Pt(mnt)2] units and four perylene units in a packing pattern that repeats every
6a but with no coherence in the b,c plane.

Figure 3. (a) Crystal structure of β-(Per)2[Pt(mnt)2] viewed along the stacking a-axis, with ordered
layers of segregated perylene and [Pt(mnt)2] stacks, alternating with disordered layers, in which only
perylene molecules in two possible positions (50% occupation factors) could be devised; (b) Partial
view along b of an ordered layer with parallel donor and acceptor stacks; (c) Partial view along
b of a disordered stack of perylene molecules; (d) Diffraction pattern of β-(Per)2[Pt(mnt)2] crystal
(mochromatic synchrotron radiation, fixed film fixed crystal) showing diffuse scattering planes at
±na*/6 (vertical axis).

2.2. Electrical Transport Properties—Conductivity and Thermoelectric Power

The results of the electrical transport properties measurements of (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2] crystal
are shown in Figure 4. The electrical resistivity ρ of the pure Pt and Au compounds closely followed
the previously published results for the α-phases [16,17], with room temperature values of circa
900 S/cm (700–1200), and a clear metallic regime down to metal insulator (Peierls) transitions at 8.1
and 12.4 K respectively, which are seen by well-defined maxima in the derivative dln ρ/d(1/T). The
crystals with increasing concentration in Pt, up to x = 0.40 showed a behavior comparable to that of
the pure Au compound (Figure 4). There was a small sample dependence of both the sharpness of
the transition and its temperature, typically ±0.1 K, which is ascribed to sample quality variations.
In spite of these variations, it is clear that upon increasing Pt concentration there is first a sensible
decrease of the metal-to-insulator transition from 12.2 K for x = 0 to 9.7 K for x = 0.1, followed by a
much slower decrease for higher concentrations (Table 2). For x = 0.5 to 0.95, an entirely different
regime of the electrical conductivity is observed; the room temperature conductivities are much smaller
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(~40–60 S/cm) with a thermally-activated regime in the entire temperature range, identical to that
previously described in β-phases [7,13,15]. For x = 0.98, a α-type behavior is recovered in samples
from some batches, while other batches still present the β-type behavior.

Figure 4. Electrical transport properties of (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2] single crystals with composition
values indicated as a function of temperature, T: (a) Electrical resistivity, R, plotted as ratio to the
room temperature (Rrt) value; (b) Absolute thermoelectric power (values for increasing x are off-set by
5 μV/K at room temperature for each composition).

Table 2. Metal-to-insulator transition temperatures, TMI, of (Per)2[PtxAu1−x(mnt)2] crystals as defined
by maxima in the derivative of the resistivity, dln ρ/d(1/T).

x TMI (K)

0.0 12.4
0.0075 12.3
0.01 12.2
0.02 11.8
0.05 10.8
0.1 9.7
0.2 9.6
0.4 9.1
0.5 -
0.8 -
0.9 -

0.95 -
0.98 (β) -
0.98 (α) 8.7

1.0 8.1
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The thermoelectric power results (Figure 4b) also reveal the existence of two different behaviors
of the samples depending on the composition, confirming the two phases denoted by resistivity
measurements. For platinum concentrations up to x = 0.40, the thermopower exhibited a behavior
similar to that of the pure Au compound, with room temperature values of the order of ~40 μV/K
decreasing upon cooling in a fashion typical of a metal, until the metal-to-insulator transition
was reached. For Pt concentrations x between 0.50 and 0.95, the temperature dependence of the
thermopower was clearly distinct, with room temperature values of ~35 μV/K, which increased
upon cooling approximately as 1/T in a semiconducting behavior similar to that of the β-phases of
these compounds with M = Ni, Cu and Pd [7,13,15]. For high Pt concentrations with x = 0.98, the
temperature dependence of the thermoelectric power showed again a behavior similar to that of
the α-phase of the pure Pt compound, which is also almost identical to that of the Au compound.
The thermoelectric power of the α-phase crystals in the high temperature range, where a linear
temperature dependence was followed, is consistent with the behavior expected for a 3/4 -filled
band 1D system. Within the tight-binding approximation, and neglecting energy dependence of the
scattering time, the thermoelectric power S of an uncorrelated 1D system is expected to follow the
equation [18]:

S = − π2k2
BT

6 |e||t|
[

cos(πρ/2)
sin2(πρ/2)

]
(1)

where t is the transfer integral between next neighboring molecules, and ρ is the number of electrons
per molecule (3/2). These approximations using the high temperature S data (T > 100 K) predict a
bandwidth 4t = 0.58 eV for these α-phase alloys, as for the pure compounds. This is overall in very
good agreement with the values of t = 0.143 eV estimated from plasma frequency in reflectance [19],
t = 0.149 eV from magnetoresistance [20,21] and t ≈ 0.148 eV from quantum chemistry calculations
under the extended Huckel approximation [22].

The semiconducting properties of the β-phases can be understood in view of the observed
structural disorder. In the ordered layers of the β-phase, the regular stacking of the donors with same
type of overlap and intermolecular distances comparable to those of the α-phase could lead to a similar
metallic behaviour associated with an identical 3/4-filled band, highly anisotropic quasi-1D system.
However, the disordered layers impose an external random potential that, in this extremely anisotropic
quasi-1D system, can effectively localize the electronic states.

2.3. Magnetic Susceptibility

The results of the paramagnetic susceptibility measurements of (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2]
are shown in Figure 5. The pure Au sample, where the anions are diamagnetic, had a small
Pauli-like contribution due to conduction electrons of 2.2 × 10−4 emu/mol at room temperature,
which had a small decrease upon cooling and vanished at the metal-to-insulator transition, as
previously reported [23] and comparable to the α-phase of the Cu compound, also with diamagnetic
anions [24]. The pure Pt sample, where the anions were paramagnetic, presented a much larger
paramagnetic susceptibility that in addition to a small Pauli-like contribution identical to that of the
Au compound, was ascribed essentially to the paramagnetic [Pt(mnt)2]− anions, which behaved
as a chain of antiferromagnetically (AFM) coupled S = 1/2 spins. The maximum of paramagnetic
susceptibility at ~25 K was indicative of antiferromagnetic coupling of the spins along the chains,
and indeed magnetic susceptibility above the metal-to-insulator transition temperature at 8.1 K
can be fairly well adjusted by the 1D Heisenberg linear chain model by Bonner-Fisher [25] with
an AFM exchange interaction of J/kB = −15.5 K [23]. The large paramagnetic susceptibility of the
pure Pt compound experienced a sharp decrease below 8.1 K as a consequence of a spin-Peierls
transition (dimerization of the anionic chains), which took place at the same temperature as the
metal-to-insulator transition [26].

The main feature in the magnetic susceptibility of the solid solutions (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2]
was that upon increasing x, the presence of paramagnetic centers in the anionic chains, gave rise to
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an increasing Curie-type contribution to the paramagnetism, proportional to the Pt concentration,
which soon dominated over the small Pauli-like contribution of the conducting perylene stacks.
At the other extreme range of concentrations, for large x, the incorporation of diamagnetic centers
in the [Pt(mnt)2]− chains soon destroyed the spin-Peierls transition as theoretically predicted [27].
For x = 0.98, two types of samples were obtained, as previously denoted by transport measurements,
one of α- and another of β-polymorph. The one corresponding to the α-phase (inset Figure 5c)) still
showed a maximum of susceptibility at ~25 K and a drop of susceptibility at 8 K, although with an
increased Curie tail. This effect is comparable to that experimentally observed in other spin-Peierls
systems upon incorporation of non-magnetic impurities or defects, either organic systems such
as p-CyDOV [28] or inorganic compounds such as CuGeO3 [29]. The study of this spin-Peierls
transition with larger concentrations of diamagnetic impurities was not possible in this system due
to formation of β-polymorph.

Figure 5. Paramagnetic susceptibility, χP, of (Per)2[PtxAu(1−x)(mnt)2] with composition x indicated, as a
function of temperature, T. (a) Pt compound and x = 0.98, α-phase; (b) Au compound; (c) 0.005 ≤ x ≤ 0.95
and 0.98, β-phase. The inset shows the behavior of a α-phase sample with x = 0.98.

The paramagnetic susceptibility of (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2] could result from donor and acceptor
contributions. For the α-phase, the donor contribution, due to the delocalized conduction electrons in
the perylene stacks, was expected to be identical to that of the pure Au compound. The remaining
contribution of the paramagnetic [Pt(mnt)2] anions could therefore be deduced from the total
paramagnetic susceptibility after subtraction of the small Pauli-like contribution of the pure Au
compound. This last contribution in samples with x up to 0.95 and 0.98 of β-phase was found to follow
above 50 K a Curie–Weiss law with small Weiss constants (<5 K) and Curie constant C close to that that
expected for S = 1/2 spins with g ≈ 2.0 (C = 0.375 emu K/mole), with no difference between α and β

phases, as shown in Figure 6. A significant deviation was however observed for x = 0.98 of α-phase,
which approached the behavior of the pure Pt compound.
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Figure 6. Curie constant, C, of the [Pt(mnt)2] contribution to the paramagnetic susceptibility of
(Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2] as a function of the composition x.

3. Materials and Methods

(Per)2[Au1−xPtx(mnt)2] single crystals were obtained by electrocrystallization from dichloromethane
solutions of perylene (~1.4 × 10−2 M) and variable relative amounts of the gold and platinum complexes
as tetrabutylammonium salts (total anion concentration ~7 × 10−3 M) under general conditions that
have been previously optimized and described in detail [11]. Special care was taken in the purification
of the compounds and solvents used. Perylene (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) was purified by multiple
recrystallization and silica and alumina chromatography [30], followed by gradient sublimation under
reduced pressure at ~110 ◦C. The tetrabutylammonium salts of gold and platinum were synthesized as
described [31,32] and recrystallized several times from acetone under argon atmosphere. Dichloromethane
was distilled, dried and passed through a column of activated alumina just before use. Galvanostatic
conditions with current densities in the range of 5–20 μA/cm2 were employed using platinum wire
electrodes and two compartment cells sealed under argon. The best crystals were obtained by using a
slightly increasing current over time, with an initial current of 1 μA and an increase of 1 μA every two
days. The crystals were collected after 10 days and generally appeared as small black shining needles.

SEM–EDS microanalysis of the crystals were performed using a JEOL JSM 6301F microscope at CEMUP.
The Au:Pt concentration ratio was estimated from the L-lines of the metals, while the K-line of sulfur was used
as a control element of the analysis. Four spectra were obtained: a global spectrum in one area containing a
cluster of crystals, and three others along a well-defined face of selected crystals. The typical dispersion of Pt
concentration x were ±0.01. The results were found reproducible in different crystals from the same batch.

Single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments in α-(Per)2[M(mnt)2] crystals with M = Au and Pt and
β-(Per)2[Pt(mnt)2] were performed with a Bruker APEX II CCD detector diffractometer, using graphite
monochromated MoKα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å), in the ϕ and ω scans mode. A semi-empirical
absorption correction was carried out using SADABS [33]. Data collection, cell refinement, and data
reduction were done with the SMART and SAINT programs [34]. In the case of β-(Per)2[Pt(mnt)2],
X-ray diffraction was also performed on a very small single crystal on a heavy-duty diffractometer at
the Materials Science Beamline ID11 (λ = 0.29520 Å, ESRF, Grenoble, France) using a Frelon2K CCD
detector. After conversion of the frame file format, the data were indexed using SMART, integrated
with SAINT and corrected for absorption using SADABS. The structures were solved by direct methods
using SIR97 [35] and refined by full matrix least-squares methods using the program SHELXL97 [36]
and the winGX software package [37]. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal
parameters, whereas H atoms were placed in idealized positions and allowed to refine while riding on
the parent C atom. Molecular graphics were prepared using mercury [38].

Electrical conductivity measurement in the range 4 K–300 K were performed in a helium cryostat
along the long axis (b-axis of α-phase, a-axis in β-phase) using an in-line four-probe configuration,
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with a current of ~1 μA of frequency (77 Hz), and the voltage drop measured by a lock-in amplifier.
Contacts were made to four Au pads evaporated on each crystal, connected through colloidal platinum
paint to four gold wire probes (25 μm diameter). Special care was taken to ensure low unnested/nested
voltages ratios, as defined by Schaffer [39].

The thermoelectric power was also measured along the needle axis of the crystals by a slow
AC technique using high purity gold wires (99.99+% Goodfellow Metals) in a cell [40] similar to the
one described by Chaikin [41] placed in a closed-cycle He cryostat and operated under computer
control [42]. Sample voltage was measured by a Kethley 181 nanovoltmeter. The thermal gradients
were measured by a previously calibrated Au (0.07% Fe)-chromel thermocouple and a Kethley
181 nanovoltmeter, and were kept below 1 K. The sample temperature was measured by an identical
Au (0.07% Fe)-chromel thermocouple. Absolute thermoelectric power was calculated after correction
for the absolute thermoelectric power of gold leads using the data of Huebner [43].

Magnetic susceptibility was measured in the range 5–300 K using a Faraday system
(Oxford Instruments, Oxford, UK) with a 7 T superconducting magnet. Polycrystalline samples (~5–10 mg)
were placed in thin-wall Teflon buckets, previously measured. The magnetic fields used were in the range of
2 to 5 T, and the force was measured with a microbalance (Sartorius S3D-V, Goettingen, Germany) applying
forward and reverse gradients of 5 T/m. Under these conditions, the magnetization was found to be
proportional to the applied magnetic field. Paramagnetic molar susceptibility was obtained after a correction
for the diamagnetic contribution estimated from tabulated Pascal constants at 4.2 × 10−4 emu/mol.

4. Conclusions

The results concerning the evolution of the transition temperature and type of ground states as a
function of the composition of the alloys (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2] are summarised in Figure 7. At the low
Pt concentration range, the metallic systems at high temperatures underwent a Peierls transition towards
a Charge Density Wave (CDW) ground state at slightly decreasing temperatures in the range 12 K to 8 K
and had an increasing Curie–Weiss component of the paramagnetic susceptibility proportional to the
Pt content. At the extreme range of high Pt content, the CDW ground state of the donor stacks, which
coexisted with a spin-Peierls ground state in the anionic chains for the pure Pt compound, was still present
at x = 0.98. The effect of higher concentrations of diamagnetic impurities in the magnetic chains could not
be probed since in the range x = 0.50 to 0.95, only β-phase crystals could be obtained. The semiconducting
properties of the β-phase are a consequence of localization induced by the structural disorder.

Figure 7. Phase diagram of the (Per)2[Ptx-Au(1−x)(mnt)2] system. At left, for α-phase, it occurred
a Peierls transition from a metal (M) towards a Charge Density Wave (CDW) ground state with a
Curie–Weiss behaviour of the anions. At the extreme right in the α-phase, the CDW ground state of
the donor stacks coexisted with a spin-Peierls (SP) ground state in the anionic chains. The spin-Peierls
ground state was not suppressed by small concentrations (up to ~2%) of diamagnetic impurities. In the
range x = 0.50 to 0.95, only semiconducting β-phase crystals could be obtained.
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Abstract: The π-d molecular conductor λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, where BETS is bis(ethylenedithio)
tetraselenafulvalene, has attracted considerable interest for the discovery of its field induced
superconducting state. A mystery of this system is its antiferromagnetic insulating ground state.
The point still under strong debate is whether the d spins in Fe3+ are ordered or not. Here, we review
experimental and theoretical studies on the antiferromagnetic insulating phase in λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 and
mention our perspective based on our ESR measurements for λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4. Our ESR results
indicate that the π-d interaction in the system is very strong and there is no sign of paramagnetic Fe
spins in the antiferromagnetic ground state.

Keywords: π-d interaction; λ-(BETS)2FeCl4; electron spin resonance; antiferromagnetic insulating
state; metal-insulator transition

1. Introduction

Molecular conductors with finite π-d interactions have attracted many interests for the past
few decades since interaction between the itinerant π-electron and localized d-electron yields
some intriguing physical phenomena. For instance, a characteristic magnetoresistance that is
related to the spin state in Fe ions was reported for (DMET)2FeBr4 (DMET = 4′,5′-dimethyl-4,5-
(ethylenedithio)-1′,3′-diselena-1,3-dithiafulvalene) [1], and giant negative magnetoresistance was
observed in Fe phthalocyanine complexes [2]. Among others, λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, where BETS is
bis(ethylenedithio)tetraselenafulvalene, is one of the most studied and well-known π-d molecular
conductors for the appearance of superconductivity in a high magnetic field [3,4]. An excellent review
about the field-induced superconducting state by Uji and Brooks can be found elsewhere [5].

In contrast to the superconducting state in a high magnetic field, this system also shows cooperative
conducting and magnetic properties in the low-field region thanks to the strong interaction between
π- and d-electrons, namely, π-d interaction. In the high temperature phase, λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 is a metal
where the magnetic property shows the paramagnetic behavior. At TN = 8.3 K, λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 becomes
antiferromagnetic and simultaneously shows a metal to insulator (MI) transition [6–8].

In contrast with the non-magnetic analog compound λ-(BETS)2GaCl4 which becomes superconducting
below 6 K, the MI transition of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 has been thought for a long time to be triggered by
the long-range ordering of Fe spins [7,8]. On the other hand, some theoretical works claim that the
Mott transition of the π-electrons is an origin of the MI transition, and then, the π-d coupling forces the
Fe moments to be antiferromagnetically ordered [9,10]. However, Akiba et al. revealed a completely
different role of the Fe spins based on the heat capacity measurement, where the Fe spins remain
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paramagnetic below TN [11]. This ‘chicken or egg’ problem of the antiferromagnetic insulating (AFI)
phase (which orders first, the d-electrons or the π-electrons), coupled with the ground state of the Fe
spins is still open question under strong debate.

We here review cornerstone measurements and theoretical studies for the AFI phase of
λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, and present our ESR measurements on the mixed compounds λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4
(x = 0.2~1.0). The main point of studying the mixed compounds by ESR is to microscopically investigate
the role of Fe spins in the ground state by gradually introducing the Fe spins in the system. Our results
have revealed that the Fe spins play a decisive role in the magnetic ground state, where a gradual
transition from the paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic ground state is observed by increasing the Fe
content. In contrast to the heat capacity measurement, the ESR measurements for the salts with x ≥ 0.6
do not indicate any sign of paramagnetic Fe spins in the AFI phase. This suggests that more attention
should be paid to a metastable state within the AFI phase to explain the previous experimental results.

This paper is organized as follows: the crystal structure and phase diagram are mentioned in the
next section, and some of the previous experimental and theoretical results are described in Section 3,
followed by the ESR results in Section 4. Conclusions and future prospects are presented in the
final section.

2. Crystal Structure and Phase Diagram

Single crystals of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 are prepared by electrochemical oxidation of BETS in organic
solvent such as chlorobenzene containing 10% ethanol, with the tetraethylammonium salt of
FeCl4− as a supporting electrolyte [6]. The mixed system λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 is prepared from
a mixed electrolyte of [(C2H5)4N][GaCl4] and [(C2H5)4N][FeCl4] with fine tuning of the mixing
ratio. Needle-shaped single crystals are obtained, and the crystallographic c-axis corresponds to the
needle axis.

The crystal structure is presented in Figure 1a. The crystal has a triclinic unit cell with space group
P1. The lattice constants at 10 K were determined as a = 15.880, b = 18.378, c = 6.529 Å, α = 98.66◦,
β = 95.830◦, γ = 112.13◦ [6].

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Left: Crystal structure of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4. A and B denote two crystallographically
independent BETS molecules, and the double headed arrows represent short Cl···S(Se) contacts.
Right: Molecular arrangement of the BETS molecules and the anions in λ-(BETS)2FeCl4; (b) Top:
T-B phase diagram of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 extracted from Reference [8,12]. Bottom: T-x phase diagram
of λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 extracted from Reference [13]. Antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI) and
superconductor (SC) phases are determined from the metal-insulator and superconducting transitions,
respectively (red circles). PM = paramagnetic metal. A metastable state in the AFI phase (see Section 3.4
for detail) was claimed from high-frequency measurements (black circles) [12].
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Two BETS molecules and one FeCl4 anion are crystallographically independent. Each independent
BETS molecule (A and B in Figure 1a) forms a dimer, and these BETS dimers are stacked
two-dimensionally in the ac-plane, and consequently form conducting layers. The interplanar distance
between the BETS molecules A···B is 3.683 Å, and those between A···A’, B···B’ are about 4.0 Å. The
overlap integral is the strongest, 76.8 × 10−3, between BETS molecules A···B, and the overlap integrals
are 37.1 × 10−3 and 23.1 × 10−3 for A···A’ and B···B’, respectively. The tight-binding calculation based
on the extended Hückel method yields a 2D closed Fermi surface with 23% of the Brillouin zone [6].
This estimation is in good agreement with the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation measurement [14]. On the
other hand, the fairly large dimerization of the BETS molecules leads to a splitting of the HOMO
(highest occupied molecular orbital) band, and the electronic state can be interpreted as effectively
half-filling of the upper HOMO band. In the case of half-filling with substantial on-site Coulomb
interaction U, the π-electron system could turn into a Mott insulating state. Meanwhile, the FeCl4
anions, which are magnetic with a high-spin state (Fe3+, S = 5/2), are located between the BETS layers
and form 1D chains along the c-axis. The shortest Fe···Fe distance is 6.593 Å at room temperature,
and there are many short Cl···S(Se) contacts of about 3.43–3.67 Å (double headed arrows in Figure 1a).
Therefore, strong π-d interactions are expected in λ-(BETS)2FeCl4.

The first transport and magnetic properties of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 were reported by Kobayashi et al.
and Tokumoto et al., respectively [6,7]. A complementary study was performed by Brossard et al. [8].
This compound is metallic in the high temperature phase, and the magnetic susceptibility, where the
dominant magnetic contribution originating from the Fe3+ ion, shows the paramagnetic behavior.
With lowering temperature, λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 shows a metal to insulator (MI) transition at TN = 8.3 K,
while the magnetic susceptibility shows the antiferromagnetic (AF) behavior down to the lowest
temperature. Furthermore, a paramagnetic metal (PM) state is recovered when all the magnetic
moments are polarized in the magnetic field above Bc = 10.5 T. The phase diagram is presented in the
top panel of Figure 1b. The field-induced superconducting state, which appears above 17 T when B is
parallel to the conducting plane, is not shown in Figure 1b since it is beyond the scope of this paper.
We refer to the review paper about the field-induced superconductivity in λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 for readers
who might be interested [5].

As mentioned above, the non-magnetic and isostructural analog, λ-(BETS)2GaCl4, shows a
superconducting transition at Tc = 6 K, whereas λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 becomes insulating at TN = 8.3 K.
Therefore, the mixed compound, λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4, is an excellent system to study the effect of
magnetic ion on the ground state with a minimum structural disorder effect since FeCl4− and GaCl4−

have almost the same size. The bottom panel of Figure 1b shows the phase diagram for the mixed
λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 system. The Néel temperature TN decreases with the Fe content, and the AFI
phase is not present in the region of x < 0.25. The superconducting transition temperature Tc in the small
x region (i.e., x < 0.25) decreases slightly with increasing x. In the intermediate region (0.3 < x < 0.5),
a complicated phase diagram accompanied by small changes of Tc and TN is observed [13,15].

3. Previous Experimental and Theoretical Studies

3.1. Transport and Magnetic Properties

Temperature dependent resistivity for λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 shows a small maximum around 100 K,
and decreases with lowering temperature [6]. Such a maximum of the resistivity is common in other
BETS salts. As mentioned in the previous section, the MI transition is found at 8.3 K at ambient
pressure. The small maximum observed around 100 K shifts to higher temperatures with increasing
pressure and is completely suppressed at 2 kbar. Moreover, the MI transition temperature decreases
when increasing the pressure, and the metallic state is stabilized above 3.5 kbar [6].

The first magnetoresistance measurement using a pulsed magnetic field was reported by
Goze et al. [16]. The authors found that the MI transition temperature is suppressed by applying a high
magnetic field, and a metallic state is recovered above 10 T. They also found that the magnetoresistance
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strongly depends on the direction of the magnetic field above the critical field (Bc) [16]. Brossard et al.
also reported that the magnetoresistance shows hysteresis at the MI transition, which becomes larger
as the magnetic field increases [8]. Our transport and magnetotransport measurements are shown in
Figure 2. As mentioned by Brossard et al., the hysteresis at the MI transition becomes larger as the field
increases (Figure 2a) and as temperature increases (Figure 2b), namely, near the AFI phase boundary.
Additionally, kink structures in the resistance below the MI transition are observed (shown as solid
circles and squares in Figure 2a).

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Resistance at zero-field and the magnetoresistance of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4. (a) resistance versus
temperature; (b) resistance versus magnetic field. The current is applied along the c-axis, and the
magnetic field perpendicular to the c-axis. Hysteresis and kink structures are observed below the MI
transition temperature (solid circles and squares).

The magnetic susceptibility χ follows the Curie-Weiss law in the PM phase, where the Weiss
temperature is about −15 K and the Curie constant yields an effective magnetic moment of 5.83 μB [7,8].
This value is very close to that of the magnetic moment of Fe3+ in the high spin state (i.e., 5.92 μB for
S = 5/2 and L = 0), suggesting the dominant magnetic contribution originates from the Fe3+ spins.
The Weiss temperature of −15 K and S = 5/2 leads to the exchange coupling between the spins Fe3+

of Jd-d~2.3 K [8]. The magnetic susceptibility for the field B//c shows a step-like decrease at the
MI transition temperature, 8.3 K, and then, shows the behavior typical of the AF ordering for the
easy-axis with lowering temperature. The step-like decrease at the MI transition is suppressed in the
magnetic field B > 2 T, and is less pronounced for B⊥c. Notably, for λ-(BETS)2FeBr4 where a smaller
π-d interaction is expected, the step-like structure disappears and the easy-axis behavior is observed
for the field B⊥c [17]. From the comparison of magnetic properties between λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 and
λ-(BETS)2FeBr4, it is supposed that the peculiar magnetic behavior observed in λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 is due
to the strong interplay between π- and d-electrons [8].

The field-dependence of magnetization (M-H curve) for the field B//c shows a step-like structure
around 1 T accompanied by a linear increase at higher fields. This step-like structure was interpreted
as a spin-flop transition since it was not observed for the field B⊥c [7,8]. The linear increase of the
magnetization above the spin-flop field is due to the canted antiferromagnetic state. More precise
magnetic torque measurement preformed by Sasaki et al. indicated a clear spin-flop transition around
1.2 T, where the easy-axis was found to be in the direction tilted by about 30◦ from the c-axis to the
b*-axis [18]. For low temperatures, the M-H curve shows another step structure accompanied with
hysteresis around the critical field Bc [8,18]. A metamagnetic-like transition of the π-electrons between
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AFI and PM phases was proposed since the recovery of the metallic state occurs above Bc [18]. Finally,
the magnetization saturates above 10.5 T.

The mixed compound λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 shows similar transport property. A small maximum
of resistivity is also observed around 100 K for all mixed systems, and resistivity decreases with
lowering temperature. Then, superconducting or MI transition is observed depending on the
Fe content x (see bottom panel of Figure 1b) [13]. No significant difference is found also in the
Fermi surface (similar cylindrical Fermi surface and similar cross-sectional area is observed by the
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillation measurement) except that the Fermi surface is split by the internal
field due to the π-d interaction for x �= 0 [19]. The internal field seems to increase with the Fe content.
The magnetic property of the mixed compound λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 (x > 0.47) is also similar to the
pure λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, where the magnetic susceptibility shows a step-like structure at the MI transition,
and the spin-flop is observed for the field B//c [20]. Hence, the overall features suggest there is no
serious effect of disorder both on the transport and magnetic properties in the mixed compound.

In summary, the high temperature phase of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 is a paramagnetic metal. The MI
transition occurs at 8.3 K, and the system becomes antiferromagnetic simultaneously. By applying the
magnetic field along the easy-axis, the spin flop transition is observed around 1.2 T, and the system
goes to a canted antiferromagnetic state. The magnetization saturates (i.e., spins are fully polarized)
above 10.5 T, then the metallic state recovers. The magnetic ions are essential to the AFI ground state
since the non-magnetic analog λ-(BETS)2GaCl4 is, in contrast, a superconductor. Therefore, in the early
studies on λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, it was thought that the insulating state (i.e., localization) of the π-electrons
is triggered by the antiferromagnetic long-range ordering of the d-electrons [8].

3.2. Specific Heat Measurements and the Paramagnetic Fe Model

The first specific heat measurement of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 was reported by Negishi et al. [21].
The specific heat exhibits a sharp peak due to the antiferromagnetic long-range order at TN, and
a remarkable jump of the specific heat, which they attributed to the ferroelectric transition, is observed
at 70 K (TFM). The ferroelectric property of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 will be mentioned later in Section 3.4.
Additionally, a significant excess heat capacity below TN was reported. Negishi et al. attributed this
excess specific heat to a short-range antiferromagnetic ordering since the entropy change of only 60%
of R ln2 + R ln6 was observed at TN.

On the other hand, Akiba et al. proposed a completely different model to explain this excess
specific heat [11]. They showed from their result that the excess specific heat observed below TN can be
fit with the six-level Schottky peak of the paramagnetic Fe spins. They proposed that the sharp peak at
TN is due to the antiferromagnetic ordering of the π-electrons (Mott transition), and the 3d spins, which
remain paramagnetic, feel the internal field from the localized π-electrons through the π-d interaction.
The authors concluded that an internal field of about 4 T is created from the localized π-electrons, and
this internal field induces the six energy levels of d-electron leading to the Schottky-type anomaly.
Hence, this model suggests that π and 3d spins do not cooperatively form an antiferromagnetic order,
and the Fe spins remain paramagnetic.

Akiba et al. also claimed that a model with two canted Fe spins exposed to the internal field of 4 T
along the easy-axis can reproduce the results of the susceptibility measurements [22]. The specific heat
measurements of the mixed compound λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 (x = 0.4~1.0) can also be fit with this
model, where the internal field increases with the Fe content [23]. They proposed that the difference
of TN by the Fe content is due to the fluctuation of the π-electron that is suppressed by the magnetic
anisotropy introduced by the Fe spins [23]. The paramagnetic Fe model was further extended by
introducing 2D Ising-like transition and double Schottky model, to explain the heat capacity behavior
nearby TN and the field dependence, respectively [24,25].

Mössbauer measurement partially supports the paramagnetic Fe model [26]. Above TN,
the Mössbauer spectra presents a single line typical of the paramagnetic Fe; and below TN, sextet
splitting that is typical of long-range ordering is observed. However, the spectrum at 8 K still shows a
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small fraction of about 13% of paramagnetic atoms, which can be ascribed to the slow dynamics of
the transition. Moreover, two additional magnetic splittings with identical isomer shift but slightly
different hyperfine fields (i.e., two sextets) are observed in the temperature range between 3.2 and
8.0 K, which suggests two different magnetic environments for the Fe sites. In addition, a significant
development of the hyperfine field by decreasing temperature is also observed. Although the change
in the Mössbauer spectra below TN is indicative of a slow magnetic ordering process, these results
cannot discriminate the paramagnetic model in the case of fast relaxation. Actually, the computed
hyperfine fields assuming a fast relaxation model, where the Fe spins exhibit the Zeeman splitting by
the internal field, are in good agreement with the specific heat measurements. The estimated internal
field from the fitting is dependent on temperature, increasing from 2.45 T at 8 K to 4.2 T at 1.5 K [26].

Recent transport (including non-linear transport) and magnetic torque measurements by
Sugiura et al. also support the paramagnetic model [27,28]. They observed a small dip of the
magnetoresistance at 1.2 T for B nearly parallel to the easy axis, which can be ascribed to the spin-flop
transition. The resistance dip at the spin-flop transition was explained, not with the scattering
mechanism due to the antiparallel Fe, but from the electron-hole excitation model with up and down
spins in the BETS layers [27]. Furthermore, Sugiura et al. investigated in detail the angular dependence
of the magnetic torque that shows a sinusoidal dependence, and found the zero-crossing angle—the
magnetic field direction where the magnetic torque becomes zero—significantly changes with field
and temperature [28]. In comparison with the zero-crossing angle of the magnetic torque in the PM
phase, and that of the non-magnetic GaCl4 salt, they concluded that the origin of the change in the
zero-crossing angle is due to the antiferromagnetic order of the π-electrons [28].

3.3. Theoretical Studies

The first model to explain the AFI ground state of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 was proposed by Ziman in
Reference [8]. A Hubbard-Kondo model—where four conduction bands associated with the BETS
layers, the Coulomb repulsion U on the BETS molecule, and a Kondo coupling between the localized
S = 5/2 spins on Fe3+ and the conduction π-electrons were taken into account—was introduced.
For small U, the periodic potential due to the magnetic ordering of Fe3+ opens energy gaps at the
Fermi surface, then, by applying the magnetic field, the fully-polarized magnetic moments destroy the
periodic potential, restoring the Fermi surface. Although this model qualitatively explains the AFI and
PM ground states of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, a Kondo coupling of J > 70 K is needed to suppress the entire
Fermi surface and the on-site Coulomb U is empirically not small [8].

Another model of the AFI phase was introduced by Hotta and Fukuyama [9]. From a mean-field
calculation including the Hubbard model and the π-d interaction, they categorized the BETS system
into a unified phase diagram, and proposed that λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 and λ-(BETS)2GaCl4 are very close
to the MI boundary of the Mott insulator, and its ground state is easily influenced by the π-d
interaction. Moreover, the authors pointed out a lack of degeneracy in the energy dispersion of the
two anti-bonding HOMO bands owing to the molecular arrangement and the fairly large dimerization
of the BETS molecules in the λ-type system. This splitting makes it easier to form a gap between the
two anti-bonding bands where the Fermi level is situated, which means only a small on-site Coulomb
U is needed to be an insulator. Therefore, the MI transition at 8.3 K is proposed to be a Mott transition
of the π-electrons, and long-range order of the Fe spins is induced through the π-d interaction [9].
Even though this model could also drive the system into the AFI ground state, it cannot explain why
a strong magnetic field restores the metallic state. To resolve this problem, Cépas et al. proposed a
more effective Hubbard-Kondo model with Zeeman energies [10]. The AFI phase of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4
is explained by the picture where the Kondo coupling drives the system into an insulating phase in
order to gain some magnetic energy. The energy of a metallic state crosses that of the insulator as the
field increases, leading to a first-order transition into a PM state.
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These two scenarios of the MI transition lead to different physical pictures: spin-density-wave
(SDW)-like insulator and Mott insulator. Therefore, Cépas et al. proposed that the measurement of the
charge gap as a function of the field would distinguish the SDW or Mott insulator scenario [10].

Furthermore, Mori and Katsuhara estimated the exchange energies in λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 by means
of the extended Hückel method [29]. The antiferromagnetic exchange interaction between π, π-d, and
d electrons are estimated to be Jππ = 448 K, Jπd = 14.6 K, and Jdd = 0.64 K, respectively. The internal
field created by the Fe spins Hint = JπdSd/gμB is about 33 T in agreement with the experiment on
the field-induced superconductivity [4]. Based on the mean-field calculation, the Néel temperature of
TN = 6.22 K is also deduced from these exchange couplings, which also agrees with the experimental
result [29].

The above theoretical works suppose that both π- and d-electrons are long-range ordered. In this
sense, the paramagnetic Fe model of Akiba et al. is quite striking. However, Ito and Shimahara
examined by mean field theory a uniaxially-coupled Heisenberg antiferromagnet model with two
subsystems, where the two subsystems consist of strongly interacting small spins and weakly
interacting large spins [30]. In the case of Jππ � Jπd � Jdd, their model successfully reproduces
the specific heat and the magnetic susceptibility measurements. Moreover, the magnetic anisotropy,
which is essential to the easy-axis of the antiferromagnetic state, is found to originate from the π-d
interaction and is described as approximately 26–27◦ from the c-axis which is in total agreement
with the experimental result [30]. The same authors also studied the spin structure from a similar
model, and discussed that a tilted canted antiferromagnetic state, where the canted spins are tilted
from the magnetic field direction, can only appear in a narrow range of the magnetic field for
λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 [31].

3.4. Other Experimental Studies

Anomalous dielectric response at TFM = 70 K was first reported by Matsui et al. [32]. As mentioned
above, the specific heat also shows some anomaly at this temperature [21]. By means of cavity
perturbation technique at 16.3 GHz, Matsui et al. found an anomaly in the cavity response with a
large dielectric constant. They ascribed it to a transition to a ferroelectric state. Although the dc
resistivity indicates a highly metallic state, the microwave loss is enhanced anomalously in the range
of TN < T < TFM. It should be noted that this work was criticized on the basis that this anomaly is due
to the analysis artifact, which was soon denied by the same authors [33,34]. Moreover, the dielectric
constant along the c-axis shows a broad maximum around 30 K for 44.5 GHz, which the authors
attributed to a relaxor ferroelectric behavior [35]. They proposed that dielectric domains or stripes
with less metallic conduction emerge inhomogeneously in the π-electron system. The X-ray diffraction
data support this interpretation since the width of (007) Bragg reflection becomes broader and the peak
splits around TFM [36,37]. This structural anomaly was ascribed to an appearance of heterogeneous
structure with dielectric relaxor domains of about 0.4 μm in size. Furthermore, unnatural values in
the anisotropic atomic displacement parameters were found, although no significant evidence of a
phase transition or structural changes at TFM was found. The charge density map obtained by Fourier
synthesis shows a distorted electron density distribution in the BETS molecule [37].

Related to those experiments in the PM phase, I-V characteristic in the AFI state was investigated
by Toyota et al. [38]. A drastic non-linear transport phenomenon, known as the negative resistance
effect, was observed in the I-V curve, which indicates that some carrier decondensation occurs by
applying electric field. They supposed that these dielectric states are intrinsic instabilities in the charge
degree of freedom of the π-electronic system, which may be strongly influenced by applying electric
field. Similar to this study, Rutel and co-workers measured the high-frequency cavity response of
λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 by sweeping the field and temperature, and observed a huge change in the cavity
response inside the AFI phase [12]. The transitions from a skin-depth regime to a depolarization regime,
where a huge change of the cavity response is observed, are plotted in the top panel of Figure 1b.
They explained that this behavior is due to the metastable state in the π-electronic system within
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the AFI phase. Negishi and co-workers obtained similar results by measuring the capacitance and
conductance in the AFI phase [39]. A huge dielectric change by sweeping the field was observed inside
the AFI phase, called ‘colossal magnetodielectricity’. The magnetic field where the divergence of the
dielectric constant occurs is similar to the results on the depolarization regime by Rutel et al. (see
Figure 1b) [12,39]. Such a sub-phase inside the AFI phase is confirmed from other studies [35,40].

Based on the above measurements, Negishi et al. proposed a charge ordering-induced polarization
model [39]. Due to the exclusively large π-d super-exchange interaction between the π-orbitals at
selective Se sites in BETS molecules labeled B (B’) in Figure 1a and 3d-orbital via Cl, the charge as well
as the spin of the π-electrons are expected to be localized at these Se sites. Therefore, they expect a
partial charge ordering occurs in BETS molecules A (A’) and B (B’), and such charge disproportionation
yields a local polarization inside the BETS molecules. The antiferromagnetic order could be associated
with the energy gain of magnetic ordering of the π- and d-electrons, which overcompensates the
intersite Coulomb energy V in the BETS layer. This indicates that charge ordering is the primary origin
of the AFI state. At low field and low temperature, the π-electrons are locked at the Se sites to keep Jπd
as effectively as possible, then, these π-electrons are considered to be unlocked or melted by applying
the magnetic field [39].

Endo et al. performed the first 1H-NMR measurement, where a single peak splits into three
asymmetric peaks at TFM related to the charge disproportionation [41]. Due to local fields that are
dependent on each proton site (16 independent sites) and dynamical fluctuation, the NMR line rapidly
broadens and contains many different peaks below TN, which makes the analysis difficult. 1H-NMR
spin-echo measurement at 9 T was performed by Wu et al. [42]. A large slow beat structure in the
spin-echo decay is observed, which originates from a large inhomogeneous local field generated by the
Fe3+ moments. They also observed a discontinuous drop in 1/T2 at 3.5 K (PM to AFI transition for 9 T),
which is due to the change in the orientation of the Fe spins at the transition. Besides the 1H-NMR,
the 77Se-NMR is performed by Hiraki and co-workers in the high-field PM phase and field-induced
superconducting state [43]. However, it seems that neither 77Se- nor 13C-NMR study of the AFI state
has been reported thus far. This suggests that NMR line might also be very broad even for 77Se or
13C due to the effects of many local fields and the disproportionation of the π-electrons nearby the
phase boundary.

In summary, two types of insulating mechanisms were proposed for the AFI state of
λ-(BETS)2FeCl4: the spin-driven insulating mechanism and the charge-driven insulating mechanism.
In the former one, the Fe spins become magnetically ordered thanks to Kondo couplings, and
the periodic potential of the magnetic ordering opens a gap at the Fermi surface (i.e., SDW-like
insulator). This mechanism was supported in the early stage. The latter one claims that the π-electrons
make the insulating state by the Mott transition or charge ordering, and then, the Fe spins become
antiferromagnetic or remain paramagnetic. Recent studies seem to support the latter mechanism rather
than the former one.

4. ESR Measurements

4.1. Previous ESR Studies

The first ESR measurements for λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 with polycrystalline and single crystal samples
were reported by Kobayashi et al. and by Brossard et al., respectively [6,8]. Brossard et al. reported
temperature dependence of the g-value and ESR linewidth for two magnetic field orientations (B//c
and B//u, where u is an undefined axis). The authors explained that the u-axis could not be determined
due to the small sample size, but we suppose that the u-axis is in fact the b*-axis which is perpendicular
to the c-axis. At room temperature, large anisotropy was observed for both linewidth and g-factor.
The ESR linewidth is about 18 mT, and the g-factor is around 2.05 for the field B//u. The linewidth
becomes very broad (c.a. 70 mT), and the g-factor is around 2.22 for the field B//c [8].
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In general, such an ESR signal with large anisotropy and broad linewidth can be attributed to the
paramagnetic resonance from the Fe spins, whereas the π-electrons usually give a weak ESR signal
with narrow linewidth around g~2. In fact, the ESR signal of λ-(BETS)2GaCl4 is g = 1.99~2.02 with the
linewidth of about 10 mT at T = 20 K [44]. For λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, it should be noted that the ESR signal of
the π-electron and the d-electron should merge to a single ESR line thanks to the strong π-d interaction
known as the ‘exchange narrowing’. This is due to the fast exchange between π- and d-electrons where
the local field is averaged out, and the spectra merge to a single line. However, the contribution of
the Fe spins should be dominant in the PM state since the magnetic moment of Fe3+ is larger and the
π-electrons are not localized.

Besides the ESR signal around g = 2.0~2.2, Brossard et al. observed an additional ESR signal
around g~2.6, which clearly appears around 70 K [8]. Such a characteristic signal was also reported for
the mixed compound λ-(BETS)2Fe0.6Ga0.4Cl4 by Kawamata et al., however, they did not observe the
g~2.6 signal for the pure λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 [44]. In that paper, they separately observed the ESR signals
from the π- and d-electrons for λ-(BETS)2Fe0.6Ga0.4Cl4. Oshima et al. reported a cooling dependence of
the π-d interaction in the same compound. Two ESR signals originating from the π- and d-electrons
were observed for a rapid cooling (100 K/min), but these signals are merged into a single ESR line
due to the exchange narrowing for a slow cooling (1 K/min) [45]. Although the detailed mechanism
remains an open question, the phase separation of the normal metallic and ferroelectric domains at
TFM might be the origin of the additional signal around g~2.6 [44].

Below 10 K, the broadening of ESR linewidth accompanied with a shift of g-values, typical to the
development of the antiferromagnetic correlation, was observed [8,44]. Below TN, the paramagnetic
resonance near g~2 disappears, and the antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) appears. Brossard et al.
observed a typical bubble-like structure of the spin-flop resonance in the angular dependence of the
AFMR. The spin-flop resonance was detected around 1.2 T and inclined at 25◦ from the c-axis, which
is in good agreement with the magnetic torque measurements and theory [8,18,30]. The easy-axis
and the hard-axis modes of the AFMR were also reported by Suzuki et al. and by Rutel et al. [12,46].
Although a slight deviation from the conventional AFMR mode was observed, the system seems to
have an antiferromagnetic state with biaxial anisotropy [12,46]. The slight deviation might be due to
the misalignment from the easy- or the hard-axis.

4.2. ESR Results of λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 (x = 0.2~1.0)

As mentioned in the previous section, many ESR studies have already been performed for
the pure λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 using microwave and millimeter-wave [6,8,12,44,46]. Here in this paper,
we present our millimeter-wave and submillimeter-wave ESR results for the mixed compound
λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 (x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8) and the pure λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, respectively.
The millimeter-wave ESR measurements were performed by using a conventional cavity perturbation
technique. The combination of an 8 T superconducting magnet and a millimeter-wave vector
network analyzer (MVNA-8-350-2 of AB millimetre, France) was used. The MVNA includes a tunable
millimeter-wave source and detector that cover the frequency range from 30 to 110 GHz. The sample
was set on the end-plate of the cavity so that the oscillatory magnetic field is applied to the sample.
For the mixed compound, the ESR results on the PM and AFI ground states for the field B//a* (the
hard-axis in the antiferromagnetic state) are shown. We chose the a*-axis since it usually gives the
strongest ESR signal owing to the needle shape of the single crystal, and other orientations usually
give poor signals when using the millimeter-wave cavity. Moreover, it is always difficult to correctly
find the easy-axis of the sample, which is tilted at 30◦ from the c-axis to the b*-axis. For these reasons,
we discuss the results for the field B//a*. For the submillimeter-wave ESR measurement, we used a
simple transmission technique. The 25 T resistive magnet and the backward wave oscillator (BWO)
light source were used with the transmission technique. The BWO can cover the frequency range from
200 to 700 GHz by using several vacuum tubes. The sample was placed in the Voigt configuration
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(i.e., the dc magnetic field is perpendicular to the propagation of the light). Therefore, the geometry of
B//c is convenient for the needle-shaped single crystal.

Let us start from the x = 0.8 and x = 0.2 salts of the mixed compound λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4.
Temperature dependences of ESR spectra for x = 0.8 and 0.2 are presented in Figure 3a,b, respectively.
As shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1b, the MI transition temperature TN for x = 0.8 and the
superconducting critical temperature Tc for x = 0.2 are about 7 K and 5 K, respectively. A single ESR
line is observed for the spectrum in the high temperature region for x = 0.8 as shown with a black
broken eye-guide line in Figure 3a. The g-value is around 2.05, which is consistent with the previous
results [6,8,44]. The ESR intensity increases as temperature decreases down to 10 K, and neither g-value
nor linewidth show significant change, which is a typical behavior of electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR). Although the EPR line does not shift significantly, a small shift to a higher field with decreasing
temperature is observed. Such slight g-shift of the EPR line is also observed in λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, and
is supposed to indicate the development of the spin correlation between π- and d-electrons. [8,44].
The EPR intensity starts to diminish below 10 K, and disappears around 4 K. In turn, an additional
broad resonance is observed at lower magnetic field of the EPR line at TN = 7 K as shown with a
red broken line in Figure 3a. The intensity of this additional resonance increases and shifts to lower
magnetic field with decreasing temperature. In principle, the AFMR mode for the hard-axis appears at
the lower field from the EPR line. Hence, the additional peak observed below TN = 7 K is attributed to
the AFMR since the a*-axis is the hard-axis. The shift of the AFMR is due to the development of the
internal field. The important point is that the EPR line does not significantly shift with temperature,
and the AFMR appears at the lower field than the EPR line and shifts to the lower field as temperature
decreases. The ESR behavior for x = 0.8 is similar to that observed for the pure λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 (i.e.,
x = 1.0) as mentioned in the previous section. In contrast, the x = 0.2 salt only shows a single EPR
line, intensity of which grows as the temperature decreases. Although the EPR slightly shifts to the
higher field with decreasing temperature below 40 K, there is no drastic change (no g-shift and no
linewidth broadening) at Tc = 5 K. This suggests that the magnetic flux is well penetrated in the sample
even in the superconducting state. The superconducting state might be inhomogeneous with the
coexistence of the paramagnetic domain since the Fe3+ spins are randomly introduced to the sample.
As mentioned above, the ESR signals of the π- and d-electrons are averaged and merged into a single
line due to the exchange narrowing. For both x = 0.2 and 0.8 salts, a single EPR line was observed.
This suggests that the microscopic π-d interaction is strong and does not change with the content of
the Fe3+ ions. Moreover, one can see that the S/N ratio of EPR spectra is different between the x = 0.2
and 0.8 salts with almost the same sample size. For instance, the x = 0.2 salt shows weaker EPR signal
at 40 K. Furthermore, the noise level of the transmission for the x = 0.2 salt is larger than that for the
x = 0.8 salt, although each EPR intensity looks almost the same. These results suggest that the EPR
signal is weaker for the x = 0.2 salt than for the x = 0.8 salt. This is just because the Fe3+ content is
smaller for the x = 0.2 salt. In turn, it suggests that the EPR signal from the Fe3+ spins is dominant.

Next, temperature dependences of the ESR spectra for the x = 0.4 and 0.5 salts are shown in
Figure 4a,b, respectively. The MI transition occurs at about TN = 2.5 K for x = 0.4 and 4 K for x = 0.5,
respectively. Both salts show the EPR down to the lowest temperature, and the AFMR, which appears
at the lower field of the EPR line, starts to be observed at each TN. This suggests that the paramagnetic
and antiferromagnetic states coexist. This coexistence is due to the random distribution of the Fe3+

spins in the anion layers. In the domain where the aggregation of the Fe3+ spins exist and the spin
wave can propagate, the AFMR signal is observed. However, in the domain where the Fe3+ spins are
isolated from each other, the EPR signal is observed. It means that the smaller the Fe content gets, the
smaller the antiferromagnetic domain becomes. This picture can be justified from the observation of
the smaller AFMR signal for the x = 0.4 salt in comparison with that for the x = 0.5 salt.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Temperature dependences of the ESR spectra of λ-(BETS)2FexGa1-xCl4 (a) for x = 0.8 and
(b) for x = 0.2. The magnetic field is applied parallel to the a*-axis. The black and red broken lines are
the eye-guide of the EPR and AFMR lines, respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Temperature dependences of the ESR spectra of λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 (a) for x = 0.4 and
(b) for x = 0.5. The magnetic field is applied parallel to the a*-axis.

For the x = 0.6 salt, where TN is around 5 K, the EPR is observed in the high temperature region,
and the AFMR starts to be observed at TN (Figure 5). In contrast to the x = 0.8 salt, the difference of
the resonance field between the EPR and AFMR is smaller for the x = 0.6 salt. This is associated with
the gradual transition from EPR to AFMR in the x = 0.6 salt. Such a small difference of the resonance
field might be due to the difference in the exchange field by the Fe content. It is clear that there is no
EPR signal down to the lowest temperature (1.5 K) for the x = 0.6 and 0.8 salts, although there is a
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slow transition from the PM state to the AFI state (i.e., coexistence of the AFMR and EPR signals is
observed around TN). No EPR signal was also observed below TN for the pure x = 1.0 salt [8,12,46].
The lack of EPR at the lowest temperature suggests that there is no sign of paramagnetic Fe as a ground
state of the mixed compound with x ≥ 0.6. These observations contradict the ‘paramagnetic Fe model’
where the Fe3+ spins remain paramagnetic in the AFI state. Since the intensity of the EPR signal, which
mainly comes from the Fe3+ spins, is almost the same with that of the AFMR signal, the dominant
contribution of the AFMR originates from the Fe3+ spins. Namely, if there is a ‘paramagnetic Fe’,
it should be noticed from the EPR. Therefore, the lack of EPR signal below TN suggests the Fe3+ spins
in the λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 (x ≥ 0.6) are antiferromagnetically ordered.

Figure 5. Temperature dependences of the ESR spectra of λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4 for the x = 0.6 salt.
The magnetic field is applied parallel to the a*-axis. The broken line is the eye-guide of the EPR line’s
resonance field at 40 K.

Furthermore, a hump is observed around 1.5~1.6 T in the ESR spectra for the x = 0.8 salt (Figure 3a).
This magnetic field position corresponds to g~2.9, which is similar to the peculiar ESR observed for
the x = 0.6 and 1.0 salts (see the previous section) [8,44]. Kawamata et al. mentioned that such an ESR
signal is due to the phase separation of the normal metallic and ferroelectric state. Although it depends
on the frequency and the Fe content, similar hump structures are observed around 0.8 and 2.6 T for the
x = 0.5 and 0.6 salts, respectively (Figures 4b and 5). These humps are observed especially for the salts
with higher Fe content (x ≥ 0.5). In contrast to the genuine ESR signal, whose transmission amplitude
and phase of the millimeter-wave response change, the phase does not significantly change at the
hump. Therefore, the hump is not actually an ESR signal, and is due to some high-frequency response
of the sample, which might be related to the relaxor ferroelectric domain as mentioned in Section 3.4.

Let us finish this section by introducing our submillimeter-wave ESR measurements of the
pure λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 in the high-field PM phase. As shown in Figure 6a, the submillimeter-wave
transmission shows a huge change from 4 to 8 T, which is well below the Bc of the AFI phase. It is
clear that this high-frequency response is not related to the MI transition. Although this change of the
transmission is dependent on frequency and has some structures, it is similar to the observation of the
depolarization regime reported by Rutel et al. [12]. With the higher magnetic field in the PM phase,
where the transmission baseline becomes relatively flat, a single ESR signal is observed (arrows in
Figure 6a and inset). This ESR corresponds to the EPR of the high-field PM phase. In the paramagnetic
Fe model, it is expected that an internal field of about 4 T induces the splitting of the six energy levels
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of S = 5/2 [11]. The Zeeman splitting of 4 T corresponds to the energy gap of about 112 GHz (for g = 2).
Therefore, ESR transitions with a gap of about 112 GHz at zero-field should be observed (shown as a
broken line in Figure 6b). The observed ESR transition does not have a gap of 112 GHz.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) Frequency dependences of the ESR spectra of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 using submillimeter-wave
at 2 K. The inset is the zoomed spectra around the EPR line; (b) The frequency-resonance field plots
at 2 K. The magnetic field is applied parallel to the c-axis. The circles and triangles represent the EPR
signal at the high-field PM phase and the AFMR signal in the AFI phase, respectively. The purple curve
is the typical AFMR mode for the easy-axis, and the orange broken line is the expected ESR line for the
paramagnetic Fe model (with a gap of 112 GHz~4 T at zero-field).

5. Conclusions and Future Prospects

We have revisited the previous studies on the AFI phase of λ-(BETS)2FeCl4, which is still under
strong debate, and have presented our high-frequency ESR measurements for λ-(BETS)2FexGa1−xCl4
(x = 0.2~1.0). The x = 0.2 salt shows a EPR signal down to the lowest temperature since the Fe spins are
isolated each other and the spin wave cannot propagate due to the low content of magnetic ions. This
suggests that the ground state of the x = 0.2 salt is a ‘paramagnetic’ superconductor. Both EPR and
AFMR were observed for the x = 0.4 and 0.5 salts, and only AFMR was observed for the x = 0.6 and
0.8 salts at the lowest temperature. Note that the x = 1.0 salt also shows only AFMR below TN [8,12,46].
These results suggest that the 3D magnetic network starts to be formed in the system by the increase
of the Fe content. The paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic domains coexist around x = 0.4~0.5, and
finally, the system becomes totally antiferromagnetic in the x ≥ 0.6 region. It is clear that the Fe spins
play an important role in the magnetic ground state.

To explain the excess specific heat below TN, Akiba et al. proposed that the π-electrons create
an internal field of 4 T, which induces the degenarated six energy levels of Fe3+ (S = 5/2). Although
such a gap should be detected by ESR, we could not observe the corresponding resonance in our
submillimeter-wave measurements (estimated observation line shown in Figure 6b). Moreover, no EPR
signal was found at the lowest temperature (1.5 K) in the x ≥ 0.6 region. Therefore, the paramagnetic
Fe model needs reconsideration [11].

We point out that the huge change of the high-frequency response within the AFI phase, the
colossal magnetodielectricity, and nonlinear transport should be considered more seriously [12,38,39].
As shown in Figure 2a, we observed kink structures in the resistance below TN (MI transition). Below
the MI transition, the resistance gradually increases with decreasing temperature. The same kind of
behavior was also observed by Toyota et al. and Sugiura et al. [27,38]. These results suggest that the
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π-electrons are not fully localized below the MI transition. We think such metastable nature of the
π-electrons within the AFI phase is an origin of the high frequency response. In turn, such gradual
localization of the π-electrons will affect the magnetic state of the Fe3+ spins through the π-d interaction,
which explains the gradual transition from PM to AFI observed in ESR, and the gradual increase of
the internal field in the Mössbauer measurement. The excess specific heat also could be due to such a
metastable state of the π-electrons, which affects the magnetic state of the Fe3+ spins. The origin of this
gradual localization of π-electrons needs further investigation and theoretical support.

The ‘chicken or egg problem’ of the AFI phase, whether the insulating mechanism is spin-driven
or charge-driven, remains an open question. It is probably worth noting that the λ-(BETS)2GaCl4,
which is an isostructural analog without the 3d spins, does not have the AFI ground state. Furthermore,
the intermediate region (0.3 < x < 0.5) of the mixed compound shows a superconducting state, then,
becomes insulating at the lowest temperature in association with the long-range order (see Figure 1b
at the bottom). This suggests that the 3d spins play an important role for the MI transition, and the
superconducting state is destroyed by the internal field of the antiferromagnetic long-range order.
Our ESR results revealed that the π-d magnetic network is essential for the long-range order. If the
Fe content is too small to form a magnetic network, the magnetic ground state is just paramagnetic,
and the superconducting state remains at the lowest temperature. Therefore, the long-range order
of the Fe spins seems to be essential for the MI transition, which favors the SDW-like transition
scenario. As for the Mott transition scenario, theoretical studies suggest that the π-d interaction
facilitates the Mott transition, which explains the different ground state between λ-(BETS)2GaCl4
and λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 [9,10]. Akiba et al. also proposed that the change of TN by the Fe content is due
to the magnetic anisotropy of Fe which suppresses the fluctuation of the π system through the π-d
interaction [23]. Therefore, both scenarios are not decisive, and this issue remains to be solved. The
charge ordering-induced polarization model also remains a strong candidate [39]. As proposed by
Cépas et al., the measurement of the charge gap as a function of the field would distinguish between
the SDW and Mott insulator scenarios [10]. Microscopic measurements such as NMR, ESR, and μSR
should be suitable for solving this problem. At present, it is still difficult to conclude from just the
temperature dependence of the ESR spectra in the low-field region. Although it is still preliminary,
we have recently found that the single AFMR mode for the hard-axis splits at the high magnetic
field. We suppose it is due to the delocalization of the π-electrons by the magnetic field. Hence,
multi-frequency ESR (i.e., magnetic field dependence) measurements, which cover the whole AFI
phase, are highly desirable to resolve this problem.
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Abstract: The aim of the present work is to highlight the unique role of anilato-ligands, derivatives of
the 2,5-dioxy-1,4-benzoquinone framework containing various substituents at the 3 and 6 positions
(X = H, Cl, Br, I, CN, etc.), in engineering a great variety of new materials showing peculiar magnetic
and/or conducting properties. Homoleptic anilato-based molecular building blocks and related
materials will be discussed. Selected examples of such materials, spanning from graphene-related
layered magnetic materials to intercalated supramolecular arrays, ferromagnetic 3D monometallic
lanthanoid assemblies, multifunctional materials with coexistence of magnetic/conducting properties
and/or chirality and multifunctional metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) will be discussed herein.
The influence of (i) the electronic nature of the X substituents and (ii) intermolecular interactions i.e.,
H-Bonding, Halogen-Bonding, π-π stacking and dipolar interactions, on the physical properties of the
resulting material will be also highlighted. A combined structural/physical properties analysis will be
reported to provide an effective tool for designing novel anilate-based supramolecular architectures
showing improved and/or novel physical properties. The role of the molecular approach in this
context is pointed out as well, since it enables the chemical design of the molecular building blocks
being suitable for self-assembly to form supramolecular structures with the desired interactions and
physical properties.

Keywords: benzoquinone derivatives; molecular magnetism; multifunctional molecular materials;
spin-crossover materials; metal-organic frameworks

1. General Introduction

The aim of the present work is to highlight the key role of anilates in engineering new
materials with new or improved magnetic and/or conducting properties and new technological
applications. Only homoleptic anilato-based molecular building blocks and related materials will be
discussed. Selected examples of para-/ferri-/ferro-magnetic, spin-crossover and conducting/magnetic
multifunctional materials and MOFs based on transition metal complexes of anilato-derivatives, on
varying the substituents at the 3,6 positions of the anilato moiety, will be discussed herein, whose
structural features or physical properties are peculiar and/or unusual with respect to analogous
compounds reported in the literature up to now. Their most appealing technological applications will
be also reported.

Magnetochemistry 2017, 3, 17 66 www.mdpi.com/journal/magnetochemistry
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Derivatives of the 2,5-dioxy-1,4-benzoquinone framework, containing various substituents at the 3
and 6 positions, constitute a well-known motif observed in many natural products showing important
biological activities such as anticoagulant [1], antidiabetic [2], antioxidative [3], anticancer [4], etc.
Structural modifications of the natural products afforded related compounds of relevant interest
in medicinal chemistry [5,6]. Furthermore, the 2,5-dihyroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (DHBQ) represents
the parent member of a family of organic compounds traditionally called anilic acids that, in their
deprotonated dianionic form, act as valuable ditopic ligands towards transition metal ions [7].

Anilic acids are obtained when the hydrogens at the 3 and 6 positions of the DHBQ are replaced
by halogen atoms or functional groups (see below). They can be formulated as H2X2C6O4 (H2X2An)
where X indicates the substituent and C6O4 the anilate moiety (An). A summary of the anilic acids
reported in the literature to the best of our knowledge is reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Names, molecular formulas and acronyms of the anilic acids reported in the literature to date.

Substituent, X Formula Anilic Acid Name Acronyms Anilate Dianion Name Acronyms Ref.

H H4C6O4 Hydranilic acid H2H2An Hydranilate H2An2− [8–10]
F H2F2C6O4 Fluoranilic acid H2F2An Fluoranilate F2An2− [11]
Cl H2Cl2C6O4 Chloranilic acid H2Cl2An Chloranilate Cl2An2− [12,13]
Br H2Br2C6O4 Bromanilic acid H2Br2An Bromanilate Br2An2− [14]
I H2I2C6O4 Iodanilic acid H2F2An Iodanilate I2An2− [14]

NO2 H2N2C6O8 Nitranilic acid H2(NO2)2An Nitranilate (NO2)2An2− [15]
OH H4C6O6 Hydroxyanilic acid H2(OH)2An Hydroxyanilate (OH2)2An2− [16–20]
CN H2N2C8O4 Cyananilic acid H2(CN)2An Cyananilate (CN)2An2− [21,22]

Cl/CN H2ClNC7O4 Chlorocyananilic acid H2ClCNAn Chlorocyananilate ClCNAn2− [23]
NH2 H6N2C6O4 Aminanilic acid H2(NH2)2An Aminanilate (NH2)2An2− [24]
CH3 H8C8O4 Methylanilic acid H2Me2An Methylanilate Me2An2− [25]

CH2CH3 H12C10O4 Ethylanilic acid H2Et2An Ethylanilate Et2An2− [25]
iso-C3H7 H16C12O4 Isopropylanilic acid H2iso-Pr2An Isopropylanilate iso-Pr2An2− [26]

C6H5 H12C18O4 Phenylanilic acid H2Ph2An Phenylanilate Ph2An2− [10,27]
C4H3S H8C14O4S2 Thiophenylanilic acid H2Th2An Thiophenylanilate Th2An2− [28]

C6H5O2S H12C18O8S2
3,4-ethylene dioxythiophenyl

anilic acid H2EDOT2An 3,4-ethylene
dioxythiophenyl anilate EDOTAn2− [28]

C4H9 H20C14O4
2,3,5,6-tetrahydroxy-
1,4-benzo quinone H2THBQ

2,5-di-tert-butyl-3,6-
dihydroxy-1,4-

benzoquinonate
THBQ2− [29]

The synthetic methods to obtain the anilic acids described in Table 1 are reported in Schemes 1–3
respectively.
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Scheme 1. Overview of the synthetic procedures for the preparation of the H2X2An (X = F, Cl, Br,
I, NO2, OH, CN) anilic acids. The corresponding anilate dianions, generated in solution, afford the
protonated forms by simple acidification.

Scheme 2. Overview of the synthetic procedures for the preparation of the H2X2An (X = Me, Et, iso-Pr,
Ph) anilic acids.

Scheme 3. Synthesis of thiophenyl (3a,b) and 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophenyl (4a,b) derivatives of
1,4-benzoquinone.
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Anilic acids (I) undergo a mono and double deprotonation process of the two hydroxyl groups
giving rise to the monoanionic (II) and dianionic (III) forms (Scheme 4: III prevails in aqueous media
due to the strong resonance stabilization of the negative charge).

Scheme 4. Protonation equilibria for a generic anilic acid.

The molecular and crystal structures of the protonated anilic acids [24,30–38] are characterized by
similar features: (i) a centrosymmetric quasi-quinonoid structure with C=O and C=C distances in the
1.215–1.235 Å and 1.332–1.355 Å ranges, respectively; (ii) a planar structure of the benzoquinone ring;
and (iii) moderate-strong H-Bonding and π-stacking interactions in the crystal structure [30,32,36–38].
It should be noted that the crystal structure of H2(NO2)2An hexahydrate and H2(CN)2An hexahydrate
reveal the presence of hydronium nitranilates and hydronium cyananilates, respectively [35,36], as
a result of their strong acidity (pKa values for H2(NO2)2An: −3.0 and −0.5) [11]. The structure of the
nitranilic acid hexahydrate is characterized by the presence of the Zundel cation, (H5O2)2+, whose
proton dynamic has been recently studied by using a multi-technique approach [39]. Interestingly, the
structure of H2(NH2)2An reveals the presence of an highly polarized zwitterionic structure with the
protons located on the amino groups [24]. The molecular and crystal structures of alkali metal salts
of some anilic acids have also been reported [40–47]. The X-ray analysis reveals that the carbon ring
system for the anilates in their dianionic form takes the planar conformation but is not in a quinoidal
form, having four C–C bonds of equal length (1.404–1.435 Å range) and two considerably longer C–C
bonds (1.535–1.551 Å range) whose bond distances vary as a function of the substituents. Moreover, the
four C–O bonds are of equal length (1.220–1.248 Å range). This description can be represented with
four resonance structures that, in turn, can be combined in one form with delocalized π-electrons along
the O–C–C(–X)–C–O bonds (Scheme 5) [34,35,38,41].

Scheme 5. Resonance structures for a generic anilate dianion. The π-electron delocalization over the
O–C–C(–X) –C–O bonds is highlighted.

The crystal structures of the anilate anions are dominated by π-stacking interactions between
quinoid rings. Since the dianions are characterized by (i) π-electron delocalization on the O–C–C(–X)
–C–O bonds and (ii) strong repulsion due to double negative charges, their crystal structures are
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dominated by parallel offset π-π stacking arrangement, similarly to what found in aromatic systems.
Monoanionic alkali salts are, instead, able to stack in a perfect face-to-face parallel arrangement with no
offset, where single bonds are sandwiched between double bonds and vice versa, with short distances of
the ring centroids (3.25–3.30 Å), as thoroughly described by Molčanov et al. [43,45,46]. This arrangement
minimizes of π-electrons repulsions while maximizing σ-π and dipolar attractions [45].

An overview of the coordination modes shown by the anilate dianions is reported in Scheme 6:

Scheme 6. Coordination modes exhibited by the anilate dianions: 1,2-bidentate (I), bis-1,2-bidentate (II),
1,4-bidentate (III), π-bonding (IV), 1,2-bidentate/monodentate (V).

It is noteworthy that among the described coordination modes, I and II are the most common,
whereas III, IV and V have been only rarely observed.

Kitagawa and Kawata reported on the coordination chemistry of the anilic acids in their dianionic
form (anilate ligands) with particular attention to the DHBQ2− (H2An2−) and its chloro derivative,
chloranilate (Cl2An2−) [7]. Since the first observation of a strong magnetic interaction between
paramagnetic metal ions and the H2Anx− (x = 3, 1) radical species, reported by Gatteschi et al. [48]
several types of metal complexes ranging from finite discrete homoleptic and heteroleptic mononuclear
systems to extended homoleptic and heteroleptic polymeric systems showing a large variety of peculiar
crystal structures and physical properties, have been obtained so far [7,49–60]. Valence Tautomerism
is an essential phenomenon in anilato-based systems [29,61–64] and it has been observed for
the first time by Sato et al. [64] in the heteroleptic dinuclear complex, [(CoTPA)2(H2An)](PF6)3,
(TPA = tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine) that exhibits a valence tautomeric transition with a distinct
hysteresis effect (13 K) around room temperature and photoinduced valence tautomerism under
low temperature.

Slow magnetic relaxation phenomena are also one of hot topic in magnetochemistry and very
recently Ishikawa, Yamashita et al. [65] reported on the first example of slow magnetic relaxation observed
in a chloranilato-based system, the new field induced single-ion magnet, [Co(bpy)2(Cl2An)]·EtOH,
(bpy = bipiridyl) a heteroleptic six-coordinate mononuclear high-spin cobalt(II) complex, formed by
1D π-π stacked chain-like structures through the bpy ligands. This compound undergoes spin-phonon
relaxation of Kramers ions through two-phonon Raman and direct spin-phonon bottleneck processes
and the observed slow relaxation of the magnetization is purely molecular in its origin.

The interest in the anilate chemistry has been recently renovated since uncoordinated anilic
acids have been recently used as molecular building blocks for obtaining different types of functional
materials such as organic ferroelectrics or as a component of charge transfer salts showing peculiar
physical properties [66–69]. Anilates in fact are very challenging building blocks because of: (i) their
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interesting redox properties [70]; (ii) their ability to mediate magnetic superexchange interactions when
the ligand coordinates two metals ions in the 1,2-bis-bidentate coordination mode; (iii) the possibility
of modulating the strength of this magnetic superexchange interaction by varying the substituents
(X) on the 3,6 position of the anilato-ring [71]; moreover the presence of different substituents in the
anilato moiety give rise to intermolecular interactions such as H-Bonding, Halogen-Bonding, π-π
stacking and dipolar interactions which may influence the physical properties of the resulting material.
Therefore, these features provide an effective tool for engineering a great variety of new materials with
unique physical properties.

The aim of the present work is to highlight the key role of anilates in engineering new materials
with new or improved magnetic and/or conducting properties and new technological applications.
Only homoleptic anilato-based molecular building blocks and related materials will be discussed.
Selected examples of para-/ferri-magnetic, spin-crossover and conducting/magnetic multifunctional
materials based on transition metal complexes of anilato-derivatives, on varying the substituents at
the 3,6 positions of the anilato moiety, will be discussed herein, whose structural features or physical
properties are peculiar and/or unusual with respect to analogous compounds reported in the literature
up to now. Their most appealing technological applications will be also reported.

2. Anilato-Based Molecular Magnets

2.1. Introduction

In the design of molecule-based magnets the choice of the interacting metal ions and the bridging
ligand plays a key role in tuning the nature and magnitude of the magnetic interaction between the
metal ions, especially when the bridge contains electronegative groups that may act as “adjusting
screws. A breakthrough in this area is represented by the preparation in 1992 by Okawa et al. [72]
of the family of layered bimetallic magnets based on the oxalate (C2O4

2−) ligand, formulated as
[(n-Bu)4N]MIICr(C2O4)3] (MII = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu) showing the well-known 2D hexagonal
honeycomb structure [73,74]. These systems show ferromagnetic order (MIII = Cr) with ordering
temperatures ranging from 6 to 14 K, or ferrimagnetic order (MIII = Fe) with Tc ranging from 19 to
48 K [75–79]. In these compounds the A+ cations play a crucial role in tailoring the assembly of the
molecular building-blocks and therefore controlling the dimensionality of the resulting bimetallic
framework. In addition, the substitution of these electronically innocent cations with electroactive
ones can increase the complexity of these systems, adding novel properties to the final material. In the
last 20 years many efforts have been addressed to add in these materials a further physical property by
playing with the functionality of the A+ cations located between the bimetallic layers. This strategy
produced a large series of multifunctional molecular materials where the magnetic ordering of the
bimetallic layers coexists or even interacts with other properties arising from the cationic layers, such
as paramagnetism [2,76–80], non-linear optical properties [2,81,82], metal-like conductivity [83,84],
photochromism [2,81,85,86], photoisomerism [87], spin crossover [88–93], chirality [94–97], or proton
conductivity [2,98,99]. Moreover, it is well-established that the ordering temperatures of these layered
magnets are not sensitive to the separation determined by the cations incorporated between the layers,
which slightly affects the magnetic properties of the resulting hybrid material, by emphasizing its 2D
magnetic character [2,75–80,95,100,101]. The most effective way to tune the magnetic properties of
such systems is to act directly on the exchange pathways within the bimetallic layers. This can be
achieved either by varying MII and MIII or by modifying the bridging ligand. So far, only the first
possibility has been explored, except for a few attempts at replacing the bridging oxalate ligand by
with the dithioxalate one, leading to a small variations of the ordering temperatures [102–105].

In this context, anilates, larger bis-bidentate bridging ligands than oxalates, are very challenging
as their coordination modes are similar to the oxalato ones and it is well-known that they are able to
provide an effective pathway for magnetic exchange interactions [7].
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One of the most interesting anilato-based structures obtained so far are the H2An2−- and Cl2An2−-
based honeycomb layers [47,106–110]. In these 2D compounds the structure is similar to that of the
oxalate honeycomb layers, but all reported systems to date are homometallic (i.e., they contain two MII

or two MIII ions of the same nature type). The layers formed with two MII ions contain a 2- charge
per formula, [MII

2(X2An)3]2− (X = Cl, H), and, accordingly, two monocations are needed to balance
the charge. The only known examples of this [MII

2L3]2− series are the [M2(H2An)3]2− (M = Mn and
Cd) [106] and [M2(Cl2An)3]2− (M = Cu, Co, Cd and Zn) systems [108]. The layers formed with two
MIII ions are neutral and the reported examples include the [M2(H2An)3]·24H2O (MIII = Y, La, Ce,
Gd, Yb and Lu) [109,110], [M2(Cl2An)3]·12H2O (MIII = Sc, Y, La, Pr, Nd, Gd, Tb, Yb, Lu) [2,47,110]
and [Y2(Br2An)3]·12H2O systems [47]. Further interest for the anilate ligands is related to their ability
to form 3D structures with the (10,3)-a topology, similar to the one observed with the oxalate [111];
these structures are afforded when all the ML3 units show the same chirality, in contrast with the
2D honeycomb layer, which requires alternating Λ-ML3 and Δ-ML3 units. This 3D structure with
a (10,3)-a topology has been recently reported for the [(n-Bu)4N]2[MII

2(H2An)3] (MII = Mn, Fe, Ni,
Co, Zn and Cd) and [(n-Bu)4N]2[Mn2(Cl2An)3] systems [112], showing a double interpenetrating
(10,3)-a lattice with opposite stereochemical configuration that afford an overall achiral structure.
The versatility of the anilate-based derivatives is finally demonstrated by the formation of a 3D
adamantane-like network in the compounds [Ag2(Cl2An)] [113], [H3O][Y(Cl2An)3]·8CH3OH and
[Th(Cl2An)2]·6H2O [110]. Because these ligands are able to mediate antiferromagnetic exchange
interactions, it should be expected that 2D heterometallic lattices of the [MIIMIII(X2An)3]− type, would
afford ferrimagnetic coupling and ordering. Furthermore, if the magnetic coupling depends on the X
substituents on the ligand, as expected, a change of X is expected to modify the magnetic coupling and
the Tc. This is probably the most interesting and appealing advantage of the anilate ligands since they
can act as the oxalate ligands, but additionally they show the possibility of being functionalized with
different X groups. This should lead to a modulation of the electronic density in the benzoquinone
ring, which, in turn, should result in an easy tuning of the magnetic exchange coupling and, therefore,
of the magnetic properties (ordering temperatures and coercive fields) in the resulting 2D or 3D
magnets. It should be highlighted that among the ligands used to produce the majority of known
molecule-based magnets such as oxalato, azido, or cyano ligands, only the anilates show the this ability,
to our knowledge.

A further peculiar advantage of these 2D materials is that the bigger size of anilate ligands
compared with oxalate ones may enable the insertion within the anion layer of the charge-compensating
counter-cation, leading to neutral layers that may be exfoliated using either mechanical or
solvent-mediated exfoliation methods [114]. To date, examples of exfoliation of magnetic layered
coordination polymers are rare and some of the few examples of magnetic 2D coordination polymers
exfoliated so far are the Co2+ or Mn2+ 2,2-dimethylsuccinate frameworks showing antiferromagnetic
ordering in the bulk [115].

2.2. Molecular Paramagnets

Two new isostructural mononuclear complexes of formula [(Ph)4P]3[M(H2An)3]·6H2O (M = Fe(III)
(1) or Cr(III) (2) have been obtained by reacting the hydranilate anion with the Fe(III) and Cr(III)
paramagnetic metal ions [116]. The crystal structure of 1 consists of homoleptic tris-chelated octahedral
complex anions [Fe(H2An)3]3− surrounded by crystallization water molecules and (Ph)4P+ cations.
The metal complexes are involved in an extensive network of moderately strong hydrogen bonds
(HBs) between the peripheral oxygen atoms of the ligand and crystallization water molecules; HBs
are responsible, as clearly shown by the analysis of the Hirshfeld surface, for the formation of
supramolecular layers that run parallel to the a crystallographic axis, showing an unprecedented
H-bonded 2D architecture in the family of the anilato-based H-bonded networks [116]. DFT theoretical
calculations pointed out the key role of the H substituent on the hydranilato ligand in modulating the
electron density of the whole complex and favoring the electron delocalization toward the peripheral
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oxygen atoms of the ligands, compared with the other components of the family of halogenated
tris-chelated anilato-based complexes (Figure 1); these peripheral oxygen atoms act, in turn, as suitable
HB-acceptors in the observed supramolecular architecture. The magnetic properties of 1 show a typical
paramagnetic behavior of quasi-isolated spin centers, while those of 2 are quite intriguing and might
find their origin in some kind of charge transfer between the Cr metal ions and the hydranilate ligands,
even though the observed magnetic behavior do not rule out the possibility to have extremely small
magnetic coupling also mediated by HB interactions (Figure 2).

Figure 1. View of the crystal packing of 1: (a) with metal complexes and water molecules in spacefill
model highlighting the supramolecular topology; (b) highlighting the hydrogen bond (HB) interactions
occurring between the water molecules and the metal complexes. The 11 HBs are indicated with colored
letters. HB donors and acceptor are also indicated. Symmetry codes are omitted. Reprinted with
permission from Reference [116]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Figure 2. (a) Temperature dependence of χT product at 1000 Oe (where χ is the molar magnetic
susceptibility equal to M/H per mole of Fe(III) complex) between 1.85 and 300 K for a polycrystalline
sample of 1. The solid line is the best fit obtained using a Curie-Weiss law. Inset shows field dependence
of the magnetization for 1 between 1.85 and 8 K at magnetic fields between 0 and 7 T. The solid line is the
best fit obtained using S = 5/2 Brillouin function; (b) Temperature dependence of χT product at 1000 Oe
(where χ is the molar magnetic susceptibility equal to M/H per mole of Fe(III) complex) between
1.85 and 300 K for a polycrystalline sample of 2. Inset shows field dependence of the magnetization
for 2 between 1.85 and 8 K at magnetic fields between 0 and 7 T. Reprinted with permission from
Reference [116]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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These compounds behave as versatile metallotectons, which are metal complexes able to be
involved in well identified intermolecular interactions such as HBs and can therefore serve as building
blocks for the rational construction of crystals, especially with HB-donating cations or size-tunable
cationic metallotectons to afford porous coordination polymers or porous magnetic networks with
guest-tunable magnetism (See Section 2.3).

By using the chloranilate ligand, Cl2An2−, the [(TPA)(OH)FeIIIOFeIII(OH)(TPA)][Fe(Cl2An)3]0.5

(BF4)0.5·1.5MeOH·H2O (3) [TPA = tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine] compound has been obtained by
Miller et al. [117] in an atom economical synthesis. This is the first example of the formation of
homoleptic trischelated [Fe(Cl2An)3]3− mononuclear anions. The core structure of 3 consists of two
(dihydroxo)oxodiiron(III) dimer dications, the tris(chloranilato)ferrate(III) anion as well as a [BF4]−

(see Figure 3).

Figure 3. (left) ORTEP view of 3. The atoms are represented by 50% probable thermal ellipsoids.
Hydrogen atoms, solvent, and [BF4]− are omitted for clarity; (right) μeff(T) for 3 taken at 300 Oe.
The solid line is the best fit curve to the model. Reprinted with permission from [117]. Copyright 2006.
American Chemical Society.

Variable-temperature magnetic measurements on a solid sample of 3 have been performed in the
2–300 K. At room temperature, the effective moment, μeff(T) is 2.93 μB/Fe, and μeff(T) decreases with
decreasing temperature until it reaches a plateau at ca. 55 K, indicating a strong antiferromagnetic
interaction within the FeIIIOFeIII unit. Below 55 K, χ(T) is constant at 4.00 μB, which is attributed
solely to [Fe(Cl2An)3]3−. The χ(T) data were fit to a model for a coupled S = 5/2 dimer and an S = 5/2
Curie-Weiss term for the uncoupled [Fe(Cl2An)3]3−. The best fit had J/kB of −165 K (115 cm−1),
g = 2.07, θ = −1 K, and the spin impurity � = 0.05. This experimentally determined J value for 3 is
in the range observed for other oxo-bridged Fe(III) complexes with TPA as capping ligand, that is,
J = −107 ± 10 cm−1 [118].

By replacing X = H at the 3,6 positions of the benzoquinone moiety with X = Cl, Br, I, the
new tris(haloanilato)metallate(III) complexes with general formula [A]3[M(X2An)3] (A = (n-Bu)4N+,
(Ph)4P+; M = Cr(III), Fe(III); X2An = chloranilate (Cl2An2−, see Chart 1), bromanilate (Br2An2−)
and iodanilate (I2An2−)), have been obtained [119]. To the best of our knowledge, except for the
tris(chloranilato)ferrate(III) complex obtained by Miller et al. [117] no reports on the synthesis and
characterization of trischelated homoleptic mononuclear complexes with the previously mentioned
ligands are available in the literature so far.
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Cation
Cl2An2− Br2An2− I2An2−

Cr(III) Fe(III) Cr(III) Fe(III) Cr(III) Fe(III)

(n-Bu)4N+ 4a 5a 6a 7a 8a 9a
(Ph)4P+ 4b 5b 6b 7b 8b 9b

(Et)3NH+ 4c 5c - - - -

Chart 1. [A]3[M(X2An)3] tris(haloanilato)metallate(III) complexes (A = (n-Bu)4N+, (Ph)4P+; M = Cr(III),
Fe(III); Cl2An2− = chloranilate, Br2An2− = bromanilate and I2An2− = iodanilate).

The crystal structures of these Fe(III) and Cr(III) haloanilate complexes consist of anions formed by
homoleptic complex anions formulated as [M(X2An)3]3− and (Et)3NH+, (n-Bu)4N, or (Ph4)P+ cations.
All complexes exhibit octahedral coordination geometry with metal ions surrounded by six oxygen
atoms from three chelate ligands. These complexes are chiral according to the metal coordination of
three bidentate ligands, and both Λ and Δ enantiomers are present in their crystal lattice. Interestingly
the packing of [(n-Bu)4N]3[Cr(I2An)3] (8a) shows that the complexes form supramolecular dimers that
are held together by two symmetry related I· · ·O interactions (3.092(8) Å), considerably shorter than
the sum of iodine and oxygen van der Waals radii (3.50 Å). The I· · ·O interaction can be regarded as
a halogen bond (XB), where the iodine behaves as the XB donor and the oxygen atom as the XB acceptor
(Figure 4a). This is in agreement with the properties of the electrostatic potential for [Cr(I2An)3]3−

that predicts a negative charge accumulation on the peripheral oxygen atoms and a positive charge
accumulation on the iodine. Also in [(Ph)4P]3[Fe(I2An)3] (9b) each [Fe(I2An)3]3− molecule exchanges
three I· · · I XBs with the surrounding complex anions. These iodine–iodine interactions form molecular
chains parallel to the b axis that are arranged in a molecular layer by means of an additional I· · · I
interaction with symmetry related I(33) atoms (3.886(2) Å), which may behave at the same time as
an XB donor and acceptor. Additional XB interactions can be observed in the crystal packing of 9b

(Figure 4b).

Figure 4. (a) Portion of the molecular packing of 8a where four complex anions are displayed (Symmetry
code ’ = 1 − x; 1 − y; 1 − z); (b) halogen bonds between the complex anions (Symmetry codes ’ = x;
y + 1; z, ” = 3/2 − x; 3/2 − y; 1 − z, ”’ = x; y − 1; z). Adapted with permission from Reference [119].
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

The magnetic behaviour of all complexes, except 8a, may be explained by considering a set of
paramagnetic non-interacting Fe(III) or Cr(III) ions, taking into account the zero-field splitting effect
similar to the Fe(III) hydranilate complex reported in Figure 2a. The presence of strong XB interactions
in 8a are able, instead, to promote antiferromagnetic interactions among paramagnetic centers at
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low temperature, as shown by the fit with the Curie-Weiss law, in agreement with the formation of
halogen-bonded supramolecular dimers (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Thermal variation of χm for 8a. Solid line is the best fit to the Curie-Weiss law. Inset shows
the isothermal magnetization at 2 K. Solid line represents the Brillouin function for an isolated S = 3/2
ion with g = 2. Anions. Reprinted with permission from Reference [119]. Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society.

A simple change of one chloro substituent on the chloranilate ligand with a cyano group affects
the electronic properties of the anilate moiety inducing unprecedented luminescence properties in
the class of anilate-based ligands and their metal complexes. The synthesis and full characterization,
including photoluminescence studies, of the chlorocyananilate ligand (ClCNAn2−), a unique example
of a heterosubstituted anilate ligand has been recently reported [120], along with the tris-chelated metal
complexes with Cr(III), (10) Fe(III), (11) and Al(III) (12) metal ions, formulated as [A]3[MIII(ClCNAn)3]
(A = (n-Bu)4N+ or Ph4P+) shown in Chart 2.

Cation
ClCNAn2−

Cr(III) Fe(III) Al(III)

(n-Bu)4N+ 10a 11a 12a
(Ph)4P+ 10b 11b 12b

Chart 2. [A]3[M(X2An)3] tris(haloanilato)metallate(III) complexes (A = (n-Bu)4N+, (Ph)4P+; M = Cr(III),
Fe(III), Al(III); ClCNAn2− = chlorocyananilate).

The crystal structures of the M(III) chlorocyananilate complexes consist of homoleptic tris-chelated
complex anions of formula [M(ClCNAn)3]3− (M = Cr(III), Fe(III), Al(III)), exhibiting octahedral
geometry and [(n-Bu)4N]+ or [Ph4P]+ cations. The 10a–12a complexes are isostructural and their
crystal packing is characterized by the presence of C–N· · ·Cl interactions between complex anions
having an opposite stereochemical configuration (Λ, Δ), responsible for the formation of infinite 1D
supramolecular chains parallel to the a crystallographic axis (Figure 6). The Cl· · ·N interaction can
be regarded as a halogen-bond where the chlorine behaves as the halogen-bonding donor and the
nitrogen atom as the halogen-bonding acceptor, in agreement with the electrostatic potential that
predicts a negative charge accumulation on the nitrogen atom of the cyano group and a positive charge
accumulation on the chlorine atom.
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Figure 6. (a) Portion of the molecular packing of 11a showing the Cl· · ·N interactions occurring
between the complex anions; (b) View of the supramolecular chains along the a axis. [(n-Bu)4N]+

cations are omitted for clarity. Reprinted with permission from Reference [120]. Copyright 2015 from
The Royal Society of Chemistry.

10b–12b complexes are isostructural to the already reported analogous systems having
chloranilate as ligand (vide supra). 10, 12 (a, b) exhibit the typical paramagnetic behavior of this
family of mononuclear complexes (vide supra). Interestingly TD-DFT calculations have shown that
the asymmetric structure of the chlorocyananilate ligand affects the shape and energy distribution
of the molecular orbitals involved in the electronic excitations. In particular, the HOMO → LUMO
transition in the Vis region (computed at 463 nm) becomes partly allowed compare to the symmetric
homosubstituted chloranilate and leads to an excited state associated with emission in the green
region, at ca. λmax = 550 nm, when exciting is in the lowest absorption band. Coordination to Al(III)
(12a, b), does not significantly affect the luminescence properties of the free ligand, inducing a slight
red-shift in the emission wavelength while maintaining the same emission efficiency with comparable
quantum yields; thus the Al(III) complex 12a still retains the ligand-centered emission and behaves
as an appealing red luminophore under convenient visible light irradiation. 10a and 11a instead are
essentially non-emissive, likely due to the ligand-to-metal CT character of the electronic transition in
the Vis region leading to non-radiative excited states [120].

By combining [A]3[MIII(X2An)3] (A = Bu3MeP+, (Ph)3EtP+; M(III) = Cr, Fe; X = Cl, Br) with
alkaline metal ions (MI = Na, K) the first examples of 2D and 3D heterometallic lattices (13–16)
based on anilato ligands combining M(I) and a M(III) ions have been obtained by Gomez et al. [121].
(PBu3Me)2[NaCr(Br2An)3] (13) and (PPh3Et)2[KFe(Cl2An)3](dmf)2 (14) show very similar 2D lattices
formed by hexagonal [MIMIII(X2An)3]2− anionic honeycomb layers with (PBu3Me)+ (1) or (PPh3Et)+

and dmf (14) charge-compensating cations inserted between the layers. While 13 and 14 show
similar structures to the oxalato-based ones, a novel 3D structure, not found in the oxalato family is
observed in (NEt3Me)[Na(dmf)]-[NaFe(Cl2An)3] (14) formed by hexagonal layers analogous to 1 and
14 interconnected through Na+ cations. (NBu3Me)2[NaCr(Br2An)3] (16), is the first heterometallic 3D
lattice based on anilato ligands. This compound shows a very interesting topology containing two
interpenetrated (10,3) chiral lattices with opposite chiralities, resulting in achiral crystals. This topology
is unprecedented in the oxalato-based 3D lattices due to the smaller size of oxalateo compared to the
anilato. Attempts to prepare 16 in larger quantities result in 16′, the 2D polymorph of 16, and as far
as we know, this 2D/3D polymorphism has never been observed in the oxalato families showing the
larger versatility of the anilato-ligands compared to the oxalato one. In Figure 7 the structures of 13–16

compounds are reported.
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Figure 7. View of the hexagonal honeycomb layer in 13 with the (PBu3Me)+ cations in the hexagons.
Color code: Cr = green, Na = violet, O = red, C = gray, Br = brown, and P = yellow. H atoms have
been omitted for clarity. (Down) View of two adjacent layers in 15 showing the positions of the Fe(III)
centers and the Na2 dimers. H and Cl atoms have been omitted for clarity. (Right) Perspective view of
the positions of the metal atoms in both interpenetrated sublattices (red and violet) in 16. Adapted with
permission from Reference [121]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

The magnetic measurements have been performed only on 13, 15, obtained and 16′ since only
a few single crystals of 14 and 16 have been obtained. 13, 15, and 16′ show, as expected, paramagnetic
behaviors that can be satisfactorily reproduced with simple monomer models including a zero field
splitting (ZFS) of the corresponding S = 3/2 for Cr(III) in 13 and 16′ or S = 5/2 for Fe(III) in 15

(Figure 8a,b).

Figure 8. Thermal variation of χmT for (a) the Cr(III) compounds 13 and 16′ and (b) the Fe(III)
compound 15. Solid lines are the best fit to the isolated monomer models with zero field splitting (see text).
Inset: low temperature regions. Reprinted with permission from Reference [121]. Copyright 2015
American Chemical Society.
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In conclusion, this family of anionic complexes are versatile precursors (i) for constructing
2D molecule-based Ferrimagnets with tunable ordering temperature as a function of the halogen
electronegativity (Section 2.2); (ii) as magnetic components for building up multifunctional molecular
materials based on BEDT-TTF organic donors-based conductivity carriers (Section 3.2), in analogy
with the relevant class of [M(ox)3]3− tris-chelated complexes which have produced the first family
of molecular paramagnetic superconductors [122–124]. Moreover, the ability of chlorocyananilate to
work as the antenna ligand towards lanthanides, showing intense, sharp and long-lived emissions,
represents a challenge due to the pletora of optical uses spanning from display devices and luminescent
sensors to magnetic/luminescent multifunctional molecular materials.

2.3. Molecular Ferrimagnets

The novel family of molecule-based magnets formulated as [MnIIMIII(X2An)3]
(A = [H3O(phz)3]+, (n-Bu)4N+, phz = phenazine; MIII = Cr, Fe; X = Cl, Br, I, H), namely
[(H3O)(phz)3][MnIIMIII(X2An)3]·H2O, with MIII/X = Cr/Cl (17), Cr/Br (18) and Fe/Br (19) and
[(n-Bu4)N][MnIICrIII(X2An)3], with X = Cl (20), Br (21), I (22) and H (23) (Chart 3) have been
synthesized and fully characterized [125]. These compounds were obtained by following the so-called
“complex-as-ligand approach”. In this synthetic strategy, a molecular building block, the homoleptic
[MIII(X2An)3]3− tris(anilato)metallate octahedral complex (MIII = Cr, Fe; X = Cl, Br, I, H), is used
as ligand towards the divalent paramagnetic metal ion Mn(II). 2D anionic complexes were formed
leading to crystals suitable for an X-ray characterization in the presence of the (n-Bu)4N+ bulky organic
cation or the [H3O(phz)3]+ chiral adduct (Scheme 7).

Cationic Layer Anionic Layer

[H3O(phz)3]+ MnIICrIII (X-Cl) 17

[H3O(phz)3]+ MnIICrIII (X-Br) 18

[H3O(phz)3]+ MnIIFeIII (X-Br) 19

[(n-Bu4)N]+ MnIICrIII (X-Cl) 20

[(n-Bu4)N]+ MnIICrIII (X-Br) 21

[(n-Bu4)N]+ MnIICrIII (X-I) 22

[(n-Bu4)N]+ MnIICrIII (X-H) 23

Chart 3. [MnIIMIII(X2An)3] heterobimetallic complexes (A = [H3O(phz)3]+, (n-Bu)4N+, phz = phenazine;
MIII = Cr, Fe; MII = Mn; X = Cl, Br, I, H).

Scheme 7. Picture of the “complex-as-ligand approach” used for obtaining 17–23 compounds.
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In these compounds, the monovalent cations act not only as charge-compensating counterions
but also as templating agents controlling the dimensionality of the final system. In particular the
chiral cation [(H3O)(phz)3]+, obtained in situ by the interaction between phenazine molecules and
hydronium cations, appears to template and favor the crystallization process. In fact, most of the
attempts to obtain single crystals from a mixture of the (n-Bu4)N+ salts of the [MIII(X2An)3]3−

precursors and Mn(II) chloride, yielded poorly crystalline products and only the crystal structure for
the [(n-Bu)4N][MnCr(Cl2An)3] (20) system was obtained by slow diffusion of the two components.

Compounds [(H3O)(phz)3][MnCr(Cl2An)3(H2O)] (17), [(H3O)(phz)3][MnCr(Br2An)3]·H2O (18)
and [(H3O)(phz)3][MnFe(Br2An)3]·H2O (19) are isostructural and show a layered structure with
alternating cationic and anionic layers (Figure 9). The only differences, besides the change of Cl2An2−

(17) with Br2An2− (18), or Cr(III) (18) with Fe(III) (19), are (i) the presence of an inversion center in
18 and 19 (not present in 17) resulting in a statistical distribution of the M(III) and Mn(II) ions in the
anionic layers; (ii) the presence of a water molecule coordinated to the Mn(II) ions in 16 (Mn-O1w
2.38(1) Å), in contrast with compounds 18 and 19 where this water molecule is not directly coordinated.

Figure 9. View of the crystal structure of 17: (a) Side view of the alternating cationic and anionic layers;
(b) Top view of the two layers; (c) Top view of the anionic layer; (d) Top view of the cationic layer
showing the positions of the metal centers in the anionic layer (blue dashed hexagon). Reprinted with
permission from Reference [125]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

The cationic layer is formed by chiral cations formulated as Δ-[(H3O)(phz)3]+ (Figure 9d) resulting
from the association of three phenazine molecules around a central H3O+ cation through three
equivalent strong O–H···N hydrogen bonds. These Δ-[(H3O)(phz)3]+ cations are always located
below and above the Δ-[Cr(Cl2An)3]3− units, because they show the same chirality, allowing a parallel
orientation of the phenazine and chloranilato rings (Figure 10b). This fact suggests a chiral recognition
during the self-assembling process between oppositely charged [Cr(Cl2An)3]3− and [(H3O)(phz)3]+

precursors with the same configuration (Δ or Λ).
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Figure 10. (a) Δ-[(H3O)(phz)3]+ cation showing the O–H···N bonds as dotted lines; (b) side view of two
anionic and one cationic layers showing Δ-[(H3O)(phz)3]+ and the Δ-[Cr(Cl2An)3]3− entities located
above and below. Parallel phenazine and anilato rings are shown with the same color. Color code:
C, brown; O, pink; N, blue; H, cyan; Cl, green; Mn, yellow/orange; Cr, red. Reprinted with permission
from Reference [125]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

An interesting feature of 17–19 is that they show hexagonal channels, which contain solvent
molecules, resulting from the eclipsed packing of the cationic and anionic layers (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Structure of 18: (a) perspective view of one hexagonal channel running along the c direction
with the solvent molecules in the center (in yellow); (b) side view of the same hexagonal channel
showing the location of the solvent molecules in the center of the anionic and cationic layers showing
the O–H···N bonds as dotted lines. Reprinted with permission from Reference [125]. Copyright 2013
American Chemical Society.

20, the only compound with the [NBu4]+ cation whose structure has been solved, shows a similar
layered structure as 17–19 but the main difference is the absence of hexagonal channels since the
honeycomb layers are alternated and not eclipsed (Figure 12).

This eclipsed disposition of the layers generates an interesting feature of these compounds, i.e., the
presence of hexagonal channels that can be filled with different guest molecules. 17–19 infact present
a void volume of ca. 291 Å3 (ca. 20% of the unit cell volume), where solvent molecules can be absorbed,
opening the way to the synthesis of layered metal-organic frameworks (MOFs).
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Figure 12. (a) Structure of 20: (a) view of the alternating anionic and cationic layers; (b) projection,
perpendicular to the layers, of two consecutive anionic layers showing their alternate packing.
Reprinted with permission from Reference [125]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

All components of this series show ferrimagnetic long-range order as shown by susceptibility
measurements, but the most interesting feature of this family is the tunability of the critical temperature
depending on the nature of the X substituents: infact, as an example, an increase in Tc from ca. 5.5 to
6.3, 8.2, and 11.0 K (for X = Cl, Br, I, and H, respectively) is observed in the MnCr derivatives (Figure 13).
Thus the different nature of the substituents on the bridging ligand play a key role in determining the
critical temperature as shown by the linear correlation of the Tc as a function of the electronegativity
of the substituents; Tc increases following the order X = Cl, Br, I, H and can be easily modulated by
changing the X substituent. Both [NBu4]+ and Phenazinium salts, show similar magnetic behaviour
showing an hysteretic behaviour with a coercive field of 5 mT.

Figure 13. Magnetic properties of the [NBu4][MnCr(X2An)3] family, X = Cl (20), Br (21), I (22) and H
(23): (a) Thermal variation of the in phase (χm′) AC susceptibility at 1 Hz.; (b) Linear dependence of
the ordering temperature (Tc, left scale, red) and the Weiss temperature (θ, right scale, blue) with the
electronegativity of the X group. Solid lines are the corresponding linear fits. Adapted with permission
from Reference [125]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

17 is, therefore, the first structurally (and magnetically) characterized porous chiral layered
magnet based on anilato-bridged bimetallic layers. This chirality is also expected to be of interest for
studying the magnetochiral effect as well as the multiferroic properties, as has already been done in
the oxalato family [94,107,121,126].
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Moreover, the bigger size of the anilato compared to the oxalato ligand leads to hexagonal cavities
that are twice larger than those of the oxalato-based layers. Therefore a larger library of cations can be
used to prepare multifunctional molecular materials combining the magnetic ordering of the anionic
layers with any additional property of the cationic one (the chirality of the phenazinium cation is only
the first example). In the following section selected examples of cationic complexes spanning from
chiral and/or achiral tetrathiafulvalene-based conducting networks to spin-crossover compounds to
will be discussed.

3. Anilato-Based Multifunctional Molecular Materials

3.1. Introduction

π-d molecular materials, i.e., systems where delocalized π-electrons of the organic donor are
combined with localized d-electrons of magnetic counterions, have attracted major interest in molecular
science since they can exhibit coexistence of two distinct physical properties, furnished by the two
networks, or novel and improved properties due to the interactions established between them[127–130].
The development of these π-d systems as multifunctional materials represents one of the main targets in
current materials science for their potential applications in molecular electronics [78,127–130]. Important
milestones in the field of magnetic molecular conductors have been achieved using as molecular
building blocks the bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF) organic donor[123,131–133]
or its selenium derivatives, and charge-compensating anions ranging from simple mononuclear
complexes [MX4]n− (M = FeIII, CuII; X = Cl, Br)[134–136] and [M(ox)3]3− (ox = oxalate = C2O4

2−)
with tetrahedral and octahedral geometries, to layered structures such as the bimetallic oxalate-based
layers of the type [MIIMIII(ox)3]− (MII = Mn, Co, Ni, Fe, Cu; MIII = Fe, Cr) [123,124,131–133,137–140].
In these systems the shape of the anion and the arrangement of intermolecular contacts, especially
H-bonding, between the anionic and cationic layers influence the packing motif of the BEDT-TTF
radical cations, and therefore the physical properties of the obtained charge-transfer salt [141]. Typically,
the structure of these materials is formed by segregated stacks of the organic donors and the inorganic
counterions which add the second functionality to the conducting material. The first paramagnetic
superconductor [BEDT-TTF]4 [H3OFeIII(ox)3]·C6H5CN [123] and the first ferromagnetic conductor,
[BEDT-TTF]3[MnIICrIII(ox)3] [49] were successfully obtained by combining, via electrocrystallization,
the mononuclear [Fe(ox)3]3− and the [MnIICrIII(ox)3]− (2D honeycomb with oxalate bridges) anions
with the BEDT-TTF organic donor, as magnetic and conducting carriers, respectively. Furthermore,
by combining the bis(ethylenedithio)tetraselenafulvalene (BETS) molecule with the zero-dimensional
FeCl4− anion, a field-induced superconductivity with π-d interaction was observed which may be
mediated through S···Cl interactions between the BETS molecule and the anion [134]. Clues for
designing the molecular packing in the organic network, carrier of conductivity, were provided by the
use of the paramagnetic chiral anion [Fe(croc)3]3− (croc = croconate = C5O5

2−) as magnetic component
of two systems: α-[BEDT-TTF]5 [Fe(croc)3]·5H2O [142], which behaves as a semiconductor with
a high room-temperature conductivity (ca. 6 S cm−1) and β-[BEDT-TTF]5[Fe(croc)3]·C6H5CN [143],
which shows a high room-temperature conductivity (ca. 10 S cm−1) and a metallic behavior down
to ca. 140 K. The BEDT-TTF molecules in the α-phase are arranged in a herring-bone packing motif
which is induced by the chirality of the anions. Therefore, the packing of the organic network
and the corresponding conducting properties can be influenced by playing with the size, shape,
symmetry and charge of the inorganic counterions. The introduction of chirality in these materials
represents one of the most recent advances [144] in material science and one of the milestones is
represented by the first observation of the electrical magneto-chiral anisotropy (eMChA) effect in
a bulk crystalline chiral conductor [145], as a synergy between chirality and conductivity [146–148].
However, the combination of chirality with electroactivity in chiral TTF-based materials afforded
several other recent important results, particularly the modulation of the structural disorder in the
solid state , [130–138] and hence a difference in conductivity between the enantiopure and racemic
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forms [149–151] and the induction of different packing patterns and crystalline space groups in mixed
valence salts of dimethylethylenedithio-TTF (DM-EDT-TTF), showing semiconducting (enantiopure
forms) or metallic (racemic form) behaviour [152]. Although the first example of an enantiopure
TTF derivative, namely the tetramethyl-bis(ethylenedithio)-tetrathiafulvalene (TM-BEDT-TTF), was
described almost 30 years ago as the (S,S,S,S) enantiomer [153,154], the number of TM-BEDT-TTF
based conducting radical cation salts is still rather limited. They range from semiconducting salts [155],
as complete series of both enantiomers and racemic forms, to the [TM-BEDT-TTF]x[MnCr(ox)3]
ferromagnetic metal [156], described only as the (S,S,S,S) enantiomer. The use of magnetic counterions,
particularly interesting since they provide an additional property to the system, was largely
explored in the case of the above-mentioned metal-oxalates [M(ox)3]3− (M = Fe3+, Cr3+, Ga3+,
ox = oxalate) [124,140], present as Δ and Λ enantiomers in radical cation salts based on the BEDT-TTF
donor. Other paramagnetic chiral anions, such as [Fe(croc)3] [142,143] or [Cr(2,2’-bipy)(ox)2]−

(bipy = bipyridine) [157], have been scarcely used up to now. However, in all these magnetic
conductors the tris-chelated anions were present as racemic mixtures, except for the Δ enantiomer of
[Cr(ox)3]3− [158]. As far as the π-d systems are concerned, the number of conducting systems based on
enantiopure TTF precursors is even scarcer [156,159]. One example concerns the above-mentioned
ferromagnetic metal [TM-BEDT-TTF]x[MnCr(ox)3] [156], while a more recent one is represented by
the semiconducting paramagnetic salts [DM-BEDT-TTF]4[ReCl6] [159]. In this context, anilate-based
metal complexes [116,119] are very interesting molecular building blocks to be used as paramagnetic
counterions, also because they offer the opportunity of exchange coupling at great distance through
the anilate bridge (See Section 2.3), being therefore extremely versatile in the construction of the above
mentioned achiral and chiral conducting/magnetic molecule-based materials.

Furthermore multifunctional materials with two functional networks responding to an external
stimulus are also very challenging in view of their potential applications as chemical switches, memory
or molecular sensors [160]. For the preparation of such responsive magnetic materials two-network
compounds a magnetic lattice and spin-crossover complexes as the switchable molecular component
are promising candidates. These molecular complexes, which represent one of the best examples
of molecular bistability, change their spin state from low-spin (LS) to high-spin (HS) configurations
and thus their molecular size, under an external stimulus such as temperature, light irradiation,
or pressure [161,162]. Two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) bimetallic oxalate-based
magnets with Fe(II) and Fe(III) spin-crossover cationic complexes have been obtained, where changes
in size of the inserted cations influence the magnetic properties of the resulting materials [89,90,92,93].
By combining [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ (sal2-trien = N,N′-disalicylidene triethylenetetramine) cations with
the 2D MnIICrIII oxalate-based network, a photoinduced spin-crossover transition of the inserted
complex (LIESST effect), has been observed unexpectedely; this property infact is very unusual for
Fe(III) complexes. The bigger size of anilates has the main advantage to enable the introduction of
a larger library of cations, while the magnetic network, the family of layered ferrimagnets described in
Section 2.3, showing higher Tc’s, can be porous and/or chiral depending on the X substituent on the
anilato moiety.

Interestingly, Miller et al. [29] reported on the formation and characterization of a series
of heteroleptic isostructural dicobalt, diiron, and dinickel complexes with the TPyA = tris(2-
pyridylmethyl)amine ligand and bridged by the 2,5-di-tert-butyl-3,6-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinonate
(DBQ2− or DBQ·3−) anilato derivative, where the more electron donating tert-butyl group, has been
targeted to explore its influence on the magnetic properties, e.g., spin coupling and spin crossover.
In particular, Co-based dinuclear complex with DBQ·3− has shown valence tautomeric spin crossover
behavior above room temperature, while Fe-based complexes exhibit spin crossover behavior. Spin
crossover behavior or ferromagnetic coupling have been also observed in the heteroleptic dinuclear
Fe(II) complexes {[(TPyA)FeII(DBQ2−)FeII(TPyA)](BF4)2 and {[(TPyA)FeII(Cl2An) FeII(TPyA)](BF4)2},
respectively [163], where the former does not exhibit thermal hysteresis, although shows ≈ room
temperature SCO behavior. Thus, greater interdinuclear cation interactions are needed to induce
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thermal hysteresis, maybe through the introduction of interdinuclear H-bonding. Therefore 2,3,5,6-
tetrahydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (H2THBQ) has been used as bridging ligand and the [(TPyA)FeII

(THBQ2−)FeII(TPyA)](BF4)2 obtained complex shows coexistence of spin crossover with thermal
hysteresis in addition to an intradimer ferromagnetic interaction [29].

3.2. Achiral Magnetic Molecular Conductors

The first family of conducting radical cation salts based on the magnetic
tris(chloranilato)ferrate(III) complex have been recently obtained by reacting the BEDT-TTF
donor (D) with the tris(chloranilato)ferrate(III) complex (A), via electrocrystallization technique, by
slightly changing the stoichiometric donor: anion ratio and the solvents. Three different hybrid systems
formulated as [BEDT-TTF]3[Fe(Cl2An)3]·3CH2Cl2·H2O (24), δ-[BEDT-TTF]5[Fe(Cl2An)3]·4H2O (25)
and α'''-[BEDT-TTF]18[Fe(Cl2An)3]3·3CH2Cl2·6H2O (26), were obtained [164] as reported in Scheme 8.

Scheme 8. Molecular structures for the complex anion [Fe(Cl2An)3]3− and the
bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF) organic donor, and experimental conditions
used for obtaining 24–26 compounds.

The common structural feature for the three phases is the presence of dimerized oxidized
BEDT-TTF units in the inorganic layer, very likely due to intermolecular S···Cl contacts and also
electrostatic interactions. While in 24, of 3:1 stoichiometry, the three BEDT-TTF molecules are fully
oxidized in radical cations, in 25 and 26, of 5:1 and 6:1 stoichiometry, respectively, only the donors
located in the inorganic layers are fully oxidized, while those forming the organic slabs are in mixed
valence state. 24 presents an unusual structure without the typical alternating organic and inorganic
layers, whereas 25 and 26 show a segregated organic-inorganic crystal structure where layers formed
by Λ and Δ enantiomers of the paramagnetic complex, together with dicationic BEDT-TTF dimers,
alternate with layers where the donor molecules are arranged in the δ (25) and α''' (26) packing motifs.

The crystal packing of 25 and 26 plane showing the organic-inorganic layer segregation are
reported in Figures 14 and 15 respectively.
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Figure 14. Crystal packing of 25 (left) and 26 (right) along the bc plane showing the organic-inorganic
layer segregation. Crystallization water and CH2Cl2 molecules were omitted for clarity. Reprinted
with permission from Reference [164]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Figure 15. View of α'''-packing of 26 along the ac plane (left); schematic representation of the BEDT-TTF
molecules arranged in the α, α'' and α''' packing motifs (right). Adapted with permission from
Reference [164]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

The hybrid inorganic layers of 24, 25 and 26 shows alternated anionic complexes of opposite
chirality that surround dimers of mono-oxidized BEDT-TTF radical cations. This packing motif, shown
in Figure 16 for 24, points out the templating influence of the Cl···S interactions intermolecular
interactions between the chloranilate ligand and the dimerized BEDT-TTF molecules.

The peculiar α''' structural packing motif observed in 26 is quite unusual [138,165]. In fact,
the BEDT-TTF molecules stack in columns with an arrangement reminiscent of the α structural
packing [165], but with a 2:1:2:1 alternation of the relative disposition of the molecules, instead of
the classical 1:1:1:1 sequence (Figure 14). The α'''-phase can be regarded as 1:2 hybrid of θ- and
β''- phases.
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Figure 16. C-C dimer surrounded by two metal complexes of opposite chirality in 24. Symmetry
related S···S contacts and intermolecular interactions lower than the sum of the van der Waals radii
between the BEDT-TTF molecules and the chloranilate ligands are highlighted. (Å): S3C···S6C 3.48,
S4C···S5C 3.57, Cl6···S6C 3.40, C13C···S6C 3.41. Reprinted with permission from Reference [164].
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Single crystal conductivity measurements show semiconducting behavior for the three materials.
24 behaves as a semiconductor with a much lower conductivity due to the not-layered structure and
strong dimerization between the fully oxidized donors, whereas 25 and 26 show semiconducting
behaviors with high room-temperature conductivities of ca. 2 S cm−1 and 8 S cm−1, respectively and
low activation energies of 60–65 meV. Magnetic susceptibility measurements for 24 clearly indicate
the presence of isolated high spin S = 5/2 Fe(III) ions, with a contribution at high temperatures from
BEDT-TTF radical cations. These latter are evidenced also by EPR variable temperature measurements
on single crystals of 26 (See Figure 17).

Figure 17. (a) Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity � for 25 and 26 single crystals.
The inset shows the Arrhenius plot. The black lines are the fit to the data with the law � = �0exp(Ea/T)
giving the activation energy Ea; (b) Thermal variation of the magnetic properties (χmT) for 24. Solid line
is the best fit to the model (see text). Reprinted with permission from Reference [164]. Copyright 2014
American Chemical Society.
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The correlation between crystal structure and conductivity behavior has been studied by means
of tight-binding band structure calculations which support the observed conducting properties; and
structure calculations for 25 and 26 are in agreement with an activated conductivity with low band
gaps. A detailed analysis of the density of states and HOMO···HOMO interactions in 25 explains
the origin of the gap as a consequence of a dimerization in one of the donor chains, whereas the
challenging calculation of 26, due to the presence of eighteen crystallographically independent
BEDT-TTF molecules, represents a milestone in the band structure calculations of such relatively
rare and complex crystal structures [164]. Recently Gomez et al. [166] has obtained a very unusual
BEDT-TTF phase, called θ21, by reacting the BEDT-TTF donor with the novel (PPh3Et)3[Fe(C6O4Cl2)3]
tris(chloranilato)ferrate(III) complex, via electrocrystallization technique, in the CH2Cl2/MeOH solvent
mixture. The obtained compound [(BEDT-TTF)6[Fe(C6O4Cl2)3]·(H2O)1.5·(CH2Cl2)0.5 (27) shows the
same layered structure and physical properties as 26. In Figure 18, a view of the θ21 BEDT-TTF packing
motif is reported.

Figure 18. View of the θ21 BEDT-TTF packing motif in 27. Copyright (2014) Wiley Used with permission
from [166].

3.3. Chiral Magnetic Molecular Conductors

The first family of chiral magnetic molecular conductors [167] formulated as
β-[(S,S,S,S)-TM-BEDT-TTF]3PPh4[KIFeIII(Cl2An)3]·3H2O (28), β-[(R,R,R,R)-TM-BEDT-TTF]3PPh4

[KIFeIII(Cl2An)3]·3H2O (29) and β-[(rac)-TM-BEDT-TTF]3 PPh4[KIFeIII(Cl2An)3]·3H2O (30) have
been afforded by electrocrystallization of the tetramethyl-bis(ethylenedithio)-tetrathiafulvalene
(TM-BEDT-TTF) chiral donor in its forms: enantiopure (S,S,S,S)- and (R,R,R,R)- (TM-BEDT-TTF) donors,
as well as the racemic mixture, in the presence of potassium cations and the tris(chloranilato)ferrate(III)
[Fe(Cl2An)3]3− paramagnetic anion (Scheme 9).
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Scheme 9. Molecular structures for the [Fe(Cl2An)3]3− complex anion and the enantiopure (S,S,S,S)-
and (R,R,R,R)- TM-BEDT-TTF donors, as well as the racemic mixture, in the presence of potassium
cations. Adapted with permission from Reference [167]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

Compounds 28–30 are isostructural and crystallize in the triclinic space group (P1 for 28 and
29, P-1 for 30) showing the usual segregated organic—inorganic crystal structure, where anionic
chloranilate-bridged heterobimetallic honeycomb layers obtained by self-assembling of the Λ and Δ
enantiomers of the paramagnetic complex with potassium cations, alternate with organic layers where
the chiral donors are arranged in the β packing motif (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Crystal packing of 29 (a) in the ac plane; (b) in the bc plane, showing the organic-inorganic
layer segregation. Crystallization water molecules were omitted for clarity. Reprinted with permission
from Reference [167]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

The use of the “complex as ligand approach” during the electrocrystallization experiments has
been successful for obtaining these systems where the self-assembling of the tris(chloranilato)ferrate(III)
anion with potassium cations afforded anionic layers, that further template the structure in segregated
organic and inorganic layers. The common structural features of the three systems are: (i) the presence
of inorganic layers associated in double-layers, as a result of two major intermolecular interactions,
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Cl···Cl and π-π stacking, between the chloranilate ligands and the [(Ph)4P]+ charge-compensating
cations (Figure 19b) and (ii) the simultaneous presence of two different conformations of the
TM-BEDT-TTF donor in the crystal packing, very likely due to the diverse interactions of the terminal
methyl groups with the oxygen atoms of the chloranilate ligands. Therefore the molecular packing
of 28–30 is strongly influenced by the topology of the inorganic layers. 28–30 behave as molecular
semiconductors with room temperature conductivity values of ca. 3 × 10−4 S cm1 and an activation
energy Ea of ca. 1300–1400 K corresponding to ca. 110–120 meV, as expected from the presence of
one neutral TM-BEDT-TTF donor in the crystal packing and the presence of a slight dimerization
between the partially oxidized molecules. No significant difference between the enantiopure and the
racemic systems is observed. Magnetic susceptibility measurements for 30 indicate the presence of
quasi-isolated high spin S = 5/2 Fe(III) ions, since the M···M distances between paramagnetic metal
centers (ca. 13.6 Å through space and ca. 16.2 Å through the bridging ligands) are too large to allow
significant magnetic interactions, with a negligible contribution from the TM-BEDT-TTF radical cations
(Figure 20 a,b).

Figure 20. (a) Thermal variation of the electrical conductivity for 28 and 30. The inset shows the
Arrhenius plot. The red line is the Arrhenius fit to the data for 30; (b) Thermal variation of magnetic
properties (χT product) at 1000 Oe (where χ is the molar magnetic susceptibility equal to the ratio
between the magnetization and the applied magnetic field, M/H, per mole of Fe(III) complex) between
1.85 and 280 K for a polycrystalline sample of 30. The solid line is the Curie-Weiss best fit. Inset: M
vs. H/T plot for 30 between 1.85 and 8 K at magnetic fields between 0 and 7 T. The solid line is the
best fit obtained using S = 5/2 Brillouin function. Adapted with permission from Reference [167].
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

The structural analyses and the band structure calculations are in agreement with the intrinsic
semiconducting behaviour shown by the three materials (Figure 21).

This first family of isostructural chiral conducting radical cation salts based on magnetic
chloranilate-bridged heterobimetallic honeycomb layers demonstrates (i) the versatility of these
anions for the preparation of π-d multifunctional molecular materials where properties such as
charge transport, magnetism and chirality coexist in the same crystal lattice; (ii) they are fundamental
importance for a rational design of chiral conductors showing the eMChA effect as a synergy between
chirality and conductivity.
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Figure 21. Electronic structure for 28. Calculated band structure of: (a) the [(TM-BEDT-TTF)6]2+

donor layers; (b) the isolated –B–E–C– chains and (c) the isolated –A–D–F– chains, where Γ = (0, 0),
X = (a*/2, 0), Y = (0, b*/2), M = (a*/2, b*/2) and S = (−a*/2, b*/2). Reprinted with permission from
Reference [167]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

3.4. Spin-Crossover Complexes

The family of bimetallic Mn II Cr III anilate (X2An; X = Cl, Br )-based ferrimagnets with inserted
the following spin-crossover cationic complexes: [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+, (X = Cl) (31) and its derivatives,
[FeIII(4-OH-sal2-trien)]+, (X = Cl) (32), [FeIII(sal2-epe)]+, (X = Br) (33), [FeIII(5-Cl-sal2-trien)]+,
(X = Br) (34), and [FeII(tren(imid)3)]2+, (X = Cl) (35), (Chart 4a,b) have been prepared and fully
characterized [168]. In Chart 4a, the ligands of the Fe(III) and Fe(II) spin crossover complexes are
shown. The structures of 32–34 consist of bimetallic anionic layers with a 2D bimetallic network of
formula [MnIICrIII(X2An)3] (X = Cl, Br) with inserted Fe(III) cationic complexes and solvent molecules.
The bimetallic anilate layer show the well-known honeycomb structure, which is similar to that found
for other extended oxalate or anilate-based networks (Figure 22). A consequence of the replacement of
oxalate by the larger anilate ligands is the presence of pores in the structures, which are filled with
solvent molecules.

In contrast to the 2D compounds obtained with [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ and derivatives, the structure
of 35 is formed by anionic 1D [MnIICl2CrIII(Cl2An)3]3− chains surrounded by [FeII(tren(imid)3)]2+,
Cl− and solvent molecules. These chains are formed by [CrIII(Cl2An)3]3− complexes coordinated
to two Mn(II) ions through two bis-bidentate chloranilate bridges, whereas the third choranilate is
a terminal one. The octahedral coordination of Mn(II) ions is completed with two chloride ions in cis.
This type of structure has been found for other oxalate-based [169] and homometallic anilate-based
compounds [7,170,171], but it is the first time that it is obtained for heterometallic anilate-based
networks (Figure 23).
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Chart 4. Ligands of Fe(III) and Fe(II) complexes (a,b).

Figure 22. Projection of 31 in: (a) the bc plane; (b) the ab plane, showing one anionic layer and one
cationic layer. (Fe (brown), Cr (green), Mn (pink), C (black), N (blue), O (red) Cl (yellow)). Hydrogen
atoms have been omitted for clarity. Adapted with permission from Reference [168]. Copyright 2014
American Chemical Society.
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Figure 23. Projection of 35 in the bc plane (a); [MnIICl2CrIII(Cl2An)3]3− chains in the structure of 35 (b).
(Fe (brown), Cr (green), Mn (pink), C (black), N (blue), O (red) Cl (yellow)). Hydrogen atoms have
been omitted for clarity. Adapted with permission from Reference [168]. Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society.

Magnetic studies show that 31–34 undergo a long-range ferrimagnetic ordering at ca. 10 K
(ca. 10 K for 31, 10.4 K for 32, 10.2 K for 33, and 9.8 K for 34) with most of the Fe(III) of the inserted
cations in the HS state (31–33), or LS state (34). These values are much higher than those found for the
[NBu4]+ and [(H3O)(phz)3]+ salts containing similar [MnIICrIII(X2An)3]− (X = Cl, Br) layers (5.5 and
6.3 K, respectively) (see Section 2.3), in contrast to oxalate-based 2D compounds, where Tc remains
constant for a given 2D [MIIMIII(ox)3]− lattice, independently of the inserted cation. Therefore, the
magnetic coupling and, accordingly, the ordering temperatures of these heterometallic 2D anilate-based
networks are much more sensitive to the changes of the inserted cations than the corresponding oxalate
ones. This effect is maybe due to the presence of π-π and NH···O and NH···Cl/Br intermolecular
interactions between the anilate ligands and Fe(III) complexes which may increase the Mn(II)–Cr(III)
coupling constant through the anilate ligand an thus the Tc. Interestingly, this modulation of Tc with
the inserted cation (or even with solvent molecules), besides the already observed modulation with the
X substituents on the benzoquinone moiety, represents an additional advantage of the anilate-based
networks compared with the oxalate ones.

Differently from 28–34, 35 do not show π-π stacking interactions with the anilate ligands and
therefore half of the inserted Fe(II) cations undergo a complete and gradual spin crossover from 280
to 90 K which coexists with a ferrimagnetic coupling within the chains that gives rise to a magnetic
ordering below 2.6 K. The Temperature dependence of the product of the molar magnetic susceptibility
times the temperature of 31–35 is reported in Figure 24.

When using the [MIII(acac2-trien)]+ (MIII—Fe or Ga complex, which has a smaller size
than the [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ spin-crossover complex, three novel magnetic compounds [FeIII(acac2-
trien)][MnIICrIII(Cl2An)3]3(CH3CN)2 (36), [FeIII(acac2-trien)][MnIICrIII(Br2An)3]3(CH3CN)2 (37),
[GaIII(acac2-trien)][MnIICrIII(Br2An)3]3(CH3CN)2 (38), have been prepared and characterized by
Coronado et al. [172]. The 2D anilate-based networks show the common honeycomb anionic packing
pattern but a novel type of structure where the cations are placed into the hexagonal channels of the
2D network has been afforded due to the smaller size of the [FeIII(acac2-trien)]+ or [GaIII(acac2-trien)]+

complex with respect to the templating cations used in previous compounds of this type, where they
are placed in between the anionic layers. An important decrease of the interlayer separation between
the anilate-based layers (Figure 25a,b) is observed.
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Figure 24. Thermal variation of magnetic properties (χmT product vs. T) at an applied field of 0.1 mT
of: (a) 31 (empty blue, squares), 32 (full circles), 33 (full red diamonds), and 34 (empty circles); (b) 35.

Adapted with permission from Reference [168]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Figure 25. Projection of 36 in the ab plane (a) and in the bc plane (b). ((Fe (brown), Cr (green), Mn (pink)
C (black), N (blue), O (red), Br (orange)). Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. Reprinted
from Reference [172] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

The anilate-based layers with inserted [FeIII(acac2-trien)]+ complexes may be viewed as neutral
layers that interact with each other via van der Waals interactions. Thus, in 37, the shortest contacts
between neighbouring layers involve Br atoms from Br2An ligands and CH2 and CH3 groups from
[FeIII(acac2-trien)]+ complexes of neighbouring layers. This type of structure, formed by neutral layers,
has never been observed previously in oxalate or anilate-based 2D networks. The close contact of the
cationic complexes with the magnetic network results in an increase of the Tc (ca. 11 K) with respect to
that of previous anilate-based compounds (ca. 10 K), even though to not favour the spin crossover of
the inserted complexes which remain the HS state. The weak natures of the intermolecular interactions
between the magnetic neutral layers play a crucial role for the exfoliation of the layers. In fact this
new magnetic network is very peculiar since it can be easily exfoliated by using the so-called Scotch
tape method which is a micromechanical method, capable to produce in a very efficient way, highly
crystalline thin microsheets of a layered material [173–175]. To the best of our knowledge this method
has never been applied to such layered materials. Flakes of 37, with different sizes and thicknesses
randomly distributed over the substrate have been obtained. AFM topography images revealed that the
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they show maximum lateral dimensions of ca. 5 mm, with well-defined edges and angles (Figure 26).
The heights of the largest flakes of 37 are around 10–20 nm, while smaller microsheets with heights of
less than 2 nm were also found.

The presence of terraces with different heights indicatse that this magnetic network is
layered. Interestingly the Scotch tape method has been successful used also to exfoliate the 2D
anilate-based compound [FeIII(sal2-trien)][MnIICrIII(Cl2An)3](CH2Cl2)0.5(CH3OH)(H2O)0.5(CH3CN)5,
(31), described above [168], which exhibits the typical alternated cation/anion layered structure. In this
case rectangular flakes of larger lateral size than those isolated in 37 (up to 20 microns) have been
obtained with well-defined terraces and a minimum thickness of ca. 2 nm, which may correspond to
that of a single cation/anion hybrid layer (ca. 1.2 nm).

31 and 37 have been also successfully exfoliated by solution methods. Tyndall light scattering of
the colloidal suspensions of both compounds has been observed, as shown in Figure 27 for 37, and
dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements confirm the efficiency of the liquid exfoliation.

Figure 26. Images of flakes of 37, obtained by mechanical exfoliation on a 285 nm SiO2/Si substrate,
by Optical microscopy (left), AFM (atomic force microscopy) (middle) and height profiles (right).
Reprinted from Reference [172] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 27. Tyndall effect of crystals of 37 after suspension in acetone, ethanol or acetonitrile (1.0 mg in
1 mL) overnight and then ultrasonicating for 1 min. Reprinted from Reference [172] with permission
from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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These results show that it is possible to exfoliate 2D coordination polymers formed by a 2D
honeycomb anionic network and cations inserted within or between the layers. The thicknesses of
the flakes obtained by micromechanical methods are clearly lower than those obtained by solution
methods (ca. 5 nm), where the lateral size of the flakes is of the order of hundreds of nm (significantly
smaller). The solution-based exfoliation procedure is less effective in the neutral coordination
polymers which can be completely delaminated (with a thickness ca. 1–1.5 nm) [115,170,176–183].
The stronger interlayer interactions in these hybrid compounds compared with the weaker van der
Waals interactions observed in neutral 2D coordination polymers could be responsible of the lower
degree of exfoliation.

The hybrid nature of these layered materials, providing the opportunity to produce smart layers
where the switching properties of the cationic complexes can tune the cooperative magnetism of the
anionic network, represents the real challenge of these results.

3.5. Guests Intercalation of Hydrogen-Bond-Supported Layers

A successful strategy to control the molecular packing in molecule-based materials takes
advantage of more flexible hydrogen bonds in combination with metal-ligand bonds (Scheme 10
to control the rigidity of a supramolecular framework.

Scheme 10. Reprinted with permission from Reference [184]. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.

Novel intercalation compounds formed by 2D hydrogen-bond mediated Fe(III)-chloranilate layers
and cationic guests, carrier of additional physical properties, {(H0.5phz)2[Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]â2H2O}n

(39), {[Fe(Cp)2][Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]}n (40), {[Fe(Cp*)2][Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]}n (41), and {(TTF)2[Fe
(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]}n (42) (phz = phenazine, [Fe(Cp)2] = ferrocene, [Fe(Cp*)2] = decamethyl ferrocene,
TTF = tetrathiafulvalene) are reported by Kawata et al. [184]. The cationic guests are inserted between
the {[Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]}m− layers and are held together by electrostatic (39–42) and π-π stacking
(41, 42) interactions. The {[Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]}m− layers are very flexible and depending on the guest
sizes and electronic states they can tune their charge distribution and interlayer distances. Especially 42

is a rare example of hydrogen-bonded layer of monomeric complexes, which can intercalate different
charged guests, thus showing a unique electronic flexibility.

In 41 decamethylferrocene cations are stacked in tilted columns inserted in the channels created
by the chlorine atoms of chloranilate dianions. In 42 TTF cations are stacked face to face with two
types of S···S distances (type A; 3.579(3) Å, and type B; 3.618(3) Å) leading to 1D columns. The TTF
cations in the stacked column have a head-to-tail arrangement with respect to the iron-chloranilate
layer. Interestingly, slight differences are observed in the 39–42 structures built from the common
anionic layer, caused by the intercalation of different types of guests that influence the crystal packing.
The main difference in fact is in the interlayer distances (Fe(1)-Fe(1′ ′)) 14.57 Å (39), 9.79 Å (40), 13.13 Å
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(41), and 13.45 Å (42) as shown in Scheme 11. Interestingly chlorine atoms form channels between the
layers and by changing their tilt angles and stacking distances depending on their sizes and shapes,
modify layers structure (Scheme 12.)

Scheme 11. Reprinted with permission from Reference [184]. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.

Scheme 12. Reprinted with permission from Reference [184]. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.

Mossbauer spectra suggests that: (i) in 41 high-spin (S = 5/2) iron(III) ions are present in
{[Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]}m− anions while low-spin (S = 1/2) iron(III) ions in [Fe(Cp*)2]+ cations; (ii) in
42, the anionic layer of iron-chloranilate has a valence-trapped mixed-valence state since high-spin
iron(II) and iron(III) ions are present. 39, 40, and 41 are EPR silent, in the 77–300 K range, whereas the
EPR spectrum of 42 shows two types of signals with g = 2.008 indicating the TTF is present as radical
species (Figure 28).
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Figure 28. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of: (a) 39; (b) 41, showing the overlap of one singlet and one
quadrupole doublet typical of low-spin iron(III) and high-spin iron(III) respectively; and (c) 42.
Reprinted with permission from Reference [184]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

The thermal variation of the magnetic properties (χMT product vs. T) for 39–42 compounds,
measured in the 2–300 K temperature range, under an applied field of 0.5 T, are shown in Figure 29.
The χMT product in 39, 40, and 41 shows a slight decrease with decreasing temperature and at lower
temperature they show a major decrease, suggesting the existence of weak antiferromagnetic interactions.

Figure 29. (left) Thermal variation of the magnetic properties (χMT vs. T) for 39 (open triangles),
40 (open squares), 41 (open circles), and 42 (cross marks). Inset, magnetic susceptibility of 42 below
80 K. Solid lines are theoretical fits of the data with the parameters listed in Reference [184]; (right) S···S
stacking interactions of A and B types. Reprinted with permission from Reference [184]. Copyright
2003 American Chemical Society.

The observed χM values of 40, 41, and 42 are the sum of the guest and host contributions; no
exchange has been observed between the two spin sublattices while are observed magnetic-field
dependent susceptibility (40, 41) and strong antiferromagnetic coupling around 300 K (42). These peculiar
magnetic behaviors are due to the intrachain coupling in guests which are arranged in 1D columns.
In the case of 42 the antiferromagnetic interactions through the column dominates the layers structure
above 80 K and this is due to the 1D columns with rare S···S contacts of TTF cations. As shown in
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Figure 29 (right), the values of J1D and αJ1D reflect two types of S···S stacking interactions and indicate
that the magnetic exchange is stronger between the stacked TTF cations located at smaller distances.

4. Anilato-Based Multifunctional Organic Frameworks (MOFs)

A rare example of Metal Organic Framework MOF composed by FeIII bridged by paramagnetic
linkers that additionally shows ligand mixed-valency has been reported by J. Long et al. [185].
These materials are based on 2,5-dihyroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (DHBQ) or hydranilate with R=H, the
parent member of the anilates which can afford the redox processes shown in Scheme 13:

Scheme 13. Redox states of linkers deriving from 2,5-dihydroxybenzoquinone that have previously been
observed in metal—organic molecules. Notably, H2An3− is a paramagnetic radical bridging ligand.

(NBu4)2FeIII
2(H2An)3 (43) shows a very rare topology for H2An2−-based coordination

compounds [81,112,121,125], with two interpenetrated (10,3)-a lattices of opposing chiralities where
neighboring metal centers within each lattice are all of the same chirality (Figure 30b,c), generating
a three-dimensional structure (Figure 30a–d). This topology differs from the classic 2D honeycomb
structure type frequently observed for hydranilates and derivatives, where neighboring metal centers
are of opposing chiralities [108,125].

Figure 30. (a) Molecular structure of a single FeIII center in (NBu4)2FeIII
2(H2An)3, showing that two

radical (H2An3−) bridging ligands and one diamagnetic (H2An2−) bridging ligand are coordinated
to each metal site; (b) A portion of its crystal structure, showing the local environment of two
H2Ann−-bridged FeIII centers; (c) A larger portion of the crystal structure, showing one of the two
interpenetrated (10,3)-a nets that together generate the porous three-dimensional structure; (d) The
two interpenetrated (10,3)-a lattices of opposing chiralities. Charge-balancing NBu4

+ cations are not
depicted for clarity. Reprinted with permission from Reference [185]. Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society.
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The tetrabutylammonium countercations are crucial for templating the 3D structure, compared
with other 1D or 2D hydranilate-based materials [7,108,125,186–188] since were located inside the pores
and appear to fill the pores almost completely with no large voids present. Similar cation-dependent
morphology changes have been observed for transition metal—oxalate coordination compounds
with analogous chemical formula [A+]2MII

2(ox)3 [72,81,189–191]. The electronic absorption spectrum
broad absorbance extending across the range 4500–14,000 cm−1, with νmax = 7000 cm−1. This intense
absorption features are attributed to ligand-based IVCT. Notably, a solid-state UV-vis-NIR spectrum
of a molecular FeIII semiquinone—catecholate compound shows a similar, though narrower, IVCT
band at νmax = 5200 cm−1 [192]. Since all the iron centers are trivalent as confirmed by Mössbauer
spectroscopy, the origin of the IVCT must be the organic dhbq2−/3− moieties. Interestingly a very
sharp absorption edge is observed at low energy (4500 cm−1), one of the best-known signatures of
Robin—Day Class II/III mixed-valency[193–196]. This represents the first observation of a Class II/III
mixed-valency in a MOF which is also indicative of thermally activated charge transport within the
lattice. 43 infact behaves as an Arrhenius semiconductor with a room-temperature conductivity of
0.16(1) S/cm and activation energy of 110 meV and it has been found to be Ohmic within ±1 V of
open circuit. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest conductivity value yet observed for
a 3D connected MOF. The chemical reduction of 43 by using a stoichiometric amount of sodium
naphthalenide in THF, for a stoichiometric control of the ligand redox states, affords 44, formulated
as (Na)0.9(NBu4)1.8FeIII

2(H2An)3, which shows a highly crystalline powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
pattern that overlays with that simulated for 45 and is much closer to a fully H2An3−—bridged
framework. 44 shows a lower conductivity of 0.0062(1) S/cm at 298 K and a considerably larger
activation energy of 180 meV which is consistent with a further divergence of the H2An3−/H2An2−

ligand ratio from the optimal mixed-valence ratio of 1:1 (Figure 31).

Figure 31. Variable-temperature conductivity data for 43 and 44, shown by blue squares and orange
circles, respectively. Arrhenius fits to the data are shown by black lines. Adapted with permission from
Reference [185]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

Due to the presence of H2An3− radicals a peculiar magnetic behavior is expected on the basis
of previously studied metal—organic materials with transition metals bridged by organic radicals
which have shown strong magnetic coupling, leading to high temperature magnetic ordering [197].
Variable-temperature dc magnetic measurements under an applied magnetic field of 0.1 T revealed
strong metal-radical magnetic interactions, leading to magnetic ordering less than 8 K (Figure 32) due
to the strong magnetic coupling that has previously been observed in FeIII H2An3− complexes [198].
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Figure 32. (a) DC magnetic susceptibility data for 43 (blue squares) and 44 (orange circles); (b) Inverse of
magnetic susceptibility versus temperature for 43 and 44. Curie-Weissfits to the data in the temperature
range 250–300 K are shown by solid blue (43) and orange lines (44); (c) Magnetization (M) versus
applied dc magnetic field (H) data for 43 and 44 in blue and orange, respectively. Hysteresis loops
were recorded at a sweep rate of 2 mT/s. Solid lines are guides for the eye. Adapted with permission
from Reference [185]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

Below 250 K the observed strong deviations from the Curie-Weiss behavior, observed in systems
with strong π-d interactions [199], have been attributed to the competition between ferromagnetic
and antiferromagnetic interactions, both maybe present in 43, leading to magnetic glassiness [200].
A Curie-Weiss fit of the inverse magnetic susceptibility data from 250 to 300 K results in a Curie
temperature of θ = 134 K and a Curie constant of C = 6.1 emu·K/mol. The positive Curie temperature
reveals that ferromagnetic interactions are dominant at high temperature and its magnitude suggests that
quite high temperature magnetic coupling occurs. In contrast, the magnetic behavior at low temperature
indicates that ferrimagnetic coupling predominates. Thus, the low magnetic ordering temperature
is attributed to a competition of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions that prevent true
three-dimensional order, until antiferromagnetic metal—radical interactions, and thus bulk ferrimagnetic
order, prevail at low temperature. 44 was expected to show an increased magnetic, ordering temperature
due to the greater number of paramagnetic linkers. Indeed, a higher magnetic transition temperature
of 12 K was observed and the room-temperature χMT product is 11.2 emu·K/mol, compared to
10.9 emu·K/mol for 43. Finally, low temperature (2 K) magnetic hysteresis measurements shown
in Figure 32c reveal that 44 is a harder magnet than 43, with coercive fields of 350 and 100 Oe
observed, respectively. These materials are rare examples of a MOF formed by metal ions bridged by
paramagnetic linkers that additionally shows ligand-centered mixed valency where magnetic ordering
and semiconducting behaviors stem from the same origin, the ferric semiquinoid lattice, differently
from multifunctional materials based on tetrathiafulvalene derivatives with paramagnetic counterions
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where separate sub-lattices furnish the two distinct magnetic/conducting properties. Therefore they
represent a challenge for pursuing magnetoelectric or multiferroic MOFs.

Anilates are also particularly suitable for the construction of microporous MOFs with strong
magnetic coupling and they have been shown to generate extended frameworks with different
dimensionality and large estimated void volumes, which could potentially give rise to materials
with permanent porosity [112]. Very recently Harris et al. [201] have reported on the synthesis and full
characterization of (Me2NH2)2[Fe2L3]·2H2O·6DMF (45), the first structurally characterized example of
a microporous magnet containing the Cl2An3−·chloranilate radical species, where solvent-induced
switching from Tc = 26 to 80 K has been observed. 45 shows the common 2D honeycomb layered
packing where the layers are eclipsed along the crystallographic c axis, with a H2O molecule located
between Fe centers, leading to the formation of 1D hexagonal channels (Figure 33). These channels
are occupied by disordered DMF molecules, as was confirmed by microelemental analysis and
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).

Figure 33. View of the crystal structure of [Fe2L3]2−, along the crystallographic c axis (upper) and
b axis (lower), with selected Fe···Fe distances (Å). Orange = Fe, green = Cl, red = O, and gray = C.
Adapted with permission from Reference [201]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

X-ray diffraction, Raman spectra and and Mo··ssbauer spectra confirm the presence of FeIII

metal ions and mixed-valence ligands which can be formulated as [(Cl2An)3]8−, obtained through
a spontaneous redox reaction from FeII to Cl2An2−. Upon removal of DMF and H2O solvent molecules,
the desolvated phase (Me2NH2)2Fe2(Cl2An)3], 45a, showing a slight structural distortion respect to 45,
has been obtained. 45a gives a a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of 885(105) m2/g, from
a fit to N2 adsorption data, at 77 K, confirming the presence of permanent microporosity. This value is
the second highest reported for a porous magnet, overcome only with a value of 1050 m2/g reported
for a lactate-bridged CoII material [202]. Finally, the structural distortion is fully reversible and similar
“breathing” behavior has been previously observed in MOFs [203–205]. The thermal variation of the
magnetization shows that 45 and 45a have a spontaneous magnetization below 80 and 26 K with
magnetic hysteresis up to 60 and 20 K (Figure 34).

To precisely determine the Tcs of 45 and 45a, variable-temperature ac susceptibility data under
zero applied field were collected at selected showing for 45a slightly frequency dependent peak in both
in-phase (χM

′) and out-of-phase (χM”) susceptibility and give a Tc = 80 K. The frequency dependence
can be quantified by the Mydosh parameter, in this case φ = 0.023, which is consistent with glassy
magnetic behavior. Such glassiness can result from factors such as crystallographic disorder and spin
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frustration arising from magnetic topology. In contrast, the plot of χM
′ vs. T for 45a exhibits a sharp,

frequency-independent peak with a maximum at 26 K, indicating that 45a undergoes long-range
magnetic ordering at Tc = 26 K. The magnetic data demonstrate that 45 and 45a behave as magnets that
involve dominant intralayer antiferromagnetic interactions between adjacent spins. Moreover these
results demonstrate that the incorporation of semiquinone radical ligands into an extended can
generate a 2D magnet with Tc = 80 K, with permanent porosity and activated phase undergoing a slight
structural distortion and associated decrease in magnetic ordering temperature to Tc = 26 K.

Figure 34. Thermal variation of the magnetization for 45 (blue) and 45a (red), collected under an
applied dc field of 10 Oe. Inset:Variable-field magnetization data for 45 at 60 K (blue) and 45a at 10 K
(red). Reprinted with permission from Reference [201] Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

The first example of a 3D monometallic lanthanoid assembly, the Na5[Ho(H2An4−)2]3 7H2O
(46) complex, showing ferromagnetism with a Curie temperature of 11 K, has been reported by
Ohkoshi et al. [206]. In this compound the Ho3+ ion adopts a dodecahedron (D4d) coordination geometry
and each Ho3+ ion is connected to eight O atoms of four bidentate H2An4− ligands directed toward
the a and b axes, which resulted in a 3-D network with regular square-grid channels (Figure 35a–c).
These channels (4.9 × 4.9 Å) was occupied by Na+ ions and noncoordinated water molecules.

Figure 35. (a) Thermal ellipsoid plots (50% probability level) of the molecular structure of 46. All
independent atoms, including water and Na+ ions, are labeled. H atoms are omitted for clarity. Ho, Na,
O, and C atoms, are represented by red, purple, blue, and light gray colours respectively; (b) X-ray
crystal structure along the a axis; (c) X-ray crystal structure along the c axis. Water molecules, Na+ ions
and H atoms are omitted for clarity. Adapted with permission from Reference [206]. Copyright 2009
American Chemical Society.
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The thermal variation of the magnetic properties (χMT product vs. T) is reported in Figure 36. The χMT
value at room temperature was 14.4 cm3 K mol−1, which nearly corresponds to the expected value of
13.9 cm3 K mol−1 for Ho3+ ion (J = 8, L = 6, S = 2, and g = 5/4). The thermal variation of the field-cooled
magnetization (FCM) and the remnant magnetization (RM) showed that a spontaneous magnetization has
been observed at TC = 11 K (Figure 36a) with a M-H hysteresis loop at 2 K indicating a value of 170 Oe for
HC and a value of 6.4 μB at 50 kOe for M (Figure 36b), close to the expected value of 6.8 μB [207].

Figure 36. Thermal variation of magnetic properties of 46. (a) field-cooled magnetization (FCM)
obtained with decreasing temperature at an applied field of 10 Oe (red filled circles). RM obtained with
increasing temperature without an applied field; (b) M-H hysteresis plot. Inset shows the magnetic field
dependence of magnetization at 2 K; (c) Schematic representation of magnetic ordering. Red, blue, and
light gray represent Ho, O, and C atoms, respectively. Adapted with permission from Reference [206].
Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.

The ferromagnetic ordering is due to the effective mediation of the magnetic interactions between
Ho3+ ions by the π orbitals of H2An4−. Interestingly this material opens the way to explore the
chemistry and physical properties of related systems with different lanthanides which can result in
very challenging luminescent/magnetic microporous materials.

The molecular packing and physical properties of all compounds discussed in this work are
summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Molecular Packing and Physical Properties of anilato-based magnetic/conducting
molecular materials.

Compound Molecular Packing Physical Properties Ref.

[(Ph)4P]3[Fe(H2An)3]·6H2O 1

Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
strong HBs between oxygen atoms
of the ligand and crystallization
water molecules

PM
J/kB = −0.020 K [116]

[(Ph)4P]3[Cr(H2An)3]·6H2O 2
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
π-π interactions

PM
Weak magnetic coupling due to
charge transfer between the Cr metal
ions and the hydranilate ligands

[116]

[(TPA)(OH)FeIIIOFeIII(OH)
(TPA)][Fe(Cl2An)3]0.5(BF4)0.5·
1.5MeOH·H2O 3

Homoleptic trischelated complex

μeff(RT) = 2.93 μB
Strong AFM interaction within
FeIIIOFeIII with a plateau at 55 K.
Below 55 K, μ(T) is constant at 4.00 μB
J/kB = −165 K

[117]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[Cr(Cl2An)3] 4a
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.

PM
ZFS [119]

[(Ph)4P]3 [Cr(Cl2An)3] 4b
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
π-π interactions

PM
ZFS [119]
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Table 2. Cont.

Compound Molecular Packing Physical Properties Ref.

[(Et)3NH]3 [Cr(Cl2An)3] 4c
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.

PM
ZFS [119]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[Fe(Cl2An)3] 5a
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.

Curie-Weiss PM
J/kB = −2.2 K [119]

[(Ph)4P]3 [Fe(Cl2An)3] 5b
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
π-π interactions

PM
ZFS [119]

[(Et)3NH]3 [Fe(Cl2An)3] 5c
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.

PM
ZFS [119]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[Cr(Br2An)3] 6a
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.

PM
ZFS [119]

[(Ph)4P]3 [Cr(Br2An)3] 6b
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
π-π interactions

PM
ZFS [119]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[Fe(Br2An)3] 7a
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.

Curie-Weiss PM (r.t.−4.1 K),
AFM coupling via halogen-bonding
between the complexes forming
the dimers

[119]

[(Ph)4P]3 [Fe(Br2An)3] 7b
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
π-π interactions

Curie-Weiss PM [119]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[Cr(I2An)3] 8a
Supramolecular dimers that are held
together by two symmetry-related
I···O interactions

Curie-Weiss PM (r.t.−4.1 K),
AFM coupling via halogen-bonding
between the complexes forming
the dimers

[119]

[(Ph)4P]3 [Cr(I2An)3] 8b
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
π-π interactions

Curie-Weiss PM [119]

[(n-Bu)4N]3Fe(I2An)3] 9a
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.

Curie-Weiss PM
J/kB = 0.011 K [119]

[(Ph)4P]3[Fe(I2An)3] 9b

Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
iodine–iodine interactions
XB interactions
π-π interactions

Curie-Weiss PM
J/kB = 0.34 K [119]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[Cr(ClCNAn)3] 10a

Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
C–N···Cl interactions between
complex anions having an opposite
stereochemical configuration (Λ, Δ)

Curie-Weiss PM
J/kB = 0.0087 K [120]

[(Ph)4P]3 [Cr(ClCNAn)3] 10b
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
π-π interactions

Curie-Weiss PM
J/kB = −0.24 K [120]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[Fe(ClCNAn)3] 11a

Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
C–N···Cl interactions between
complex anions having an opposite
stereochemical configuration (Λ, Δ)

Curie-Weiss PM [120]

[(Ph)4P]3 [Fe(ClCNAn)3] 11b
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
π-π interactions

Curie-Weiss PM [120]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[Al(ClCNAn)3] 12a

Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.
C–N···Cl interactions between
complex anions having an opposite
stereochemical configuration (Λ, Δ)

Red luminophore
Ligand centred emission [120]

[(Ph)4P]3 [Al(ClCNAn)3] 12b
Homoleptic tris-chelated
octahedral complex.

Red luminophore
Ligand centred emission [120]
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Table 2. Cont.

Compound Molecular Packing Physical Properties Ref.

(PBu3Me)2[NaCr(Br2An)3] 13

2D lattice
Heterometallic anionic Honeycomb
layers alternated with cationic layer in
alternated manner

PM
ZFS [121]

(PPh3Et)2[KFe(Cl2An)3]
(dmf)2 14

2D lattice
Heterometallic anionic Honeycomb
layers alternated with cationic layer in
alternated manner

PM
ZFS [121]

(NEt3Me)[Na(dmf)]-[NaFe
(Cl2An)3] 15

Inter-connected 2D honeycomb PM
ZFS [121]

(NBu3Me)2[NaCr(Br2An)3] 16 3D lattice PM
ZFS [121]

[(H3O)(phz)3][MnCr(Cl2An)3
(H2O)] 17

Eclipsed Heterometallic anionic
Honeycomb layers alternated with
cationic layers

Ferrimagnet
Tc = ca. 5.0 K [125]

[(H3O)(phz)3][MnCr(Br2An)3]
·H2O 18

Eclipsed Heterometallic anionic
Honeycomb layers alternated with
cationic layers

Ferrimagnet
Tc = ca. 5.0 K [125]

[(H3O)(phz)3][MnFe(Br2An)3]
·H2O 19

Eclipsed Heterometallic anionic
honeycomb layers

Weak FM due to long-range AF
ordering with spin canting at ca. 3.5 K [125]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[MnCr(Cl2An)3
(H2O)] 20

Alternated Heterometallic anionic
honeycomb layers

Ferrimagnet
Tc = 5.5 K
J/kB = −8.7 K

[125]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[MnCr(Br2An)3
(H2O)] 21

Alternated Heterometallic anionic
honeycomb layers

Ferrimagnet
Tc = 6.3 K
J/kB = −8.7 K

[125]

[(n-Bu)4N]3[MnCr(I2An)3
(H2O)] 22

Alternated heterometallic anionic
honeycomb layers

Ferrimagnet
Tc = 8.2 K
J/kB = −10 K

[125]

Bu)4N]3[MnCr(H2An)3
(H2O)] 23

Alternated Heterometallic anionic
honeycomb layers

Ferrimagnet
Tc = 11.0 K
J/kB = −12 K

[125]

[BEDT-TTF]3[Fe(Cl2An)3]·
3CH2Cl2·H2O 24

BEDT-TTF dimers
not-layered structure
Cl···S interactions

PM with a contribution at
high temperatures from BEDT-TTF
radical cations
semiconductor
σRT = 3 × 10−4 S cm−1

Intradimer Coupling Constant
JCC = −2.6 × 1033 K

[164]

δ-[BEDT-TTF]5[Fe(Cl2An)3]
·4H2O 25

organic-inorganic layers segregation
δ packing of BEDT TTF Cl···S
interactions

PM with a contribution at
high temperatures from BEDT-TTF
radical cations
Semiconductor
σRT = 2 S cm−1

[164]

α'''-[BEDT-TTF]18
[Fe(Cl2An)3]3·3CH2Cl2·
6H2O 26

organic-inorganic layers segregation
α''' packing of BEDT TTF
Cl···S interaction

PM with a contribution at
high temperatures from BEDT-TTF
radical cations
Semiconductor σRT = 8 S cm−1

[164]

[(BEDT-TTF)6
[Fe(Cl2An)3]·(H2O)1.5·
(CH2Cl2)0.5 27

organic-inorganic layers segregation
θ21 phase of BEDT TTF
Cl···S interaction

PM with Pauli PM contribution
Semiconductor σRT = ca. 10 S cm−1 [166]

β-[(S,S,S,S)-TM-BEDT-TTF]3
PPh4[KIFeIII(Cl2An)3]·3H2O 28
β-[(R,R,R,R)-TM-BEDT-TTF]3
PPh4[KIFeIII(Cl2An)3]·3H2O 29

heterobimetallic anionic honeycomb
layers alternated with cationic
chiral donors
Cl···Cl contact,
π-π stacking
terminal CH3···O contacts
(segregated columns of cations
and anions)
β packing of TM-BEDT-TTF

Curie-Weiss PM
Semiconductors
σRT = 3 × 10−4 S cm−1

[167]
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Table 2. Cont.

Compound Molecular Packing Physical Properties Ref.

β-[(rac)-TM-BEDT-TTF]3
PPh4[KIFeIII(Cl2An)3]·3H2O 30

heterobimetallic anionic honeycomb
layers alternated with cationic chiral
-(rac)-donors
Cl···Cl contact,
π-π stacking
terminal CH3···O contacts
(segregated columns of cations
and anions)
β packing of TM-BEDT-TTF

Curie-Weiss PM
Semiconductors
σRT = 3 × 10−4 S cm−1

[167]

[FeIII(sal2-trien)]MnCr
(Cl2An)3 31

2D Honeycomb bimetallic anionic layers
with inserted Fe(III) cationic complexes
and solvent molecules.

FerriM
Inserted HS Fe(III) cations
Tc = 10K
J/kB = −10 K
Exfoliation

[168]

[FeIII(4-OH-sal2-trien)]
MnCr(Cl2An)3 32

2D Honeycomb bimetallic anionic layers
with inserted Fe(III) cationic complexes
and solvent molecules.

FerriM
Inserted HS Fe(III) cations
Tc = 10.4 K
J/kB = −7.2 K

[168]

[FeIII(sal2-epe)] MnCr
(Br2An)3 33

2D Honeycomb bimetallic anionic layers
with inserted Fe(III) cationic complexes
and solvent molecules.

FerriM
Inserted HS Fe(III) cations
Tc = 10.2 K
J/kB = −6.5 K

[168]

[FeIII(5-Cl-sal2-trien)]
MnCr(Br2An)3 34

2D honeycomb bimetallic anionic layers
with inserted Fe(III) cationic complexes
and solvent molecules.

FerriM
Inserted LS Fe(III) cations
Tc = 9.8 K
J/kB = −6.7 K

[168]

[FeII(tren- (imid)3)]2
MnIICl2CrIII(Cl2An)3]Cl·
solvent 35

1D anionic chain formed by
CrIIIcomplexes bonded to two Mn(II) ions
through two bis-bidentate chloranilate
bridges, and terminal third choranilate.

FerriM
coupling within the chains that gives
rise to a magnetic ordering
below 2.6 K

[168]

[FeIII(acac2-trien)]
[MnIICrIII(Cl2An)3]3
(CH3CN)2 36

Neutral layers formed by 2D honeycomb
bimetallic anionic layers with cationic
complexes inside the hexagonal channels.
van der Waals interactions
between the layers.

FerriM at ca. 10.8 K, inserted HS Fe(III)
cations
Exfoliation

[172]

[FeIII(acac2-trien)]
[MnIICrIII(Br2An)3]3
(CH3CN)2 37

Neutral layers formed by 2D Honeycomb
bimetallic anionic layers with cationic
complexes inside the hexagonal channels.
Van der Waals interactions
between the layers

FerriM at ca. 11.4 K, inserted HS Fe(III)
cations
Exfoliation

[172]

[GaIII(acac2-trien)]
[MnIICrIII(Br2An)3]3
(CH3CN)2 38

Neutral layers formed by 2D Honeycomb
bimetallic anionic layers with cationic
complexes inside the hexagonal channels.
Van der Waals interactions
between the layers

FerriM at ca. 11.6 K [172]

{(H0.5phz)2[Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]·
2H2O}n 39

Supramolecular Framework
Novel Intercalation Compounds
Electrostatic interactions

Interlayer distances (Fe(1)-Fe(1′ ′))14.57
Å
In 77–300 K temperature range, EPR
silent. Intralayer AFM exchange via
Hydrogen-Bonds and stacking
interactions among
[Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]−
monomers J2D/kB = −0.10 K

[184].

{[Fe(Cp)2][Fe(Cl2An)2
(H2O)2]}n 40

Supramolecular Framework
Novel Intercalation Compounds
Electrostatic interactions

Interlayer distances
(Fe(1)-Fe(1′ ′)) 9.79 Å
In 77–300 K temperature range, EPR
silent. Intralayer AFM exchange via
Hydrogen-Bonds and stacking
interactions among
[Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]− monomers and
Heisenberg AFM intrachain
stacking interactions in 1D arrays of
[Fe(Cp)2]+ cations
J2D/kB = −0.13 K
J1D/kB = −2.4 K

[184]
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Table 2. Cont.

Compound Molecular Packing Physical Properties Ref.

[Fe(Cp*)2][Fe(Cl2An)2
(H2O)2]}n 41

Supramolecular Framework
Novel Intercalation Compounds
Electrostatic interactions
π-π stacking
tilted columns of stacked
decamethylferrocene cations

Interlayer distances
(Fe(1)-Fe(1′ ′)) 13.13 Å.
In 77–300 K temperature range,
EPR silent
High-spin (S = 5/2)Fe(III) ions in
{[Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]}m− anions
Low-spin (S = 1/2) Fe(III) ions in
[Fe(Cp*)2]+ cations
Intralayer AFM exchange via
hydrogen-bonds and stacking
interactions among
[Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]− monomers and
Heisenberg
AFM intrachains
stacking interaction in 1D arrays of
[Fe(Cp)2]+ cations
J/kB = −9.5 K
J1D/kB = −1.9 K

[184]

{(TTF)2[Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]}n 42

Novel intercalation compounds
formed by the 2D hydrogen-bond
supported layers and
functional guests.
Electrostatic interactions
π-π stacking
Face to Face stacking of TTF cations in
columnar structure
S···S distances (type A; 3.579(3) Å,
and type B; 3.618(3) Å).
Head-to-Tail arrangement for TTF
cations in the stacked column

Interlayer distances
(Fe(1)-Fe(1′ ′)) 13.45 Å.
EPR active with g = 2.008 (2 signals)
indicating TTF is present as
radical species
High-spin Fe(II) and Fe(III) ions (the
iron-chloranilate anionic layer has a
valence-trapped mixed-valence state)
Isotropic intralayer AFM exchange
via hydrogen-bonds and stacking
interaction among
iron(III)- and iron(II)-chloranilate
monomers (1:1)
Heisenberg alternating
AFM linear chain for
isotropic exchange
in the 1D array of TTF cations via
intrachain stacking interactions
J/kB = −6.5 K
J1D/kB = −443 K

[184]

(NBu4)2FeIII
2(H2An)3 43

3D structure
MOF with Robin-Day Class II/III
mixed-valency ligand

Curie-Weiss PM
J1D/kB = 0.89 K
(250–300 K)
High T- FM
Low T- FerriM interactions
Arrhenius semiconductor
σRT = 0.16(1) S cm−1

[185]

(Na)0.9(NBu4)1.8FeIII
2

(H2An)3 44

Isostructural to 46 (PXRD)
MOF with Robin-Day Class II/III
mixed-valency ligand

Curie-Weiss PM
J1D/kB = 0.95 K
(250-300K)
Arrhenius semiconductor
σRT = 0.0062(1) S cm−1

[185]

(Me2NH2)2[Fe2Cl2An3]·
2H2O·6DMF 45

Eclipsed 2D honeycomb layered
packing with a H2O between Fe
centers, leading to the formation of
1D hexagonal channels

2D Microporous magnet with strong
magnetic coupling.
Intralayer AFM interactions
Tc = 80 K, glassy Magnet, Mydosh
parameter, φ = 0.023

[201]

(Me2NH2)2[Fe2Cl2An3] 45a
Eclipsed 2D honeycomb
layered packing
Desolvated phase of 48

Intralayer AFM interactions Tc = 26 K.
Permanent porosity with
BET surface area of 885(105) m2/g

[201]

Na5[Ho(H2An4−)2]3 7H2O 46

3D monometallic lanthanoid assembly
Ho3+ ion adopts a dodecahedron
(D4d) geometry with regular
square-grid channels

FM with a Curie Temperature of 11 K [206]

PM = Paramagnet; FM = Ferromagnet; FerriM = Ferrimagnet; AFM = Antiferromagnet.
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5. Conclusions

The compounds described in this work are summarized in Table 2. It can be envisaged that
the real challenge of anilate-based materials is due to their peculiar features: (i) easy to modify or
functionalize by the conventional synthetic methods of organic and coordination chemistry, with
no influence on their coordination modes (ii) easy to tune the magnetic exchange coupling between
the coordinated metals by a simple change of the X substituent (X = H, F, Cl, Br, I, NO2, OH, CN,
Me, Et, etc.) at the 3,6 positions of the anilato moiety; (iii) influence of the electronic nature of the
X substituents on the intermolecular interactions and thus the physical properties of the resulting
materials. The novel family of complexes of the anilato-derivatives containing the X=Cl, Br, I, H, and
Cl/CN substituents with d-transition Fe(III) and Cr(III) metal ions (3–10) are a relevant example of the
crucial role played by halogens n their physical properties, either at the electronic level, by varying the
electron density on the anilate ring, or at the supramolecular level, affecting the molecular packing
via halogen-bonding interactions. It is noteworthy that halogen-bonding interactions observed in
9b are responsible for a unique magnetic behaviour in this family. Moreover the anilato derivatives
having Cl/CN substituents and their complexes with Al(III) metal ions (12a,b), show unprecedented
properties such as luminescence in the visible region (green and red luminophores, respectively),
never observed in this family to the best of our knowledge. The paramagnetic anionic complexes
has shown to be excellent building blocks for constructing via the “complex as-ligand approach”:
(i) new 2D and 3D heterometallic lattices with alkaline M(I) and d-transition M(III) metal ions
(13–16); (ii) 2D layered molecular ferrimagnets (17–23) which exhibit tunable ordering temperature
as a function of the halogen electronegativity; it is noteworthy how subtle changes in the nature of
the substituents (X = Cl, Br, I, H) have been rationally employed as “adjusting screws” in tuning
the magnitude of the magnetic interaction between the metals and thus the magnetic properties
of the final material; the additional peculiarity of these molecular magnets is that they form void
hexagonal channels and thus can behave as layered chiral magnetic MOFs with tunable size which
depends, in turn, on the halogen size. The paramagnetic anionic complexes worked well as magnetic
components of multifunctional molecular materials based on BEDT-TTF organic donors (24–27) which
has furnished the pathway for combining electrical conductivity with magnetic properties, in analogy
with the relevant class of [M(ox)3]3− (ox = oxalate) tris-chelated complexes which have produced
the first family of molecular paramagnetic superconductors. The introduction of chirality in the
BEDT-TTF organic donor has been successful and a complete series of radical-cation salts have been
obtained by combining the TM-BEDT-TTF organic donor in its (S,S,S,S) and (R,R,R,R) enantiopure
forms, or their racemic mixture (rac), with 2D heterobimetallic anionic layers formed “in situ” by
self-assembling of the tris(chloranilato)ferrate(III) metal complexes in the presence of potassium
cations in the usual honey-comb packing pattern (28–30). Another advantage of anilato-ligands
compared to the oxalato ones is their bigger size leading to hexagonal cavities that are twice larger
than those of the oxalato-based layers, where a large library of cationic complexes can be inserted.
When using spin crossover cations such as [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+, (X = Cl) (31) and its derivatives and the
[MIII(acac2-trien)]+, M = Fe or Ga complex (32–38), which has a smaller size than the [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+

complex, 2D anilate-based materials have been obtained showing in the former the typical alternated
cation/anion layered structure while in the latter neutral layers never observed previously in oxalate
or anilate-based 2D networks, where the spin crossover cations are inserted in the centre of the
hexagonal channels. This novel type of structure opens the way to the synthesis of a new type of
multifunctional materials in which small templating cations are confined into the 1D channels formed
by 2D anilate-based networks and could be a useful strategy for the introduction of other properties
such as electric or proton conductivity in addition to the magnetic ordering of the anilate-based
network. Interestingly this type of magnetic hybrid coordination polymers can be considered as
graphene related magnetic materials. In fact being formed by a 2D anionic network and cations
inserted within or between the layers, with interlayer ionic or weak van der Waals interactions, they
have been successfully exfoliated using either the micromechanical Scotch tape method leading to good
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quality micro-sheets of these layered magnets or solvent-mediated exfoliation methods. Interestingly
the hybrid nature of these magnetic layers provides the unique opportunity to generate smart layers
where the switching properties of the inserted complexes can modulate the cooperative magnetism of
the magnetic network. 39–42 are interesting examples of host-guest intercalation compounds formed
by the common 2D hydrogen-bond supported layers and ferrocene/decamethylferrocene and TTF
functional guests showing intralayer AFM exchange via hydrogen-bonds and stacking interactions
among [Fe(Cl2An)2(H2O)2]− monomers and the Heisenberg AFM intrachain stacking interactions in
1D arrays of ferrocene/decamethylferrocene and TTF cations. Interestingly these compounds shows
how hydrogen-bond-supported anionic layers based on iron-chloranilate mononuclear complexes can
be used as inorganic hosts for the intercalation of guest cations to construct new types of multilayered
inorganic-organic hybrid materials. It is noteworthy that these layers are so flexible that they can
include and stabilize various kinds of guests in the channels showing the versatility of the anilate
building blocks and the challenge of the molecular approach as synthetic procedure.

Finally 43 and 44 are rare examples of a MOF formed by metal ions bridged by paramagnetic
linkers, the hydranilates, that additionally shows ligand-centered Robin—Day Class II/III mixed
valency, observed for the first time in a MOF. Interestingly 43 exhibits a conductivity of 0.16 ± 0.01 S/cm
at 298 K, one of the highest values yet observed in a MOF and the origin of this electronic conductivity is
determined to be ligand mixed-valency. In these materials the magnetic ordering and semiconducting
behaviors stem from the same origin, the ferric semiquinoid lattice, differently from multifunctional
materials based on tetrathiafulvalene derivatives with paramagnetic counterions where separate
sub-lattices furnish the two distinct magnetic/conducting properties. Therefore they represent
a challenge for pursuing magnetoelectric or multiferroic MOFs. 45 represents also the first structurally
characterized example of a microporous magnet containing the Cl2An3−·chloranilate radical species,
showing Tc = 80 K and solvent-induced switching from Tc = 26 to 80 K. Upon removal of DMF
and H2O solvent molecules, this compound undergoes a slight structural distortion, which is fully
reversible, to give the desolvated phase (Me2NH2)2Fe2(Cl2An)3], 45a, and a fit to N2 adsorption
data, at 77 K, of this activated compound gives a BET surface area of 885(105) m2/g (the second
highest reported for a porous magnet up to now) confirming the presence of permanent microporosity.
These results highlight the ability of redox-active anilate ligands to generate 2D magnets with
permanent porosity. 46 is another interesting example of a monometallic lanthanoid assembly which
consist of a 3-D network framework showing regular square-grid channels and ferromagnetism with
a curie Temperature of 11 K. This is the first structurally characterized example of magnetic lanthanoid
assemblies opening the way to the preparation of 3D magnetic/luminescent MOFs.
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Abstract: During the last years there has been a high interest in the development of new
purely-organic single-component conductors. Very recently, we have reported a new neutral radical
conductor based on the perchlorotriphenylmethyl (PTM) radical moiety linked to a monopyrrolo-
tetrathiafulvalene (MPTTF) unit by a π-conjugated bridge (1) that behaves as a semiconductor under
high pressure. With the aim of developing a new material with improved conducting properties,
we have designed and synthesized the radical dyad 2 which was functionalized with an ethylenedithio
(EDT) group in order to improve the intermolecular interactions of the tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)
subunits. The physical properties of the new radical dyad 2 were studied in detail in solution to
further analyze its electronic structure.

Keywords: neutral organic radical; perchlorotriphenylmethyl radical; tetrathiafulvalene; donor-acceptor

1. Introduction

During the past few years there has been a growing interest in the development of purely-organic
single-component conductors [1,2]. The interest of such systems is that they offer the possibility
of three-dimensional electronic structure, because of the absence of any counterion [3]. However,
realization of purely-organic single-component conductors is a major challenge since organic materials
are normally insulating.

One interesting possibility to achieve this goal is to use neutral organic radicals as single-component
conductors. Although most neutral radicals behave as a Mott insulator, high conductivity can be
attained if the electronic bandwidth W, which is directly related to the intermolecular interactions,
is maximized and the intra-site Coulomb repulsion energy U is minimized. In this sense, most of
these systems are based on delocalized and planar radicals in order to increase the W/U ratio, such as
spirobisphenalenyl [4–6] and thiazolyl radicals [7–9] reported by Haddon and Oakley, respectively.
In addition, Mori and coworkers have also recently reported a purely-organic single-component
conductor by utilizing strong hydrogen-bonding interactions between tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)-based
electron-donor molecules [10,11].

In this direction, we have very recently reported the organic donor-acceptor (D-A) dyad 1

based on the non-planar and spin localized radical perchlorotriphenylmethyl (PTM) radical linked to
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a monopyrrolo-tetrathiafulvalene (MPTTF) unit that exhibited semiconducting behavior with high
conductivity upon application of high pressure [12–15]. The origin of such conducting behavior was
attributed to the increased electronic bandwidth W, thanks to short intermolecular interactions between
the MPTTF and PTM subunits, and the decreasing of the Coulomb repulsion energy U due to the
charge reorganization occurring at high pressure. The intramolecular charge transfer between the
TTF and PTM moieties, as demonstrated by the formation of charge-separated zwitterionic species
in solution when using polar solvents [12,13], is an optimal condition for obtaining neutral radical
conductors since the Coulomb repulsion energy U can be minimized.

To design and obtain new neutral radicals based on this family of compounds exhibiting
higher conductivity, one synthetic approach could be the functionalization of the MPTTF unit with
an ethylenedithio (EDT) group in order to increase the intermolecular interactions as it has been
reported for several organic superconductors [16]. Thus, in this article we report the synthesis and
characterization of the D-A radical dyad 2 (EDT-MPTTF-PTM) which contains the same molecular
structure as 1 but is functionalized with an EDT group in order to improve the self-assembly between
the radical molecules (Scheme 1). Subsequently, we evaluate the physical properties in solution of the
radical dyad 2 that could be a neutral radical conductor in the solid state.

Scheme 1. Molecular structures of the monopyrrolo-tetrathiafulvalene (MPTTF)-perchlorotriphenylmethyl
(PTM) (1); and ethylenedithio (EDT)-MPTTF-PTM (2) radical dyads.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis

The strategy to synthesize dyad 2 was based on the Wittig–Horner coupling between the
phosphonated PTM derivative 8 [17] and the EDT-MPTTF aldehyde 7 functionalized with an
ethylenedithio group.

The synthesis of the aldehyde precursor 7 was carried out as outline in Scheme 2. First, the
cross-coupling of the ethylendithio-thione (3) [18] and 5-tosyl-(1,3)-dithiolo[4,5-c]pyrrole-2-one (4) [19]
in anhydrous (EtO)3P gave 5 in 82% yield after column chromatography. Subsequently, the tosyl
protecting group on derivative 5 was removed using NaOMe in a THF/MeOH mixture to obtain
compound 6 as a yellow solid which was used in the next reaction without further purification.
Finally, by mixing derivative 6, 4-bromobenzaldehyde, an excess of cuprous iodide (CuI), and
trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane gave compound 7 in 41% overall yield (from compound 5).
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of compound 7. Ts = tosyl.

Radical dyad 2 was synthesized in three steps, as summarized in Scheme 3. First, compound 9

was obtained in a 52% yield through a Horner–Wadsworth–Emmons reaction of aldehyde 7 and
the phosphonated PTM derivative 8 and was fully characterized (Figures S1–S3) [17]. Subsequent
deprotonation and oxidation of the generated carbanion with silver nitrate provided radical dyad 2

(69%) as a black solid.

Scheme 3. Synthesis of radical dyad 2.
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2.2. Characterization

2.2.1. Electrochemical Properties

Figure 1 displays the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of radical dyads 1 and 2 recorded in CH2Cl2 at
room temperature. Both dyads exhibit three reversible waves assigned to the following redox pairs:
PTM−/PTM· (Ered

1/2), MPTTF/MPTTF+· (Eox1
1/2), and MPTTF+·/MPTTF2+ (Eox2

1/2). The difference
between the reduction and the first oxidation potential, (ΔE(1)), is directly related to the intrasite
Coulomb repulsion energy U of the neutral radical compound and should be minimized for obtaining
optimal molecular conductors [13]. As it transpires from Table 1, ΔE(1) was smaller for radical dyad 1

indicating that the repulsion energy U was slightly increased in radical dyad 2. On the other hand, the
difference between the first and second oxidation potential, (ΔE(2)), slightly decreases in the case of
radical dyad 2.

Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms of dyads 1 (black line) and 2 (red line) in CH2Cl2 versus Ag/AgCl
with Bu4NPF6 (0.1 M) as electrolyte at 300 K under argon at scan rate of 0.1 V/s.

Table 1. Electrochemical data of radical dyads 1 and 2.

Dyad Ered
1/2 (V) Eox1

1/2 (V) Eox2
1/2 (V) ΔE(1) (V) a ΔE(2) (V) b

1 −0.19 +0.45 +0.95 +0.64 +0.50
2 −0.22 +0.51 +0.95 +0.73 +0.44

a ΔE(1) = Eox1
1/2 − Ered

1/2; b ΔE(2) = Eox2
1/2 − Eox1

1/2.

2.2.2. Optical Properties

The UV-vis-near infrared (NIR) spectra of dyads 1 and 2 were recorded in CH2Cl2 at 300 K
(Figure 2) and show similar bands. The intense peak at 385 nm corresponds to the radical chromophore
of the PTM subunit and the shoulders appearing around 450 and 550 nm are assigned to the electronic
conjugation of the unpaired electron into the conjugated π-framework [12]. The lowest energy band,
which appears around 800 nm, is ascribed to the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) occurring
between the electron-donor TTF and electron-acceptor PTM units. This band appears at similar
energies for both dyads indicating that compounds 1 and 2 exhibit a similar degree of charge transfer.

On the other hand, we have observed a bistable behavior in solution, between neutral and
zwitterionic species, for similar TTF-PTM dyads that can be switched by tuning the polarity of
the solvents [12,20,21]. In order to evaluate this bistability phenomenon in solution for this new
system, we recorded the optical spectra of radical dyad 2 in three solvents with different polarities
(CH2Cl2, Me2CO and DMF) (Figure 3). As we can observe, dyad 2 was present in the neutral state
in CH2Cl2 and Me2CO since we only observed the band at 387 nm attributed to the radical neutral
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species. Thus, the bistability of dyad 2 was only observed in the most polar solvent (i.e., DMF), as
demonstrated by the presence of the intense band at 512 nm attributed to the anionic form of the PTM
unit due to the formation of zwitterionic species. Moreover, solution of dyad 2 in DMF was ESR silent
suggesting that the zwitterionic species formed diamagnetic dimers as it has been observed for similar
TTF-PTM dyads [12,14,20]. Most of the absorption bands related to the TTF radical cation dimer are
overlapped by the intense absorption band related to the PTM anion as it has been previously observed
(Figure S4) [22]. This behavior was similar for dyad 1 [12] indicating that dyads 1 and 2 exhibit similar
electronic properties. DFT calculations confirmed that frontier molecular orbitals were similar for
dyads 1 and 2 (Supplementary Materials Figure S4). This bistable behavior in solution suggests that a
charge transfer between the TTF and PTM units in dyad 2 can be promoted upon application of an
external stimulus (i.e., solvent polarity, high pressure, temperature, etc.). This charge reorganization is
an optimal condition for obtaining neutral radical conductors since the Coulomb repulsion energy U
can be minimized [13].

Figure 2. UV-vis-near infrared (NIR) spectra recorded in CH2Cl2 at 300 K of a 0.05 mM solution of
dyads 1 (black line) and 2 (red line). The inset shows the low-energy range of the absorption spectra of
1 and 2.

Figure 3. UV-vis-NIR spectra of radical dyad 2 recorded in CH2Cl2 (black line), Me2CO (blue line) and
DMF (red line) at 300 K. Molecular structures of the possible neutral and zwitterionic states for radical
dyad 2. The inset shows the low-energy range of the absorption spectra.
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2.2.3. Magnetic Properties

Magnetic properties were studied in solution by Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) spectroscopy.
The ESR spectrum of radical dyad 2 recorded in CH2Cl2 (0.05 mM) at room temperature (Figure 4)
showed two main lines with a g-value of 2.0025 corresponding to the hyperfine coupling of the
unpaired electron with one 1H atom of the vinylene bridge. The isotropic hyperfine coupling constants
with such a proton showed the typical values for vinyelene-substituted PTM radicals (aH = 1.9 Hz;
ΔHpp = 1.1 Hz). The few satellite weak lines are attributed to the hyperfine coupling of the unpaired
electron with naturally abundant 13C isotopes at the α and aromatic positions.

Figure 4. Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) spectrum recorded of a 0.05 mM solution of radical dyad 2 in
CH2Cl2 at 300 K.

On the other hand, we generated 2•+ by chemical oxidation with FeCl3 (Figure S5) and recorded
ESR spectra at different temperatures (220–300 K) (Figure 5). The ESR spectrum at room temperature
consists of two separated groups of lines (a single line and two symmetrical lines) with g values of
2.0056 and 2.0029 attributed to the open-shell TTF•+ and PTM• radical subunits, respectively. When
temperature is lowered, the lines associated with both TTF and PTM units progressively decreased
in intensity and the intensity of the TTF line disappeared completely at 220 K. These changes were
completely reversible with temperature and this behavior was consistent with the dimerization of 2•+

at low temperature as it has already been observed for other TTF-PTM oxidized dyads [22].

Figure 5. ESR spectra of 2·+ recorded in THF (0.05 mM) at 300 (green line), 260 (red line) and 220 K
(purple line).
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As noted previously for similar systems [22], the observation that the intensity of the ESR signal
decreases when decreasing the temperature suggests that in the dimer [2•+]2 the two TTF•+ subunits
are magnetically coupled in a singlet (ESR-silent) ground state and, in addition, are able to transmit
an antiferromagnetic coupling between the two unpaired spins of the PTM subunits. Such behavior
indicates that there is a great intermolecular interaction between the dyads 2 which is an important
prerequisite for obtaining optimal molecular conductors in the solid state.

Concerning the properties in solid state of radical dyad 2, the external and additional sulfur
atoms as well as the ethylene groups could play a key role in obtaining an optimal crystal packing
since it is well known that S···S and C–H···S interactions are very useful as secondary-interactions to
achieve supramolecular assemblies of TTF derivatives [16]. Therefore, we expect that intermolecular
interactions in dyad 2 will be increased in comparison to dyad 1 and that the electronic bandwidth W
will be enhanced. On the other hand, although the estimated Coulomb repulsion energy U of 2 seems
to increase in comparison with 1 from the CV, we expect that charge transfer occurring between the
TTF and PTM subunits, as it has been observed in solution, will help to decrease such repulsion energy.

In view of the promising conducting properties that could exhibit crystals of dyad 2, several
efforts for crystallizing the neutral compound has been realized by diffusion and slow evaporation
methods using different solvents (hexane, toluene, CH2Cl2, Et2O . . . ) and conditions (temperature,
concentration . . . ). Unfortunately, up to now, it has not been possible to obtain crystals of high quality
which has prevented the determination of its X-ray crystal structure. Moreover, in view of the several
reported examples of magnetic conductors and superconductors based on BEDT-TTF charge transfer
salts [16], it is also planned to obtain radical ion-salts based on dyad 2 by electrocrystallization in the
future. Thus, we will continue our efforts for crystallizing such compounds that could have a potential
use in spintronics if they are able to combine both conductivity and magnetism in a cooperative
manner, as the spin-polarized donor radicals reported by Sugawara and coworkers [23].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. General Methods for Synthesis and Characterization

All reagents and solvents employed for the syntheses were of high purity grade and were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA), Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), and SDS,
except compound 3 [18] and 4 [19] which were synthesized according to literature procedures
Anhydrous solvents were used in the chemical reactions and for recording the cyclic voltammograms.
1H NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker Avance 250, 400, or 500 instruments (Bruker, Billerica,
MA, USA) and Me4Si was used an internal standard. Infrared spectra were recorded with Spectrum
One FT-IR Spectroscopy instrument (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and UV/Vis/NIR spectra were
measured using Cary 5000E Varian (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). ESR spectra were performed with
a Bruker ESP 300 E (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) equipped with a rectangular cavity T102 that works
with an X-band (9.5 GHz). The solutions were degassed by argon bubbling before the measurements.
LDI/TOF MS were recorded in a Bruker Ultraflex LDI-TOF spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA).
Cyclic voltammetry measurements were obtained with a potentiostat 263a (Ametek, Berwyn, PA,
USA) from EG&G Princeton Applied Research in a standard 3 electrodes cell. The IR-NIR spectra
have been collected with a Bruker FT-IR IFS-66 spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA)
equipped with a Hyperion microscope. The spectral resolution is about 2 cm−1 for both spectrometers.
The manipulation of the radicals in solution was performed under red light.

3.2. Synthesis and Characterization

Compound 1 was synthesized as reported in reference [12].
Compound 5: Anhydrous (EtO)3P (40 mL) was heated to 130 ◦C before the thione 3 (1.10 g,

4.90 mmol) and the ketone 4 (0.99 g, 3.18 mmol) were added. After stirring the reaction mixture at
130 ◦C for 10 min, an additional portion of 3 (1.08 g, 4.81 mmol) was added, then the reaction mixture
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was heated at 130 ◦C for 3.5 h. The reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature, whereupon
cold MeOH (50 mL, −18 ◦C) was added. Leaving the mixture overnight at −18 ◦C produced a yellow
precipitate, which was filtered off and washed with cold MeOH (3 × 20 mL, −18 ◦C). The yellow solid
was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (500 mL) and Celite 545 (40 mL) was added, before the solvent was removed in
vacuo. The resulting residue was purified by column chromatography (silica gel: 1. CH2Cl2/petroleum
ether (b.p. 60–80 ◦C) 1:1, 2. CH2Cl2) and the broad yellow band was collected and concentrated to
the give the title compound 5 as a yellow powder containing traces of grease. Yield (1.27 g, 82%).
Characterization: M.p. > 250 ◦C. 1H-NMR (CDCl3): δ = 2.41 (s, 3H), 3.29 (s, 4H), 6.93 (s, 2H), 7.30
(d, 2H, J = 8.3 Hz), 7.72 (d, 2H, J = 8.3 Hz). MS (ESI): m/z = 486 (M+). HiRes-FT ESI-MS: Calculated
m/z = 486.8991; Found m/z = 486.8987. IR (KBr): v/cm−1 = 3125; 2919; 1595; 1371; 1225; 1188; 1171;
1090; 1054.

Compound 7: A solution of the MPTTF compound 5 (0.390 g, 0.800 mmol) in a mixture of
anhydrous THF (50 mL) and anhydrous MeOH (50 mL) was degassed (N2, 20 min.), before a solution
of NaOMe in MeOH (25% w/w, 1.85 mL, 8.1 mmol) was added. The reaction mixture was heated
under reflux for 20 min and then allowed to cool down to room temperature. The solvent was
removed in vacuo and the residue was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (500 mL). This mixture was washed
with H2O (3 × 200 mL) and dried (MgSO4) before the solvent was removed in vacuo to produce a
yellow solid containing 6, which was used in the next reaction without further purification. The crude
product containing the MPTTF compound 6, 4-brombenzaldehyd (0.681 g, 3.68 mmol), CuI (0.315 g,
1.65 mmol), and K3PO4 (0.548 g, 2.58 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous THF (20 mL) and degassed
(N2, 20 min) before ± trans 1,2 diaminocyclohexane (0.40 mL, 0.38 g, 3.3 mmol) was added. The reaction
mixture was heated to 105 ◦C under microwave (MW) irradiation for 3 h and then cooled to room
temperature before the solvent was removed in vacuo. The crude product was dissolved in CH2Cl2
(500 mL) and washed with H2O (3 × 250 mL). The aqueous phases were combined and extracted
with CH2Cl2 (16 × 250 mL). The combined organic phases were dried (MgSO4) and Celite 545
(20 mL) was added, before the solvent was removed in vacuo. The resulting residue was purified by
column chromatography (silica gel: 1. EtOAc, 2. CH2Cl2) and the broad yellow band was collected
and concentrated to give a yellow powder, which was recrystallized from PhMe (400 mL) and washed
with cold PhMe (0 ◦C, 50 mL) providing the title compound 7 as an orange powder. Yield (0.143 g,
41%). Characterization: M.p. > 250 ◦C. 1H NMR ((CD3)2SO): δ = 7.66 (s, 2H), 7.77 (s, 2H), 7.98 (s, 2H),
9.97 (s, 1H, CHO), the signal form the four CH2 protons are obscured under the water signal present in
the NMR solvent. 1H NMR (CDCl3): δ = 3.31 (bs, 4H), 7.00 (bs, 2H); 7.44 (bs, 2H), 7.94 (bs, 2H), 9.98 (s,
1H). MS (ESI): m/z = 436(M+). HiRes-FT ESI-MS: Calculated m/z = 436.9165; Found m/z = 436.9140.
IR (KBr): v/cm−1 = 2921; 2844; 1690; 1600; 1584; 1519; 1492; 1391; 1311; 1172.

Compound 9: A solution of the phosphonated PTM derivative 8 [17] (219 mg. 0.25 mmol)
was dissolved in anhydrous THF (50 mL) under strict inert conditions and cooled down to −78 ◦C.
Potassium tert-butoxide (84 mg, 0.75 mmol) was added and the reaction mixture was stirred for 20 min
to form the yellow-orange ylide. Subsequently, compound 7 (120 mg, 0.27 mmol) was added and
the reaction mixture was allowed up to room temperature and then stirred for 3 days. Then the
reaction mixture was extracted with CH2Cl2 (150 mL) washed with H2O (75 mL), and dried (MgSO4)
before the solvents were evaporated under reduced pressure. Finally, the product was purified by
column chromatography (silica gel: ether/hexane 1:1) to obtain compound 9 as a light yellow powder.
Yield (150 mg, 52%). Characterization: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3)2SO): δ = 7.75 (d, 2H, J = 8.6 Hz), 7,58
(d, 2H, J = 8.6 Hz), 7.55 (s, 2H), 7.22 (d, 1H, J = 16.6 Hz), 7.13 (d, 1H, J = 16.6 Hz); 6.94 (s, 1H); 3.41 (s,
4H). FT-IR: v/cm−1 = 2922 (w), 2851 (w), 2743 (w), 1603 (m, CH=CH), 1519 (s), 1486 (w), 1461 (w),
1365 (w), 1337 (w), 1311 (s), 1298 (s), 1187 (m), 1138 (m), 1038 (m), 967 (m), 934 (m), 875 (w), 808 (s),
748 (m), 719 (w), 685 (w), 669 (s). LDI-TOF (positive mode): m/z (amu/e−): 1158.944 (M+·); (negative
mode): m/z (amu/e−): 1158.845 (M−·). Cyclic voltammetry (Bu4NPF6 0.1 M in CH2Cl2 as electrolyte):
Eox1

1
2

= +0.425 V; Eox2
1
2
= +0.925 V. M.p.: 220 ◦C.
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Compound 2: Tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (1.0 M in methanol, 60 μL, 0.060 mmol) was added
to a solution of compound 9 (50 mg, 0.043 mmol) in distilled THF (20 mL) and the purple solution
was stirred for 2 h. Then AgNO3 (12 mg, 0.071 mmol) dissolved in MeCN (10 mL) was added and the
reaction mixture was stirred for additional 60 min. The solution changes from purple to dark brown
and a precipitate of silver (Ag0) was formed. The reaction mixture was subsequently filtered and the
filtrate was evaporated under reduced pressure. Finally, the product was purified by flash column
chromatography (silica gel: CH2Cl2/hexane 1:1) affording the radical dyad 2 as a dark reddish-brown
powder. Yield (35 mg, 69%). Characterization: FT-IR: v/cm−1 = 2952 (w), 2918 (w), 2853 (w), 1602
(m, CH=CH), 1519 (s), 1484 (w), 1461 (w), 1430 (w), 1380 (w), 1361 (w), 1333 (m), 1309 (s), 1298 (s),
1257 (m), 1228 (w), 1183 (w), 1155 (w), 1118 (w), 1038 (m), 966 (w), 935 (m), 859 (w), 814 (s), 766 (w),
752 (w), 737 (m), 707 (m), 666 (w), 651 (s). UV-VIS-NIR (CH2Cl2, λmax/nm, ε/M−1·cm−1): 325 (22269),
370 (22658), 386 (31503), 437 (12011). LDI-TOF (positive mode): m/z (amu/e−): 1158.396 (M+·). Cyclic
voltammetry (Bu4NPF6 0.1 M in CH2Cl2 as electrolyte): E 1

2

1=−0.220 V; E 1
2

2= +0.510 V; E 1
2

3= +0.953 V.
ESR (CH2Cl2): g = 2.0025; aH = 1.9 Hz; ΔHpp = 1.1 Hz. M.p.: 220 ◦C.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have reported the synthesis and characterization of the new dyad 2 based
on the EDT-MPTTF moiety as electron donor linked to a PTM radical as electron acceptor through
a phenyl-vinyelene bridge. This new dyad exhibits optimal electronic properties in solution and have
the potential to give rise to new radical conductors in the solid state. Neutral and charge transfer salt
crystals based on this system could have a potential use in spintronics if they are able to combine both
conductivity and magnetism in a cooperative way.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2312-7481/2/4/46/s1,
Figure S1: 1H NMR spectrum of 9, Figure S2: IR spectrum of 2 and 9, Figure S3: CVs of 2 and 9, Figure S4:
UV-vis-NIR of 2·+ in THF. Figure S5: Frontier molecular orbital energy diagrams (left) and topologies (right) for
the dyads 1 (black) and 2 (red). The two series of lines represent the orbitals associated to the spin up (α) and spin
down (β), respectively.
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Abstract: To develop novel magnetic conductors exhibiting conducting/magnetic bifunctionalities
and peculiar responses to applied magnetic fields, we synthesized new EDT-TTF (ethylenedithio-
tetrathiafulvalene) donor containing a 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolin-1-yloxyl radical through a
π-conjugated vinylene spacer 1 and examined its electronic and crystal structures, and physical
properties. We also prepared its cation radical salts by an electrochemical oxidation method and
successfully cleared the crystal structures and magnetic properties of the cation radical salts, 1·FeCl4
and 1·GaCl4. These salts have strongly dimerized one-dimensional arrays of the fully oxidized donor
molecules, giving rise to the formation of spin-singlet state of the π cation radical spins in the dimer.
On the other hand, the FeCl4− anion locates on the side of the dimers with very short S-Cl contacts
and mediates very strong π-d interaction between the donor and anion moieties, resulting in the
antiferromagnetic behavior of the Weiss temperature of θ = −3.9 K through its d-π-d interaction.

Keywords: TTF; molecular conductors; magnetic properties; X-ray crystal structure analyses; stable
organic radicals; 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolin-1-yloxyl radical

1. Introduction

In the field of molecular conductors, much interest has been focused on the development
of magnetic conductors, which simultaneously exhibit conducting properties of organic layers
of π-electron donors and magnetic properties of inorganic layers of magnetic transition metal
anions. In such conductors, the conducting properties of organic layers can be controlled
by the application of external magnetic fields and several peculiar physical phenomena
such as field-induced superconductivities in the λ- and κ-type BETS salts with FeX4

−

anions (BETS = bis(ethylenedithio)tetraselenafulvalene; X = Cl and Br) [1–3] and anomalies of
magnetoresistances corresponding to the spin-flop transitions of magnetic Fe3+ spins [4,5] have been
yielded through the π-d interaction between the π-electrons of the organic layers and the magnetic d
spins. On the other hand, the studies on molecular conductors using donor molecules substituted with
stable organic radicals such as 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-yloxyl (TEMPO) and nitronyl nitroxide
radicals have been performed by several research groups [6–9] because cation radical salts of such stable
radical-containing donors are expected to have strong intramolecular magnetic interactions between
their π-cation radical spins and stable radicals and to show outstanding responses to the application
of external magnetic fields [10]. Among them, we have also reported several tetrathiafulvalene
(TTF)-based donor molecules containing stable organic radical parts such as TEMPO and
2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolidin-1-yloxy (PROXYL) radicals [11–13], and discovered highly conducting
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cation radical salts using bis-fused TTF (TTP = 2,5-bis(1,3-dithiol-2-ylidene)-1,3,4,6-tetrathiapentalene)
donors and a PROXYL radical [14–16]. Furthermore, we have developed new TTF and TTP
donors containing a 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolin-1-yloxyl radical [17] because this radical part has
an unsaturated 3-pyrroline ring with a C=C bond and smaller steric hindrance in comparison to
the PROXYL radical having a saturated 3-pyrrolidine ring. However, conducting cation radical
salts of these donors containing a 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolin-1-yloxyl radical could not be obtained
probably due to the steric bulkiness of the radical part that is connected almost orthogonally to the
ethylenedithio bridge of these donor molecules [17]. Therefore, to minimize the steric bulkiness of
this radical part, we designed a new ethylenedithio-tetrathiafulvalene (EDT-TTF) molecule containing
a 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolin-1-yloxyl radical through a π-conjugated vinylene spacer 1 because its
π-conjugated hexatriene chain will ensure the coplanarity between the TTF and stable radical parts.
In this paper, we will report the synthesis, electronic and crystal structures, and physical properties
of new molecule 1. Furthermore, we will discuss the detail of X-ray single crystal structure analyses
and magnetic properties of the FeCl4− and GaCl4− salts of molecule 1 prepared by an electrochemical
oxidation method. Because the FeCl4− salt contains three kinds of spins, namely, the π-cation radical
spins of the donor parts, the stable organic radicals and the Fe3+ d spins, the magnetic interactions
between these spins are of special interest.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis of Donor 1

The EDT-TTF molecule containing a 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolin-1-yloxyl radical 1 was prepared
as described in Scheme 1. The Wittig reagent of stable radical part 4 was prepared by the reported
method from the corresponding bromomethyl derivative 3 [18], and was reacted successively with
t-BuOK and formyl-substituted EDT-TTF 2 [19] in dry benzene at room temperature. After the
column-chromatographic separation of the resultant mixture, donor molecule 1 having a vinylene
spacer was obtained as air-stable orange microcrystals in 53% yield.

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

tBuOK

dry benzene
3 h, r.t.

N O
PPh3

Br

H

O N O

4

S

S
S

S2 1

+

Scheme 1. Synthesis of donor 1.

2.2. Electrochemical Properties and DFT Calculation of Donor 1

Electrochemical properties of 1 were investigated by cyclic voltammetry technique.
Cyclic voltammograms were measured in benzonitrile at 25 ◦C using tetra-n-butylammonium
hexafluorophosphate as a supporting electrolyte. The obtained redox potentials of donor 1 are
summarized in Table 1 together with those of EDT-TTF and 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolin-1-yloxyl
radical derivative 5 [20] measured under the identical conditions. Molecule 1 showed three pairs of
one-electron reversible redox waves (E1, E2 and E3). The E1 and E2 values (+0.50 V and +0.87 V vs.
Ag/AgCl) are almost the same to those of EDT-TTF (+0.48 V and +0.88 V), suggesting that the first and
second oxidations occur at the EDT-TTF part. Similarly, the third oxidation (E3) occurs at the stable
radical part because the E3 value of 1 (+0.96 V) is almost the same as that of 5 (+0.99 V). These results
suggest that the HOMO orbital of donor 1 mainly locates on the EDT-TTF part.

A molecular orbital calculation of donor 1 was performed on the basis of the DFT theory at
UB3LYP/6-31G(d, p) level using GAUSSIAN 09 package [21]. Figure 1 shows the molecular orbitals
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of donor 1 below the LUMO+2 level. The highest occupied two orbitals (120α and 119β: –4.76 eV)
originate from the EDT-TTF part and the SOMO located under the HOMO orbitals (119α: –5.00 eV)
localizes at the stable radical part. These results correspond to the above-mentioned electrochemical
studies and indicate that the generated cation radical spin that exists on the EDT-TTF part and the
localized stable radical spin can coexist in its cation radical salts prepared by an electrochemical
oxidation method.

Table 1. Redox potentials 1 of 1, ethylenedithio-tetrathiafulvalene (EDT-TTF) and stable organic radical 5.

N O

5

Compound E1 E2 E3 E2–E1

1 +0.50 +0.87 +0.96 0.37
EDT-TTF +0.48 +0.88 - 0.40

5 - - +0.99 -
1 V vs. Ag/AgCl, 0.1 mol·L−1 n-Bu4NPF6 in benzonitrile at 25 ◦C, Pt electrodes, scan rate of 50 mV·s−1.
The potentials were corrected with Ferrocene; E(Fc/Fc+) = +0.48 V vs. Ag/AgCl.

Figure 1. Molecular orbitals of donor 1 calculated on the basis of the DFT method at UB3LYP/6-31G
(d, p) level.

2.3. Crystal Structure Analysis and Physical Properties of Donor 1

X-ray crystal structure analysis was performed on an orange platelike single crystal of 1, which was
obtained by recrystallization from dichloromethane/n-hexane. Figure 2 shows the ORTEP drawings
of the molecular structure of 1. This crystal belongs to the monoclinic P21/c space group and one
crystallographically independent molecule exists in the unit cell. As shown in Figure 2b, the TTF part
adopts a boat-form conformation as is often observed in the neutral TTF derivatives. The vinylene
spacer part has a trans-conformation and the vinylene spacer and pyrrolin-1-yloxyl parts show high
planarity. This molecule has a slightly twisted molecular structure with a dihedral angle of 26◦ between
the EDT-TTF moiety and radical moiety. As shown in Figure 3, the molecules are dimerized in a
head-to-tail manner and form a so-called “κ type” molecular arrangement. The shortest S–S contacts
are 3.61 Å in the dimer and 3.90 Å between the dimers. Because the shortest distances between the
oxygen atoms of the stable radicals are 6.10, 6.17, and 6.43 Å, the intermolecular interaction between
the radical parts seems to be very weak in the neutral crystal.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. ORTEP drawings of the molecular structure of neutral donor 1 (a) Top view and (b) side view.
The hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

Figure 3. Crystal structure of neutral donor 1. The hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

Magnetic susceptibilities of neutral donor 1 were measured with a SQUID magnetometer
(MPMS-XL, Quantum Design Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) under the applied field of 10 kOe in the
temperature range of 2–300 K using a powder sample of 1. The temperature dependence of magnetic
susceptibilities can be fitted by a Curie-Weiss law with a Curie constant of 0.365 emu·K·mol−1 that
corresponds to the one S = 1/2 spin of the stable radical with a g-value of 2.00 per molecule and small
Weiss temperature of θ = −1.5 K, suggesting the existence of very weak antiferromagnetic interaction
between the stable radicals (See Figure S1a).

2.4. Crystal Structure Analyses and Magnetic Properties of the Cation Rarical Salts of Donor 1

X-ray crystal structure analyses were performed on needle-like single crystals of the FeCl4− and
GaCl4− salts of donor 1, 1·FeCl4 and 1·GaCl4 obtained by galvanostatic oxidation in the mixture of dry
1,2-dichloroethane and dry ethanol (v/v = 1:9) using the tetraethylammonium salts of the counteranions
as supporting electrolytes. Because these two crystals belong to the monoclinic P21/n space group and
are completely isostructural to each other, only the structure of 1·FeCl4 will be discussed in detail in
this section. In the unit cell, one donor 1 and one anion moiety are crystallographically independent,
indicating that the donor:anion ratio of these crystals is 1:1 and each of the donor moieties is in the
monocation radical state 1+·. The ORTEP drawings of the molecular structure and the crystal structures
of 1·FeCl4 are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. As shown in Figure 4, the molecular structure of
the donor moiety of 1·FeCl4 is similar to that of the neutral one (Figure 2), but is more planar with a
dihedral angle of 15◦ between the EDT-TTF moiety and radical moiety than that of the neutral one (26◦).
Furthermore, the TTF framework has quite high planarity with a mean deviation from the least-squares
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plane of 0.027 Å due to its +1 oxidized state. As shown in the crystal structures (Figure 5), two donor
molecules form a dimer in a head-to-tail manner with a very short interplanar distance of 3.41 Å in
the dimer (interaction a1; the shortest S–S contact is 3.44 Å). The dimers construct a one-dimensional
stacking structure along the a-axis with a longer interplanar distance of 3.63 Å between the dimers
(interaction a2; the shortest S–S contact is 3.93 Å). Overlap integrals between the donor moieties along
these stackings, which are calculated by the extended Hückel method [22], are a1 = 41.5 × 10−3 and
a2 = 0.29 × 10−3, indicating its quite strongly dimerized one-dimensional electronic structure. On the
other hand, the anion moiety locates on the side of the dimers with very short S–Cl contacts of 3.34 Å
(interaction I) and 3.59 Å (interaction II), suggesting very strong π-d interaction between the donor
and anion moieties. These anions form a uniform one-dimensional array with a relatively long Cl–Cl
contact of 3.90 Å (interaction dd1) along the a-axis, suggesting weak direct intermolecular interaction
between the anions. Furthermore, the oxygen atom of the stable radical part has a short O–S contact of
2.94 Å with the neighboring EDT-TTF moiety as shown in Figure 5a.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. ORTEP drawings of the molecular structure of 1·FeCl4 salt (a) Top view and (b) side view.
The hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

(a)

Figure 5. Cont.
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(b) (c)

Figure 5. (a) Crystal structure of 1·FeCl4 projected onto the bc-plane; (b) Stacking structure of 1·FeCl4
along the a-axis; (c) Interactions around the stable radical. The hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.
Short intermolecular contacts (Å) are indicated as dotted lines. Overlap integrals: a1 = 41.5 × 10−3 and
a2 = 0.29 × 10−3.

Paramagnetic susceptibilities (χp) of 1·FeCl4 and 1·GaCl4 were measured under the applied field
of 10 kOe in the temperature range of 2–300 K. The temperature dependence of χp values of the GaCl4−

salt obeyed a Curie law with a Curie constant of 0.371 emu·K·mol−1 that is very close to the calculated
value for one S = 1/2 spin system per 1:1 salt (0.375 emu·K·mol−1) (See Figure S1c). This result
suggests that two π cation radical spins on two EDT-TTF moieties in one dimer are paired to each other
due to the strong intradimer interaction a1, resulting in the formation of a nonmagnetic spin-singlet
state, and only the contribution from the stable radical part can be observed. On the other hand, the
FeCl4− salt indicated a Curie-Weiss fitting of the temperature dependence of χp values with a Curie
constant of 4.89 emu·K·mol−1 that corresponds to the sum of the calculated contributions from the
high-spin Fe3+ spin (S = 5/2; 4.375 emu·K·mol−1) and the stable radical (S = 1/2; 0.375 emu·K·mol−1)
(See Figure S1b). The obtained Weiss temperature of −3.9 K suggests the existence of antiferromagnetic
interaction between these spins. Due to the strongly dimerized structure of fully oxidized EDT-TTF
moieties, these two salts showed insulating conducting behaviors.

Magnetic exchange interactions (Jππ, Jdd, Jπd and JRd) between these paramagnetic moieties (the
π cation radical on the EDT-TTF (π), the stable radical (R) and the magnetic FeCl4− anion (d)) are
estimated from the overlap integrals calculated by the extended Hückel method [23,24]. The π-π
interactions in the dimer (a1 = 41.5 × 10−3) and between the dimers (a2 = 0.29 × 10−3) correspond to
Jππ1 = 3996 K and Jππ2 = 0.19 K, respectively, confirming the nonmagnetic state of the donor parts due
to the spin-singlet formation caused by the strong dimerization. The calculated direct d-d interaction
between the anions along the a-axis is a very small value of Jdd1 = 0.09 K due to its long Cl–Cl distance
of 3.9 Å in comparison to the sum of the van der Waals radii of chlorine atoms (3.6 Å). On the other
hand, the π-d interactions between the EDT-TTF moiety and the FeCl4− anion are very large values
of JI = 7.7 K and JII = 19.6 K reflecting very short S–Cl contacts of 3.34 Å (interaction I) and 3.59 Å
(interaction II) between them mentioned above, while the interactions between the stable radical R and
the anion moiety are estimated to be small values of JRd1 = 0.30 K, JRd2 = 0.32 K, JRd3 = 0.03 K, and JRd4
= 0.77 K using the SOMO orbital localized on the stable radical (See Figure 5c). Such short S–Cl contacts
can mediate the antiferromagnetic interaction between the donor and anion moieties as reported in
(TTF)3 [(Cl)(Mo6Cl14)] complex in which a charge-enhanced S(δ+)–Cl(δ−) intermolecular interaction
(3.229 Å) plays an important role to cause antiferromagnetic ordering of the complex [25]. Although
the short O–S contact of 2.94 Å between the oxygen atom of the stable radical part and the neighboring
EDT-TTF moiety might mediate the magnetic interaction between the stable radical parts, quite small
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Weiss temperature of 0.03 K of the GaCl4− salt suggests that the magnetic exchange interaction JRπ

between the radical part and the donor part is negligible. The overall Jdd, Jπd and JRd values of this
salt are obtained as the mean-field sum; Jdd = 2Jdd1 = 0.18 K, Jπd = JI + JII = 27.3 K and JRd = JRd1 + JRd2
+ JRd3 + JRd4 = 1.42 K, respectively, suggesting that the π-d interaction Jπd seems to be dominant in
the magnetic properties of this salt. Because the d-d interaction Jdd between the FeCl4− anion is a
very small value of 0.18 K compared to the Weiss temperature of −3.9 K, the strong π-d interactions
(I and II) and strong π-π interaction in the dimer (a1) will mediate an indirect antiferromagnetic d-d
interaction of θ = −3.9 K through its d-π-d interaction in addition to the small contribution by the
magnetic interaction between the stable radical and the anions, JRd = 1.39 K.

3. Materials and Methods

General Remarks: Benzene was distilled under nitrogen atmosphere over calcium hydride. 1,
2-Dichloroethane was distilled under nitrogen atmosphere over P2O5. Other chemical reagents were
purchased and used without further purification. High-resolution mass spectra (HRMS) using FAB+

method was measured using a JEOL JMS-700 mass spectrometer (JEOL Ltd., Akishima, Tokyo, Japan).
IR spectra were recorded on KBr pellets using a JASCO FT/IR-4100 spectrometer (JASCO Corp.,
Hachioji, Tokyo, Japan). Cyclic voltammograms were measured using a BAS Electrochemical Analyzer
Model 612B (BAS Inc., Sumida-ku, Tokyo, Japan). ESR spectrum of the benzene solution of 1 was
measured at room temperature with a JEOL JES-RE1X X-band ESR spectrometer (JEOL Ltd., Akishima,
Tokyo, Japan).

Synthesis of 1: A solid mixture of t-BuOK (70 mg, 0. 62 mmol) and 4 [18] (180 mg, 0.37 mmol) was
suspended in 30 mL of dry benzene under nitrogen atmosphere and stirring for 2 h at room temperature.
Then, 2 [19] (100 mg, 0.31 mmol) was added and the reaction mixture was further stirred for 3 h. After
the solvent was evaporated in vacuo, the crude mixture was purified by column-chromatography on
silica gel with dichloromethane (Rf = 0.58) as an eluent. Further purification by recrystallization with
dichloromethane/n-hexane gave orange microcrystals of 1 (76 mg, 0.17 mol, 53%). m.p. 198–200 ◦C
(dec.); HRMS FAB+ (Matrix = 3-Nitrobenzyl alcohol) (C16H18NOS4): Found 368.0291; Calcd. 368.0271;
IR (KBr) ν1151, 2359, 2972, 3747 cm−1; ESR (in benzene solution at r.t.) g = 2.0042, aN = 1.44 mT

Preparation of cation radical salts of 1: The FeCl4− and GaCl4− salts of 1 were prepared as
black needle-like crystals by a galvanostatic (I = 0.4 μA) oxidation using a conventional H-type
electrocrystallization cell in the presence of 1 (5.0 mg) and the corresponding tetraethylammonium
salts of the anions (100 mg) as a supporting electrolyte under nitrogen atmosphere in the mixture of
dry 1, 2-dichloroethane and dry ethanol (10 ml, v/v = 1:9) at 16 ◦C for a few weeks.

X-ray data collection and reduction for the single crystalline samples: X-ray diffraction
data were collected for the single crystal of neutral donor 1 on a Rigaku AFC-7 Mercury CCD
diffractometer (Rigaku Corp., Akishima, Tokyo, Japan) with a graphite monochromated Mo-Kα

radiation (λ = 0.7107 Å) and for the single crystals of 1·FeCl4 and 1·GaCl4 on a Rigaku AFC-8 Mercury
CCD diffractometer (Rigaku Corp., Akishima, Tokyo, Japan) with confocal X-ray mirror system [Mo-Kα

radiation (λ = 0.71075 Å)] and a rotating anode generator (0.8 kW). Lorentz and polarization corrections
were applied. The structures were solved by a direct method (SIR92) [26], expanded (DIRDIF94) [27]
and refined on F with full-matrix least-squares analysis. The non-hydrogen atoms were refined
anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were refined using the riding model. All the calculations were
performed using the CrystalStructure crystallographic software package of the Molecular Structure
Corporation [28]. Crystal data and structure refinement parameters are given in Table 2. CCDC-1527054
(1), 1527055 (1·FeCl4) and 1527056 (1·GaCl4) contains the supplementary crystallographic data for this
paper. These data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.

Magnetic property measurements: Magnetic susceptibilities were measured in the temperatures
range of 2–300 K under the applied field of 10 kOe with a SQUID magnetometer (MPMS-XL,
Quantum Design Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Paramagnetic susceptibilities (χp) were obtained by
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subtracting the diamagnetic contribution estimated using Pascal’s constants [29] from the observed
magnetic susceptibilities.

Table 2. Crystallographic data for 1, 1·FeCl4 and 1·GaCl4.

Crystal Data 1 1·FeCl4 1·GaCl4

Temperature/K 293.3 293.3 293.1
Chemical Formula C18H20NOS6 C18H20NOS6FeCl4 C18H20NOS6GaCl4

Formula weight 458.72 656.38 670.25
Crystal color, habit orange, platelet black, platelet black, platelet
Dimensions, mm 0.50 × 0.40 × 0.10 0.10 × 0.05 × 0.04 0.10 × 0.10 × 0.08
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic

a/Å 15.172(9) 7.209(3) 7.242(2)
b/Å 12.274(8) 20.106(7) 20.166(5)
c/Å 11.458(7) 18.831(7) 18.930(5)
β/◦ 93.166(9) 95.504(11) 95.571(6)

V/Å3 2130(3) 2717(2) 2751.7(11)
Space group, Z P21/c, 4 P21/n, 4 P21/n, 4
Dcalc./g·cm−3 1.430 1.605 1.618

μ/cm−1 6.50 14.217 18.561
F000 956.00 1332.00 1352.00

2θmax/◦ 61.7 61.1 60.8
Reflections collected 18831 29638 29387

Independent reflections 5971 (Rint = 0.0749) 7008 (Rint = 0.0758) 7104 (Rint = 0.0474)
Reflections used 1879 (I > 2.50σ(I)) 2308 (I > 2.50σ(I)) 3520 (I > 3.00σ(I))

Number of variables 255 280 280
GOF on F 1.087 1.034 1.077

R1 0.0688 (I > 2.50σ(I)) 0.0704 (I > 2.50σ(I)) 0.0787 (I > 3.00σ(I))
wR 0.0738 (I > 2.50σ(I)) 0.0818 (I > 2.50σ(I)) 0.0733(I > 3.00σ(I))

4. Conclusions

We synthesized new EDT-TTF donor containing a 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolin-1-yloxyl radical
through a π-conjugated vinylene spacer 1 and examined its electronic and crystal structures, and
physical properties. We also prepared its cation radical salts by an electrochemical oxidation method
and successfully cleared the crystal structures and magnetic properties of the cation radical salts,
1·FeCl4 and 1·GaCl4. These salts have the strongly dimerized one-dimensional arrays of the fully
oxidized donor molecules, giving rise to the formation of spin-singlet state of the π cation radical spins
in the dimer. On the other hand, the FeCl4− anion locates on the side of the dimers with very short S-Cl
contacts and mediates very strong π-d interaction between the donor and anion moieties, resulting
in the antiferromagnetic behavior of θ = −3.9 K through its d-π-d interaction. The new findings in
this paper will lead to the future construction of organic magnetic conductors based on the stable
radical-containing donors. The preparation of new cation radical salts of donor 1 and its analogues,
especially partially oxidized conducting materials, are now in progress to realize magnetic-conducting
bifunctional materials.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2312-7481/3/1/8/s1,
Figure S1: The temperature dependences of magnetic susceptibilities of neutral donor 1 (a), 1·FeCl4 (b) and
1·GaCl4 (c) measured in the temperatures range of 2–300 K under the applied field of 10 kOe. Calcd. lines indicate
Curie-Weiss fittings of the data.
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Abstract: We have prepared two dmit-based salts with a stable organic radical-substituted ammonium
cation, (PO-CONH-C2H4N(CH3)3)[Ni(dmit)2]2·CH3CN and (PO-CONH-C2H4N(CH3)3)[Pd(dmit)2]2

where PO is 2,2,5,5-Tetramethyl-3-pyrrolin-1-oxyl and dmit is 2-Thioxo-1,3-dithiol-4,5-dithiolate.
The salts are not isostructural but have similar structural features in the anion and cation packing
arrangements. The acceptor layers of both salts consist of tetramers, which gather to form 2D
conducting layers. Magnetic susceptibility measurements indicate that the Ni salt is a Mott insulator
and the Pd salt is a band insulator, which has been confirmed by band structure calculations. The
cationic layers of both salts have a previously unreported polar structure, in which the cation
dipoles order as ���� along the acceptors stacking direction to provide dipole moments. The dipole
moments of nearest neighbor cation layers are inverted in both salts, indicating no net dipole moments
for the whole crystals. The magnetic network of the [Ni(dmit)2] layer of the Ni salt is two-dimensional
so that the magnetic susceptibility would be expected to obey the 1D or 2D Heisenberg model that
has a broad maximum around T ≈ θ. However, the magnetic susceptibility after subtraction of the
contribution from the PO radical has no broad maximum. Instead, it shows Curie–Weiss behavior
with C = 0.378 emu·K/mol and θ = −35.8 K. The magnetic susceptibility of the Pd salt obeys a
Curie–Weiss model with C = 0.329 emu·K·mol−1 and θ = −0.88 K.

Keywords: 1D Heisenberg chains; dmit; organic stable radicals

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, organic magnetic conductors that combine electrical conductivity
with magnetic moments have attracted great interest [1–3]. This is due to reports of unique and
interesting properties that emerge from the interplay between itinerant and localized electrons.
In particular, λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 (BETS = bis(ethylenedithio)tetraselenafulvalene) and its derivatives
show unique physical properties such as a transition to antiferromagnetic order coupled to
a metal-insulator transition, colossal magnetoresistance, field-induced superconductivity and a
superconductor-to-insulator transition [1]. In fact, many inorganic magnetic anions have already
been used as counteranions in organic conductors [2]. Alternatively, researchers have introduced
organic free radicals as the source of magnetism [4]. However, thus far, no salts have shown significant
magnetic interactions between the conducting electrons and the magnetic moments on the incorporated
radicals apart from Sugawara’s radical-substituted TTF-based salts [5,6] (TTF = tetrathiafulvalene).
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Over the past 15 years, we have prepared several purely organic magnetic conductors,
which consist of cationic organic donors (e.g., TTF, bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF)) with
monoanionic sulfo (–SO3

−) derivatives of organic free radicals (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl
(TEMPO) [7–12], 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolidin-1-oxyl (PROXYL) [13] or 2,2,5,5-Tetramethyl-3-
pyrrolin-1-oxyl (PO) [14–18]). Of the salt that we have obtained, none showed a significant interplay
between the conducting and localized electrons. This was despite some having evidence of short
contacts between the moieties with conducting and those with localized electrons, through short
S(BEDT-TTF)···O(Spin centers of the free radicals) distances.

Recently, we have noted that some of these salts have unique structural features, which we have
classified into two types, I and II (see Figure 1). Almost all donor-anion type salts consist of 1D or
2D conducting layers interleaved by insulating counterions and/or incorporated neutral molecules.
Type I and II salts have structurally unusual anionic layers, in which each individual anisotropic
anion aligns in the same orientation as the other anions in the same layer. The result is that each
layer has a dipole moment. In Type I salts, such as κ-β”-(BEDT-TTF)2A1 [15], (TTF)3(A2)2 [16] and
α′-α′-(BEDT-TTF)2A3·H2O [18] (see Scheme 1 for molecular structures), as illustrated in Figure 1a, the
dipole moments of successive anionic layers oppose each other, so there is no net dipole moment. As
a consequence, Type I salts have two crystallographically independent cation layers (A and B), one
of which (A in Figure 1a) is surrounded by the negative ends of the anionic layer’s dipole and the
other (B) is bordered by the positive ends of the dipole moments. We also observed self-doping in the
Type I salts, where the A layers were more positively charged than B layers. By contrast, a Type II salt,
exemplified by α-(BEDT-TTF)2A4·3H2O [17], has a net dipole moment for the whole crystal because
all polarized anionic layers are oriented in almost the same direction as shown in Figure 1b. The donor
layers of Type II salts also have a dipole moment, which cancels that of the anionic layers. At present,
we do not understand the reason why these specific salts possess polarized anionic layers, although it
is noted that Type I and II salts all contain sulfo derivatives of the PO radical.

Scheme 1. Molecular structures where the prefixes A and C stand for anion and cations, respectively.

There are many types of organic conductors, although salts with a conducting donor and
counter-anion are the most widely researched, and it is clear that this type has the greatest number of
examples of metals and superconductors. This is the reason why we previously concentrated on the
synthesis of this type of purely organic magnetic conductors. The second most widely researched type
of salt is that with a conducting acceptor and counter-cation, often made with acceptors [M(dmit)2]
(where M = Ni, Pd, Pt, etc.). This type has also provided many metals and superconductors [19–21].
Here, we report organic magnetic conductors consisting of [M(dmit)2] (M = Ni and Pd) and a new
organic cation bearing PO radical, PO–CONH–C2H4N(CH3)3

+ (C1+), the molecular shape of which is
similar to that of A1. The resultant salts have a new type of structural feature, Type III as shown in
Figure 1c.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the crystal structures of (a) Type I; (b) II and (c) III salts where the
electrical dipoles of the counterions are indicated by arrows, conducting layers are shown as red
squares and counterion layers are shown as blue rectangles.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. (PO-CONH-C2H4N(CH3)3)Cl (C1Cl, 1)

Yellow prisms of 1 are deliquescent on exposure to the air so a crystal, suitable for X-ray analysis,
was sealed in a capillary tube. X-ray data was collected at 200 K. Figure 2 shows the crystal structure
of 1 and indicates the short O···O contact between spin centres. The contacts are approximately 0.8 Å
longer than the van der Waals distance (3.04 Å), indicating that the interaction between radicals is
weak. Temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility of a powdered sample of 1 obeys the Curie law
with C = 0.377 emu·K·mol−1 and θ = −2.1 K.

3.791(3) Å

Figure 2. Crystal structure of (PO-CONH-C2H4N(CH3)3)Cl (1).

2.2. (PO-CONH-C2H4N(CH3)3)[Ni(dmit)2]2·CH3CN ((C1)[Ni(dmit)2]2·CH3CN, 2)

The asymmetric unit consists of two [Ni(dmit)2] molecules, a C1 cation and an incorporated
acetonitrile molecule. Figure 3a shows the crystal structure of 2. The structure has alternating acceptor
and cation/acetonitrile layers propagating along the b-axis. The structure of the two-dimensional
conducting acceptor layer is shown in Figure 3b. Dotted lines indicate short S···S contacts (<3.70 Å).
A greater number of short contacts are observed between A–A′ and A–B than between B–B′ along
the stacking direction (// c), suggesting the formation of B′–A′–A–B tetramers (see also Figure 3c).
To confirm tetramer formation, the transfer integrals were calculated using Prof. Takehiko Mori′s
tight-binding band structure calculation program [22]. The values of p1 (A–B), p2 (A–A′) and p3 (B–B′)
(see Figure 3b) are 3.00, 0.87 and −4.54 × 10−3 eV, respectively. The B–B′ interaction, which has fewer
short S···S contacts, is approximately five times stronger than that of A–A′, suggesting the formation of
a tetramer designated by the A–B–B′–A′. The formula charge of [Ni(dmit)2] is −0.5 so that the charge
of the tetramer is −2. This suggests that the salt is either a Mott insulator for which the tetramer would
have two spins or a band insulator for which the tetramer consists of spin dimers. The band structure
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calculation [22] of 2 has been performed. Figure 4 shows the band dispersions (left) and Fermi surfaces
(right) of 2. There is a mid-gap between the upper and lower bands, which is the so-called “Mott gap”,
suggesting that the salt is a Mott insulator. Temperature-dependent electrical resistivity of 2 indicates
that the salt is a semiconductor with ρRT = 3.4 Ω·cm and Ea = 0.032 eV. We will further discuss whether
the salt is a Mott or band insulator below.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Figure 3. (a) crystal structure of 2; (b) [Ni(dmit)2] arrangement in conducting layers of 2, where dotted
lines indicate shorter S···S contacts than the van der Walls distance (3.70 Å); (c) interactions between
[Ni(dmit)2] and C1 in 2, where dotted lines indicate short S···S, S···O and Ni···S (<3.48 Å) contacts and
(d) 1D magnetic chain of C1 in (C1)[Ni(dmit)2]2·CH3CN (2).

The salt 2 also exhibits magnetically important interactions. Each C1 cation stacks along the a-axis
with short contacts between spin centres (N···O and O···O) to form a 1D magnetic chain as shown in
Figure 3d. The contacts have longer distances than the van der Waals contacts, but contacts shorter
than 6 Å can be significant for magnetic interactions. The spin center O atoms are also close to the
outer S atoms of the [Ni(dmit)2] network that forms a 2D conducting sheet as shown in Figure 3c.
Thus, the 1D chains of the PO radicals and the 2D layers of the [Ni(dmit)2] molecules interact to form
a 2D magnetic system. Magnetic susceptibility measurements of 2 are shown in Figure 5a as a χT-T
plot. The right vertical axis indicates S = 1/2 spin concentration. The figure indicates that there are
approximately two spins at room temperature, suggesting that both the PO radicals of C1 and also a
[Ni(dmit)2]2

− dimer have one spin. This clearly indicates that the salt 2 is a Mott insulator. The χT
value decreases with decreasing temperature, indicating that, at very low temperatures, the magnetic
contribution of the [Ni(dmit)2]2

− dimers is negligible and that of the PO radicals is dominant. We
can estimate the contribution of the PO radicals (χradical) by fitting to a Curie–Weiss expression in the
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very low temperature region (2–4 K), yielding C = 0.313 emu·K·mol−1 and θ = +0.08 K. The negligibly
small Weiss constant suggests that the O···O short contacts between PO radicals (Figure 3d) do not
significantly affect the magnetism. To obtain the magnetic contribution of the [Ni(dmit)2] layers, we
subtracted the Curie term (χradical) from the total data (χtotal). The resultant χ[Ni(dmit)2]

-T curve is
shown in Figure 5b, which can be modeled by the Curie–Weiss law with C = 0.378 emu·K·mol−1 and
θ = −35.8 K (solid line in Figure 5b). The C value is close to that for S = 1/2 spin (0.375 emu·K·mol−1),
suggesting that the [Ni(dmit)2]2

− dimer has one spin. The θ value indicates that the spins interact
with each other much more strongly than with the spins on C1. Organic charge-transfer salts in the
Mott insulating state usually have a broad maximums in their χ-T plots at around T = θ as a result of
their low dimensionality (1D or 2D Heisenberg systems). However, Figure 5b has no broad maximum
and the χ value increases with decreasing temperature. A possible explanation is that 2 may have a 3D
magnetic network, although this is not consistent with the structural data from X-ray analysis.

EF

1.0

-1.0
D X DZ

kc
Z

XD

M

ka

Mott 
gap

Figure 4. Band dispersions (left) and Fermi surfaces (right) of 2. Transfer integrals of p1, p2,
p3, a1, a2, c1, c2 and c3 (see Figure 3b) are 3.00, 0.87, −4.54, −4.14, 21.37, −1.29, −5.94 and
−13.89 × 10−3 eV, respectively.

(a) (b)

0

1

2

0

Figure 5. (a) χT-T plots of 2. (b) χ[Ni(dmit)2]
-T plots of 2 where χ[Ni(dmit)2]

= χtotal − χradical. See text
for explanation.
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Finally, we discuss the dipole structure of the salt 2. The salt crystallizes in the monoclinic space
group P21/c, which is centrosymmetric and, therefore, there is no net dipole moment. However,
each cation layer has a dipole moment (see Figure 3a). We calculate the dipole moment of C1 using
MOPAC7 [23] to be 23.6 debye. There are two C1 molecules, which are related by a c glide operation,
the symmetry operation partially canceling the dipole moments. The dipole moment of the two
molecules is calculated by MOPAC7 [23] to be 19.2 debye (D) per one molecule, the direction of the
dipole’s vector being parallel to the c-axis. The dipole moments of nearest neighbor cation layers are
crystallographically inverted. Thus, the salt 2 belongs to Type III as shown in Figure 1c.

2.3. (PO-CONH-C2H4N(CH3)3)[Pd(dmit)2]2 ((C1)[Pd(dmit)2]2, 3)

Crystals 2 and 3 are not isostructural but they do have similar structural features. The asymmetric
unit of 3 contains two [Pd(dmit)2] molecules and a C1 cation but does not have any incorporated
neutral solvent molecules. The structure consists of alternating acceptor and cation layers propagating
along the b-axis as shown in Figure 6a. Figure 6b shows a conducting layer consisting of [Pd(dmit)2]
molecules. The pattern of S···S short contacts indicates that the acceptor layers of compound 3 consist
of B–A–A′–B′ tetramers (see also Figure 6a). The transfer integral calculations [22] for p1 (A–B) = 44.16,
p2 (A–A’) = 31.80 and p3 (B–B’) = 2.39 × 10−3 eV, which also suggest the formation of a B–A–A′–B′

tetramer. The formula charge of [Pd(dmit)2] is −0.5, indicating a charge per tetramer of −2. This,
again, suggests that the salt is a Mott insulator or a band insulator. The ratio of p2 (A–A′)/p3 (B–B′)
of 13.3 indicates that the tetramer in 3 is more isolated than that of 2, suggesting the formation of a
spin dimer and that the salt is a band insulator. If the salt is a Mott insulator like 2, the salt would be a
paramagnet. Figure 7 shows a variable temperature magnetic susceptibility and, unlike for compound
2, the data can be fitted well by a Curie–Weiss model with C = 0.329 emu·K·mol−1, θ = −0.88 K
and an additional temperature independent term a = 3.1 × 10−5 emu·mol−1. The C value is close to
0.375 emu·K·mol−1 for 100% of S = 1/2 spin, which suggests that the free radical spins on C1 dominate
the Curie–Weiss term. The a value is much less than 2 × 10−4 emu·mol−1, so that the contribution
from conduction electrons is negligible (normally, a would be about 2–6 × 10−4 emu·mol−1 if the salt
is a Pauli paramagnet). These results suggest that compound 3 is a band insulator.

Although no Ni···Ni short contacts were observed in 2 (all >4 Å), short Pd···Pd intra-tetramer
contacts in 3 were observed, but no inter-tetramer Pd···Pd contacts are present (Figure 6a). Therefore,
the intra-tetramer interactions in 3 are stronger than those in 2. Band dispersions (Figure 8 left) and
a Brillouin zone (Figure 8 right) of 3 show no Fermi surfaces, which also points towards a band
insulator description. The temperature-dependent electrical resistivity of 3 indicates that the salt 3 is a
semiconductor with ρRT = 0.81 Ω·cm and Ea = 0.17 eV. The Ea value of 3 is 5.3 times larger than that
of 2. The C1 cations in 3 form a 1D magnetic chain (Figure 6c); however, the shortest N···O contact
of 3 is slightly shorter than 6 Å, indicating that the magnetic interactions are weak. This is consistent
with the fact that salt 3 shows a small θ value. Three short S···O contacts between C1 and [Pd(dmit)2]
were observed as shown in Figure 6a. This indicates that the 2D [Pd(dmit)2] layers are connected
by a PO radical to form a 3D magnetic network. However, the S···O contacts, ranging from 5.647
to 5.874 Å (Figure 6a) are much longer than those in compound 2 (4.018(8) Å), suggesting that the
magnetic interactions within 3 are much weaker than those of 2, which is again consistent with a small
θ value of 3.

The dipole moment of C1 in the salt 3 was calculated using MOPAC7 [23]. The value of 22.3 D
is slightly smaller than that of 2. Two C1 molecules in the unit cell are related by n glide operation,
which partially cancels their dipole moments. The dipole moment of two molecules is 13.6 D per one
molecule, the vector of which is parallel to the n (=a + c) axis. In addition, [Pd(dmit)2] stacks along the
n-axis. The dipole moments of nearest neighbor cation layers are opposite. Thus, salt 3 has a structural
feature of Type III as shown in Figure 1c.
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Figure 6. (a) crystal structure of 3 where dotted lines indicate the Pd···Pd and S···O short contacts;
(b) the molecular arrangement in a [Pd(dmit)2] conducting layer of 3 where dotted lines indicate the
short S···S distances (<3.70 Å) and (c) the 1D magnetic chain of C1 in (C1)[Pd(dmit)2]2 (3).

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of 3. The solid line is calculated on
the basis of a Curie–Weiss model.
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Figure 8. Band dispersions (left) and a Brillouin zone (right) of 3. Transfer integrals of p1,
p2, p3, a1, a2, a3, c1 and c2 (see Figure 6b) are 44.16, 31.80, 2.39, 9.47, 4.63, 8.41, −0.60 and
−1.61 × 10−3 eV, respectively.

3. Materials and Methods

3-carboxy-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3pyrrolin-1-oxyl (PO-COOH) was prepared according to the
literature method [24]. C1Cl (1) was prepared by reacting PO-COOH (1.0 g, 5.4 mmol) with
H2NC2H4N(CH3)3Cl·HCl (0.95 g, 5.4 mmol) in the presence of N,N′-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide
(DCC, 2.7 g, 13 mmol) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP, 2.4 g, 20 mmol) in 50 mL of CH2Cl2
at room temperature with stirring for two weeks. The resultant solution was filtered, and the
filtrate was purified by column chromatography (silica gel, eluents: CH2Cl2 then acetone and
finally with acetone/methanol = 1:1). Recrystallisation from acetonitrile and ethyl acetate gave
hygroscopic yellow rods of 1 (yield 0.63 g (38%); m.p. 209–210 ◦C). Elemental analysis data were
consistent with (C1)Cl·0.6H2O probably because of its strong hygroscopic nature (Anal. Calcd. for
C14H27N3O2Cl·0.6H2O: C, 53.27; H, 9.00; N, 13.31. Found: C, 53.31; H, 8.84; N, 13.30). Constant-current
(0.5 μA) electrocrystallisation of 1 (10 mg) with (n-(C4H9)4P)[Ni(dmit)2] (purchased from Tokyo
Chemical Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo,. Japan (TCI), 10 mg) in acetonitrile (20 mL) in a conventional
H-shaped cell yielded black needles of C1[Ni(dmit)2]2·CH3CN (2; m.p. >300 ◦C; Anal. Calcd. for
C28H30N4O2S20Ni2: C, 27.72; H, 2.49; N, 4.62. Found: C, 27.98; H, 2.50; N, 4.43). Constant-current
(1.0 μA) electrocrystallisation of 1 (10 mg) with (n-(C4H9)4N)2[Pd(dmit)2] (purchased from TCI, 10 mg)
in acetonitrile (20 mL) in a conventional H-shaped cell provided a thin black elongated plates of
C1[Pd(dmit)2]2 (3; m.p. > 300 ◦C; Anal. Calcd. for C26H27N3O2S20Pd2: C, 24.63; H, 2.15; N, 3.31.
Found: C, 24.50; H, 2.15; N, 3.09).

X-ray diffraction data of 1, 2 and 3 were collected at 200, 290 and 250 K, respectively, with a Rigaku
Rapid II imaging plate system (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) with MicroMax-007 HF/VariMax rotating-anode
X-ray generator with confocal monochromated MoKα radiation. The crystallographic data of 1, 2

and 3 are listed in Table 1. Electrical resistance measurements were performed by the conventional
four-probe method. Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility of a polycrystalline sample
from 2–300 K was measured using a Quantum Design MPMS-2S SQUID magnetometer (Quantum
Design, San Diego, CA, USA). The magnetic susceptibility data of 2 and 3 were corrected for a
contribution from an aluminum foil sample folder and the diamagnetic contributions of the samples
were estimated from Pascal’s constant.
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Table 1. Crystallographic data of 1, 2 and 3.

Compound 1 2 3

Composition C1Cl (C1)[Ni(dmit)2]2·CH3CN (C1)[Pd(dmit)2]2
Formula C14H27N3O2Cl1 C28H30O2N4S20Ni2 C26H27O2N3S20Pd2

Fw 304.84 1213.17 1267.52
Space Group P21/n P21/c P21/n

a (Å) 6.2618(3) 5.9977(3) 6.4052(3)
b (Å) 11.5017(7) 47.6504(19) 50.0326(18)
c (Å) 23.6111(14) 16.4464(7) 13.5041(5)
β (◦) 92.693(7) 97.507(7) 91.407(6)

V (Å3) 1698.62(16) 4660.0(4) 4326.3(3)
Z 4 4 4

T (K) 200 290 250
dcalc (g·cm−1) 1.192 1.729 1.946

μ (cm−1) 2.304 17.392 18.309
F (000) 660 2472 2528

2θ range (◦) 6–55 6–55 6–55
Total ref. 15621 43525 39491

Unique ref. 3844 10638 9854
Rint 0.0337 0.0605 0.0607

Parameters 188 505 478
R1 (I > 2σ(I)) 0.066 0.071 0.079
wR2 (all data) 0.178 0.227 0.217

S 0.981 0.915 1.115
Δρmax (e Å−3) 0.61 0.81 1.71
Δρmin (e Å−3) −0.32 −0.71 −1.30

CCDC reference 1532085 1532069 1532070

Each dipole moment of C1 was calculated using MOPAC7 [23]. The molecular geometry of C1

was observed in the structure of the relevant charge transfer salt (2 or 3) and was used without further
structural optimization. In addition, we considered the effect of the incorporated acetonitrile molecule
for 2, which itself has a 3.4 D dipole moment. We performed the dipole moment calculation of one
C1 molecule with the one incorporated CH3CN molecule by MOPAC7, giving a value of 23.1 D. The
calculation of two C1 cations with the two incorporated CH3CN molecules by MOPAC2016 [25] was
also performed, yielding a value of 19.4 D per one C1 with one CH3CN. The value is almost the same
as for the result without CH3CN (19.2 D). All MOPAC calculations were performed using MOPAC
keywords of PM3, 1SCF and PRECISE.

4. Conclusions

We have prepared new acceptor-cation type organic magnetic conductors containing
an aminoxyl radical: (PO–CONH–C2H4N(CH3)3)[Ni(dmit)2]2·CH3CN (2) and (PO–CONH–
C2H4N(CH3)3)[Pd(dmit)2]2 (3). Neither salt shows significant magnetic interactions between itinerant
and localized electrons. An interesting feature is that they have similar structural features, in that they
do not have net dipole moments but possess a periodicity of dipoles that we have termed Type III
structures. The magnetic susceptibility measurements and band structure calculations indicate that 2

is a Mott insulator and 3 is a band insulator.
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Abstract: Two novel paramagnetic conductors have been prepared with the organic donor
bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF = ET) and paramagnetic Mn-containing metallic
complexes: κ′-ET4[KMnIII(C2O4)3]·PhCN (1) and ET[MnIICl4]·H2O (2). Compound 1 represents
the first Mn-containing ET salt of the large Day’s series of oxalato-based molecular conductors and
superconductors formulated as (ET)4[AM(C2O4)3]·G (A+ = H3O+, NH4

+, K+, ...; MIII = Fe, Cr, Al,
Co, ...; G = PhCN, PhNO2, PhF, PhCl, PhBr, ...). It crystallizes in the orthorhombic pseudo-κ phase
where dimers of ET molecules are surrounded by six isolated ET molecules in the cationic layers.
The anionic layers contain the well-known hexagonal honey-comb lattice with Mn(III) and H3O+ ions
connected by C2O4

2− anions. Compound 2 is one of the very few examples of ET salts containing
ET2+. It also presents alternating cationic-anionic layers although the ET molecules lie parallel to the
layers instead of the typical almost perpendicular orientation. Both salts are semiconductors with
room temperature conductivities of ca. 2 × 10−5 and 8 × 10−5 S/cm and activation energies of 180
and 210 meV, respectively. The magnetic properties are dominated by the paramagnetic contributions
of the high spin Mn(III) (S = 2) and Mn(II) (S = 5/2) ions.

Keywords: electro-crystallization; ET-salts; paramagnetic conductors; electrical conductivity;
magnetic properties; Mn(II) complexes; Mn(III) complexes

1. Introduction

The design and synthesis of multifunctional molecular materials combining electrical and
magnetic properties is one of the main challenges in the field of molecular materials [1–4]. An
advantage of these materials is that they offer the possibility to study the competition and interplay
of these two properties. So far, a large number of molecular materials combining magnetism
with conductivity has been obtained. These examples include superconductors with paramagnetic
complexes [1,5–9] or with antiferromagnetic lattices [10–15] and ferromagnetic conductors [4,16].

Among the different paramagnetic complexes used to prepare these materials, tris(oxalato)metalate
complexes, [M(C2O4)3]n−, are, by far, the most used ones. These anions may crystallize as:

(i) Monomers as in (TTF)7[Fe(C2O4)3]2·4H2O [17], (TTF)3[Ru(C2O4)3]·(EtOH)0.5·4H2O [18],
(BEST)4[M(C2O4)3]·PhCOOH·H2O [19], (BEST)4[M(C2O4)3]·1.5H2O [19], (M = Cr and Fe),
(BEST)9[Fe(C2O4)3]2·7H2O [19], (ET)2[Ge(C2O4)3]·PhCN [20], (ET)9Na18[M(C2O4)3]8·24H2O
(MIII = Fe and Cr) [21,22], (ET)12[Fe(C2O4)3]2·nH2O [23], (ET)5[Fe(C2O4)3]·CH2Cl2·2H2O [24],
(ET)5[Ge(C2O4)3]2 [25] and (ET)7[Ge(C2O4)3](CH2Cl2)0.87(H2O)0.09 [25]. (TTF = tetrathiafulvalene;
BEST = bis(ethylenediseleno)-tetrathiafulvalene; ET = bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene).
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(ii) Previously unknown [M2(C2O4)5]4− dimers (MIII = Fe and Cr) with TTF, TMTTF (tetramethyl-
tetrathiafulvalene) and ET [17,26].

(iii) Previously unknown [{MIII(C2O4)3}2MII(H2O)2]4− trimers (MIII = Cr and Fe; MII = Mn, Fe, Co,
Ni, Cu and Zn) only obtained with TTF [27,28].

(iv) Forming honeycomb-like 2D anionic layers as in the first molecular ferromagnetic metals:
(ET)3[MnIICrIII(C2O4)3] and (BETS)x[MnIICrIII(C2O4)3]·CH2Cl2 (BETS = bis(ethylenedithio)
tetraselenafulvalene; x ≈ 3) [4,16,29–31], and also in the Day’s series of paramagnetic
superconductors, metals and semiconductors formulated as (ET)4[AIMIII(C2O4)3]·G (AI = H3O+,
K+ and NH4

+; MIII = Cr, Fe, Ga, Co, Mn and Al; G = PhCN, PhNO2, py, PhCl2, PhF, PhCl,
PhBr, PhCOCH3, PhCH2OHCH3, Me2NCHO, CH2Cl2, PhN(CH3)CHO, PhCH2CN, . . . ) [1].
This series constitutes, by far, the largest family of paramagnetic superconductors, metals and
semiconductors prepared to date. In this series, we can distinguish three different crystal
structures: (i) a C2/c (#15) monoclinic β′ ′ phase (Table 1); (ii) an orthorhombic Pbcn (#60) pseudo-κ
phase (Table 2) and (iii) a triclinic P1 (#1) or P-1 (#2) αβ′ ′ or α-pseudo-κ phase (Table 3). Besides
these three 4:1 series, there is a fourth series with 3:1 cation:anion stoichiometry with either
triclinic P1 (#1), monoclinic P21 (#4) and P21/c (#14) or orthorhombic P212121 (#19) crystal
structures (Table 4). The main difference between these four series lies in the disposition of the
organic molecules in the cationic layers. The monoclinic C2/c (#15) β′ ′ phase presents parallel
ET molecules, the orthorhombic Pbcn (#60) pseudo-κ phase contains ET dimers surrounded by
six monomers, the triclinic phase presents a mixture of alternating θ and β′ ′ (or θ and pseudo-κ)
layers, and, finally, the 3:1 salts present alternating tilted dimers and monomers. These structural
differences lead to different physical properties: the triclinic and orthorhombic phases are
semiconductors (Tables 2–4), whereas the monoclinic salts are metallic or even superconductors
(Table 1).

Table 1. Structural and electrical properties of the monoclinic (ET)4[AIMIII(C2O4)3]·G salts.

CCDC Code MIII AI G Packing SG Elect. Prop. Ref.

ZIGYET Fe H3O+ PhCN β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 7.0–8.5 K [6,7,32–34]
KILFOB/GOC/GUI/HAP Fe H3O+ C5H5N(1−x)/PhCNx β′ ′ C2/c Tc = F(x) [33]

BEMPEO/QAL Fe H3O+ C5H5N β′ ′ C2/c TMI = 116 K [33,35]
ECOPIV Fe H3O+/NH4

+ PhNO2 β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 6.2 K [36]
COQNEB Fe H3O+ PhNO2 β′ ′ C2/c Semicond [37,38]
PONMEL Fe H3O+ PhCl2 β′ ′ C2/c TMI = 3.0 K, Metal > 1.5 K [34,39]
SAPWEM Fe H3O+ PhBr β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 4.0 K [40]
UMACEQ Fe NH4

+ DMF β′ ′ C2/c Metal > 4 K [41]
UJOXEX Fe H3O+ PhF β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 1.0 K [34,42,43]
UJOXAT Fe H3O+ PhCl β′ ′ C2/c Metal > 0.4 K [34,42–45]
UJOXIB Fe H3O+ PhF/PhCN β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 6.0 K [34,42]

UJOXOH Fe H3O+ PhCl2/PhCN β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 7.2 K [34]
UJOYAU Fe H3O+ PhCl/PhCN β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 6.0 K [34,42]
UJOYEY Fe H3O+ PhBr/PhCN β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 4.2 K [34,42]
QAXSIT Fe K+ PhI β′ ′ C2/c Ea = 64 meV [43]

- Fe K+ PhCl β′ ′ - Semicond. [46]
- Fe Rb+ C5H5N β′ ′ - Metal > 4.2 K [44]

JUPGUW01 Cr H3O+ PhCN β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 5.5–6.0 K [32,47]
MEQZIR Cr H3O+ CH2Cl2 β′ ′ C2/c TMI = 150 K [48]
ECOPUH Cr H3O+/NH4

+ PhNO2 β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 5.8 K [36]
- Cr H3O+ PhBr β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 1.5 K [45]
- Cr H3O+ PhCl β′ ′ C2/c TMI = 130 K [45]

UMACAM Cr K+/NH4
+ DMF β′ ′ C2/c Metal > 4 K [41]

UMACIU Cr K+ DMF β′ ′ C2/c Metal > 4 K [41]
HUNQIQ Ga H3O+ C5H5N β′ ′ C2/c Tc ≈ 2 K [49]
HUNQUC Ga H3O+ PhNO2 β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 7.5 K [49]
HOBROH Ga H3O+/K+ PhBr β′ ′ C2/c metal > 0.5 K [50]
UDETUU Ru H3O+/K+ PhCN β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 6.3 K [51]
YUYTUJ Fe H3O+ 2-Cl–Py β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 4.0 K [52]
YUYVEV Fe H3O+ 2-Br–py β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 4.3 K [52]
YUYVOF Fe H3O+ 3-Cl–py β′ ′ C2/c metal > 0.5 K [52]
YUYVUL Fe H3O+ 3-Br-py β′ ′ C2/c metal > 0.5 K [52]

DUDWOQ Fe Li+ + H2O EtOH η (α”) P21/n Ea = 80 meV [53]
- Mn H3O+ PhBr β′ ′ C2/c Tc = 2.0 K [43]

Tc = superconducting temperature; TMI = metal insulator temperature; Ea = activation energy.
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Table 2. Structural and electrical properties of the orthorhombic (ET)4[AIMIII(C2O4)3]·G salts.

CCDC
Code

MIII AI G ET
Packing

Space
Group

Electrical
Properties

Ref.

UJOXUN Fe H3O+ PhF/PhCN pseudo-κ Pbcn Semiconductor [34]
ZIWNEY Fe NH4

+ PhCN pseudo-κ Pbcn Ea = 140 meV [7,32]
ZIWNIC Fe K+ PhCN pseudo-κ Pbcn Ea = 141 meV [7]
JUPGUW Cr H3O+ PhCN pseudo-κ Pbcn Ea = 153 meV [32,47]
QIWMOY Co NH4

+ PhCN pseudo-κ Pbcn Ea = 225 meV [32]
QIWMUE Al NH4

+ PhCN pseudo-κ Pbcn Ea = 222 meV [32]
UDETOO Ru H3O+/K+ PhCN pseudo-κ Pbcn - [51]

1 Mn K+ PhCN pseudo-κ Pbcn Ea = 180 meV this work

Ea = activation energy.

Table 3. Structural and electrical properties of the triclinic (ET)4[AIMIII(C2O4)3]·G salts.

CCDC
Code

MIII AI G ET
Packing

Space
Group

Electrical
Properties

Ref.

TANDIX Fe H3O+ PhBr2 α + κ P-1 Metal > 0.4 K [34,54]
HOBRIB Ga H3O+/K+ PhBr2 α + κ P-1 metal > 0.5 K [50]
ARABEA Fe NH4

+ PhCOCH3 α + β′ ′ P-1 No supercond [55]
CILDIL Fe NH4

+ R/S-Ph-CH2OHCH3 α + β′ ′ P-1 TMI = 170 K [56]
NIPTEM Fe NH4

+ S-PhCH2OHCH3 α + β′ ′ P-1 TMI = 150 K [56]
AQUZUH Ga NH4

+ PhN(Me)CHO α + β′ ′ P-1 Semicond [55]
ARABAW Ga NH4

+ PhCH2CN α + β′ ′ P-1 Semicond [55]

TMI = metal insulator temperature.

Table 4. Structural and electrical properties of (ET)3[AIMIII(C2O4)3]·G salts.

CCDC Code MIII AI G ET Packing
Space
Group

Electrical
Properties

Ref.

BOYTIU Al Na+ CH3NO2 dimers + mon. P21 Ea ≈ 140 meV [57]
XUNXOU01 Cr Na+ CH3NO2 dimers + mon. P21 Ea = 79 meV [58]

XUNXOU Cr Na+ CH3NO2 dimers + mon. P212121 Ea = 80 meV [58]
- Cr NH4

+ CH3NO2 dimers + mon. P212121 Ea = 80 meV [58]
DUXNOA Cr Na+ CH2Cl2 dimers + mon. P1 Ea = 69 meV [22]
DUDWUW Cr Li+ EtOH dimers + mon. P21/c Ea = 179 meV [53]

- Fe Li+ EtOH dimers + mon. P21/c Ea = 126 meV [53]
KOGMUG01 Cr Na+ CH3CN dimers + mon. P21 Ea = 79 meV [59]

- Cr Na+ DMF θ-packing P1 Ea = 43 meV [59]
YUCLOZ Cr Na+ EtOH dimers + mon. P1 no data [59]

One of the advantages of these series of compounds is the possibility to tune the electrical
properties by simply changing the guest solvent molecule (G) located in the centre of the hexagonal
cavities formed by the anionic lattice. This guest molecule may interact with the ET molecules,
promoting the ordering of the ethylene groups of the ET molecules and, thus, stabilizing the
superconductor state [60] as in the case of G = PhCN and PhNO2 [6,7,36,49,61] whose radical salts
are superconductors and present the highest Tc’s in these series: (Tc = 6.0, 8.5, 5.8, 6.2 and 7.5 K
for G/M = PhCN/Cr and PhCN/Fe, PhNO2/Cr, PhNO2/Fe and PhNO2/Ga, respectively, Table 1).
For G = pyridine [35,49], dichloromethane [48] or dimethylformamide [41], the disorder remains down
to very low temperatures and the salts are not superconductors or present very low Tc. Even more,
the mixture of PhCN with other solvents as C5H5N, PhCl2, PhNO2, PhF, PhCl or PhBr changes the
ordering effect of the solvent and allows a fine tuning of Tc [33,34].

Although many different guest molecules have been used (see Tables 1–4), the number of trivalent
metals used to date is quite limited. Thus, most of the reported salts contain Fe (30 salts), Cr (16 salts) or
Ga (6 salts). There are also two reported examples with Ru, two with Al and one with Co. Surprisingly,
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no radical salts with other trivalent metal ions have been reported to date. In order to investigate
the effect of other trivalent metal ions on the final structure and on the physical properties, we have
used the [Mn(C2O4)3]3− anion with ET under different synthetic conditions. Here, we present the
synthesis, structure, magnetic and electrical properties of the first example of radical salt of the Day’s
series obtained with Mn(III): κ′-(ET)4[KMnIII(C2O4)3]·PhCN (1) and of a very original salt obtained
with the same [Mn(C2O4)3]3− anion but using different synthetic conditions: (ET)[MnCl4]·H2O (2).

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Syntheses of the Complexes

The synthesis of the two radical salts was performed using the same precursor K3[Mn(C2O4)3]
salt (and 18-crown-6 in order to solubilize this salt, see the Experimental section). The main difference
is the use of different solvents: a 10:1 (v/v) mixture of PhCN and MeOH for compound 1 and a
10:1 (v/v) mixture of 1,1,2-trichloroethane (TCE) and MeOH for 2. An additional difference is the
use of benzoic acid in the synthesis of compound 1. Interestingly, benzoic acid does not enter in
the structure, but it seems to facilitate the crystallization of the final salt. In fact, attempts to obtain
compound 1 without the use of benzoic acid failed. In summary, the use of PhCN gives rise to
compound (ET)4[KMnIII(C2O4)3]·PhCN (1), whereas TCE results in a totally different compound
(ET)[MnCl4]·H2O (2) with ET2+ instead of ET+0.5 and with [MnIICl4]2− instead of [MnIII(C2O4)3]3−.
The question is straightforward: why is the solvent so important in the final product? The answer
seems to be related with the much lower solubility of the precursor K3[Mn(C2O4)3] in TCE. This
lower solubility increases the resistance of the electrochemical cell since the concentration of anions
is lower. The higher resistance increases the potential of the source needed to apply the desired
constant intensity since the electrochemical synthesis is performed under constant current. The higher
voltage results in the cathode in the oxidation of ET to ET2+ and in the anode in the reduction of
Mn(III) to Mn(II). Additionally, the intensity and time used for compound 2 were higher than for 1

(see experimental section). Finally, the partial decomposition of TCE liberates chloride anions that
coordinate to Mn(II) to form the observed [MnCl4]2− anion. Note that the release of chloride anions
from the decomposition of chlorinated solvents is quite common in the synthetic conditions of the
electrochemical cells and has been observed in other ET salts [62–64].

2.2. Description of the Structures

Structure of (ET)4[KMnIII(C2O4)3]·PhCN (1). Compound 1 crystallizes in the orthorhombic space
group Pbcn (Table 5) and is isostructural to those obtained with other trivalent metal ions as Fe, Cr,
Co and Al and different monovalent cations as H3O+, NH4

+ and K+ (Table 2). Interestingly, there is
only one reported example with K+ as monovalent cation and there is no example with Mn(III) as a
trivalent cation.

The asymmetric unit contains two independent ET molecules (labelled as A and B) lying on
general positions, half [Mn(C2O4)3]3− anion, half benzonitrile molecule and half K+ cation, all lying
on a two-fold rotation axis. Figure 1 shows the ellipsoid diagram of the molecules in 1 together with
the atom-labelling scheme.

The crystal structure consists of alternating layers of ET molecules adopting the pseudo-κ phase
and anionic layers containing [Mn(C2O4)3]3− anions, K+ cations and the guest benzonitrile molecule
(Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Thermal ellipsoid diagram (at 50% probability) of the molecules in compound 1. Symmetry
code: i = −x, y, 1/2−z.

Table 5. Crystal data and structure refinement of compounds 1 and 2.

Compound 1 2

Formula C53H36KMnNO12S32 C10H10MnCl4OS8
F. Wt. 1999.97 599.45

Space group Pbcn Pnna
Crystal system Orthorhombic Orthorhombic

a (Å) 10.3727 (4) 12.3724 (9)
b (Å) 19.6588 (8) 12.3738 (9)
c (Å) 36.2145 (13) 13.7726 (13)
V/Å3 7384.7 (5) 2108.5 (3)

Z 4 4
T (K) 120 120

ρcalc/g·cm−3 1.798 1.856
μ/mm−1 1.199 1.923

F(000) 4052 1156
R(int) 0.1380 0.1089

θ range (deg) 2.910–25.053 2.958–25.044
Total reflections 59,518 14,081

Unique reflections 6534 1867
Data with I > 2σ (I) 6534 1867

Nvar 462 114
R1

a on I > 2σ (I) 0.0700 0.0509
wR2

b (all) 0.1729 0.1006
GOF c on F2 1.011 1.080

Δρmax (eÅ−3) 0.561 1.130
Δρmin (eÅ−3) −0.839 −0.553

a R1 = Σ||Fo| − |Fc||/Σ|Fo|. b wR2 = [Σw(Fo
2 − Fc

2)2/Σw(Fo
2)2]1/2. c GOF = [Σ[w(Fo

2 − Fc
2)2/(Nobs − Nvar)]1/2.
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Figure 2. View of the cationic and anionic layers alternating along the c-direction in 1.

The anionic layers form a honeycomb structure with hexagonal cavities that are occupied by
the benzonitrile guest molecules (Figure 3a). The –CN group of the benzonitrile molecule presents
a disorder over two positions related by the C2 axis passing through the centre of the aromatic ring.
The –CN group in both positions lies very close to a K+ cation (K1-N100 = 3.055(15) Å) and, therefore,
we can consider that the K+ ions present a 6 + 2 coordination. This double orientation of the –CN
groups and the close distance from the N atom to the monovalent cation is also observed in all
the other reported orthorhombic structures with PhCN as solvent (Table 2) [7,32,47]. The Mn···K
distances (6.308, 6.239 and 6.308 Å) reflect a slight elongation of the hexagonal cavities parallel to the
C2 axis to accommodate the –CN group of the PhCN guest molecule. Similar elongations are also
observed in all the reported orthorhombic (ET)4[AM(C2O4)3]·G phases except in the Al-NH4

+ and
Ru-H3O+/K+ compounds.

Figure 3. Structure of compound 1: (a) view of the anionic layer showing the two possible
positions of the –CN groups and the K–N bond. (b) view of the pseudo-κ packing of the
bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (ET) molecules in the cationic layer showing the A-type dimers
(in red) surrounded by six B-type monomers (in blue). H atoms have been omitted for clarity.
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The cationic layers are formed by ET dimers surrounded by six ET monomers in the so-called
pseudo-κ phase (Figure 3b). The ET dimers are formed by A-type ET molecules, whereas the isolated
ET molecules correspond to the B-type ones. As observed in other similar pseudo-κ phases, there are
several short S···S contacts shorter that the sum of the Van der Waals radii (3.60 Å) (Table 6).

Table 6. Intermolecular S···S contacts shorter that the sum of the Van der Waals radii in 1.

Atoms Distance (Å) Atoms Distance (Å)

S6Ai···S6Bii 3.563 S3Aii···S7Bi 3.294
S8Ai···S8Bii 3.571 S5Aii···S5Bi 3.446
S2Ai···S8Biii 3.497 S7Aii···S7Bi 3.539
S8Ai···S2Biii 3.564 - -

Symmetry codes: i = 1.5 − x, 1.5 − y, −1/2 + z; ii = 1 − x, y, 1.5 − z; iii = x, 1 − y, −1/2 + z.

The estimation of the charge on the ET molecules in compound 1 using the formula proposed
by Guionneau et al. [65] gives values of ca. +1 and ca. 0 for A- and B-type ET molecules (Table 7),
respectively, as also found in all the reported orthorhombic (ET)4[AM(C2O4)3]·G phases [7,32,34,47,51].

Table 7. Bond distances (Å) and calculated charges of the ET molecules in 1 and 2.

S

S

S

SS

S S

S

a
b

c
d

Compound Molecule a b c d δ Q

1
A 1.392 1.723 1.7468 1.3415 0.7363 0.85

B 1.353 1.7542 1.7565 1.337 0.8207 0.22

2 A 1.424 1.694 1.718 1.380 0.6080 1.81

δ = (b + c) − (a + d); Q = 6.347 − 7.463 × δ.

Structure of (ET)[MnIICl4]·H2O (2). Compound 2 crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group
Pnna (Table 5). The asymmetric unit contains a half ET molecule, half [MnCl4]2− anion and half water
molecule lying on special positions. Figure 4 shows the ellipsoid diagram of the molecules in 2 together
with the atom-labelling scheme.

Figure 4. Thermal ellipsoid diagram (at 50% probability) of the molecules in compound 2. Symmetry
code: i = 1/2 − x, −y, z; ii = x, 1.5 − y, 1.5 − z.

The crystal structure of compound 2 consists of layers of ET molecules lying parallel to the plane
alternating with layers of [MnCl4]2− anions (Figure 5a,d). The anions adopt a square lattice with
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Mn···Mn distances of 8.321 Å (Figure 5b) and with a shortest Cl···Cl intermolecular contact of 4.877 Å,
well above the sum of the Van der Waals radii (3.50 Å). The cationic layer contains ET molecules lying
parallel to the layer forming double layers. The ET molecules are parallel to each other inside the
double layers but are orthogonal to the ET molecules of consecutive double layers (Figure 5c). This
very unusual packing of the ET molecules parallel to the layer may be due to the +2 charge of the
ET molecules (Table 7), precluding the usual packing in columns or dimers due to the coulombic
repulsions. The short anion–cation contacts in 2 (Table 8) are also a consequence of this double charge
on the ET molecules. Additionally, there is a Cl···O short contact (3.336 Å) that suggests the presence
of hydrogen bonds of the type O–H···Cl connecting neighbouring [MnCl4]2− anions. Unfortunately,
the H atoms of the water molecules could not be located in the single crystal structural analysis.

Figure 5. Structure of compound 2: (a) view of the cationic and anionic layers alternating along the c
direction in 2. Green and blue (or red and yellow) ET molecules form one double layer; (b) view of the
anionic layer; (c) view of two consecutive double ET and anionic layers down the c direction; (d) view
of the zigzag chains in the ab plane showing the short S···S intermolecular contacts.

Table 8. Cation–anion contacts shorter than the sum of the Van der Waals radii in 2.

Atoms Distance (Å) Atoms Distance (Å) Atoms Distance (Å)

Cl1-S5A 3.250 Cl1ii-S2Aiii 3.417 S2Av-S2Avi 3.412
Cl1-C7A’ 3.437 Cl2ii-S2Aiii 3.446 S2Av-S6Avi 3.597
Cl1-S1Ai 3.353 Cl2ii-S6Aiv 3.295 C7A’v-O1Wvii 3.147

Symmetry codes: i = 1/2 − x, 1 − y, z; ii = x, 1.5 − y, 1.5 − z; iii = x, 1 + y, z; iv = 1.5 − x, 1 − y, z; v = 1/2 − x, −y, z;
vi = −1/2 + x, y, 1 − z; vii = −1 + x, −1 + y, z.

The presence of ET2+ di-cations is very unusual. In fact, only six ET salts with ET2+ di-cations
have been reported to date [66–69]. Its presence in 2 implies that the anion must be [MnCl4]2−, i.e.,
that the precursor Mn(III) salt has been reduced to Mn(II). The oxidation state of the Mn ion in this
anion is confirmed by the magnetic measurements (see below) and by the Mn–Cl bond distances in the
anion (Mn1–Cl1 = 2.3724 (15) Å and Mn1–Cl2 = 2.3638 (15) Å). These distances are very similar to those
reported for the [MnIICl4]2− dianion in all the reported ET salts with this anion (2.348–2.363 Å, Table 9).
Furthermore, the hypothetical [MnIIICl4]− monoanion has never been reported and the Mn–Cl bond
distances should be ca. 0.2 Å shorter, (i.e., around 2.15–2.17 Å).
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Table 9. Average Mn–Cl bond distances (Å) in all the ET salts with the [MnCl4]2− anion.

Compound Formula Mn–Cl (Å) Ref

ECIQEM β′ ′-(ET)3MnCl4·TCE 2.360 [70]
FEWJAT α-(ET)7[MnCl4]2·TCE 2.348 [71]

GAMSOC (ET)3[MnCl4]2 2.363 [67]
2 (ET)[MnCl4]·H2O 2.368 this work

TCE = 1,1,2-trichloroethane = CCl2HCClH2.

2.3. Magnetic Properties

The product of the magnetic susceptibility times the temperature (χmT) per Mn(III) ion for
compound 1 shows a value of ca. 3.2 cm3·K·mol−1, close to the expected one (3.0 cm3·K·mol−1) for an
S = 2 isolated Mn(III) ion with g = 2 (Figure 6). When the temperature is lowered, χmT remains constant
down to ca. 50 K where a progressive decrease starts to reach a value of ca. 1.0 cm3·K·mol−1 at 2 K.
This behaviour indicates that compound 1 is essentially paramagnetic and presents the contribution
expected for the anionic lattice, in agreement with the crystal structure that shows magnetically isolated
[Mn(C2O4)3]3− anions since the K+ ions are diamagnetic. The decrease at low temperatures is simply
due to the presence of a zero field splitting of the S = 2 spin ground state. The lack of magnetic
contribution of the cationic lattice indicates that the spins on the ET molecules of the (ET2)2+ dimers are
strongly antiferromagnetically coupled and the neutral isolated ET monomers are also diamagnetic.
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Figure 6. Thermal variation of the χmT product per Mn(III) ion for compound 1.

For compound 2, the χmT product per [MnCl4]2− anion shows a value of ca. 4.5 cm3·K·mol−1,
close to the expected one (4.375 cm3·K·mol−1) for an S = 5/2 isolated Mn(II) ion with g = 2 (Figure 7).
When the sample is cooled, χmT shows a progressive decrease to reach a value of ca. 1.0 cm3·K·mol−1

at 2 K. This behaviour indicates that compound 2 presents a weak antiferromagnetic coupling that
might be attributed to a relatively short intermolecular Cl···Cl contact (4.877 Å) or to the short
O–H···Cl H-bonds present in the anionic layer. Note that weak antiferromagnetic couplings through
Cl···H–N contacts with similar distances have already been observed and confirmed with theoretical
calculations [72]. Accordingly, we have fit the magnetic properties to a simple Curie–Weiss law
[χ = C/(T − θ)] in order to estimate the weak magnetic coupling in 1. Thus, the χm

−1 vs. T plot can
be fit in the 30–300 K range with a Curie constant, C = 4.57 cm3·K·mol−1 and a Weiss temperature,
θ = −9.4 cm−1 (solid line in insert in Figure 7), confirming the presence of a weak antiferromagnetic
coupling. As in 1, we do not observe any magnetic contribution of the cationic lattice, suggesting that,
as expected, the ET2+ cations are diamagnetic.
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Figure 7. Thermal variation of the χmT product per [MnCl4]2− ion for 2. Inset shows the Curie–Weiss fit.

2.4. Electrical Properties

Compound 1 is a semiconductor with a room temperature conductivity value of ca. 2 × 10−5 S/cm
and an activation energy of ca. 180 meV (Figure 8). This behaviour is very similar to that observed
in all the similar orthorhombic salts of the type (ET)4[AM(C2O4)3]·G that are semiconductors with
activation energies in the range 140–225 meV (Table 2). The semiconducting behaviour is attributed to
the presence of completely ionized (ET2)2+ dimers surrounded by neutral ET monomers.

Compound 2 is also a semiconductor with a conductivity at room temperature of ca. 8 × 10−5 S/cm
and an activation energy of ca. 210 meV (Figure 8). Note that this behaviour can be attributed to two
possible reasons: (i) a charge transfer between the Cl ligands of the [MnCl4]2− anion through the six
short Cl···S contacts (see Table 8); and (ii) the presence of a small degree of mixed valence in the ET
molecules due to the presence of neutral or (most probably) mono-cationic ET molecules. Although
most of the ET molecules are doubly oxidized, we cannot discard that, during the electro-crystallization
process, some mono cationic ET+ molecules enter in the structure. This is in agreement with the average
charge of ca. 1.8 found for the ET molecules in 2 (see Table 7). The weak electron delocalization would
take place through the two short S···S intermolecular contacts present in compound 2 (Figure 5d
and Table 8).
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Figure 8. Thermal variation of the electrical resistivity of compounds 1 and 2.

3. Experimental Section

3.1. Starting Materials

The organic donor bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (ET), the 18-crown-6 ether, benzoic
acid and all the solvents used in this work are commercially available and were used as received.
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The potassium salt K3[Mn(C2O4)3] was prepared as previously reported [73] and was recrystallized
several times from water. The radical salts were prepared by electrochemical oxidation of ET on
platinum wire electrodes (1 mm diameter) in U-shaped cells under low constant current (Table 10).
The anodic and cathodic compartments are separated by a porous glass frit. The exact conditions for
the synthesis of each particular radical salt are described in Table 10.

Table 10. Synthetic conditions used for salts 1 and 2.

Compound Anode Cathode Current Time

(ET)4[KMn(C2O4)3]·PhCN (1)
ET (10 mg)

PhCN (10 mL)
MeOH (1 mL)

K3[Mn(C2O4)3] (0.1 mmol)
18-crown-6 (90 mg)

PhCOOH (0.147 mmol)
PhCN (10 mL)

MeOH (1.5 mL)

3 μA 1 week

(ET)[MnCl4] H2O (2)
ET (10 mg)

TCE (10 mL)
MeOH (1 mL)

K3[Mn(C2O4)3] (0.1 mmol)
18-crown-6 (90 mg)

TCE (10 mL)
MeOH (1 mL)

2 μA
4 μA
5 μA

3 weeks
1 week
1 week

TCE = 1,1,2-trichloroethane = CCl2HCClH2.

3.2. Synthesis of (ET)4[KMn(C2O4)3]·PhCN (1)

A solution of racemic K3[Mn(C2O4)3] (43.6 mg, 0.1 mmol), PhCOOH (18 mg, 0.15 mmol) and
18-crown-6 ether (90 mg, 0.35 mmol) in a mixture of 10 mL of PhCN and 1.5 mL of MeOH was placed
in the cathode of a U-shaped electrochemical cell. A solution of ET (10 mg, 0.026 mmol) in a mixture
of 10 mL of PhCN and 1.5 mL of MeOH was placed in the anode of the U-shaped cell and a constant
current of 3 μA was applied. Black plate single crystals were collected from the anode after one week.

3.3. Synthesis of (ET)[MnCl4]·H2O (2)

A solution of racemic K3[Mn(C2O4)3] (43.6 mg, 0.1 mmol) and 18-crown-6 ether (90 mg, 0.35 mmol)
in a mixture of 10 mL of 1,1,2-trichloroethane and 1.5 mL of MeOH was placed in the cathode of
a U-shaped electrochemical cell. A solution of ET (10 mg, 0.026 mmol) in a mixture of 10 mL of
1,1,2-trichloroethane and 1.5 mL of MeOH was placed in the anode of the U-shaped cell and a constant
current of 2 μA was applied during three weeks. The intensity was increased to 4 μA for one week
more and finally to 5 μA. Dark green prismatic crystals were collected from the anode after one week
at 5 μA.

3.4. Physical Measurements

Magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out in the temperature range 2–300 K with an
applied magnetic field of 0.5 T on polycrystalline samples of compounds 1 and 2 with a MPMS-XL-5
SQUID susceptometer (Quantum Desing, San Diego, CA, USA). The susceptibility data were corrected
for the sample holders previously measured using the same conditions and for the diamagnetic
contributions of the salt as deduced by using Pascal’s constant tables [74].

The temperature dependence of the DC electrical conductivity was measured with the four contact
method on different single crystals of compounds 1 and 2 in cooling and warming scans with similar
results within experimental errors. The contacts were made with Pt wires (25 μm diameter) using
graphite paste. The samples were measured in a PPMS-9 equipment (Quantum Desing, San Diego,
CA, USA) connected to an external voltage source model 2450 source-meter (Keithley, Cleveland, OH,
USA) and amperometer model 6514 electrometer (Keithley, Cleveland, OH, USA). The conductivity
quoted values have been measured in the voltage range where the crystals are Ohmic conductors.
The cooling and warming rates were 1 and 2 K·min−1.
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3.5. Crystallographic Data Collection and Refinement

Suitable single crystals of compounds 1 and 2 were mounted on a glass fibre using a viscous
hydrocarbon oil to coat the crystal and then transferred directly to the cold nitrogen stream for data
collection. X-ray data were collected at 120 K on a Supernova diffractometer (Agilent, Santa Clara,
CA, USA) equipped with a graphite-monochromated Enhance (Mo) X-ray Source (λ = 0.71073 Å).
The program CrysAlisPro v38.43, (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan), was used for unit cell determinations
and data reduction. Empirical absorption correction was performed using spherical harmonics,
implemented in the SCALE3 ABSPACK scaling algorithm. Crystal structures were solved with
direct methods with the SIR97 program [75], and refined against all F2 values with the SHELXL-2014
program [76], using the WinGX graphical user interface [77]. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined
anisotropically, and hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions and refined isotropically with
a riding model. There is a disorder in the CH3CN solvent molecules that appears with two possible
orientations with a common N atom located on a C2 axis. Data collection and refinement parameters
are given in Table 5.

CCDC-1527866 and 1527859 contain the supplementary crystallographic data for compounds 1

and 2, respectively. These data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre at www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.

4. Conclusions

The combination of the magnetic anion [Mn(C2O4)3]3− with the organic donor ET under different
synthetic conditions has resulted in the synthesis of two very original magnetic and conducting
radical salts: (ET)4[KMn(C2O4)3]·PhCN (1) and (ET)[MnCl4]·H2O (2). The radical salt with the
anion [Mn(C2O4)3]3− is the first reported member with Mn(III) of the Day’s huge family of magnetic
conductors and superconductors formulated as (ET)4[AIMIII(C2O4)3]·G (AI = H3O+, K+, NH4

+, Na+, ...;
MIII = Fe, Cr, Ga, Co, Al and Ru; G = PhCN, PhNO2, PhCl, PhBr, py, ...). This compound crystallizes
in an orthorhombic pseudo-κ phase where (ET2)2+ dimers are surrounded by isolated neutral ET
monomers. The change of PhCN by 1,1,2-trichloroethane as a solvent gives rise to the radical salt
(ET)[MnCl4]·H2O, where the ET molecules have been oxidized to a very unusual oxidation state
of +2 and the Mn(III) metal atom has been reduced to Mn(II). The degradation of the chlorinated
solvent furnishes the Cl− ligands for the in situ formation of the anion [MnCl4]2−. Both salts are
semiconductors (with activation energies of ca. 180 and ca. 210 meV, respectively) and paramagnetic
with magnetic moments corresponding to the anionic complexes, since the organic lattices do not
contribute to the magnetic moment.
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Abstract: Structural, transport, and magnetic properties of new organic conductors composed of
(BEDT-TTF)2TaF6, where BEDT-TTF is bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene, have been investigated.
Two δ-type polymorphs, monoclinic and orthorhombic phases are obtained by the electrocrystallization.
Both phases show a semiconductor-insulator phase transition at 276 K and 300 K for the monoclinic
and orthorhombic phases, respectively; the ground state of both salts is a nonmagnetic insulating
state. The low-temperature X-ray diffraction measurements show two-fold superlattice reflections
in the intercolumnar direction. The low-temperature crystal structures show a clear charge ordered
state, which is demonstrated by the molecular shape and intramolecular bond lengths. The observed
checkerboard charge ordered state is in agreement with the charge ordering in a dimer Mott insulator.
If we distinguish between the monoclinic and orthorhombic phases, the transition temperature of the
δ-type (BEDT-TTF)2MF6 conductors (M = P, As, Sb, and Ta) increases continuously with increasing
the anion volume.

Keywords: molecular conductor; electronic correlation; charge order

1. Introduction

Among molecular conductors, bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF) salts with
octahedral anions, so-called β-(BEDT-TTF)2PF6 type salts, have a unique arrangement of the donor
molecules with a twisted stacking structure (Figure 1) [1–3]. This molecular arrangement is categorized
into the δ type; the donor column consists of alternate stacking of two interaction modes: the twisted
stacking mode (a1 in Figure 1c) and the parallel stacking mode (a2) slipped along the molecular short
axis (ring-over-atom mode) [3]. The highly conducting direction is not the donor stacking direction
but the intercolumnar direction [1]. After the discovery of the PF6 salt, several δ-type BEDT-TTF salts
with octahedral anions have been developed. The crystal system, however, differs between the PF6

(orthorhombic) and SbF6 (monoclinic) salts despite the same anion shape [4]. The AsF6 salt has been
known as a monoclinic compound, but later the orthorhombic crystal has been found [4–7].

The PF6 salt has been investigated using X-ray diffraction and Raman spectra; the phase transition
at around room temperature is not a 2kF charge-density-wave but a charge order [8,9]. The charge
ordering transition is due to the nearest neighbor Coulomb repulsion V [10–12]. The orthorhombic
AsF6 salt also shows a similar charge order to that of the PF6 salt [8]. The charge order has been
observed in both the monoclinic AsF6 and SbF6 salts using Raman spectra [13]. Although many
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investigations of the δ-type BEDT-TTF salts with octahedral anions have been carried out, the charge
ordering transition temperature does not seem to change in the sequence of the anion volume.

In order to clarify the relationship between the transition temperature and the anion volume,
the TaF6 salt is prepared; TaF6 is the largest anion among MF6 anions (M = P, As, Sb, and Ta) [14]. In the
present paper, we report two δ-type polymorphs of the TaF6 salts, monoclinic (δm) and orthorhombic
(δo) phases. Although both salts show a charge ordering transition, the transition temperature of
the orthorhombic phase is higher than that of the monoclinic phase. If we distinguish between
the monoclinic and orthorhombic phases in the δ-type (BEDT-TTF)2MF6 conductors, the transition
temperature increases with increasing the anion volume; this indicates that the chemical pressure
affects the charge ordering transition temperature.

2. Results

The crystallographic data of both δm- and δo-(BEDT-TTF)2TaF6 at 298 K are shown in Table 1.
For the monoclinic δm phase, we choose the space group C2/c. Although unusual space group I2/c
has been used in the SbF6 salt [4], the unit cell transformation a′ = −a − c gives the monoclinic angle
β′ = 93.99(4)◦ and the reported lattice. In the AsF6 salt, another unit cell transformation gives the
reported A2/a lattice [5]. The orthorhombic δo-TaF6 salt and the PF6 salt are isostructural, and the
space group is Pnna. The unit cell volume of the monoclinic phase is slightly larger than that of the
orthorhombic phase.

Table 1. Crystallographic data of the (BEDT-TTF)2TaF6 salts.

δm Phase δo Phase

Formula C20H16S16TaF6
Formula weight 1064.24
Temperature (K) 298 171 298 39
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Orthorhombic Monoclinic

Space group C2/c P21/n Pnna P2/c
a (Å) 35.825(12) 35.6108(6) 14.924(9) 13.2594(5)
b (Å) 6.679(4) 13.2887(2) 33.366(14) 14.5036(4)
c (Å) 14.953(8) 14.7148(3) 6.656(2) 33.8724(7)

β (deg) 110.62(3) 110.1387(8) – 101.206(2)
V (Å3) 3349(3) 6537.7(2) 3315(3) 6389.8(3)

Z 4 8 4 8
Total reflections 4877 11899 2921 27208

Reflections [F2 > 2σ(F2)] 3571 7889 1558 20909
R1 [F2 > 2σ(F2)] 0.0327 0.0818 0.0748 0.1387

wR2 (all reflections) 0.0944 0.2172 0.2498 0.3242
GOF 1.028 1.128 1.026 1.231

Figure 1a–d show the crystal structure of the TaF6 salts. These two phases take similar
δ-type structures. For the monoclinic phase, the BEDT-TTF molecular planes of the adjacent conducting
layers along the a-axis are almost parallel to each other (Figure 1a). In the orthorhombic phase,
however, donor planes are inclined alternately along the interlayer direction (Figure 1b). There is one
crystallographically independent donor and a half anion, and a unit cell contains eight donors and
four anions, affording the donor to anion ratio 2:1. The terminal donor ethylene-groups are disordered.
The donors form a stack along the c-axis for the δm phase (a-axis for the δo phase) with the twisted
mode a1 and the ring-over-atom mode a2. For the a1 mode, the interplanar distance is d⊥ = 3.58 Å
and the twist angle is ω = 29.9◦ in the δm phase, and d⊥ = 3.57 Å and ω = 29.9◦ in the δo phase.
For the a2 mode, the slip distance along the molecular short axis is ds = 2.00 Å, and d⊥ = 3.67 Å in the
δm phase. These values are ds = 2.02 Å and d⊥ = 3.67 Å in the δo phase.

An anion is located on an inversion center for the δm phase. In the δo phase, an anion is
on a two-fold rotation axis parallel to the a-axis, and fluorine atoms are on general positions.
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The arrangement of anions is an isosceles triangle on an anion layer parallel to the bc-plane (ac-plane)
in the δm (δo) phase. An interaction between the donor hydrogen and anion fluorine atoms shorter than
the sum of the van der Waals radii (2.67 Å) [15], a so-called hydrogen bond, is found. Although both
terminal ethylene groups of the donor have hydrogen bonds in the δo phase, one side terminal of the
donor has a hydrogen bond in the δm phase. This is due to the difference of the unit cell volumes
because the unit cell of the δo phase is smaller than that of the δm phase.
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Figure 1. Crystal structure of δm-(BEDT-TTF)2TaF6 (a) and the δo phase (b) projected approximately
along the molecular short axis. The donor layer of the δm phase (c) and the δo phase (d) projected
approximately along the molecular long axis. The energy band structure and the Fermi surface of the
δm phase (e) and the δo phase (f).

The calculated transfer integrals, the distance between the molecular centers R, and the twist
angles ω are shown in Table 2. All interaction modes (c, a1, a2, p, and q) are the same as those
of β-(BEDT-TTF)2PF6 [2,3]. The transfer integral of the twisted interaction mode ta1 is larger than
that of the ring-over-atom mode ta2; this twisted dimer structure is characteristic of this structure.
The transverse interactions are large, and tq is larger than ta1. The energy band structure and
Fermi surface are shown in Figure 1e,f. The quasi-one-dimensional Fermi surface is shown in
an extended zone scheme because the energy bands degenerate at the zone boundary owing to
the crystallographic symmetries.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity. Both salts exhibit
semiconducting behavior in the measurement temperature region, and show anomaly at approximately
300 K. The phase transition temperature Tc is determined from the peak of d(ln ρ)/d(1/T) at Tc = 276 K
and Tc = 300 K for the δm and δo phases, respectively. As shown in the inset of Figure 2, the charge
activation energy Δcharge is estimated as 27 and 46 meV for the δm and δo phases, respectively.
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Table 2. Transfer integrals and geometrical parameters of the δ-type (BEDT-TTF)2TaF6 salts.

Interaction Mode t (meV) R (Å) ω (deg)

δm phase
c −75.6 6.68

a1 −103.3 4.49 29.9
a2 38.4 4.18
p −23.8 8.05
q −147.8 5.72

δo phase
c −79.4 6.66

a1 −95.9 4.51 29.9
a2 37.1 4.19
p −24.5 8.04
q −141.2 5.72
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of the δm phase (a) and the δo phase (b). The insets
show the Arrhenius plots, and solid lines in the insets are fits to the data.

The Seebeck coefficient of the δm phase shows metallic behavior around 300 K, and has anomaly
at approximately 280 K (Figure 3). For the δo phase, the thermopower shows semiconducting behavior
even in the high temperature region and has no anomaly at 300 K where the resistivity has an anomaly.
The value of the thermopowers around 300 K is approximately 52 μV/K. This large value is not in
agreement with the energy band structure, indicating a strongly correlated electronic system [1,2,16,17].
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of Seebeck coefficients of the δm and δo phases.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the electron spin resonance (ESR) g-values,
peak-to-peak linewidths, and the normalized spin susceptibilities measured under the magnetic field
perpendicular to the conducting layers. A single Lorentzian lineshape is observed for both phases.
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The spin susceptibility of the δm phase clearly decreases below 280 K without a divergent increase of
the linewidth, leading to a spin singlet state. The spin susceptibility of the δo phase gradually decreases
with decreasing temperature, and the spin singlet state appears at low temperatures. However,
the phase transition temperature is not clear. The g-values are almost independent of the temperature
around the phase transition temperature. The spin activation energy Δspin is estimated from the
simple singlet–triplet model given by χspin ∝ (1/T) exp(−Δspin/T) in the 100–200 K range. The spin
activation energy Δspin is about 30 meV. Δspin is in rough agreement with Δcharge estimated from the
electrical resistivity.
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of ESR g-values (a), linewidths (b), and the relative spin
susceptibilities (c) of the δm and δo phases. The applied magnetic field is perpendicular to the
conducting layer for both compounds. The inset shows the Arrhenius plots, and solid lines in the inset
are fits to the data.

In order to clarify the origin of the phase transition, the low-temperature X-ray diffraction
measurements were performed. Figure 5 shows the X-ray oscillation photographs of both δm and
δo phases. At 171 K, superlattice reflections with the wave vector qm = (0, 1/2, 0) are observed for the
δm phase (Figure 5a,b). Although the superlattice reflections are observed at 171 K for the δo phase,
the wave vector is qo = (0, 1/2, 1/2) (Figure 5c,d). Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of the
integrated intensity of the superlattice reflections. The superlattice reflection disappears at 277 K and
302 K for the δm and δo phases, respectively. These results indicate that the temperatures at which the
resistivity shows anomaly are the phase transition temperatures.

Figure 7a,b show the crystal structure of the δm phase at 171 K. The C-centered unit cell changes to
a primitive cell with the space group P21/n as shown in Table 1, which is a sub-group of C2/c;
the superlattice unit cell is a′ = a, b′ = 2b, and c′ = c because superlattice reflections with
h + k �= 2n appear for hkl, where n is an integer. Some reflections with h + l �= 2n are observed
in h0l reflections. However, in order to analyze the low-temperature average structure, we have chosen
P21/n, because a centrosymmetric space group has been suggested by SHELXT; the program SHELXT
proposes possible space groups on the basis of phases in the space group P1 without using systematic
absences [18]. In the present space group, there are four crystallographic independent molecules along
the stacking direction (Figure 7a). The molecules in the nearest neighbor columns in the conducting
sheet is connected by a two-fold screw axis; this indicates that the charge ordering pattern is not related
by the glide symmetry. Moreover, in the case of P21, the maximum shift/error for the parameter
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refinement does not converge, and the atomic coordinates of four additional independent molecules
are connected by the inversion symmetry operation. Although the existence of the inversion center is
important for electronic polarity, we do not treat this problem further in the present work.

(a) 298 K
δm phase

(b) 171 K
δm phase

(c) 309 K
δo phase

(d) 171 K
δo phase
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Figure 5. X-ray oscillation photographs of the δm phase at 298 K (a) and 171 K (b), and of the δo phase
at 309 K (c) and 171 K (d).
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Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the integrated intensity of superlattice reflections. The background
intensities are subtracted. Although integrated intensity is measured using a four circle diffractometer
for the δo phase, this is measured using an imaging plate for the δm phase. The indices of the used
reflections are 4,−1/2,−3 for the δm phase, and 8,−3/2,−1/2 for the δo phase.

Figure 7c,d show the crystal structure of the δo phase at 39 K. Some reflections with l �= 2n for
h0l are observed. However, we have chosen P2/c as suggested by SHELXT owing to the same reason
as the δm phase (Table 1). This space group is a sub-group of Pnna, where the superlattice is given
by a′ = 2c, b′ = a, and c′ = −c − b on the basis of the superlattice wave vector qo = (0, 1/2, 1/2).
The n-glide in the original cell corresponds to the c-glide in the new unit cell. In the δo phase, molecules
in the nearest neighbor column in the conducting sheet are related by the inversion symmetry. If the
space group has no inversion center (P2), the nearest neighbor column is composed of four other
independent molecules. However, in the case of P2, the analysis does not converge similarly to P21 in
the δm phase.
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interaction mode q in the high temperature structure (b,d).

A terminal ethylene group at one side is disordered except for the D molecule in the δm phase.
The A and C molecules are disordered in the δo phase. The completely ordered structure has been
observed in the PF6 and δo-AsF6 salts. However, this conformational ordering depends on the
cooling speed [8]. The cooling speed approximately 1–3 K/min is too fast to attain a completely
ordered structure. Although A and C molecules are flat, B and D molecules are bent for both δm and
δo phases (Figure 7a,c); the bent TTF skeleton is characteristic of the neutral BEDT-TTF molecule [19].
The BEDT-TTF molecules have a boat-like structure. The dihedral angles between the central and
outer tetrathio-substituted ethylene moieties are approximately 2.4◦–3.0◦ in the A and C molecules.
These are approximately 8.5◦–13.7◦ in the B and D molecules in the δm phase, and 7.0◦–10.9◦ in the
δo phase. This clearly shows that the low-temperature phase is a charge ordered state. The charges
of the BEDT-TTF molecules are estimated empirically from the bond lengths [20]: QA = +0.8(1),
QB = +0.1(1), QC = +0.6(1), and QD = −0.1(1) in the δm phase. In the δo phase, the charges are
QA = +0.8(2), QB = +0.5(2), QC = +0.7(2), and QD = +0.2(2). The estimated Q values are in
agreement with the molecular shape; the flat A and C molecules are hole rich, whereas the bent B and
C molecules are nearly neutral. The calculated energy levels of the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of these molecules show that the averaged HOMO level of the bent molecules is lower than
that of the flat molecules by ∼0.1 eV. This is in agreement with the charge disproportionation between
the flat and bent molecules. The hole-rich donor molecules are connected by the transfer integral tq

with the largest absolute value in the high temperature structure (Figure 7b,d); then, a spin-singlet
state is realized. Although A and C molecules are connected in the δm phase (RAC

q = 5.71 Å), A and
A or C and C molecules are connected in the δo phase (RAA

q ≈ RCC
q = 5.70 Å). The absolute value

of the transfer integral between A and C molecules |tAC
q | increases (174.7 meV), but |tBD

q | decreases
(114.1 meV) despite RBD

q < RAC
q in the δm phase. This is due to the molecular shape; B and D molecules

are bent. The side-by-side molecular center distance is slightly modulated; the averaged difference is
approximately 0.10 Å. These tendencies are the same as those in the δo phase. The anion arrangement
is also changed; the isosceles triangle pattern is deformed. There are many hydrogen bonds between
the donors and anions in the low-temperature structure. The short hydrogen bonds (≤2.50 Å) are
observed in the B and D molecules for both phases.
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3. Discussion

The difference between the δm and δo phases is the inclination of the donor plane in
a conducting layer. In the δo phase, the plane inclination changes alternately along the normal
direction to the conducting layer. The same difference is found in the AsF6 salts, which indicates
that the monoclinic phase of the AsF6 salt differs from the orthorhombic phase discovered by
Senadeera et al. [4–7]. Nogami et al. have confirmed the lattice constants of the orthorhombic phase of
the AsF6 salt and solved the structure at 110 K including the superlattice reflections; the superlattice
unit cells of both δo-PF6 and δo-AsF6 salts are also orthorhombic [8]. Leung et al. have found two-fold
superlattice reflections in the monoclinic AsF6 salt above 125 K, where the wave vector b∗/2 is the
same as that of the δm-TaF6 salt. The Raman spectra of the monoclinic AsF6 salt show the charge
ordering at approximately 260 K [13]. Therefore, we have to distinguish between the monoclinic and
orthorhombic phases in the AsF6 salts; the charge ordering transition temperatures are Tc = 264 K
and 298 K for the monoclinic and orthorhombic phases, respectively. The transition temperature
Tc of the orthorhombic phases is generally higher than that of the monoclinic phases in the other
δ-type (BEDT-TTF)2MF6 salts as shown in Table 3. If we distinguish the crystal system, the transition
temperature increases independently with increasing the anion size (Figure 8). This is in agreement
with the concept of chemical pressure; the smaller the anion volume, the higher the pressure region.
Actually, the transition temperature decreases with increasing the external pressure in the PF6 salt [6].

Table 3. Summary of the δ-type (BEDT-TTF)2 MF6 salts.

δm-PF6 δo-PF6 δm-AsF6 δo-AsF6 δm-SbF6 δo-SbF6 δm-TaF6 δo-TaF6

existence b yes yes yes yes b yes yes
spin singlet – yes yes yes yes – yes yes

superlattice a – c∗/2 b∗/2 c∗/2 b – b∗/2 b∗/2 + c∗/2
charge ordering – yes yes yes yes – yes yes

Tc (K) – 297 264 ∼ 298 c 273 – 276 300
Ref. – [1,6,8,9] [4,5,13] [6,8] [4,13] – d d

a For the δm-AsF6 salt, the unit cell is transformed to that of the TaF6 salt, C2/c; b unknown;
c Tc is estimated from the temperature dependence of the superlattice reflection in Ref. [6];
d present work.
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Figure 8. Anion volume dependence of the charge ordering temperature of δ-type (BEDT-TTF)2 MF6

(M = P, As, Sb, and Ta). Anion volumes are estimated using Figure 2 in Ref. [14]. Dashed lines are
guides to the eye.

The relationship between the charge order and anion has been investigated in
α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 [21]. The hydrogen bonds of the hole-rich donors are shorter than those of
the hole-poor donors in α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3; the hydrogen bonds between the donors and anions affect
the charge ordering transition. In the present compounds, however, the donors with short hydrogen
bonds are hole poor molecules, i.e., bent neutral molecules. This indicates that the anion shift does
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not affect the present phase transition. Moreover, the shift of the donors is also small; this molecular
displacement is known as a bond order wave [22,23]. The slight displacement is not dominant in the
phase transition that leads to the charge ordered state. The above results show that the origin of the
phase transition is due to the electronic correlation between the donor molecules.

The experimentally obtained charge ordered pattern is estimated from the high temperature
crystal structure. In the θ-type BEDT-TTF compounds, theoretical investigation has revealed several
charge ordering patterns depending on t/V, which have been verified by different kinds of
experiments [10–12]. However, a simple method to expect the charge ordering pattern has been
proposed, since the point charge approximation is appropriate; V is proportional to 1/R for R ≥ 4 Å,
where R is the distance between the molecular centers [24]. Table 4 shows the transfer integrals and
intermolecular distances in the high temperature structure. This shows a trend for the molecular
center distances (Ra2 < Ra1 < Rq < Rc < Rp), and 1/Ra1∼1/Ra2. Therefore, we use Va as the stacking
direction V and others (Vq, Vc, and Vp) to calculate the potential energy for several charge ordering
patterns by the point charge approximation (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Charge order patterns of the δ-type salts. (a) uniform; (b) horizontal stripe; (c) vertical stripe;
and (d) checkerboard. The dashed line shows a unit cell.

The extended Hubbard model is written as follows [10,12]:

H = − ∑
〈ij〉σ

(tijc†
iσcjσ + h.c.) + ∑

i
Uni↑ni↓ + ∑

〈ij〉
Vijninj, (1)

where 〈ij〉 denotes pairs of the lattice sites i and j, c†
iσ(ciσ) is the creation (annihilation) operator

for a hole with spin σ(=↑, ↓) at the i site, and niσ = c†
iσciσ is the number operator with

ni = ni↑ + ni↓. U is the onsite Coulomb repulsion, and tij and Vij are the transfer integral and
the nearest neighbor Coulomb repulsion between sites i and j. We neglect tij and assume the
static limit in order to investigate complicated charge-order patterns [24–26]. The static-limit
potential energies are listed in Table 5. The ratios Vp/Va = Ra/Rp ∼0.54, Vc/Va ∼0.65, and
Vq/Va ∼0.76 give the energies on the right side (Va energy) in Table 5. Since Va is much larger
than other Vs, the vertical pattern is unlikely. However, because of Vc ≤ Vq, the horizontal pattern
is more stable than the checkerboard in disagreement with the experiments. The checkerboard
pattern is most stable when Va and Vc make a square lattice [27]. Although Va is obviously large,
the relative importance of Vc and Vq is less clear. These stripe patterns have very close static
energies, and the point charge approximation is insufficient to distinguish the stability of different
stripe patterns. This is also in the case of β-(meso-DMBEDT-TTF)2PF6 with the checkerboard charge
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ordering, where DMBEDT-TTF stands for 2-(5,6-dihydro-1,3-dithiolo[4,5-b][1,4]dithiin-2-ylidene)-
5,6-dihydro-5,6-dimethyl-1,3-dithiolo[4,5-b][1,4]dithiin [26,28].

Table 4. Transfer integrals and geometrical parameters of the δ-type (BEDT-TTF)2AsF6 and
(BEDT-TTF)2PF6 salts.

Interaction Mode t (meV) R (Å) ω (deg)

δm-AsF6
a

c −77.7 6.67
a1 −109.5 4.45 29.9
a2 33.2 4.14
p −23.4 8.01
q −156.4 5.71
δo-AsF6

b

c −74.8 6.69
a1 −98.4 4.50 30.1
a2 32.3 4.20
p −22.4 8.07
q −139.5 5.76
δo-PF6 (From Ref. [2])
c −84 –
a1 −104 – –
a2 32 –
p −28 –
q −141 –

a The atomic coordinates are in Ref. [5]; b The atomic coordinates are in Ref. [7].

Table 5. Potential energies of the charge-ordered patterns per unit cell in the δ-type.

Pattern V Energy Va Energy

Uniform Eu = U
4 + Va + Vc + Vp +

Vq
2

U
4 + 2.57Va

Horizontal Eh = U
2 + 2Vc

U
2 + 1.3Va

Vertical Ev = U
2 + 2Va

U
2 + 2Va

Checkerboard Ec =
U
2 + 2Vp + Vq

U
2 + 1.84Va

We propose another explanation of the present results. The donor molecules have uniform
side-by-side arrangement along the b direction in the δm-TaF6 salt. This direction is the highest
conducting direction, and the Fermi surface is perpendicular to the b∗ direction (Figure 1c,e). The value
of |ta1| is smaller than |tq|, and much smaller than the dimerization in the κ-type BEDT-TTF salts,
where the dimer Mott insulating picture is realized (tdimer ∼ 250 meV). The molecular center distance
Ra1 ∼ 4.5 Å is almost the same as that in the dimer of κ-type salts (∼ 4.0 Å). Then, t/V of the a1 mode
is half of the κ-type salt and comparatively small. However, t/V for q is 90% of that of the κ-type,
and the dimerization due to q is important. The energy band in Figure 1 splits into two by taking the
oblique dimerization due to q into account. The band splitting has been observed as the inter-band
transition in the polarized reflectance spectra of the δo-PF6 salt [29]. The present compounds show
semiconducting behaviors even at 350 K sufficiently higher than the phase transition temperature.
This indicates that the high temperature phase is a paramagnetic dimer Mott insulator. In the present
compounds, a dimer is surrounded by eight neighboring dimers, i.e., a quasi-square lattice, where all
dimers have one hole; the dimers are connected by the horizontal interaction composed of two c modes
and one a2 mode, the vertical a1 mode, and the diagonal p mode. The interdimer Coulomb repulsion
leads to the checkerboard type charge order (2, 0, 2, 0) because of the relationship Vp < Vc < Va, and the
spin singlet state in the dimer is realized. The spin singlet charge ordering has been observed in the
dimer Mott insulator κ-(BEDT-TTF)4[Co(CN)6][N(C2H5)4]·2H2O; the charged dimer composed of
hole-rich flat donors and the neutral dimer of bent donors exist in the checkerboard charge ordered
state [30].
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The wave vector of the superlattice reflection of the δo-TaF6 salt differs from those of other MF6

salts, but this is only due to the alignment along the interlayer b-axis. The charge ordering transition
temperature increases systematically as the transfer integral |tq| decreases, following a single line both
for the monoclinic and orthorhombic phases (Figure 10). Rq is almost the same, and the ratio |tq|/Vq

increases as |tq| increases. This suggests the importance of the dimerization q [3].
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Figure 10. Charge ordering temperatures as a function of |tq|. The dashed line shows linear dependence.

4. Materials and Methods

Single crystals of (BEDT-TTF)2TaF6 were grown by electrocrystallization. The crystal structures
were determined by the X-ray single crystal structure analyses. The X-ray diffraction measurements
were made on a Rigaku AFC7R four-circle diffractometer (Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with
graphite monochromated Mo-Kα radiation and a rotating anode generator (λ = 0.71069 Å). The X-ray
oscillation photographs above 170 K were taken using a Rigaku R-AXIS RAPID II imaging plate with
Cu-Kα radiation from a rotating anode source with a confocal multilayer X-ray mirror (RIGAKU
VM-Spider, λ = 1.54187 Å). For the low-temperature X-ray measurements, the samples were cooled by
a nitrogen gas-stream cooling method. Low-temperature X-ray oscillation photographs at 39 K were
taken using an imaging plate with Si monochromated synchrotron radiation (λ = 0.99884(2) Å) at
BL-8B of the Photon Factory, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan; the wavelength was calibrated using CeO2.
The sample was cooled by a helium gas-stream cooling method. The structures were solved
by direct methods (SIR2008 and SHELXT) and refined by the full-matrix least-squares procedure
(SHELXL) [18,31,32]. Crystallographic data have been deposited with Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Center: deposition numbers CCDC 1526712 and 1526713. The energy band structures were
calculated on the basis of the molecular orbital calculation and tight-binding approximation [33].

The electrical resistivities were measured by the four-probe method with low-frequency AC
current (1.0 μA). Lock-in amplifiers were used for high-sensitivity detection. Thermoelectric power
measurements were carried out by the two terminal method [34]. Electron spin resonance (ESR)
spectra were measured using a conventional X-band spectrometer (JEOL JES-TE100, Tokyo, Japan).
The sweep width of the magnetic field and the g-values were calibrated by the spectra of Mn2+/MgO
with a hyperfine structure constant of 86.77 Oe and g0 of 2.00094. All measurements were performed
after examining the lattice parameters using X-ray oscillation photographs.

5. Conclusions

Two polymorphs of (BEDT-TTF)2TaF6 have the same type of δ-type structure, and only the crystal
system differs. The present compounds are categorized into a dimer Mott insulator because of the
semiconducting behavior even at 350 K. The charge ordering transition is observed at 276 K and 300 K
for the monoclinic (δm) and the orthorhombic (δo) phases, respectively. The bent and flat BEDT-TTF
molecules exist in the low-temperature insulting phase, indicating the checkerboard charge ordering.
The checkerboard pattern results in a spin singlet state due to the oblique dimerization q mode and the
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interdimer Coulomb repulsion. If we distinguish the crystal system, the charge ordering transition
temperature increases systematically with increasing of the anion size.
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Abstract: Three systems [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)n·X (n = 1, 2, X = MeOH, CH3CN, H2O) showing
spin-crossover transition, conductivity and ferromagnetic coupling were synthesized and studied
by X-ray diffraction, Montgomery method for resistivity, SQUID magnetometry and X-band
EPR. Spin-spin interactions between local magnetic moments of Fe(III) ions and electron spins
of organic TCNQ network were discovered and discussed within the framework of intermolecular
superexchange coupling.

Keywords: TCNQ radical anion salt; Fe(III) spin-crossover complex; crystal structure; conducting
and magnetic properties

1. Introduction

The synthesis and investigation of multifunctional molecule materials combining conductivity
and magnetism in the same crystal lattice attract considerable attention, because the interplay of
these properties may lead to novel behavior [1–6]. Until recently, research in this direction has
been focused on the family of the quasi-two-dimensional (super)conductors based on the radical
cation salts of bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF) and its derivatives with paramagnetic
metal complex anions of different nature [2–6]. In such materials, conductivity is associated with
mobile electrons in organic layers, whereas magnetism usually originates from localized spins
of transition metal ions in insulating counterion layers. In particular, salts of BEDT-TTF and its
selenium-substituted derivative bis(ethylenedithio)tetraselenafulvalene (BETS) have been shown
to combine (super)conducting and paramagnetic [7–10] and even antiferromagnetic [11,12] and
ferromagnetic properties [13]. Moreover, interaction between localized spins in insulating magnetic
layers and itinerant spins in conducting organic layers was found to lead to new fascinating phenomena
such as field-induced superconductivity observed on λ-(BETS)2FeCl4 [14] and κ-(BETS)2FeBr4 [15].
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In the last decade, a new trend in choosing of magnetic subsystems for design of multifunctional
materials combining conductivity and magnetism was outlined. The trend is associated with the
use of the octahedral cation complexes of Fe(II), Fe(III) and Co(II), showing reversible spin-crossover
(SCO) between high-spin (HS) and low-spin (LS) states of the metal ion, in combination with the
radical anion conducting subsystems [16,17]. The latter could be represented by the systems based
on [M(dmit)2]δ− complexes (M = Ni, Pd, Pt; dmit = 4,5-dithiolato-1,3-dithiole-2-thione; 0 < δ < 1) [18]
and/or 7,7,8,8,-tetracyanoquinodimethane ((TCNQ)δ−, 0 < δ < 1) [19–23]. The availability of fractional
oxidation ([M(dmit)2]δ−) or reduction states ((TCNQ)δ−) is a necessary condition for the emergence of
high conductivity in these systems. The SCO induced by temperature, pressure or light irradiation
is accompanied by the changes in the coordination environment of the metal ion [24–26]. The
electrical conductivity of the most molecular conductors is very sensitive to external and/or chemical
pressure [27,28]. There is an every reason to believe that spin-crossover transition would affect the
conductivity at least via a chemical compression or extension arising from structural perturbations
in the process of SCO. Furthermore, magnetic interactions between the subsystems make possible
a realization of a spin-dependent electronic transport. The interplay between spin-crossover and
conductivity was already observed in some of such materials [17,29–33]. The most of conducting SCO
compounds represent the Fe(III) cation complexes with [M(dmit)2]δ− anions [29,30,34–38]. There
is only one compound with TCNQδ−, described in publications: [Fe(III)(acpa)2](TCNQ)2, with
σrt = 2.8 10−3 Ω−1·cm−1 [39]. The crystal structure of the latter has not been solved. Recently,
four spin-crossover compounds, combining Fe(II) and Co(II) cation complexes with TCNQδ− anions,
have been obtained [32,33,40] and showed the conductivity in the range of 10−2–10−1 Ω−1·cm−1.

In this paper, we report synthesis, structure, and physical properties of the three new
spin-crossover compounds based on the Fe(III) cationic complex, [Fe(sal2-trien)]+ (H2sal2-trien
= N,N′-bis[2-(salicylideneamino)ethyl]ethane-1,2-diamine), with TCNQ counterions in a fraction
and fully reduced states, [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)2·CH3OH (1·MeOH), [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]
(TCNQ)·CH3CN (2) and [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)·H2O (3). The compound 1·MeOH possesses
a record conductivity (5.0–6.0 Ω−1·cm−1) among known conducting SCO-compounds, whereas the
magnetic response of the low conducting 2 and 3 demonstrate a hysteresis and a phase fractionation.
A residual high-spin phase in 2 demonstrates a ferro(ferri)magnetic coupling at helium temperatures.
Local magnetic moments in all three systems reveal spin-spin interactions in the SCO range.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis

The compound [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)2·CH3OH (1·MeOH) were obtained by mixing CH3CN
solution of TCNQ with the solutions of [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]I·1.5H2O and LiTCNQ in a mixture of
acetonitrile/methanol (see Materials and Methods). The resulting solution was left to stand in a
refrigerator overnight. The black plate crystals of 1·MeOH were formed (Figure S1). Figure S2 displays
the thermogram of 1·MeOH. With increasing temperature, a weight loss of 4.43% was observed in
the temperature range 70–150 ◦C with endothermic peak at 126.7 ◦C, which is assigned to the loss
of crystallization methanol molecule (calc. 3.77%). As this takes place, the ions with m/e 29 (CHO)
and 31 (CH3O) relating to the fragments of methanol molecule are observed in the mass spectrum.
On heating above 200 ◦C, the complex begins to decompose (two DSC-peaks at 210.1 and 222.6 ◦C).

The compound [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)·H2O (3) in the polycrystalline form was prepared
by metathesis reaction between [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]I·1.5H2O and Li(TCNQ) in methanol. The
recrystallization of 3 from acetonitrile yielded the crystals of [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)·CH3CN (2)
(Materials and Methods). The thermogram of 2 demonstrates a mass loss of 6.38% in the temperature
range 70–100 ◦C with endothermic peak at 93 ◦C, which corresponds to the loss of lattice acetonitrile
molecule (calc. 6.27%). (Figure S3). In the mass spectrum recorded in the gas phase, the peaks are
observed at m/z 41, 15 and 26 relating to CH3CN molecular ion and the fragments of acetonitrile
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molecule (CH3: m/z = 15; CN: m/z = 26). The decomposition of 2 starts above 200 ◦C (two DSC-peaks
at 227.1 and 232.0 ◦C) and accompanies by the release of CN-fragments (m/z = 26).

2.2. Crystal Structure

2.2.1. [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)2·CH3OH (1·MeOH)

The structure of 1·MeOH has been investigated at several different temperatures between 100 and
385 K. The asymmetric unit of the triclinic P1 unit cell of initial 1·MeOH crystal includes two
independent TCNQ•δ− radical anions (denoted as I and II), one [Fe(sal2-trien)]+ cation and one
methanol molecule in general positions (Figure 1). The crystal structure consists of layers of TCNQ
radical anions parallel to the ab-plane which alternate with mixed Fe(sal2-trien)-solvent layers along
the c-axis (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Asymmetric unit in 1·MeOH (ORTEP drawing with 50% probability ellipsoids, solvent
molecule is omitted).

Figure 2. View of the structure 1·MeOHat 100 K along a. Intrastack C. . . C contacts (<3.4 Å) are shown
by dashed lines.

In the 100 K structure, charge state of both independent TCNQ•δ− radical anions I and II is
slightly different and close to −0.4 and −0.6, respectively, according to calculations on the base of
intramolecular bond lengths using Kistenmacher’s empirical formula [41] (Table S1). π-stacking of
TCNQ anions leads to a formation of infinite stacks along the [110] direction. The stacks are composed
of tetrads . . . -(II-I-I-II)-(II-I-I-II)-. . . (Figure 2) with ring-over-bond overlap inside the tetrad due to
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longitudinal shift of adjacent anions and ring-over-ring one between the tetrads (longitudinal shift
is absent, Figure S4). Interplane separations in the stack at 100 K are 3.274(4) Å (I. . . I), 3.19(4) Å
(I. . . II) and 3.297(6) Å (II. . . II), the angle between mean planes of I and II is 2.37(5)◦. There are a lot of
intrastack C. . . C contacts shorter than 3.4 Å, while adjacent stacks interact only by weak hydrogen
contacts of C–H. . . N type with H. . . N distances of 2.58–2.73 Å.

The [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ cations are located between the TCNQ layers and connected by hydrogen
contacts with surrounding TCNQ and methanol molecules. The Fe(III) ion has a slightly distorted
octahedral coordination geometry formed by two oxygen and four nitrogen atoms of ligand. Key
bond distances and angles in the Fe(III)(sal2-trien)+ cation at 100 K are listed in Table S2. Mean values
of the Fe–O, Fe–Nimine and Fe–Namine bond distances in the FeN4O2 chromophore (1.885(8), 1.936(8)
and 2.007(2) Å, respectively) and shape of the cation with the dihedral angle α between two phenoxy
groups of 53.87(6)◦ (Figure 3a) correspond to the low-spin state of the Fe(III) ion. The diagonals of the
octahedron at Fe centre are close to linear (N–Fe–O and N–Fe–N angles are 174◦–177◦, Table S2) that is
also characteristic for the LS state. The coordination FeN4O2 octahedrons are much more regular in
LS state than in HS one [24–26,34]. There is no π-stacking between phenolate ligands of the nearest
cations. Most of the cation-anion hydrogen contacts are formed with TCNQ II that is in agreement
with higher charge of the latter in comparison with TCNQ I. There are two N–Hcat. . . NII contacts
with H. . . N distances of 2.35 and 2.52 Å and three C–Hcat. . . NII contacts with H. . . N = 2.44, 2.53
and 2.65 Å and only two C–H. . . NI contacts to TCNQ I with longer H. . . N distances of 2.69 and
2.73 Å. The [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ cations are also hydrogen bonded to the methanol solvent molecules
(N–Hcat. . . Osolv, C–Hcat. . . Osolv and Ocat. . . H–Osolv contacts with H. . . O distances of 2.04, 2.46 and
1.80 Å, respectively).

Figure 3. Molecular conformation of the [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ cation at 100 K in 1·MeOH (a) and 2 (b).

In order to follow the spin-crossover transition in the crystal of 1·MeOH, additional X-ray
diffraction experiments were performed at several temperatures between 100 and 385 K. The X-ray
study showed single crystal to single crystal phase transition with solvent loss at annealing the crystal
at 350 K in nitrogen stream. According to crystal structure refinement, the methanol site is fully
occupied at 295 K [refining the occupancy gives value of 0.988(4)]. Process of solvent removal has
started at the end of the 24-h X-ray experiment at 340 K [refined MeOH occupancy value is 0.956(6)].
It has been empirically found that annealing of the crystal at 350 K during one day transforms the
crystal completely into a new phase with chemical formula [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)2 (1), i.e., totally
free of solvent. All further diffraction experiments were done for the new phase 1, overall sequence of
temperature changes being following: warming to 350 and 385 K, further cooling to 295 and 220 K and
again warming to 260 and 325 K with full data collection at all these temperatures. The treatment to
carry out X-ray study at 400 K was unsuccessful due to melting of the crystal. Thus, temperatures of
solvent loss and crystal decay in the X-ray experiments appeared to be about 50–80 K lower than the
temperatures of corresponding peaks in DSC spectrum that is associated with the distinctly different
conditions of heating in X-ray and thermogravimetric experiments.
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Symmetry of the crystal (triclinic P1) persists upon the transition, but solvent loss causes
significant distortion of the lattice (Materials and Methods). Relatively large temperature-dependent
structural changes have been found in both cationic magnetic and anionic conducting layers. They are
accumulated in Table 1 and Figure 4. All the structural parameters investigated show discontinuous
changes between 340 and 350 K at the transition from solvate to solvent-free phase. In the magnetic
subsystem, the Fe–N bond lengths and dihedral angle α between two phenoxy groups in the
[Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ cation, both of which are sensitive to spin state of the complex, show linear
temperature dependences in the 100–340 K range and notably increase at 350 K (Figure 4a). An abrupt
growth of these parameters reflects transition of Fe(III) from LS (S = 1/2) to HS state (S = 5/2). The
mean Fe–Nimine and Fe–Namine bond length values increase from 1.94 and 2.01 Å, typical for the LS
Fe(III), to 2.00 and 2.08 Å, respectively, at 385 K. Taking into account corresponding average Fe–N
distances in high-spin state, 2.12 and 2.20 Å [26,34], one can presume that about one third of iron
centers are HS at this temperature. Stronger distortion of the FeN4O2 octahedron at 385 K (diagonal
angles are 164◦–177◦, Table S2) is an additional evidence of partial transition to HS state. It should be
emphasized that in the temperature range 100–340 K, in which the solvate phase 1·MeOH exists, the
Fe–N bonds correspond to LS state and do not show any notable growth. In the solvent-free phase 1

a reversible character of SCO transition is observed at further temperature cycling. The Fe–N bond
lengths return to initial, typical for LS Fe(III) values on cooling to 220 K and go again to HS values on a
new cycle of warming (empty marks in Figure 4a) but in the phase 1 these changes are smooth, without
jump. The angle α in 1 at low temperatures is larger than it was in 1·MeOH (Figure 4a) reflecting
appearance of an additional space in the crystal lattice of the solvent-free phase.

Table 1. The average Fe–Nimine and Fe–Namine bond length values and dihedral angle α between two
phenoxy groups in [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ cation in 1·MeOH and 1, the charges (δ) of different TCNQ•δ−

species I and II estimated from Kistenmacher’s empirical formula (Table S1) [41] and then scaled to
make the total charge on TCNQ pair exactly equal to −1 and intrastack I-I, I-II and II-II interplanar
separations at different temperatures.

Parameter
1·MeOH
100 K

1·MeOH
220 K

1·MeOH
295 K

1·MeOH
340 K

1
350 K

1
385 K

1
325 K

1
295 K

1
260 K

1
220 K

av. (Fe–Nim), Å 1.936(8) 1.935(7) 1.936(8) 1.942(9) 1.97(2) 2.00(2) 1.96(2) 1.945(15) 1.931(13) 1.934(9)
av. (Fe–Nam), Å 2.007(2) 2.006(4) 2.010(4) 2.014(2) 2.05(2) 2.08(2) 2.035(17) 2.021(10) 2.005(8) 2.009(6)

α, ◦ 53.87(6) 55.57(5) 56.71(4) 57.65(8) 64.00(11) 66.12(12) 62.93(9) 62.01(7) 61.39(6) 60.81(5)
δ (I) −0.39 −0.46 −0.47 −0.44 −0.49 −0.51 −0.47 −0.44 −0.44 −0.39
δ (II) −0.61 −0.54 −0.53 −0.56 −0.51 −0.49 −0.53 −0.56 −0.56 −0.61
I-I, Å 3.274(4) 3.254(5) 3.272(8) 3.293(9) 3.313(5) 3.322(6) 3.317(7) 3.316(7) 3.301(7) 3.310(9)
I-II, Å 3.19(4) 3.27(4) 3.31(4) 3.33(4) 3.31(4) 3.34(4) 3.31(5) 3.29(5) 3.26(5) 3.24(5)
II-II, Å 3.297(6) 3.344(6) 3.377(6) 3.404(5) 3.457(8) 3.480(7) 3.450(8) 3.432(10) 3.394(9) 3.371(9)

In contrast to the magnetic subsystem, changes in the conducting TCNQ layer occur in the entire
temperature range investigated. Two independent TCNQ•δ− radical anions show tendency to a
leveling of their charge state on warming (Figure 4b). Charges on TCNQ•δ− I and II radicals were
calculated at different temperatures using the Kistenmacher formula (Table S1) and then scaled to make
the total charge on the TCNQ pair exactly equal to −1 according to stoichiometry of the compound.
The resulted scaled values are used in Table 1 and Figure 4b. Difference in charge on TCNQ•δ− I and
II observed at 100 K fully disappears at 385 K and both of the anions become half-charged. Evolution
of the charge is not uniform in 100–340 K range showing minimum for I and maximum for II at about
room temperature. There is a jump at 350 K equalizing the charges. Further cooling leads to a linear
divergence of charges to the starting values. Temperature evolution of the interplane separations along
the TCNQ stack is not similar for three types of interactions: I-II and II-II distances grow on warming
whereas I-I has a minimum at 220 K (Figure 4c). Again there are clear jumps on the heating curves in
Figure 4c in the 340–350 K region and near linear reverse way on cooling. In absolute scale growth
of II-II separation between the TCNQ tetrads is maximal in comparison with I-I and I-II inside the
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tetrad. No C. . . C contact shorter than 3.4 Å is observed in the II. . . II interaction at 385 K. It is believed
that the tetrads in HS phase are more isolated from one another along the stacks. Overlap modes in
the stack change insignificantly.

Figure 4. Temperature dependences of mean Fe–Namine and Fe–Nimine bond length values and dihedral
angle α between two phenoxy arms in the cation (a); TCNQ•δ− I and II charges (b) and interplane
separations I-I, I-II and II-II in TCNQ stack (c). Starting point was at 100 K, warming from 100 to
385 K was followed by cooling from 385 to 220 K (see arrows) and new warming from 220 to 325 K
(points corresponding to second warming are shown by empty marks). The data points obtained while
warming in the range 100 K to 340 K belong to the solvate phase 1·MeOH. The parameters obtained
while warming above 350 K and further cooling correspond to the solvent-free phase 1.

2.2.2. [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)·CH3CN (2)

The asymmetric unit of the triclinic P1 unit cell at 100 K includes one TCNQ− anion, one
[Fe(sal2-trien)]+ cation and one acetonitrile molecule in general positions (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Asymmetric unit in 2 (ORTEP drawing with 50% probability ellipsoids, solvent molecule
is omitted).

The crystal structure is built of the dianionic (TCNQ2)2− dimers surrounded by [Fe(sal2-trien)]+

cations (Figure S5). According to the 1:1 stoichiometry of the complex, the TCNQ charge is −1 that
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agrees with charge calculations on the base of bond lengths values (Table S1). The adjacent dimers
interact along a by hydrogen C–H. . . N≡C contacts (H. . . N distances of 2.59, 2.62 Å). The Fe(III)
cation in [Fe(sal2-trien)]+ is octahedrally surrounded by four N and two O atoms of the ligand. Short
Fe–Nimine, Fe–Namine and Fe–O bonds in the octahedron [average values are 1.931(3), 2.006(1) and
1.880(1) Å, respectively, Table S3], minor distortion of the octahedron (the diagonal N–Fe–N, N–Fe–O
angles are close to linear, Table S3) and small dihedral angle between the two phenoxy mean planes
(Figure 3b) are sings of the LS state of Fe(III) at 100 K. The nearest cations are coupled by π. . .π
stacking of the aromatic rings with seven C. . . C contacts in the range 3.369(3)–3.583(4) Å (Figure S6).
There is a hydrogen bonding between cation and anion (N–H. . . N, H. . . N = 2.17 Å; 7 C–H. . . N with
H. . . N = 2.53–2.74 Å, Figure S6) as well as between cation and solvent (N–H. . . N, H. . . N = 2.18 Å;
C–H. . . N, H. . . N = 2.67 Å).

In order to investigate temperature behavior of the structure, additional X-ray diffraction
experiments were carried out on the crystal 2 at 220, 295 and 325 K. There was no indication of
spin transition in the 100–325 K range because the mean Fe–Nimine and Fe–Namine bond length values
as well as dihedral angle α between two phenoxy groups in the [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ cation remain
almost unchanged (Table 2). At 350 K the diffraction quality sharply decreases, apparently, due to
solvent loss. Disappearance of the long range order in the crystal makes impossible further structural
investigation of the spin-crossover transition.

Table 2. The average Fe–Nimine and Fe–Namine bond length values and dihedral angle α between two
phenoxy groups in [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ cation in 2 and interplanar separations d in the TCNQ dimer at
different temperatures.

Parameter
2

100 K
2

220 K
2

295 K
2

325 K

av. (Fe–Nim), Å 1.931(3) 1.927(1) 1.927(2) 1.931(7)
av. (Fe–Nam), Å 2.006(1) 2.003(2) 2.007(2) 2.013(3)

α, ◦ 77.23(4) 77.85(5) 78.02(5) 77.96(6)
d, Å 3.044(4) 3.071(9) 3.097(12) 3.112(13)

2.3. Conductivity and Magnetic Properties

The normalized dc resistance, R(T)/R(300 K), was measured by a standard four-probe
method for the single crystal [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)2·CH3OH (1·MeOH) along the TCNQ stacks.
It demonstrated a semiconducting type behavior (Figure 6). The placement of the electrodes on the
crystal is shown in Figure S1. The value of the conductivity at room temperature is 1.5 Ω−1·cm−1.
Below 110 K the data points were well described by the exponential law Rtheor(T) = exp(ΔE/kT) with
the energy gap ΔE = 0.05 eV (inset, Figure 6).

The results of the Montgomery method measurements (see Materials and Methods) at 300 K
for the in-plane (σ||TCNQstacks) and out-of-plane (σ⊥) conductivity tensor components accounted
for 5.4 Ω−1·cm−1 and 3 × 10−3·Ω−1·cm−1, respectively. Thus, the conductivity anisotropy
(σ||TCNQstacks/σ⊥) was equal to 1.8 × 103, while the anisotropy in the plane was noticeably less
(σ||TCNQstacks/σ⊥TCNQstacks = 30).

The conductivity at room temperature for crystals 1·MeOH was 1–2 order of magnitude higher,
and the activation energy was an order less, than those reported for conducting SCO complexes
of Fe(II) and Co(II) with TCNQ in a fractional reduction state [32,33,40]. This difference was
associated with the structure of the TCNQ stacks. In 1·MeOH, the stacks are rather regular by charge
distribution and intermolecular separation, while in the other structures the stacks are subdivided
into the pronounced TCNQ triads. It should be noted, that the complex 1·MeOH along with
[Fe(III)(qsal)2][Ni(dmit)2]3·CH3CN·H2O (σ = 2.0 Ω−1·cm−1) [29] possesses a record conductivity
among known conducting SCO complexes. In contrast to 1·MeOH, complex 2 was practically an
insulator (σ300K = 10−8 Ω−1·cm−1), that is characteristic of many TCNQ salts with a fully reduced
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TCNQ. The low conductivity is associated primarily with a strong dimerization of TCNQ radicals and
absence of a long-range stacking.

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the normalized resistance, R(T)/R(300 K) for 1·MeOH, in the
logarithmic scale. Inset—the plot of R(T)/R(300 K) vs. scaled reciprocal temperature, 1000/T. Solid
line is the best fit curve in the range 78 K < T < 110 K, Rtheor(T) = exp(ΔE/kT), with the energy gap
ΔE = 0.05 eV. Zoomed window—a deviation of the experimental data from the theoretical curve starting
above 105 K.

The bulk static magnetic susceptibility χ of 1·MeOH was measured on a polycrystalline sample in
the temperature range of 2–400 K (Figure 7a). The entire range was scanned twice at rates 5 K/min
in the interval 20–400 K and 0.5 K/min at the interval 2–20 K. The exposure time at the highest
temperature 400 K was 10 min. Two cycles of measurements at external field values 0.1 T and
4.0 T provided coinciding data points above 20 K. The data of the latter cycle were omitted in
Figure 7. The value of spin response below 100 K indicated that ~98% of Fe(III) ions exist in LS
state. Spin response of conducting TCNQ sublattice appeared to be negligible within less than 10%
(χ ≤ 2 × 10−2 cm3·K·mol−1) [42,43]. This is in agreement with earlier measured spin response of
TCNQ layers in conducting Fe(II) SCO system [40]. A temperature independent contribution (TIP) to
the spin susceptibility was also found insignificant for the description of the low temperature evolution
of χ(T) in Figure 7a. A total magnetization, M(B), measured at 2 K (Figure 7b), was described by a
Brillouin curve for S = 1/2 (solid line). Thus, a paramagnetic response of 1·MeOH below 100 K is
related to the local moments S = 1/2 of LS Fe(III).

Sharp growth of χT above ~150 K is consistent with the structural changes in TCNQ sublattices
(Figure 4b,c) and deviation of the resistivity from the exponential law (Figure 6). It arises due to SCO
transition and can be modeled by replacing S = 1/2 to S = 5/2 magnetic moments via Boltzmann
activation mechanism [40]. A respective curve is shown in Figure 7 (inset). The SCO parameters were
T* = 410 K and ΔT1/2 = 108 K for the mid point and the width of the transition at the levels ±1/2
of the midpoint. In contrast to the diffraction data, the behavior of the magnetic susceptibility was
found completely reversible. This can be understood in terms of different experimental conditions
(measurement time window: minutes vs. hours, atmosphere: helium vs. nitrogen, etc.). A fully
realized HS state was not achieved, because it rests above the stability threshold for this structure as it
follows from the thermogravimetric analysis (Figure S2). We concluded that solvate methanol did not
leave the structure while heating-cooling cycles in the magnetic measurements. A calculated value,
χT = 4.4 cm3·K·mol−1, seemed a reliable estimate for total the spin response in HS state even though a
complete was not achieved experimentally (Figure 7a, inset). A continuous transition curve allows
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determining mutual concentrations of S = 1/2 and S = 5/2 moments at any temperature within the
SCO range.

Figure 7. Temperature dependences (logarithmic scale) of the product χT measured for 1·MeOH
by SQUID magnetometer (B = 1 kG, heating (Δ) and cooling (∇) regimes) and the relative spin
concentration IEPR(T)/IEPR(100 K) measured by EPR (B = 3 kG, heating ( ) regime) (a). Inset—detailed
evolution of the χT in the range of spin crossover transition between LS Fe(III) S = 1/2 and HS Fe(III)
S = 5/2. Solid line is a simulation by a Boltzmann distribution. Field dependence of the magnetization,
M(B), measured at T = 2.0 K (b). Solid line denotes the Brillouin function for S = 1/2.

The EPR spectrum of 1·MeOH at 100 K was an intensive signal with anisotropic
g-factor: g1 = 2.219(9), g2 = 2.171(0), g3 = 1.961(5). The evolution of the lineshape while heating
up to 370 K is shown in Figure 8a. Temperature dependence of the g-components is presented in
Figure 8b. The total spectrum was simulated at the temperatures of the measurement by using a
standard lineshape model with anisotropic g-factor (WINEPR). The g-parameters were taken from the
respective trend lines in Figure 8. An individual single line corresponding to the central g component
has been extracted and further analyzed in terms of a relaxation rate. Qualitatively the linewidth
behavior, ΔB(T), can be traced in Figure 8. Here we are showing the peak positions Bp+ and Bp− for
low- and high-field halves of the first derivative signal (ΔB = Bp− − Bp+). Therefore, we were able to
avoid a g-strain effect and only analyze relaxation.

Figure 8. Temperature evolution of the EPR spectrum of 1·MeOH in the range 100 K to 370 K (a).
Temperature dependence of the g-values (g1 (♦), g2 (�), g3 (�)) measured while heating in the range
of SCO in 1·MeOH: (b). Solid straight lines are linear fits. Solid bold lines connecting squares (�)
designate positions of the peaks Bp+ and Bp− for a simulated central line of the spectrum corresponding
to g2. The peak-to-peak linewidth of the central line is ΔB = Bp+ − Bp−.
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The observed signal is a typical X-band spectrum of LS Fe(III) with S = 1/2 in six-coordinated
position. When a geometry of the ligand changes (for example a dihedral angle α in Figure 4a), the
symmetry of hexa-coordination would also change, from rhombic distortions to axial symmetry. Axial
symmetry arises in HS state due to Jahn-Teller effect. In various 4N-coordinated chelate sites the
g1 value reaches 3.0 following the ascending linear trend when coordination geometry gradually
changes to axial symmetry [44]. In other words, g1 is a sensitive probe of ligand geometry as well as a
solvent presence. On contrary to expected, g1 and g2 components in our experiment demonstrated
weakly descending trend with the temperature. This is in an indicative agreement with unchanged
F–Nam and Fe–Nim distances in Figure 4a. This also implies that the coordination geometry in LS
complexes [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)] remains sustainable up to 370 K (63% LS, 37% HS). Variation of the
dihedral angle between two phenoxy arms within ~5◦ does not cause a systematic effect on electronic
structure of the metal cation. The HS configuration arises due to spontaneous thermal activation,
without a precursor. The X-band spectrum for HS Fe(III), S = 5/2, usually shows a strong line at g = 6
(900 G < B < 1400 G) and a complimentary weak absorption at g ≈ 2.0 [45–47]. This is because the
S = 5/2 multiplet (6A1) forms three Kramers’ doublets that are separated by energies significantly larger
than the microwave quantum, ~0.3 cm−1 for X-band. For higher rhombicities (E/D) an additional line
arises at g = 4.3 due to quantum-mechanically mixed states. We detected none of the three lines in the
range 100–370 K. Since the contribution of HS Fe(III) magnetic moments in 1·MeOH was determined
by SQUID measurements, this is an indication of fast spin relaxation. As we show further, this signal
was observed in the insulating compounds 2 and 3. Hence, fast relaxation of S = 5/2 moments is
caused by spin-spin interactions with mobile spins in TCNQ sublattice.

The concentration of LS [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)] complexes was independently verified by EPR.
According to Schumacher-Slichter method a double integrated intensity of the total EPR spectrum,
IEPR, is proportional to the respective spin concentration [48]. This method works best for spin S = 1/2
and detection of relative changes. The absolute values determined at high temperatures and/or for
broad spectra are less reliable. The product IEPRT, corresponding to the intensity IEPR(T)/IEPR(100 K)
in Figure 7, has decreased 1.48 times by 370 K giving the estimate 67%. This is in good agreement with
63% portion of S = 1/2 moments obtained from SQUID data at the same temperature.

Local magnetic moments of LS Fe(III) can be considered as a useful probe for studying spin-spin
interactions in the process of spin crossover. Indeed, the local environment remains stable as it follows
from the behavior of g-tensor, whereas the linewidth experiences an abrupt broadening. The value of
partial linewidth, ΔB, at 100 K was 18.8 G, that corresponds to a spin-lattice relaxation in an individual
isolated complex LS [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)] at finite temperature. Figure 9 demonstrates a sharp growth
of ΔB at increasing relative concentration of the moments S = 5/2, n/N(%). The value of n/N was
extracted from the magnetic susceptibility data in Figure 7a (inset). This growth was fitted well by a
simple expression ΔB = ΔB0 + k(n/N), where ΔB0 = −46 G is a base parameter relating to a threshold
concentration (4.8%) and k = 21 G/% is a broadening factor. Weak and gradual broadening at the
concentrations below 5% was reasonably affiliated with a trivial spin-phonon mechanism (spin-lattice
relaxation). Above 5% the HS Fe(III) magnetic moments become a dominant source of relaxation. This
is evidently a spin-spin relaxation. It looks credible that the relaxation rate in a reservoir A (S = 1/2) is
proportional to the spin concentration in a reservoir B (S = 5/2). The question arises if this relaxation is
of dipole-dipole nature, or a result of a weak superexchange coupling? The dipole-dipole could be a
favorable mechanism once the dramatic broadening had been confirmed for other [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]
complexes. So far, we do not have the proofs. Exchange coupling might not seem a realistic scenario,
unless the counterion system of TCNQ in a fractional reduction state, possessing highly mobile
delocalized electrons. The abrupt broadening of the conduction electron EPR signal was observed in
the SCO system [Fe(II){HC(pz)3}2](TCNQ)3 [40]. Note, that LS Fe(II) cation does not possess a magnetic
moment. The broadening in the SCO range was related to the spin concentration of HS Fe(II) ions with
S = 2 [40]. Owing to the fractional reduction state TCNQ triads, tetrads or even dimers might serve
as efficient mediator of spin-spin interactions, when a direct overlapping of d-orbitals does not exist.
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Absence of a direct exchange or superexchange does not eliminate a dynamic local spin density on
ligands. In turn, ligand shell closely interacts with CN groups in TCNQ via a network of short contacts.
This is a “bottleneck” junction, which facilitates cross relaxation and may affect the broadening factor
k [49]. One more argument that is favorable is the absence of EPR signal from TCNQ sublattice in
1·MeOH. A typical signal in TCNQ semiconductors has width in the range 1–10 G that makes it very
detectable even at low concentrations. It was shown for the system [Fe(II){HC(pz)3}2](TCNQ)3 that at
spin S = 2 concentrations above 5% in the SCO subsystem this signal rapidly spreads [40]. If so, there
is no question why we did not observe it in 1·MeOH where 100% of S = 1/2 moments were presented
at all temperatures below the SCO.

Figure 9. Partial EPR linewidth in 1·MeOH corresponding to the central g2 component of g-factor ( ),
ΔB, vs relative concentration of [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)] complexes in HS state, n/N(%). Solid line is the best
fit curve ΔB = ΔB0 + k(n/N), where |ΔB0| = 46 G, k = 21 G/%. Relative deviation of the resistance
(�), ΔR = (R(T) − Rtheor(T))/Rtheor(T), measured in the range 107 K < T < 300 K vs. the concentration
n/N(%). Solid line is the best fit logarithmic curve ΔR(n/N) = A·ln(3n/N), where A = 0.3. The values
n/N(%) were extracted from the modeling transition curve in Figure 7a (inset).

As soon as delocalized spins in anion sublattice of 1·MeOH were not detected by EPR, due to
fast cross relaxation, and by SQUID, due to its negligible contribution to the total susceptibility, the
only source of information about their reaction to SCO was an electron scattering. Below 110 K the
resistance, R(T)/R(300 K), perfectly obeys thermal activation mechanism (Figure 6). One would expect
that this mechanism also works at the higher temperatures, unless the structure of TCNQ stacks change
substantially. Indeed, the gap of Δ = 0.05 eV corresponds to 600 K (kT), which is higher than T* = 410 K.
Hence, theoretically the resistance was expected to follow the same trend in absence of SCO, Rtheor(T).
However, the electron scattering can be affected by spin crossover due to local rearrangements inside
the TCNQ tetrads I-II and II-II in the vicinity of HS complexes [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)] (see Figure 4).
For quantitative analysis we plotted a relative deviation of the actual resistance from its theoretical
estimate, ΔR, against the concentration of the HS complexes, ΔR = (R(n/N) − Rtheor)/Rtheor, that
was shown in Figure 9. The data were described by a logarithmic dependence ΔR = A·ln(B·n/N),
where A = 0.3 and B = 3.0. Note, that the argument 3n/N = n/(N/3) indicates that changes of
resistivity occur in a reduced scale, ~(N/3). It is also worth to note, that the same type dependence was
found for the in-plane components of the resistivity, ρ||a and ρ||b, in the conducting SCO complex
[Fe{HC(pz)3}2](TCNQ)3 [40]. Moreover, it was shown in [40] that the transverse transport, ρ⊥(T),
did not react to the changes in the cation layers. Therefore, we suggested that in 1·MeOH all the
observed changes of the resistance took place for the in-plane transport. Comparing data on Figure 9
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one can conclude, that the major effect of SCO on transport properties occurs at lower concentrations
n/N < 5%, whereas spin-spin depolarization is effective at n/N >> 5%. Similar effect was observed
in [40]. This is comprehensible and has a qualitative explanation. At the very low concentrations of HS
[Fe(III)(sal2-trien)] complexes, the local displacements inside and/or between the TCNQ tetrads behave
as randomly distributed defects. As the temperature approaches the midpoint of the transition, the
anion sublattice turns into a modulated structure or to a certain extent into an amorphous one, which
depends on heating/cooling rates and cooperative effects. Hence, a scattering rate gets less sensitive.
On contrary, the efficiency of a cross relaxation 1/2 → 5/2 depends on a capacity of the spin reservoir
of S = 5/2, i.e., concentration of the HS complexes within the interaction range. Thus, a momentum
scattering and spin depolarization of conduction electrons in 1·MeOH are decoupled to a large extent.
In other words, this allows spin manipulation by an external source. It was found in [40], that for
delocalized spin moments in the conducting layer depolarization is even more efficient, ΔB ~(n/N)2.
Once we obtain magnetically ordered local moments, we would get polarized conduction electrons.

The structures [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)·CH3CN (2) and [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)·H2O (3)
could be viewed as the reference systems for distinguishing the effects of conduction electrons and
solvent molecules in the magnetic and resonance properties of 1·MeOH. Solvent effects are responsible
for the difference in their SCO transitions. The static magnetic susceptibility of 2 and 3 was measured
in the range of 2–400 K four times, in two sequential cycles. Heating and cooling rates were taken
the same as for 1·MeOH. The measurements begun at the room temperature in the external field
B = 4.0 T. The virgin curves for the product χT are shown in Figures 10 and 11 ((�) data points) for
2 and 3, respectively. Upon cooling down to 2.0 K we measured the field dependences of the total
magnetization by passing a complete field loop from +4.0 T → –5.0 T →+5.0 T →+0.1 T. The exposure
at liquid helium temperature lasted several hours. Then the magnetic susceptibility was measured
second time at the field value 0.1 T (Δ). The measurements at heating were finished at 360 K, where
the sample was exposed for about 10 min. A second cycle started at 360 K by measurements at cooling
down to 2.0 K (∇) and further heating up to 360 K (�). Repeating field measurements were not
performed. The χT data for the heating curve of the cycle 2 in 3 are not shown in Figure 11, because we
had to interrupt experiment due to technical reasons. We believe this was not critical for the discussion
and conclusions.

Figure 10. Temperature dependences (logarithmic OX scale) of the product χT for 2 obtained in two
heating-cooling cycles (B = 1 kG, cycle 1: cooling (�), heating (Δ); cycle 2: cooling (∇) and heating
(�)) and the relative spin concentration of S = 1/2, IEPR(T)/IEPR(100 K), measured by EPR (B = 3 kG,
heating ( ) regime) (a). Field dependence of the magnetization, M(B), for 2 measured at T = 2.0 K (b).
Solid line is the best fit curve corresponding to a weighted superposition of Brillouin functions for
S = 1/2 and S = 5/2 (see main text for details).
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Figure 11. Temperature dependences (logarithmic OX scale) of the product χT for 3 (B = 4.0 T: cooling
(�) regime; B = 0.1 T: heating (Δ) and cooling (∇) regimes) and the relative spin concentration of
S = 1/2, IEPR(T)/IEPR(100 K), measured by EPR (B = 3 kG, heating ( ) regime) (a).Field dependences of
the magnetization, M(B), for 3 measured at T = 2.0 K. Solid line is the best fit curve corresponding to a
weighted superposition of Brillouin functions for S = 1/2 and S = 5/2 (see main text for details) (b).

It is worth to explain, how repeated measurements at the high and low fields, such as 4.0 T and
0.1 T, allow accounting magnetic impurities. If a sample contains impurities (for example iron oxide
nanoparticles from the solvent) with a contribution χIMP, it is practically difficult to subtract it from the
total magnetic response in experiment, χexp = χIMP + χsample(T). In an ideal case, when χexp coincides
with the expected theoretical value, χsample

theor, the experimental data are entirely related to the spin
system of the studied compound. This took place for 1·MeOH, so we did not present the high field data.
In other cases, proofs would be required. The absolute values of χexpT, 1.25 and 1.75 cm3·K·mol−1,
measured respectively for 2 and 3 at 100 K, were found considerably higher than their theoretical
estimates for the LS state. The question is, whether this was a total spin response of SCO system, or
it included the extrinsic component χIMP. Magnetic response of the solid particles usually does not
depend on the external field of a measurement, whereas the actual signal χsample is proportional to
its strength. By performing measurement at a higher field, we reduced contribution of the extrinsic
part, ~χIMP/B. Thus, a divergence of χexpT data obtained at the various fields let us distinguish and
account for external impurities, should they present in the sample. The negative side of the high field
measurements is a descending trend, that arises due to insufficient population of upper spin state
at higher Zeeman splitting (see the data points (�) below 15 K in Figures 10 and 11). Therefore, a
temperature behavior below 20 K in Figures 10 and 12 was not discussed for the data points obtained
at 4.0 T. In the range near 100 K the values χexpT measured at a broad span 0.1–4.0 G pretty much
coincide for both 2 and 3. That means the absence of extrinsic magnetic contributions. We also asserted
the absence of single radicals TCNQ•− as paramagnetic defects. Corresponding EPR signals [50] had
negligible intensities, both in 2 and in 3 (Figure S8). These arguments as well as the measurement
results allowed us to conclude, that the spin susceptibilities of 2 and 3 below 100 K were associated
with the cation sublattice, namely with the magnetic moments of [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ complexes.

The abrupt growth of χT above 100 K confirms SCO transition for both systems, which is in
agreement with that for 1·MeOH. Meanwhile, in both systems, 2 and 3, the transition showed a
thermal hysteresis. Intricate hysteresis of spin susceptibility is typical for mononuclear iron (III) SCO
complexes [51]. The absolute values of χT contained a significant quantity of residual HS complexes
at temperatures below 100 K. The measurements in 2 yielded 80% of LS and 20% of HS complexes
at 100 K in the cycle 1, and 69% of LS and 31% of HS complexes in the cycle 2 (Figure 10). For 3 the
χT data were fitted with 76% of LS and 24% of HS complexes in the first cycle, and 68% to 32% in
the second cycle, respectively (Figure 11). This is close to the balance ratio 2:1, which is evidently
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determined by a complete loss of solvent (2/3 complexes in LS state and 1/3—in HS state). Field
dependences shown in Figures 10 and 11 also confirm, that considerable ferric entity remains in the
HS state at T = 2 K. Magnetization curves were successfully fitted with 82% and 18% for 2 (solid line in
Figure 10b, and 86% and 14% for 3 (solid line in Figure 11b). Note, that these numbers were obtained
from original samples (before heating). Different volumes of residual HS fractions and invariable gap
between the temperature curves χT in Figure 10 (ΔχT ≈ 0.5 cm3·K·mol−1 between the datasets (Δ) and
(�)) speak in favor of phase fractionation due to migration of solvent molecules. Similar fractionation
was observed in [Fe(sal2-trien)][Ni(dmit)2] structures [34–38]. Though the dihedral angle between the
two phenoxy groups in [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ at 100 K corresponds to the LS state (73.24(4)�, Figure 3b),
the diffraction data might not resolve ~20% HS fraction. The TG-DSC curves in Figures S2 and S3
demonstrated more pronounced mass change at 93 ◦C, indicating a solvent loss in 2 in comparison
with 1·MeOH (126.7 ◦C).

Figure 12. Temperature dependences of the g-parameters for 2 (a) and 3 (b) extracted from LS Fe(III)
EPR signal while measurements in heating regime: g⊥ (♦), g|| (�). Solid lines connecting squares (�)
fit the positions of the peaks Bp+ and Bp− for simulation the partial spectral line corresponding to g⊥,
ΔB = Bp+ − Bp− .

The concentration of LS Fe(III)(sal2-trien) complexes in 2 and 3 was also verified by EPR. The
measurements were carried out on the same samples that had passed through SQUID experiments.
The absolute values, IEPR, at 100 K were found close to 2/3 of the theoretical estimate to within ~20%
accuracy. The relative intensities IEPR(T)/IEPR(100 K) plotted in Figures 10 and 11 (right ordinate
axes) were obtained in the heating regime. In the range 95–325 K respective spin concentration of LS
Fe(III) decreased with the temperature to 60% of its original value for 2, and to 70% within 95–305 K
range for 3. Temperature evolution of the lineshapes is shown in the Figures S7 and S8. The extracted
g-parameters are presented in Figure 12 ((a) for 2 and (b) for 3). The character of anisotropy, as well as
the weak temperature dependence, were discussed earlier for 1·MeOH. A common peculiar feature,
axial anisotropy, was described by two parameters g1 = g2 = g⊥ and g3 = g||. At 95 K they were 2.172(3)
and 1.957(8) for 2, and 2.142(6) and 2.031(6) for 3. As the complexes underwent a thermal SCO, the
EPR signal broadened, while the g-parameters remained unchanged. A partial peak-to-peak linewidth,
ΔB, corresponding to g⊥ component was extracted and analyzed as a function of temperature like it
had been done for 1·MeOH. The guiding lines for Bp+ and Bp− are shown in Figure 12.

The ΔB values at 100 K for 2 and 3 equaled 43.0 G and 45.3 G, which was broader than 18.8 G for
1·MeOH. Meanwhile, in 1·MeOH it quickly reached the value 46 G at HS Fe(III) concentration of 5%.
It was somewhat unclear, why at presence of 1/3 (33%) complexes in HS state in 2 and 3 the EPR signal
of S = 1/2 moments has the linewidth similar to that at 5% of HS complexes in 1·MeOH. Consensus
becomes apparent if we assume spatial inhomogeneity. Spin-spin relaxation becomes ineffective if
the fraction with S = 1/2 moments of LS Fe(III) and the HS fraction are separated in the cation layers.
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Besides that, insulating TCNQ dimers in 2 and 3 are unable to facilitate expanded interactions by
mediating cross-relaxation via conduction electrons. At the same time, the LS fraction undergoes
SCO transition, while the HS fraction remains unchanged. Indistinct n/N estimates together with
less effective line broadening in 2, did not result in finding an appropriate correlation between EPR
linewidth and concentration of Fe(III) ions in HS state. However, a credible linkage between line
broadening and χT growth was found in the system 3. The transition was extrapolated by Boltzmann
model. The exponential growth was superimposed by an ascending foothill segment (Figure S9). This
feature arises because the thermal hysteresis is a kinetic effect, and spin states appear in result of
cooperative interactions [52]. Spin concentration of S = 5/2, x, was obtained by solving the equation at
every temperature point of the measurement, χexp(T) = (1 − x)·χ1/2

theor + x·χ5/2
theor, where χ1/2

theor

and χ5/2
theor—theoretical values of the magnetic susceptibilities at 100% concentrations of LS or HS

complexes, respectively. This procedure might seem arguable, because each data set was obtained
in the different conditions, due to thermal irreversibility (spin fractionation). However, we believe
that the linkage between EPR linewidth and spin concentration of S = 5/2 moments remains valid,
if the latter was extracted from the χT data at heating in the first measurement cycle (data points (Δ)
in Figure 11). Indeed, it follows from Figure 13 that the value ΔBLS increases proportionally to n/N
above the threshold of 23%. Similar dependence took place in 1·MeOH right at the beginning of the
reversible SCO transition. Hence, a broadening part of the dependence in 3, ΔB ~k·(n/N) (solid line
in Figure 13a), where k = 30.1 G/%, occurs due to spin-spin relaxation. This contribution above the
threshold is induced by thermally activated HS complexes with S = 5/2, homogeneously appearing
inside the LS fraction. For reference, in Figure S10 we present the temperature dependences ΔBLS(T)
in 2 and 3 with respective fitting parameters in Table S4. The threshold is consistent with spatial in
homogeneity of a spin ensemble, when spin probes of S = 1/2 do not exist inside the intact fraction of
S = 5/2 moments.

The residual (intact) HS fraction remains spatially separated. EPR spectra from Fe(III) ions in
the HS state in 2 and 3 are shown in Figure S8. Very weak temperature dependences of g-factor with
g = 5.6(0) at 300 K were observed for 2, and with g = 4.06—for 3, respectively. Line broadening in the
SCO range, ΔBHS(T), is shown in Figure 13b. The linewidth was found to follow a linear dependence
ΔBHS = ΔBHS

0 + kHS·T, where ΔBHS
0 = 5.66·102 G, and kHS = 1.7 G/K for 2, and ΔBHS

0 = 5.09·102 G,
and kHS = 0.91 G/K for 3. A proportional broadening ΔBHS(T) ~T was observed in the entire range of
SCO in 3, whereas in 2 it begun at higher temperatures, which correlates with the data in Figure 12a
and in further discussed Figure 14a.

An assumption of a phase fractionation, promoted by a solvent loss, implies a partition of
the total spin susceptibility to the fractional contributions and further analysis of their individual
temperature behavior. The magnetic susceptibility of the LS phase in 2 was reconstructed by using
the expression, χLST = (χexp(T) - y·χ5/2

theor)·T/(1 - y), where y is the concentration of the moments
S = 5/2 in the HS phase. Similarly, the expression χHST = (χexp(T) − (1 − y)·χ1/2

theor)·T/y described
the contribution of the HS phase. Here we took g = 2.00 and 2.17 for calculated values of χ1/2

theor and
χ5/2

theor, respectively. A comparative plot “χLST vs. T” in Figure 14 demonstrates, that the thermal
cycling affects a foothill domain of the SCO transition curve, leaving its steep slope unchanged. EPR
line broadening correlates with the steep part, but remains insensitive to a foothill region (see also
Figure S9). This is consistent with the threshold in 3 (Figure 13), that was attributed to the cooperative
interactions [52]. The broadening is caused by spin-spin interactions between S = 1/2 spin probes
with magnetic moments S = 5/2 in the neighboring HS [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ complexes, which do not
belong to the residual HS fraction (HS phase). After several cycles of measurements, the amount of
[Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ complexes, taking part in the SCO transition, approached 2/3 of total.
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Figure 13. EPR linewidth, ΔB, associated with g⊥ component of the total spectrum in 3 vs.
concentration of the local moments S = 5/2, n/N(%) (a). Solid line is the best fit function for n/N > 23%,
ΔBLS = ΔBLS

0 + k(n/N), where |ΔBLS
0| = 6.60·102 G and k = 30.1 G/%. Temperature dependences

of the EPR linewidth for the high-spin moments, S = 5/2, ΔBHS(T) (b). Best-fit lines are given by
the expression ΔBHS = ΔBHS

0 + kHS·T, where ΔBHS
0 = 5.66·102 G, and kHS = 1.7 G/K for 2, and

ΔBHS
0 = 5.09·102 G, and kHS = 0.91 G/K for 3.

Figure 14. Temperature dependences of the product χLST for the LS (SCO) fraction in 2 (measurements
in heating regime, cycle 1 (Δ), cycle 2 ( )) (a). Temperature dependence of the EPR linewidth for g⊥
component measured at heating in cycle 1 (�). Temperature dependences of the product χHST for the
HS (residual) fraction (b).

The total spin response χT of 2 demonstrated unusual peaks at T = 4.11 K shown in Figure 10.
System 3 also showed a significant growth of χT, though with no maximum, at temperatures
T < 10 K (Figure 11). In this study, we attributed the observed peaks to the HS phase, χHST, as
shown in Figure 14b. We incline to discuss their ferromagnetic nature rather than metastable high spin
trapping. Our opinion is based on the reasoning below.

Enhancement of a spin response at the low temperatures is often a sign of a thermal-induced
metastable spin-state trapping (TIESST) [53]. Indeed, some mononuclear Fe(III) complexes, especially
those with two-step spin-crossover, exhibit a metastable spin-state HS* emerging after thermal quench
from the true HS state of a complete SCO transition. A key feature is the rate of cooling, which
determines the amount of quenched fraction. A drop of χHS*T to the original LS level is, in fact, a
relaxation of a metastable phase, while heating above the temperature, that corresponds to a respective
energy barrier. A width of the transition depends on a heating rate, and usually consists tens of degrees
in the transition range from 50 to 100 K [48]. A distinct feature of TIESST phase is the butte-like shape
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of the χT curve, where the flat top may reach ~50% of the total HS response, depending on a freezing
rate. Here are the details, that contradict a mechanism of quenched HS* spin-state for 2: (1) gradual
refrigeration down to 2.0 K took 5 h (including measurement time), which is ~100 times slower than
the flash freezing in SQUID chamber; (2) the difference (χHST-χLST) at maximum exceeded 100% of
the χLST gain at 353 K; (3) χHST curves had no plateau and further relaxation drop, associated with
decaying HS*spin-state; (4) gradual 50% decrease of χHST between 4 and 10 K was unlikely caused by
released dynamics (thermal relaxation) of sal2-trien ligand; (5) maximum value of χT in Figure 14b did
grow at cycle 2, whereas LS phase has diminished. However, since the complete SCO transition has
not been reached, we cannot reject this scenario completely. Importantly, the TIESST mechanism does
not imply magnetic coupling in the HS* system.

The alternative scenario suggests the magnetic exchange interactions in the HS phase. A maximum
in χT curve at helium temperatures is a characteristic feature of ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic coupling
in many molecular magneto-active systems, including HS Fe(III) complexes [52,54]. Ferromagnetic
interactions were also found in numerous TCNQ based compounds with metallo-complex
counerions [55]. Ferro- and ferrimagnetic coupling was reported for networks of transition metals,
bridged by TCNQ−1 radicals M(TCNQ)2 (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni), among which was the compound
Mn(TCNQ)2 with Tc = 44 K [56,57].

In the crystal field approach, the structural characteristics of 1·MeOH, 2 and 3 deny exchange
coupling between the magnetic moments of Fe(III) in neighboring complexes. Moreover, the shortest
distances dFe–Fe = 7.070 Å (350 K, 1·MeOH) and 7.729 Å (325 K, 2) are not sufficient for the effective
spin-spin relaxation via dipole-dipole mechanism. Therefore, magnetic and resonance behavior of the
Fe(III) magnetic moments, found in the current study, implies the key role of TCNQ molecules as a
mediator. Schematic structural arrangements of the TCNQ molecules and [Fe(sal2-trien)]+ complexes
in 1·MeOH (A) and 2 (B) are shown in Figure 15. Dotted lines represent short contacts N. . . N, C. . . C,
having distances less than the sum of their van der Waals radii including effect of a high spin Fe
dilation. In 1·MeOH at ambient conditions the distances Namine. . . NCN were 3.128 Å (N4, N8T),
3.226 Å (N4, N5T), Nimine. . . NCN (N1, N5T)—3.292 Å. Short contacts allow the exchange interactions.
In the Ligand Field Theory (LFT), π bonding between d-orbitals of transition metal in octahedral
symmetry t2g(dxy, dyz, dxz) and p(π) orbitals of the ligand takes place and significantly diminishes
a total energy. In [Fe(sal2-trien)]+complexes π bonding is expected along OY axes (N1–Fe1–N2):
p(π)imine-dyz-p(π)imine. Hybridization due to overlapping induces a local spin density on the ligand.
In turn, non-bonding ligand orbitals of Namine and Nimine overlap with valence π orbitals of TCNQ2

−

(1·MeOH) or SOMO π* orbitals of CN group in TCNQ•− radical (2). Thus, an interplay between π

bonding and intramolecular distortion could be the driving force for the exchange coupling. Note
that that the acetonitrile molecule in 2 acts as an “anchor” due to short contact with Namine (N3,
Figure 15B). Therefore, the solvent removal may release the distortions. However, a key role belongs
to the electrons in the TCNQ sublattice. Hopping electrons of semiconducting TCNQ layers in
1·MeOH could serve as an efficient spin reservoir for cross relaxation between S = 1/2 and S = 5/2
local moments (Figure 15A). High conductivity along TCNQ stacks is capable to provide long-range
spin-spin interactions. Localized spins of adjacent radicals TCNQ•− in weakly conducting compounds
2 and 3 suggest intrinsic interactions in the form of singlet-triplet splitting or exchange coupling.
Taking into consideration π-stacking between phenoxy groups of neighboring ligands in Figure 15B,
one can consider an alternating spin chain with the units [–1/2–1/2–1/2–1/2–], [–1/2–1/2–1/2–5/2–],
or [–5/2–1/2–1/2–5/2–] appearing upon passing the SCO transition. There were several drawbacks.
We could not simulate the temperature dependences in Figure 14b by a Heisenberg model for the
individual four spin unit with two exchange constant J1, J2 and one ZFS parameter D. We also did not
find a coercivity in magnetization curves in Figures 11 and 12. Though the latter can be understood, as
the measurements were performed before heating-cooling cycles.
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Figure 15. Schematic structural arrangements of the TCNQ molecules and [Fe(sal2-trien)]+ cation
complexes in 1·MeOH (A) and 2 (B). Dotted lines represent N. . . N, C. . . C short contacts of less than
the sum of the van der Waals radii; (C) Mutual arrangement of coordination Fe(III) octahedra with
neighbor TCNQ units II in 1·MeOH. Orbitals are presented schematically.

Thus, the discussion of physical properties in this study was extended with somewhat hypothetical
consideration of fundamental mechanisms. We believe, that holistically, this will draw attention to
the important aspects of spin-spin interactions and electronic transport in [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)2

(1·MeOH) system as well as an interplay between ferro/ferrimagnetic coupling and SCO in
[Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ) (2, 3). While the first compound has a record conductivity up-to-date
and reversible SCO transition, the compound [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)·CH3CN is the first system,
where ferromagnetic coupling was triggered by the SCO transition. In other words, in the system
[Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)n switchable magnetic moments of isolated metallo-complexes coexist and
interact with spin system of organic network in full or fractional reduction state. In turn, the organic
network allows electronic/spin transport. The fact that the spin interactions are switchable, makes this
conducting system a prospective candidate for molecular spintronics.
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3. Materials and Methods

General remarks: LiTCNQ and [Fe(sal2-trien)](NO3)·1.5H2O were obtained according to the
literature procedures [19,58]. All other reagents and solvents were commercial products.

3.1. Synthesis

[Fe(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)2·CH3OH (1·MeOH) was synthesized under argon atmosphere by mixing
hot solutions of TCNQ (0.102 g, 0.5 mmol) in 10 mL of acetonitrile, LiTCNQ (0.106 g, 0.5mmol) and
[Fe(sal2-trien)](NO3)·1.5H2O (0.232 g, 0.5 mmol), each in a mixture of acetonitrile/methanol (10/5 mL).
The resulting solution was placed in a refrigerator overnight. Black shiny plate crystals of 1·MeOH
were formed. They were collected and washed with cold methanol and dried on air. Yield: 0.253 g
(59%). Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for 1·MeOH (C45H36FeN12O3): C 63.68, H 4.27, N 19.8, O 5.66;
found (%): C 63.21, H 4.50, N 19.54, O 5.85.

[Fe(sal2-trien)]TCNQ·CH3CN (2). Dark purple platelet-like crystals of 2 were obtained by
recrystallization of 3 from acetonitrile. Yield: 70.0%. Elemental analysis (%): calc. for 2 (C34H31FeN9O2):
C 62.49, H 4.78, N 19.29, O 4.9; found (%): C 62.24, H 4.50, N 18.96, O 5.27.

[Fe(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)2·H2O (3) was obtained by mixing hot solutions [Fe(sal2-trien)](NO3)
·1.5H2O (0.232 g, 0.5 mmol) and LiTCNQ (0.106 g, 0.5 mmol), each in 10 mL of methanol. The
resulting solution was placed in the refrigerator overnight. Microcrystals were formed, which were
collected, washed with ether and dried on air. Yield: 0.270 g (85%). Elemental analysis calcd. (%) for 3

(C32H30FeN8O3): C60.96, H4.80, N17.77, O7.60; found (%): C 60.94, H 4.54, N 17.51, O 7.97.

3.2. Thermogravimetric Analysis

The thermogravimetric analysis was performed in argon atmosphere with a heating rate
5.0 ◦C·min−1 using a NETZSCH STA 409 C /QMS 403 thermal analyzer (NETZSCH-Gerätebau GmbH,
Selb, Germany), which allows simultaneous thermogravimetry (TG), differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) and mass-spectrometry measurements, which allows simultaneous thermogravimetry (TG),
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and mass-spectrometry measurements.

3.3. X-ray Crystallography

Single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out on a Bruker SMART APEX2 CCD
diffractometer (Bruker AXS Advanced X-ray Solutions GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) (for 1·MeOH at
100, 220 K and 2 at 100 K) and an Oxford Diffraction Gemini-R CCD diffractometer (Oxford Diffraction,
Oxford, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom) [for all other temperatures, λ(MoKα) = 0.71073 Å, graphite
monochromator, ω-scan mode]. Multi temperature experiment procedure was used without control
of cooling/warming rate; the average rate was roughly estimated as 2–4 K/min. Data collection
for 1·MeOH and 1 proceeded during 24 h at each temperature. Crystal of 1·MeOH had begun
to lose solvent at the end of the 340 K experiment; in this reason some latest X-ray frames were
excluded from the data list for correct refinement of the solvate structure. Then the crystal was
warmed to 350 K and kept at this temperature during one day before data collection to obtain the new
phase 1 totally free of solvent. The structures were solved by the direct method and refined by the
full-matrix least-squares technique against F2 in an anisotropic approximation for all non-hydrogen
atoms. Hydrogen atoms were localized from the Fourier synthesis of the electron density and refined
in the isotropic approximation. MeOH sites in 1·MeOH were finally refined as fully occupied at
295 and 340 K though occupancy refinement gave values of 0.988(4) and 0.956(6), respectively. All
calculations were performed using SHELXTL PLUS 5.0 and SHELX-2016 program packages [59].
Selected crystallographic data and refinement parameters are given in Table 3. The full data of studies
are available at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre. Distortion of the lattice due to solvent
loss transforms acute unit cell of 1·MeOH into obtuse one for 1, the latter is given in non-standard
setting both in Table 3 and cif -files for direct comparison of the structure data.
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3.4. Transport and Magnetic Measurements

The dc resistivity measurements were performed on single crystals by a standard four-probe
method with the current flow parallel to the TCNQ stacks (along the [110] direction) in the temperature
range 78–300 K. Four annealed platinum wires (0.02 mm in diameter) were attached to a crystal surface
by a graphite paste (Figure S1). This geometry is convenient for the test measurements to reveal
the features in the temperature dependences of the resistance including measurement time. In the
strongly anisotropic sample the measured value contains the mixture of both in-plane and out-of-plane
components of the resistivity tensor, due to the current distributed non-uniformly through the sample
cross section. This explains why we measured the resistivity tensor components separately in the
control experiments. To measure in-plane anisotropy we applied Montgomery method [60] for the
samples in the shape of thin plates, elongated in the direction of TCNQ stacks (typical sample shape
is shown in the Figure S1). Therefore, by using two pairs of contacts attached to the plate corners
on the long sides of the plate, we could measure two components of the resistivity tensor along and
perpendicular to the of TCNQ stacks. To measure the out-of-plane resistivity tensor we applied the
modified Montgomery method [61] on the sample with two pairs of contacts attached to the opposite
sample surfaces.

Magnetic measurements were performed by using a Quantum Design MPMS-5-XL SQUID
magnetometer (Quantum Design, San Diego, CA, USA). The static magnetic susceptibility χ(T) of the
polycrystalline sample was measured at the magnetic fields B = 0.1 T, 4.0 T at warming and cooling
regimes in the temperature range of 2–400 K. Field dependence of the magnetization M(B) were
obtained at 2.0 K after several scans over the field range from −5.0 to +5.0 T. The sample had been
cooled to 2.0 K in a magnetic field B = 4.0 T. Then the measurements were performed at the decreasing
field with a sign reversal to −5.0 T and further increasing field to +5.0 T.

EPR spectra were recorded in the temperature range of 90–370 K on a standard homodyne X-band
(9.4 GHz) Bruker ELEXSYS E580 FT/CW spectrometer (Bruker AXS GmbH, Karlshruhe, Germany).
The temperature was set and stabilized at a rate of 0.5–5 K/min with an accuracy of 0.1 K using a
liquid nitrogen gas-flow cryostat. The spin contribution to the magnetic susceptibility was determined
by the double integration of the EPR signal (Schumacher-Slichter method) under conditions for the
field sweep δBsw ≥ 10ΔB (ΔB is the peak-to-peak EPR line width of the total spectrum). In this case,
an error of the method for the Lorentz lineshape is ~10%. The pyrolytic coal product with g = 2.00283
was used as the standard of a spin concentration.

4. Conclusions

We reported synthesis and physical properties (structure, transport, magnetic susceptibility,
magnetization and electron paramagnetic resonance characteristics) of the series of three compounds
incorporating Fe(III) cation complexes [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)]+ in the TCNQ network in a fractional/full
reduction state:[Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)2·CH3OH (1·MeOH), [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)·CH3CN
(2), and [Fe(III)(sal2-trien)](TCNQ)·H2O (3). Spin-crossover transition was found in all three systems
regardless solvent molecules.

Highly conducting system (1·MeOH) with σ(300 K) = 5.4 Ω−1·cm−1 and narrow band gap
ΔE = 0.05 eV revealed a reversible SCO transition at 410 K. Resistivity and spin relaxation in the
conducting tetradic TCNQ stacks were found sensitive to SCO but demonstrated qualitatively different
behavior. Spin-spin relaxation between low-spin and high-spin moments of Fe(III) complexes took
place via a spin reservoir of mobile electrons. Temperature evolution of the structural characteristics
revealed the in-stack charge leveling and thermal hysteresis due to solvent loss.

Low conducting systems 2 and 3 demonstrated irreversible magnetic response and thermal
hysteresis of SCO transition. Due to cooperative interactions, solvent loss led to the phase fractionation.
The LS phase demonstrated SCO transition and revealed spin-spin interactions between low-spin
and high-spin magnetic moments of Fe(III) ions. Residual HS phase discovered ferro(ferri)magnetic
coupling at Tc = 4.11 K.
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We did consider the arguments, promoting presence of superexchange coupling between sal2-trien
ligand and CN groups of TCNQ via Namine/Nimine short contacts. Switchable magnetic moments,
ferromagnetic coupling, and low-dimensional conductivity make the realization of spin-dependent
electron transport prospective in such systems.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online, Figure S1: A crystal of complex 1·MeOH with the
electrodes for measurement of conductivity, Figure S2: TG-DSC curves and mass spectra for 1·MeOH, Figure S3:
TG-DSC curves and mass spectra for 2, Figure S4: The character of TCNQ overlap within the II-I-I-II tetrads (a)
and between the tetrads (b) in 1·MeOH at 100 K, Figure S5: View of the structure 2 along a, Figure S6: The π. . .π
stacking in the pairs of cations in 2, Figure S7: Temperature evolution of the EPR lineshape for 2 and 3, Figure S8:
EPR spectra for the compounds 1·MeOH (1), 2 (2) and 3 (3), Figure S9: Evolution of the χT for 2 in the range of
spin-crossover transition between the LS states, S = 1/2, and the HS states, S = 5/2, of Fe(III) ions, Figure S10:
Best-fit curves for EPR linewidth broadening, ΔB(T), in 1·MeOH, 2 and 3, Table S1: The charges (δ) of TCNQ
radical anions estimated from Kistenmacher’s empirical formula, Table S2: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles
(◦) in 1·MeOH and 1,Table S3: Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (◦) in 2, Table S4: Parameters of exponential
fitting curves for the EPR linewidth data in Figure S10.
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Abstract: Photosensitive dyes often induce charge transfer (CT) between adjacent chemical species
and themselves under irradiation of appropriate wavelengths. Because of the reversibility and
selectivity of such CT, it is considered to be interesting to utilize such dyes as optically controllable
trigger components for conduction and magnetism in the photoexcited states of organic materials.
Based on this idea, such a type of new salts, i.e., γ- and δ-DiCC[Ni(dmit)2] in addition to
DiCC2[Ni(dmit)2]3 have been prepared, characterized and their physical and structural properties
have been examined both under dark and irradiated conditions (dmit2− = 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-
dithiolate, DiCC+ = 3,3′-Dihexyloxacarbocyanine monocation). Among them, under UV (254–450 nm)
irradiation, δ-DiCC[Ni(dmit)2] exhibited photoconductivity being six times as high as its dark
conductivity at room temperature. The electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra have demonstrated that
there are photoexcited spins on both DiCC and [Ni(dmit)2] species as a result of the CT transition
between them, serving as localized spins (DiCC) and carriers ([Ni(dmit)2]), respectively. The results
obtained in this work have indicated that the strategy mentioned above is effective in developing
organic photoresponsive semiconductors with paramagnetism.

Keywords: Ni(II)-dithiolene complex; cyanine dye; charge transfer complex; photoconduction;
molecular crystal

1. Introduction

Some kind of aromatic amines and bipyridyl derivatives have attracted attention in various
research fields for a long time as photosensitive dyes, which exhibit strong reducing or oxidizing
abilities under irradiation [1–8]. Accordingly, they induce charge transfer (CT) between adjacent
chemical species and the dyes in the photoexcited states in both solution and solid. This property
often triggers various series of redox-type photochemical reactions. Some of them were originally
synthesized as photosensitizers for color photographic films, and are now utilized for simplified model
systems of photosynthesis [6], dye sensitized solar cells [7], and photocatalysts for clean energy [8].

Different but also interesting utilization of them includes combining them with molecular building
blocks for conduction and magnetism [9–33]. Irradiation of light with appropriate wavelengths would
bring about CT transition to produce unpaired electrons/holes on both of the dyes and the building
blocks in a transient way. As long as the irradiation continues, the excitation and relaxation happen
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one after another in a continual, rapid and repetitive manner, which practically retains the conduction
and magnetism during irradiation. This would enable optical/remote control of appearance and
disappearance of conduction and magnetism in an immediate and reversible way.

In fact, such examples have been recently reported [10–12,16]. It has been demonstrated that
metallic and paramagnetic properties can be realized in some CT complexes containing bipyridyl
derivatives and π-acceptor molecules under UV irradiation. They have mixed-stacking structures
with almost fully ionized cations and anions, and are practically diamagnetic insulators under dark
conditions. These physical properties are natural judging from their crystal structures and formal
charges. Since this structure–property correlation is convincing and generally the case, these kinds
of solids has been avoided in the field of molecular conductors. This assumption is true under
dark conditions. However, in the photoexcited states, there is metallic conduction coexisting with
semiconducting contribution from thermal carriers even in such solids. In addition, one requires
low-conducting materials under the dark condition for high photoresponse. Thus, the finding above
suggests that there should be a different guideline for development of conducting and magnetic
materials under irradiation from the established one for thermodynamically stable metals.

Based on this idea, various kinds of organic CT salts have been prepared. Particular attention
has been paid to well-known photosensitizers such as methyl viologen (Scheme 1) and cyanine dyes.
By utilizing them as counter cations, a series of [Ni(dmit)2] radical anion salts (dmit2− = 1,3-dithiole-2-
thione-4,5-dithiolate; Scheme 1) has been found to form a group of interesting candidates. Among them,
there are four kinds of DiCC+ salts (DiCC+ = 3,3′-Dihexyloxacarbocyanine monocation; Scheme 1) with
the same stoichiometry but with different crystal structures; α-, β-, γ-, δ-DiCC[Ni(dmit)2]. The α-salt
is known [13], yet because of its poor crystal quality and because it is seldom obtained, details still
remain elusive. The structural and physical properties of β-salt under dark conditions have been
recently reported by our group [13], while the two salts (γ- and δ-salts) are newly obtained. In addition,
single crystals with a different stoichiometry, DiCC2[Ni(dmit)2]3 (2:3-salt), have been also newly
obtained. In this article, the physical and structural properties of the new salts (γ-, δ- and 2:3-salts) are
presented, and are compared with each other in order to discuss the factors and conditions for efficient
photoresponsive conducting and magnetic properties.

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Ni(dmit)2

N NH3C

Methyl Viologen

CH3

Ni SS O

N

O

N

DiCC

Scheme 1. Chemical structures of compounds.

2. Results

2.1. Crystal Structures, Similarities and Differences among the DiCC Salts

The crystal structures of γ-, δ- and 2:3-salts are shown in Figures 1–3. The crystallographic data
are summarized in Table 1. As for the molecular structures, all of the interatomic distances and angles
were normal for both anions and cations, and their arrangements were also standard for these types
of compounds. In order to make it clear what the important features are for high photoresponse in
conduction and magnetism, we should now pay more attention to comparison of their structures
than details of each structure. The single crystals of these salts were all (elongated) black platelets.
Considering the color of the starting materials (dark green and reddish orange for [Ni(dmit)2]− and
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DiCC+, respectively) of their synthesis, the black color suggests some intermolecular interaction
involving CT.

Table 1. Summary of crystallographic data.

Salt γ δ 2:3

Cation:Anion 1:1 1:1 2:3
Formula C35H37N2NiO2S10 C35H37N2NiO2S10 C76H74N4Ni3O4S30

M (g mol−1) 896.99 896.99 2245.26
Temperature (K) 296 296 296
Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic Triclinic
Space Group P1(#2) P21/n (#14) P1(#2)

a (Å) 8.36861(17) 10.8163(5) 7.7933(4)
b (Å) 13.7285(3) 30.5876(12) 12.7677(6)
c (Å) 18.2519(4) 12.4468(5) 25.2676(10)
α (◦) 79.6321(11) − 76.977(2)
β (◦) 80.7564(11) 95.6803(17) 88.978(3)
γ (◦) 83.0074(11) − 76.505(3)

V (Å3) 2026.57(7) 4097.7(3) 2380.29(19)
Z 2 4 1

Dcalc (g cm−3) 1.470 1.454 1.566
μ (Cu Kα) (cm−1) 57.784 57.155 72.288
CCDC deposit # 1526722 1526720 1526726

Reflection/Parameter 15.82 16.49 15.87
Max peak (e−/Å3) 0.66 0.63 0.89
Min peak (e−/Å3) −0.48 −0.71 −0.60

R1, wR2 0.0563 1, 0.1950 2 0.0731 1, 0.2486 2 0.0733 1, 0.2194 2

GOF 1.124 1.038 0.929
Max Shift/Error 0.007 0.000 0.066

1 I > 2.00σ (I). 2 All reflections.

The three salts were basically comprised of mixed-stacking structures or alternate arrangement
of cations and anions like ionic crystals. This structural common feature suggests that Coulombic
attraction between anions and cations should overwhelm the π–π interaction between ions with the
same charge in these salts. Closer examination clarified that both cations and anions were almost
completely planar except for the hexyl groups of the DiCC cations, and neighboring molecules were
parallel and/or close to each other, suggesting π–π interaction between them. This feature manifested
itself in 2:3-salt, where there were two types of stacking columns, i.e., anion-only columns in addition
to anion-cation mixed columns. Thus, it appears that overall molecular arrangement in these salts
should be governed by the Coulombic and π–π interactions. It is the unique feature common to these
salts that the crystals most developed along the cation–anion interactions, in contrast to other Ni(dmit)2

semiconducting salts. It is often the case with the Ni(dmit)2 salts that their crystals mostly develop
in parallel with the Ni(dmit)2 sheets or columns in which the Ni(dmit)2 anions closely interact with
each other.

The differences in the conformation of hexyl groups in the cations affected the resultant molecular
arrangements only in a quantitative way such as intermolecular distances. The following subsections
briefly describe selected details of the structure of each salt, which will provide us information
necessary for understanding the physical properties discussed below.

2.1.1. γ-Salt

The single crystals were elongated hexagonal platelets and most developed along the a-axis.
The unit cell consisted of an asymmetric unit containing a cation and an anion (Figure 1a), and
possessed a mixed-stacking structure along the a-axis.
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The two hexyl groups of the cation extended approximately in the plane of the π-conjugated part
of the molecule. In other words, the entire cation was nearly planar (Figure 1b).

For conduction and magnetism, the interaction between the Ni(dmit)2 anions is important.
In γ-salt, the anions formed a loosely-assembled sheet in the bc-plane (Figure 1b,c), and there were
some short distances between them shorter than or comparable to the van der Waals distance between
two sulfur atoms (3.70 Å; Figure 1d).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Crystal structure of γ-DiCC[Ni(dmit)2] (DiCC = 3,3′-Dihexyloxacarbocyanine monocation).
Red; Ni(dmit)2 anon, blue; DiCC cation, hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity: (a) asymmetric unit;
(b) view down along b-axis; (c) view down along a-axis; (d) interaction between anions in the bc-plane.
In (d), the shortest sulfur–sulfur distances between the two anions designated by broken lines are
3.280(2) (green, in relation C), 3.572(2) (blue, B), 3.705(2) Å (red, B), respectively.

2.1.2. δ-Salt

The single crystals were elongated thick platelets and most developed along the a-axis. The unit
cell of δ-salt consisted of an asymmetric unit containing a cation and an anion, and can be regarded as
a mixed-stacking structure along the a-axis.

The direction in which the two hexyl groups extended (Figure 2a) was different from that in
γ-salt (Figure 1a). The two hexyl groups of the cation extended almost vertically to the plane of the
π-conjugated part of the molecule, and they extended in a parallel way to each other but in an opposite
way to those of the neighboring cation (Figure 2b).
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Still, in γ-salt, the neighboring mixed-stacking columns are solid-crossing to each other
(Figure 2c,d), and, at the crossing points, there were short distances between the adjacent anions in
different columns shorter than or comparable to the van der Waals distance between two sulfur atoms.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Crystal structure of δ-DiCC[Ni(dmit)2]. Red; Ni(dmit)2 anon, blue; DiCC cation, hydrogen
atoms are omitted for clarity: (a) asymmetric unit; (b) neighboring cation arrangement; (c) view down
along a-axis; (d) interaction between anions in the bc-plane. In (d), the sulfur–sulfur distances between
the two anions designated by broken lines are 3.747(2) (blue), 3.519(2) (orange) and 3.656(2) Å (black) in
the intermolecular relation A and 5.312(2) (red), 4.474(2) (green) and 3.819(2) Å (violet) in the relation
B, respectively.

2.1.3. 2:3-Salt

The single crystals were elongated thick platelets (parallelepipeds) and most developed along the
[210]-direction, which was nearly parallel (~15◦) with the a-axis. The unit cell of 2:3-salt consisted of
an asymmetric unit containing a whole cation and one and a half of anions (Figure 3a). There were
two kinds of stacking columns along the a-axis: cation–anion mixed-stacking columns and anion-only
columns. Accordingly, the structure of 2:3-salt possessed both features of insulating and conducting
molecular CT complexes; the former was common to the structures of the 1:1-salts (β- [13], γ-, and δ-)
and those often observed in the fully ionized (ionic) molecular CT complexes. The latter structural
feature is considered to originate from two factors; one is the non-integer charges on cations and anions
due to the small amount of CT between cations and anions in the ground state, and the other is the
molecular shapes and sizes to allow them to share the similar intermolecular distances between the
two different types of columns (anion-only, and anion–cation mixed types).

The direction in which the two hexyl groups extended was different either from that in γ-salt
or that in δ-salt. The two hexyl groups of the cation extended as if they surround the anion-only
columns (Figure 3b). There were some short distances (<3.70 Å) between sulfur atoms on neighboring
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anions, which could form conduction pathways (Figure 3c). Considering the sulfur–sulfur interatomic
contacts, the most conductive direction should be in the a-axis.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3. Crystal structure of DiCC2[Ni(dmit)2]3. Red; Ni(dmit)2 anon, blue; DiCC cation, hydrogen
atoms are omitted for clarity: (a) asymmetric unit containing one and a half of the anions and a whole
cation; (b) view down along a-axis; (c) interaction between anions in stacking columns along the a-axis.
In (c), the shortest sulfur–sulfur distances between the two anions designated as A and B are 3.792(3)
and 3.688(3) Å, respectively.

2.2. Electrical Behavior

As the conducting and magnetic properties of these salts are expected to be governed by
the Ni(dmit)2 anions, resistivity should be measured in the direction where the anions aggregate
themselves to form conduction pathways of columns or sheets. However, in these salts, the dimensions
of the single crystals in such directions were too small to carry out electrical measurements, suggesting
that the interactions between the anions are not so large compared with other intermolecular
interactions. Based on the structural analyses above, the common feature of these three salts is
that cations and anions alternate with each other along the longest axis of each crystal. In these types
of crystals, the electrical resistivity along the longest axis is considered to be dominated by the hopping
of carriers between cations and anions. Additionally, the photoresponse should be largest when the
CT bands between cations and anions are excited, since the CT transitions produce holes and electrons,
corresponding to net carrier doping to both species. Such CT requires cation–anion π–π interactions,
which can be estimated by resistivity measurements in the penetrating direction through cations and
anions. Therefore, the electrical resistivity measurements were carried out on the single crystals of
these salts along the longest axes concerning both dark conductivity and photoresponse.

The γ-salt was highly insulating with room temperature conductivity of 7.9 × 10−9 Scm−1

(// a-axis) both under dark and irradiated conditions irrespective of incident wavelength in UV-Vis
region (Figure 4a). The photoresponse is corroborated by its diffuse reflectance spectra (Figure A1
in Appendix), where no CT bands were observed in 200–2500 nm. This result is also consistent with
the electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra under irradiation, where no response (spectral change) was
observed either.

The δ-salt exhibited 100 times as high dark conductivity as the remaining salts, 8.6 × 10−7 Scm−1

(// a-axis) at room temperature, and even higher conductivity under UV-irradiation by six times,
5.2 × 10−6 Scm−1 (// a-axis) at room temperature, compared with its dark conductivity (Figure 4b).
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The 2:3-salt was also highly insulating with room temperature conductivity of 8.3 × 10−9 Scm−1

(// a-axis) both under dark and irradiated conditions irrespective of incident wavelength in UV-Vis
region (Figure 4c). Such negligible photoresponse in conduction is consistent with the diffuse
reflectance spectra of UV-Vis-NIR (Figure A1 in Appendix), where CT bands were hardly observed
like the case of γ-salt.
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Figure 4. Observed current under dark and UV-irradiated conditions of γ-, δ- and 2:3-salts. Red; under
UV-irradiation (254–450 nm), blue; under dark condition: (a) γ-salt; (b) δ-salt; (c) 2:3-salt.

2.3. Electron Spin Resonance (ESR)

The ESR spectra under dark and irradiated conditions for γ- and δ-salts are shown in Figures 5
and 6, together with simulated spectra considering hyperfine interactions with nuclear spins,
linewidths, and g-values in an anisotropic way. As a result, the obtained parameters are rather
isotropic or two-dimensional, as is often the case with π-spins. The best fit parameters corresponding
to the simulated spectra are summarized in Tables A1–A3 in the Appendix. The irradiated conditions
were identical with those in the electrical resistivity measurements. The ESR was not measured for
2:3-salt because it was highly insulating and did not exhibit any photoresponse in conduction.

Based on the ESR of β-salt in our previous work [13] as well as the spectral simulation in this work,
all of the spectra consisted of two sets of peaks originating from the spins on the cations (~325–330 mT)
and those on the anions (~315–320 mT), respectively. However, their relative intensities, overall
lineshapes, and photoresponses depended on the salts. Some of the peaks could not be reproduced in
a quantitative way, i.e., in all of the peak positions, the lineshapes, the linewidths and the intensities.
Still, overall spectral features are well reproduced by the simulation for all the three salts, enabling
semi-quantitative discussion for us.

The spectra of γ-salt did not change at all between dark and irradiated conditions (Figure 5),
which agreed with the photoresponse in electrical behavior. This is consistent with the crystal structure.
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Figure 5. Electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra of γ-salt measured under dark and irradiated
(254–450 nm) conditions. Black; observed spectra, red; simulated spectra. The observed spectra
were completely identical and overlapped with each other under dark and irradiated conditions.
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Figure 6. ESR spectra of δ-salt measured under dark and irradiated (254–450 nm) conditions. Black;
observed, red; simulated spectra: (a) spectrum under dark condition and its simulated spectrum;
(b) spectrum under irradiated condition and its simulated spectrum.

The spectra of δ-salt under UV-irradiation were clearly different from its spectra under dark
conditions (Figure 6). Under dark conditions, the total intensity of peaks due to the spins on the
anions (anions’ peaks) was comparable to or slightly larger than that due to the spins on the cations
(cations’ peaks). In contrast, under UV-irradiation, the relative intensity of the cations’ peaks reversibly
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increased to become much more intense than those of anions’ peaks, almost retaining the lineshapes
and g-values. This implies that CT transition occurs between cations and anions under UV-irradiation.
As the CT transitions between two different components in solids produce net photocarriers and
photoexcited spins at the same time [10–12,16], the observed photoresponse in ESR spectra accounts
for the observed photoresponse in electrical behavior mentioned above. The g-values of a part of the
spins on the N atoms (#3 (N) in the dark conditon in Table A2 were markedly enhanced compared
with those of isolated spins on the bipyridine derivatives (g ~2.00 for N atoms), indicating strong
interaction with the spins having larger g-values such as those in heavy atoms and transition metals,
i.e., indicating strong interaction between cations and anions. This is consistent with the crystal
structure. By comparison between Tables A2 and A3, the simulation of the ESR spectra indicates that
the spin densities on the cations relative to the anions increases in the photoexcited state than that
in the dark state. This indicates that the photoexcitation corresponds to the CT from the anions to
the cations producing localized spins on the cations and doping holes in the anions’ bands at the
same time.

3. Discussion

3.1. Structure–Property Relations

The obtained results thus far are summarized in Table 2 for comparison. The CT interactions
between cations and anions and those between anions are important for production of charge carriers
and forming conduction pathways, respectively. However, if they are too strong between a particular
pair of molecules, other interactions would inevitably become small. Accordingly, an occurrence of
a strong interaction will lead to strong dimerization as is the case in γ- and 2:3-salts. Such a situation
corresponds to uneven potential with deep valleys and high barriers for carriers to go through, which
is evidently unfavorable to electrical conduction and favorable for localization of unpaired electrons in
deep valleys.

As regards carriers, because the photoexcitation can produce/increase them to some extent,
the lack of carriers in the ground state does not matter so seriously compared to dark conductivity.
In principle, a small (large) cation–anion CT interaction generally involves a large (small) amount
of charge transfer between them with a small (large) transition probability. In addition, the actual
conduction depends also on the produced carriers’ mobility and the mean free path in the excited
states/bands as well as those in the originally fully-occupied states/bands. The mobility and relaxation
times depend on the characteristics of the bands, and is practically independent of the number of
carriers produced unless their densities are high. Therefore, the interrelation between photoresponse
and the strength of cation–anion interaction is complicated. The cation–anion CT interaction is
necessary for high photoresponse (σphoto/σdark), yet interaction that is too strong often leads to
unfavorable situations for photoconduction, as is the case in the dark conduction.

Table 2. Comparison of properties of DiCC salts (DiCC = 3,3′-Dihexyloxacarbocyanine monocation).

Salts
Dark Conductivity

σdark (Scm−1)
Photoconductivity 1

σphoto (Scm−1)
σphoto/σdark Anion–Anion Interaction 2 Cation–Anion

Interaction 2

γ 7.9 × 10−9 7.9 × 10−9 1 Uneven Weak
δ 8.6 × 10−7 5.2 × 10−6 6 Very weak Moderate

2:3 8.3 × 10−9 8.3 × 10−9 1 Strongly dimerized columns Strong
1 Here, “photoconductivity” means the conductivity under irradiation, and the observed values may include
contributions of dark conductivity and thermal carriers. 2 Estimated by the structural features.

Thus far, we have not explicitly discussed the possible structural differences between dark and
photoexcited states. We have not obtained any data indicating or excluding such a structural change
on photoexcitation in these salts, and nothing can be said until some evidence will be obtained in
future work.
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As regards the relaxation times of photoexcited carriers and localized spins, the ESR spectra
of the “photosilent” salts (γ- and 2:3-salts) left us an important message. Whether they exhibit
photoresponse in conduction or not, there should be photoexcited spins/carriers in them during the
ESR measurements under photoirradiation as long as they absorb the light. However, irradiation
did not change the ESR spectra of γ-salt or conduction behavior of γ- and 2:3-salts at all. This can be
explained by considering the relaxation times. In the ESR spectra under UV-irradiation, there are at least
two kinds of relaxation times, that of UV-excitation (τUV) and that of ESR, i.e., microwave-excitation
(τESR). For the observation of ESR on the photoexcited unpaired electrons, the condition τUV >> τESR

is required. In addition, if τESR in these salts are too short or too long compared with 10−10 s, they are
not observed in ESR spectra measured using X-band microwaves (9–10 GHz). General substances do
not satisfy these requirements, and do not exhibit photoresponses in ESR. Similarly, the increase in
conductivity would not be observed under irradiation, when τUV is far shorter than the time scale
of resistivity measurement (~1–10 ms), even if there are a sufficient number of photocarriers with
sufficient mobilities. This situation is clearly different from dark conductivity, where carriers can be
discussed based on a single kind of relaxation time characteristic of their mean free path. Since all of
these salts absorb UV-Vis-NIR light (~1015 Hz), τUV should be on the order of 10−15 s, and succeeding
processes are considered to differ from each other to result in different relaxation times of photoexcited
carriers on the anions and localized spins on the cations. Based on the discussion thus far, the overall
relaxation time of photoexcited spins on the cations and anions is unusually prolonged to produce
the observed photoresponse in ESR and conduction. Such prolonged relaxation times have been
observed only in the CT complexes containing bipyridine derivatives with apparently mixed-stacking
structures [10–12]. The mechanism can be related to the characteristic or advantage in this kind of
molecular CT complexes such as CT interactions with photosensitive dyes, which would stabilize
the photoexcited states. It can be also the key feature for mechanism that they exhibit rather high
conduction along the mixed-stacking direction. The detailed experiments are now under way to clarify
the mechanism.

3.2. Material Design for and beyond Photoconductors

The Ni(dmit)2 salts with photosensitizer cations were obtained and one of them exhibited
semiconducting behavior with a moderately high ratio between photoconduction relative to its
dark conduction and unusually long relaxation times of photoexcited carriers and localized spins.
This photoexcited behavior is considered to be closely related to the interaction between DiCC+

and [Ni(dmit)2]− species, which produces carriers and localized spins under UV-irradiation. This
structural feature originates from the intermediate molecular packing between ionic and molecular
crystal structures with retaining anion–anion molecular orbital overlaps narrowly.

The molecular design and combination strategy here is different from that for molecular metals
and superconductors. In the design of highly conducting materials, smaller counter ions are
favorable for close packing and self-aggregation of [Ni(dmit)2]−. Additionally, the partial oxidation of
[Ni(dmit)2]− is required for production of carriers. However, highly conducting materials generally do
not exhibit high photoconductivity; semiconducting or insulating behavior is required under the dark
condition. Here in this work, a rather bulky π-conjugated counter species (DiCC+) and fully ionized
[Ni(dmit)2]− were utilized, which produced a semiconductor with low conductivity.

For efficient photoresponsive conductors and magnets, the relaxation times of photoexcited
electrons are one of the most important factors. The long relaxation times observed here have
never been reported in known materials for photoelectric conversion, whether they are organic
or inorganic, and thus can be a suitable or superior new material for solar cells/photovoltaics,
for example. Accordingly, δ-salt proves that the combination of dye sensitizers and π-conjugated
radical anions/cations is a promising strategy to photoresponsive semiconductors and paramagnets
as next-generation molecular functional materials.
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4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Sample Preparation

3,3′-Dihexyloxacarbocyanine iodide (DiCC·I) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, 98%) and
acetonitrile (Wako Pure Chemicals, Osaka, Japan, Super Dehydrated Grade) were purchased and
used as received. [n-(C4H9)4N][Ni(dmit)2] (abbreviated as TBA[Ni]) was synthesized by following
the reported procedure [34]. The single crystals of all kinds of salts DiCCn[Ni(dmit)2]m {(n, m) = (1,2)
or (2,3)} were obtained from the salt metathesis of DiCC·I and (C4H9)4N[Ni(dmit)2] in CH3CN.
The polycrystalline solid of DiCC·I (3 mg) and TBA[Ni] (3 mg) were separately dissolved in 10 mL of
acetonitrile and filtered. The former solution was added to the latter solution, and the resulting mixed
solution stood still being loosely sealed with a sheet of plastic (polyvinylidene chloride) film at room
temperature (RT) under dark conditions to allow gradual evaporation of the solvent until precipitation
of the crystals were observed. This procedure yielded γ-, δ- and 2:3-salts as a mixture after a week.
Attempts to find synthetic conditions for them in a selective way remain unsuccessful. The single
crystals were filtered and washed thoroughly with acetonitrile and acetone, and dried in vacuo.
The obtained crystals were identified based on the X-ray oscillation photographs (cell parameters),
and subjected to electrical resistivity and ESR measurements.

4.2. X-ray Structural Analysis

The data collection was carried out at 296 K for γ-, δ-, and 2:3-salts using R-AXIS RAPID (Rigaku,
Tokyo, Japan). Radiation used was graphite monochromated Cu Kα (λ = 1.54187 Å) for all the
salts. The structural analysis was carried out using CrystalStructure 4.1 (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan).
The details are summarized in Supplementary Materials. Crystallographic data have been deposited
with Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC): the deposition numbers are summarized in
Table 1.

4.3. Physical Measurements

4.3.1. Electrical Resistivity Measurements

The single crystals were freshly prepared and checked in advance by X-ray oscillation photographs
for the quality, morphology (to confirm the direction of the crystallographic axes for identifying most
conductive direction) and phase (α-, β-, γ-, δ- or 2:3-salts). Both ends of the needle or platelet crystal
(~0.5–1 mm) were freshly cut immediately before every measurement, and gold wires were attached
upon the fresh cross sections.

As the electrical resistivity of these compounds were found to be generally high (bulk resistance
R > 107 ohm) based on the preliminary measurements, the resistivity measurements were carried
out by a direct-current two-probe method. All of the measurements were carried out at 296 K under
ambient pressure, and the temperature raise due to Joule heating effects was checked by time-resolved
resistivity measurements with the time resolution of 18 ms by the same equipment [13] and on the spot,
and temperature and/or resistivity data were taken at the equilibrium/constant states. Their resistivity
was too high to measure at low temperature whether under dark or irradiated conditions, and thus
the temperature dependence was not measured. A constant voltage (Table 3) was applied and the
resultant current was measured. The voltage was varied in a range to confirm the linearity between
the voltage and the current to exclude any artifact. The constant voltage was applied along the largest
dimensions (longest axes, edges or diagonals) of the crystals. The equipment was homemade cryostat
consisting of a picoammeter/voltage source (Keithley 6487, Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR, USA) or
a sourcemeter (Keithley 2400, Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR, USA), a digital temperature controller
(Model 331, Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc., Westerville, OH, USA), and a rotary/diffusion packaged
pumping system (DS-A412N, Diavac Limited, Yachiyo, Japan). Gold paste (No. 8560, Tokuriki Honten
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and gold wires (25 μm in diameter; Nilaco 171086, The Nilaco Corporation,
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Tokyo, Japan) were used as the electrical contacts. All the measurements of dark conductivity were
carried out in a double-shielded copper sample room with a helium atmosphere (~2–5 Pa at RT) under
complete darkness. After dark conductivity, the photoconductivity was measured on the same sample
in an open atmosphere. The light was guided through an optical fiber to be normal on the sample
surface and the distance between the end of the fiber and sample was 1 cm. The light source used was
Hg/Xe-Lamp (200 W, Supercure-203S, San-Ei Electric, Osaka, Japan) equipped with adjustable power
gain and filters. The irradiation conditions are summarized in Table 4.

Table 3. Conditions in electrical resistivity measurements. 1

Salt Direction Start (V) End (V) Interval (V)

γ // a-axis 100 500 100
δ // a-axis 20 100 20

2:3 ~// a-axis 2 100 500 100
1 Common to dark and photoconductivity measurements. The current and voltage were applied and measured
in the direction indicated. In order to check linearity between voltage and current, which is required for electrical
resistivity measurements, the measurement was carried out by applying six different voltages in series by increasing
the voltage from the value of Start [V] to that of End [V] with the interval [V] indicated in the table. 2 The exact
direction was the [210]-direction, which was nearly parallel (~15◦) with the a-axis.

Table 4. Irradiation conditions in photoconductivity measurements. 1

Salt
Wavelength Range (1)

(nm)
Intensity (1)

(Wcm−2)
Wavelength Range (2)

(nm)
Intensity (2)

(Wcm−2)

γ 254–450 6.7 254–1100 12.3
δ 254–450 6.7 NA NA

2:3 254–450 6.7 254–1100 12.3
1 Some samples were examined under two different irradiation conditions.

4.3.2. Electron Spin Resonance (ESR)

All of the ESR measurements were carried out using single crystals. The single crystal, which was
briefly checked by X-ray oscillation photographs, was set on a piece of silicone sheet with Apiezon N
grease (Apiezon, Manchester, UK). This was set on a piece of Teflon with Apiezon N in a quartz ESR
tube (5 mm in diameter) with the proper alignment relative to the magnetic field, and the tube was
sealed in a helium atmosphere (~10–20 kPa). The measurements were carried out using a JES-FA100
(X-band spectrometer; 9.3 GHz, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at a constant temperature. The temperature
was controlled so as not to allow the temperature variation to exceed ±0.5 K during the field sweep.
The magnetic field was corrected by a Gaussian meter (NMR Field Meter ES-FC5, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan) at the end of every measurement. The accuracy of magnetic fields was further confirmed by
a single crystal of DPPH (1,1-Diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl; g = 2.00366 ± 0.00004) [35–37], which was
used as a standard of g-values. The temperature (77 K), sweep time (30 s), modulation (100 kHz),
microwave power (0.998 mW), and time constant (0.01 s) were identical for each salt and common
to the measurements under dark and irradiated conditions. The time constants were varied and
finally determined to be the best values considering signal:noise ratio and observation of details of
the lineshapes (hyperfine structures). For every salt, the ESR measurements under dark conditions
were carried out first. Then, the sample in the ESR tube was irradiated for 10 min through an optical
fiber and a focusing lens in situ through an optical window of the ESR cavity. For all of the salts,
the ESR spectra gradually changed during the first several minutes of irradiation. After confirming
that the spectra did not change any more, the spectra were recorded under continuous irradiation
by integrating the spectra by 10–20 times. The spectra simulation was carried out using Anisotropic
Simulation software AniSim/FA ver. 2.2.0 (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). In the simulation, the parameters
for g-value, hyperfine coupling constants A (mT) of 14N (I = 1) and 1H (I = 1/2), linewidth Γ (mT), and
the ratio between Lorentzian and Gaussian were considered in an anisotropic way.
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4.3.3. Diffuse Reflectance Spectra

Diffuse reflectance spectra in the UV-vis-NIR (200–2500 nm) region were measured for the samples
dispersed in a KBr pellet and sandwiched with a pair of quartz glasses with a U-4000 spectrophotometer
(Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) at RT with a resolution of 2 nm.
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Appendix A. Diffuse Reflectance Spectra

Figure A1. Diffuse reflectance spectra of γ- and 2:3-salts (powder). Spectra of [n-(C4H9)4N][Ni(dmit)2]
(TBA[Ni]) and DiCC·I (both in powder) are also shown for comparison. Red; γ-salt, blue;
[n-(C4H9)4N][Ni(dmit)2], yellow; 2:3-salt, green; DiCC·I.

Appendix B. Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) Spectra

Table A1. Parameters for simulated spectrum of γ-salt a,b.

Spin # c #1 #2 #3 #4

Irel (%) 82.8 13.9 1.65 1.65
I 0 (32S) 0 (32S) 1 (14N) 1 (14N)

gx 2.0855 2.0743 2.0060 2.0180
gy 2.0855 2.0743 2.0060 2.0175
gz 1.9970 2.0510 2.0058 2.0160

Ax (mT) NA NA 0.100 1.300
Ay (mT) NA NA 0.100 0.100
Az (mT) NA NA 0.100 0.100
Γx (mT) 0.660 0.700 0.800 0.700
Γy (mT) 0.660 0.700 0.800 0.800
Γz (mT) 0.650 0.800 1.000 1.000

Lorentzian/Gaussian 100/0 0/100 100/0 100/0
a The observed spectra were completely identical and overlapped with each other under dark and irradiated
conditions. Thus, the parameters shown above are common to both spectra under dark and irradiated conditions.
b Irel, I, gi, Ai and Γi (i = x, y, z) designate relative intensity, nuclear spin, g-value, hyperfine coupling constant
and linewidth in the i-direction, respectively. c Spin # designate the serial numbers of the oscillators required for
the reproduction of the observed spectra. It does not mean that there are such numbers of independent spins in
the sample.
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Table A2. Parameters for simulated spectrum of δ-salt under dark conditions a.

Spin # b #1 #2 #3 #4

Irel (%) 82.5 6.19 1.03 10.3
I 0 (32S) 0 (32S) 1 (14N) 1 (14N)

gx 2.0980 2.0500 2.0310 2.0040
gy 2.0680 2.0400 2.0308 2.0040
gz 1.9843 2.0328 2.0112 2.0040

Ax (mT) NA NA 0.100 0.100
Ay (mT) NA NA 0.100 0.100
Az (mT) NA NA 0.100 0.100
Γx (mT) 2.000 2.000 0.800 2.200
Γy (mT) 0.300 1.300 0.300 2.200
Γz (mT) 0.800 1.000 0.150 2.200

Lorentzian/Gaussian 80/20 100/0 100/0 50/50
a Irel, I, gi, Ai and Γi (i = x, y, z) designate relative intensity, nuclear spin, g-value, hyperfine coupling constant
and linewidth in the i-direction, respectively. b Spin # designate the serial numbers of the oscillators required for
the reproduction of the observed spectra. It does not mean that there are such numbers of independent spins in
the sample.

Table A3. Parameters for simulated spectrum of δ-salt under irradiated condition a.

Spin # b #1 #2 #3 #4

Irel (%) 63.8 26.6 7.98 1.60
I 0 (32S) 0 (32S) 1 (14N) 1 (14N)

gx 2.0980 2.0500 2.0048 2.0008
gy 2.0670 2.0370 2.0048 2.0006
gz 1.9832 1.9745 2.0043 2.0004

Ax (mT) NA NA 1.000 1.200
Ay (mT) NA NA 1.000 0.100
Az (mT) NA NA 0.100 0.100
Γx (mT) 2.000 2.000 0.800 0.600
Γy (mT) 0.400 1.300 0.800 0.600
Γz (mT) 0.400 0.800 0.800 0.600

Lorentzian/Gaussian 80/20 100/0 80/20 100/0
a Irel, I, gi, Ai and Γi (i = x, y, z) designate relative intensity, nuclear spin, g-value, hyperfine coupling constant
and linewidth in the i-direction, respectively. b Spin # designate the serial numbers of the oscillators required for
the reproduction of the observed spectra. It does not mean that there are such numbers of independent spins in
the sample.
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